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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the inquiry is to explore the personal-social interface of professional
knowledge. The notions of knowledge as hierarchical body ld knowledge as relating to
people are common assumptions underlying academic writing, certain everydayexpressions, as well as curriculum guidalines. These notions are described here as two
cultural or folk models which shape the professional practice of a grade eight teacher. I
take the non-propositional nature of folk modelc as my point of departure and describe thenarrative quality of the second model as enacted by the teacher and recorded by a
participant observer. Theme, plot, setting, mood and moral directives in the narrative, all
demnnstrate the potential for change through individual variations of the enactment, while
they simultaneously maintain a professional prototype.

Since the contents of the folk model were in part shared among teacher, students and
researcher through enacted and perceived narrative, there are implications for professional
development. Top down implementation of these cultural models is impossible because oftheir inexplicit and open-ended quality. However, aspects of the model were nevertheless
learned by students in ells particular teacher's classroom. The research activity itself also
contributed to the sharing of the model, besides providing insights into the understandings
of a professional group from the perspective of individuals, via individual enactments and
collaborative telling and retelling of the narrative.
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Folk Models and Chante in a Teacher's
Practical Knowledge

In journals and discussions with student teachers this year I have beea confronted

repeatedly by questions such as "How do beginners relate to and profit by the knowledge of

the profession they do not yet consider theirs"? Student teachers tell me they profit most

through watching, doing and reflecting, but tensions come up when they compare their own

or associate teachers' practice to models and advice given in the literature. They believe

associates fall short of the mark; that they themselves fall short of the mark. For me this

links to the general question of how professional knowledge is passed on. To get hold of

this problem in a different way I decided to look a.. professional knowledge as knowledge

which is predominantly of a niltural rather than a technical nature. I therefore look at the

passing on of such knowledge not as a technical process, but as a cultural one, akin to the

way any of us are inducted from early childhood into the values and b_thaviours of our own

culture.

Cultural knowledge is essentially inexplicit, tacitly held and socially shared.

Anthropologists have used the term folk model to label tacit stocks of cultural knowledge,

e.g., D'Andrade (1981) calls folk models unspecified programs that are passed on and

learned experientially, as problems are solved within a network of human relationships. I

set myself the task to look at teaching as a cultural activity, perhaps describable through

folk models. Thel motivation for this work also arose out of a concern I share with Michael

Connelly (1987, 1989, with Clandinin 1988), Freema Elbaz (1981), and Jean Clandinin

(1985), a concern to view teachers' professional knowledge as both personal and social, and

in this linkage not to relegate the personal to being a mere illustration 3r instantiation of

social structures, nor, on the other hand, to create generalizations ou ". of an in-depth

understanding of one particular case.

II would like to thank Dolores Furlong, Rosalie Young, Michael Connelly, Carol Mullen, Jill Bell, Hal Grunau
and Jessie Lees for their help in the preparation of this paper.
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Given these concerns it is generally important to stress the influence ofeach member of a

professional group on the content of the model, and to point to the links and implications

for individual teacher's development and particular student's learning.2 My effort in this

paper is to move toward partial knowledge of a professional group through unde.standing

particular actions of a particular grade 8 teacher, Carol Burke.3 In my work with her I view

the group knowledge of teachers through cultural or folk models.

I was initially attracted to work with Carol Burke by the emphasis on relationships and a

sense of community I sensed in the description of her teaching.4 She seemed to be the lund

of teacher I would have liked to he during the time I taught high school, a time which I see

now as having 3en contoured predominantly by a view of knowledge as a body or corpus,

the content of which is hierarchically organized. In 1990, as I read fieldnotes written about

her cl'assroom in 1986/87, I wanted to find out more about her teaching by thinking her

narrative through with her. I also began to conceptualize two folk models through my

reading of her instructional moves, the student/teacher interactions and the reflective

comments Carol Burke made to Cathy Allen, her participant researcher. I began to

construct narrative accounts of her teaching activities and her "personal pra ..ical

knowledge" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1984, 1988a) and then brought these to her for her

perusal and comments. I discussed what I wrote with her and observed her in a different

setting in a new school this year. Burke enjoyed reminiscing and reflecting about her 86/87

situations and linking these to her current teaching. I enjoyed watching her teach and

talking things over wAh her. By doing this I reconstructed some of my own narrative of

teaching and learning. Our telling and retelling had spinoffs in the reliving; I am a

different teacher, I believe, for having heard her story, and she is more aware of the

tensions inherent in her work.

2Zeichner (1989) points to a conundrum in teache:- devolopment, when he asks 'whether the profession as a
whole can ever develop a sense of shared professional standards, yet sharcd professional standards are one of
the defining features of a profession" (p. 1).

3Pseudonym used for the sake of privacy.

4These descriptions of Carol Burke's teaching were in the fieldnotes Cathy Allen made in 1986/87 as a
researcher/participant for the Second International Science Study Caw& (Comielly, Crocker & Kass, in press).
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While looking at fieldnotes on her 86/87 grade eight classroom, I began to think of folk

models as having a narrative cr what I called an "i f. when" quality: I thought that if I asked

teachers to tell me about what communication, relationships and a sense of community

have to do with zurriculum, they might give me a philosophical statement, but more likely

they would give me something that has a temporal stretch to ii., which I call an "is when"

quality. Children, when asked the question "what is (for example communication)?", often

answer, "it is when I do such and such". One child may argue "no, it is when I do so and

so". In this way parts of a folk model get negotiated and passed on. I believe that in a

professional context many "is when" stories are told that are experiences and expressions of

folk models at work.5

For this reason I gathered aspects of two folk models in Burke's professional situation

thrnugh a narrative retelling of events in her classroom and I sensed two folk models at

work,6 one: Knowledge as body or corpus, hierarchically organized and two: knowledge in

relation to people that is communicatively structured. By looking at what I call the

narrative qualities of one of these folk models in this paper, I believe I open L.) a space to

sea the personal practical knowledge of an individual te...cher at work within the model, and

thereby I also open a perspective to view the possibility of continual change in the cultural

models via individual enactments of them. The influence of the individual or personal on

what is socially shared then counters notions of determinism or disempowerment on

account of predominant social structures. This will be further elaborated throughout the

paper.

Folk models draw their power from being inexplicit, non-propositional, lived and socially

shared (D'Andrade 1981). They are not the kind of knowledge that fits into a technical

rational frame7 of professional practice, or, more generally speaking, into an objectivist

6Carr(1986) proposes that our experience of actions and of our selves has a narrative quality.

6In this paper I use a folk model and cultural model ahernately since I do not want to stress an expert folk
dichotomy one might attribute to the use of the term folk.

71 am using the term technical rathnal as &hem (1983) spoke of it.

6
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view of reality. Johnson (1987) discusses the objectivist point of view and explains that for

objectivists it is possible to move from "public meaning directly to specific states of affairs"

Johnson (1987, xxxi). This is exactly the underlying assumption of technical rational

professional education: it is thought we can move from academic findings, research

arguments or technical models directly to the states of affairs in classrooms. Specific places

and circumstances, bodily processes, or acts of imaginatioa and personal feelings and

purposes are thought of as irrelevant or else as manipulable in a technica. Lationa l manner.

In what follows in this paper I am trying to demonstrate that professional knowledge, like

cultural knowledge, is shared and passed on through enactments, particularly through the

experience of narrative detail feelings, moods, imaginative acts, physical arrangements,

personal aims and fears, in sum, bits of enacted story.

I look at a particular enactment of one folk model (knowledge as relating to people) and see

what we might say about that enactment. I restrict myself in this way because I am

exploring acts of teaching and learning, not cognitive structures or questions of ontology.8

8A folk model is non-propositional knowledge. The name I gave one such a model nnowkdge as relating to
people, is an artifact trying to name an unspecifiable cluster of narrative detail. The folk modd itself is not
reduceable to any propositions we might use to name it.

Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987) talk about "prototypes" in a similar way, when they try to describe what is
held in common in dynamic non-pmpositional clusters of image schemata and metaphors. They also warn us
against overestimating the "solidity" of stch prototypes that they are not 'passive receptacles into which
experience is poured", but that they are "flexible in that they can take on any number of specific instantiations
in varying contexts"; that they are "fluid patterns that get altered in various contexts", but still "retain a certain
relative stability" by becoming "conventionally located" in a network of meaning (p. 29, 30).

There may very well ezdst prototypes in otz teaching culture of the folk models, but it is not the purpose of
this paper to circumscribe or establish a prototype. How could one do this in any case? After all, what is the
prototype of a "chair"? Can we describe it completely? We all know a chair when we see one, with the exception
perhaps of some artistic renderings which may require a second look. Or, children may see a chair-like quality
in all kinds of things, which once it was are pointed out let us recognize those things as chairs. How then is the
prototype "chair" passed on? By looking at, drawing, producing and buying chairs and bysitting on tbem.

My effort in this paper is not to prove the sharability of a specific prototype and even less to prove its
existence. Nor do I intend to take up the notions folk model as a collection of categorized components which can
be named clearly and completely. D'Andrade in his Fol./mode/ of the Mind (1987) did this very well by
abstracting detailed characteristics of this particular cultural model from interview material. I do not claim to
show what exactly it is, that hi3 held in common by a professional group (Keesing, 1987, calls "model I" the pool
of common sense knowledge and understanding of the community). Nor do I want to emphasize a cognitive
approach by delineating mental principles and recipes held by an individual (Keesing's "model II"). Also work
on Schema Theory would be useful here, based on i.g. Mandler 1984. However the assumptions about the
nature of "prototypes" allowed me a useful hypothesis about the nature of professional knowledge and let me
tentatively link particular actions in a classroom as connected to knowledge which is social:y shared.

7



Johnson (1987) Connelly and Clandinin, (1988) ancl D'Andrade (1981): Johnson's (1987)

My starting points on the notion of folk model itself were certain spects described by

emphasizes mind/body connections which ground cultural knowledge in the body and the

imagination. In analyzing an interview passage on a man's feelings about rape Johnson

pointed cut that in order to understand the passage as a meaningful whole, we need to

draw on shared embodied metaphors and folk models in our culture. E.g. through folk

5

models about sexuality we take it for granted that sexual activity is a natural consequence

of sexual emotions, which in turn are sc,n as a natural way for men to respond when they

see a physically attractive woman. Similarly, details in the fieldnotes I was analyzing did

not come together as a meaningful whole, until I began to see them as held together by folk

models about knowing and learning in our culture.

7-

Connelly and Clandinin emphasize folk models i.c professional contexts and link them to

personal knowledge. "Children in groups create management difficulties" for them was one

such model, which they saw as an example of a "socially embedded professional view"

(1988b, 17). They see this model in the culture of teaching as a way a teacher (Judy)

"makes professional con'tact with other teachers" (p. 17). The suggestion that particular

actions of a teacher are linked via folk models to knowledge held by a professional group

has been a point of departure for me.

I also built on D'Andrade's (1981) suggestion that content-based rather than formal

abstraction may be the method of transfer we use in the transmission and learning of

caltural models. I thougLt. that narratives might be good vehicles to carry content without

depriving it of its links to situation, emotions and moral pressures; narratives also make

room for the temporal dimensions of a particular content. For these reasons I gathered

together narrative details from the fieldnotes gradually building up a professional version

of the folk models "knowledge as relating to people" and "knowledge as hierarchically

organized body or corpus". The narrative details included descriptions of physical

surroundings , actions, feelings, and ends in view.

6
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One might ask why study 5lk models in teaching, if we cannot conceptually manipulate

them, if they are in the air, so to speak, and passed on "automatically" or "by osmosis"? In

Carol Burke's case I noticed two contending models at work, and I believe it is important to

be aware of such tensions in our practice.9 Burke's rrofessional career has been shaped by

a tension between whet she called "teaching rotary" and "having your own kids".16 It

seemed to me that "teaching rotary" happens in schools because we value bodies of

specialist knowledge, and for teachers who like "having their own kids'', their relationship

with the students becomes an important part of the knowledge they impart. In her first

years of teaching, in 1965/66, Burke was a homeroom teacher, but :subsequently she taught

rotary for nineteen years. Yet her subjects, Physical Education and Guidance, emphasized

relationship to children. Also, in those years she often chose to team teach, was involved in

after-school activities and concerned to see the school evolve into a more close-knit

community. All these efforts indicate how important "relating to people" was to her. As
she talked with Allen, and later with me, she became more explicit in her description of a
tension between two things she considered important: trying to fit a curriculum into what

students have previously learned and will need to knew in high school, and helping her

students learn through good communication with her and with one another.
What we had at Bay Street School was that everybody has one class and the kids were out
for everything ... we had to teach our own science, geography, and history. That is what
the people at this level complained about, that the content is so high now, the demand on
the curriculum is so high, that you are complaining we are not turning out scholars but ... I
don't know if this (rotary system) is any better. For some kids yeah, but a lot of kids no.
I think (subject specialization) is great as far as content goes. It doesn't work if a school
has a lot of discipline problems, a lot of social, economic problems, because that is why we
went oT the double rotary system where you had a half a day in homeroom doing language
arts and math and half a day rotating from all of the different subjects and we found that
discipline problems became greater. ...

There are just so many problems with it. Just keeping tabs on students....
Special subjects means seeing everybody but not taking in the nitty-gritty part of the kid
you know. So that is one reason we wtiit off rotary. But delivering curriculum is sort of a
side problem to that. If there is a balance, I don't know. (Int. May/87).

91t has not been proven to my knowledge that such an awareness does not in turn affect practice. The studyof the entailments of such an awarene3d might prove interesting although it is not part ofmy project at thispoint.

191 discussed this tension with Burke by constructing three stories of her teaching and giving them the titlesTeaching Rotary, Working with Other Teachers, and Liking Each Other as a Basis for Learning.
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In her fmal year at Bay Street School she seemed to have found that balance to a large

degree, "the best of both worlds" as she tormed it.

I had the best of both worlds because I only had one (homeroom) and 1 h .d guidance, and I
saw my osn class for guidance too. And I had them twice a week. I integrated a lot of the
health. So I really did have the best of both worlds plus I had wonderful class. (Int.
Dec./89).

Now, in 1989/90, she has changed schools and is teaching a specialist subject, guidance, in

the morning to eighteen different groups in each six-day cycle, while counseling children

individually in the afternoon and attempting to be a kind of liaison person amongst the

staff. She told me that in her current situation she moves from room to room and one of her

problems is having to step into another teacher's territory, and into disciplinary situations

and classroom relationships she has not created herself. This makes relating to tho

children more difficult and disciplining children works against the coodiseling role of a

guidance tebcher. She is hoping fcr her own room next year, so that the classes can come to

her instead.

In 1986/87, the year the bulk of the field notes were taken, Burke was in a homeroom

situation. There, too, the tension between the two models was played out. To illustrate, I

begin by giving the end of Burke's story that year as Allen saw it enacted and recorded it in

her fieldnotes.

Apparently colleagues had given Burke advice for her "new job", and that advice had

implied that kids would be hard to handle during certain perkds of the school year when

there is no hard and fast curriculum, because examinations are over and grading decisions

have been made. This links to the notion of curriculum as a body of knowledge, making it

difficult to teach when there is nothing left of a particular chunk of that body to teach at

this particular time of year. Burke told part of the story in her own words:

Well, the May 31st deadline for the change in option sheets. The kids are all aware that
the report cards go on to the high school at the beginning of June and that their future is
pretty well et. And I wondered what was going to happen for the rest of June and was
pleasantly surprised that it didn't make one little bit of difference. So we just continued
the June program as we would have anything else. I did at that particular Lime a couple of
things that I would have liked to have done earlier in the year but didn't get a chance to do,
and so I put them in there. We h..1 a lot more class meetings and talked a lut more about
social and future and guidance type things, informally and without any threat of testing or
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that kind of thing....

And it was just good because I knew them so well by that time and it was quite different
talking to them than talking to them in September. We looked back over the year. I had
them write letters to themselves to be delivered to them in five years with their address on
it so that they could see what they were like in grade eight. Well, we did those, and we also
wrote some letters to the grade seven's who were coming into my room, about what
expectations I had, and what they couE expect. So it was looking on, forward looking
kinds of things. And then we planned our big trip to the city Tower" for dinner and had
different fundraising things for June and it was very pleasant. It was not at all what I
thought i might be when teachers used to say, "Oh, June -- what you do with them?" It
wasn't at all like that.

How this unexpected situation had come about cannot Ed explained in a few words. It is the

story of Burke and her students during that year that needs to be told.

In 1986/87 there was a sense of learning a hierarchical body of knowledge not only in many

teacher's views of curriculum and in many of the curriculum guidelines which Burke used,

b I also in the organization of her school. Hierarchical bodies of knowledge needed to be

taught by spvialists in each field and learned by groups separated according to their

readiness and previous preparation in each area. In grade eight at Burke's school, French,

Physical Education, Music and Industrial Arts were rotary subjects taught by specialists in

rooms other than the students' homeroom. In 1987/88 Burke and the other teachers voted

to put science and math on rotary as well. The homeroom teacher was left to teach
language arts and geography.

In the notes of Burke's teaching I saw the alternative professional notion of curriculum as

communicatively structured at wcrk: It displayed the importance of relationships,

demoa-71c responsibilities and a sense of community. I relate this professional notion to

the c:1tural model: lenowi'idge as relating to people. Taught versions of this professional

notion (or colkmodel) are prevalent today in teacher education programs and utrriculum

development wherever social skillo, cooperative learning and communicative competence

(e.g. in secr:-..d language learning) are emphasized12.

11Pseudonym used.

12At times the cultural model has "hardened" into technical versions, e.g. in Joyce's work (1986, 1987)

1 1
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As pointed out earlier in this paper the complete story of this cultural model cannot be told.

It may e ymtially be impossible to ever do so, since folk models consist to a large extent of

"obvious facL", of things we take for granted and which have therefore become invisible. I

have tried to convey some of these takenfor-granted contents by leaving intact whole

sections of the ficldnotes which contain what may seem extraneous details. But it is

through these descriptive details ',Lat essential components of the model are cenveyed.

Also certain aspects of the model are implicit in how Burke says things and how she acts in

the classroom. There are, as well, physical objects, institutional characterisucs and

patterns of organization; moreover there are prescriptive elements: the narrative details

contain a cultural pool of information which implicitly prescribes the use of its contents and

is filled with emotional connotations directing this use (D'Andrade 1981).

My n...rrative excerpts of the knowledge as relating to peop:e model begin in September;

then there is a December interlude and the story ends in June. As wc hear it unfold, we

:an attend to physical, moral and emotional components of the model: the physical

structures in the classroom are the embodiments of the xrodel in the teaching situation and

provide the setting for the stor,. Prcfessional "ho7-to's" are present as impiicit hints uf

practice or ways of doing things that are taken for granted. We can also extra ,olate moral

"ought-to's" or negative sanctions, the good and bad implied in what is done. Agaiil, the

model is not intended to be a cognitive one, nor a precise description of the social knowledge

of a particular group. It is the model in its narrative form, as enacted by Burke that

particular year in that particular classroom. The narrative contairs three intermingling

voices: that of Carol Burke, in her grade eight classroom; that of Cathy Allen, the

participant observer in that classroom in 86/87; and my own voice as I leconstruct both

their voices in this paper. Although the content is mostly presented in the words of Allen, it

is narratively arranged by me with a few contextual statements.13

All of this was done in a collaborative context or as Keesing (197, p. 372) says, "fashioned

13My contextual statements are set in ci different font-

J2
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together in ongoing interaction", where the teacher was given a chance to veto, support and

build on what the researchers were saying. My voice shaped Allen's field notes of classroom

eventh into a more tightly narrative form in order to capture the temporal stretch of the

particular m:idel, as well as its moral and contextual qualities. I was also aware of a certain

implicit struggle on the part of the teacher to let the "relating to people" model succeed and

this awareness of mine influenced the selection of the excerpts.

Getting to like each other in becoming a learning community
In" September 2986 Carol Burke was a homeroom teacher after fifteen years of rotary
teaching. She had a grade 8 class of immigrant children, children whose command
of English varied, children from the lower economic strata of society, some children
from families where several members had been in trouble with the law. Carol taught
them English, History, Geography, Science and Guidance, using Board and Ministry
guidelines, but she also spent much of her time attending to other things.

She had the children decorate the ten bulletin boards available in the rather large
room which was their homeroom. She had a rug in the back of the room on which the
students sat to have class meetings. Committees were formed, issues were voted on
and group ownership and responsibility were stressed. But this did not imme easy.
The participant researcher Cathy Allen described the early September events:

(By her second day of teaching)15 Carol had left the classroom basically the way it was
when she got it. I believe her intention was to organize it to suit the children and that the
students would have a big part to play in how this classroom would be organized. As yet,
she has very few things up on the walls ... Early in the day she asked if they had gone to
the (exhibition) and other things that they had done over the summer. The students didn't
have a lot to say. After t1.2 students finished filling out the registration cards she talked to
them about classroom .., uigement. She said that she wanted to run her class as a
democracy and she r-rp'..4.1ed to them what a democracy was. She gave the example of
what they might want :o .io for a Christmas party. She said that some might want to have
the party in th.% room, others might want to have it at her place, and others might want to
go to a restauant. She said that they would vote on this. She asked what the minority
would do when they didn't get their choice. She tried to get them to say that they would
have to go along with the majority. She finally had to tell them this. She used several
other examples to discuss this prob!em.

She (also) ailked to the students about their writing folders. She told them that they could
decorate these folders. She talked about the markers at the front of the room that they
could use to decorate them. She said the markers belonged not just try het, and not just to
them, but to the whole class. ... She talked about the bulletin boards in the rooms. She said
that they belonged to the class and that they were responsible for decorating these bulletin
boards with their work. She felt that there would be enough bulletin boards for two
students per board. (F.N., September 2/36)

Rights and responsibilities seem to be part of the model - in structuring the
Itvironment, in making decisions, in ownership of class:yam materials and in the

sharing of ideas.

14my additions to Burke's and Allen's voices are set in heavy type.

15Minor substitutions inserted by me into Allen's text are in brackets.

1 3
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(The following week was the first classroom meeting.) At 10.10 she started the classroom
meeting. She had the students go sit in a circle on the rug at the back of the room. The
first thing Carol said when she had them all seated was she wanted them to talk. She went
over what the classroom meeting was. (It was like pulling teeth to get the students to
respond.) She said the purpose of the meeting was to plan things. She said she would like
each student to take a turn as chairperson. She said this would help them make them
aware of the problems that occur at a meeting when people start talking out of turn and
talking about different things. But she added that she didn't think they would have to
worry about this for a while. The students were very quiet and it was very hard to get
them to respond. ... Carol asked them what sort of things they might talk about at a
classroom meeting. There was absolute silence. (Eventually they discussed) classroom
routiaes... laths.... extra help ... walking as a class.., seating arrangements... field trips...
committees (Classroom Maintenance Committee, Social Committee.) Carol said she would
like to be on the Social Committee. The first thing that she would like to do is plan a party
for the class at her house; in the next few weeks. She said that they would urder pizza or
something and that she would probably have it on the weekeni: "*Jecause she didn't want
them to go home after dark. She said she hoped to have this near the end of September.
She said that she would sit on all of the committees and help them out, but she would like
students to take charge. She said maybe i, the end of the year she wouldn't have to do
anything at all. ... She asked if the students had any committees that they could think of.
One student mentioned a fand raising committee. Carol said that was an excellent idea
and that it required people who were well organized. She told them again that she would
help them with all of the committees ... At the end of it, all but 6 of the students were on
committees. ...

(A few days later) the vice principal came in then and asked here when she would like to
send the students for swimming. She had trouble finding a time because her students are
gone so much of the day. She finally decided on day 6 during the 3rd periol. He asked her
if she wanted the students to go from September to January or from Febt uary to June. He
told him that she wanted to have the students take a vote. She stood up and asked the
students to vote on this. They voted in favour of going from February to June. (F.N.,
September 8/86)

More and more every day it became evident that Carol valued and modelled friendly,
honest interaction, trust and cooperation, as Allen reported:

(While the children were working there was a noise in the hall as Carol and I) talked about
former students coming back to (the school). She said she thought it was very nice. She
said there were some teachers who didn't like it, end just told these students to go to th:-.
office. She said she tried to make time to talk to them, if she didn't have time she would tell
them she was very sorry, she hoped they would come back at a later time ... (As a first
impression I thought Carol was) very affectionate with the children. She (ofton) put her
arms around them and touch(ed) their shoulders. She smile(d) a lot and seem(ed) very
upbeat and fun to be around. ... (In the afternoon at 3 o'clock) she told (the students) to
make sure that their desks were cleared and chairs on top of the desks. She said it was
important to be in good with two groups of people caretakers and secretaries. The students
then left for the day. (F.N., September 2/E6)

She (also) talked (to the students) about their behaviour. ... "I will trust you until you
prove me wrong". She gra the example that she would send them to musi^ on their own,
but if she started to hear from other teachers that their behaviour was L.1 she would nave
to start walking with them. (F.N., September 4/86)

(The next day) She asked for volunteers to help her (in the) afternoon (to wallpaper the
bulletin boards) but didn't get any.... (Later) we talked about the fact that she didn't have
any class sets of textbooks.... She said for her reading program it didn't matter about not
having a large number of textbooks because she is planning to put studer.ts into groups.
She said it usually works out about three reading groups, one high, medium and low. ...
At 12.00 she dismissed her students. A former student zame into the classroom to visit.
Carol asked her about another students who was a friend of this girl, she told that if she
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saw her, she would like this other girl to come and visit her. (F.N., September 3/86)

(A few days later) Carol made a note t when their birthdays were. It turned out that two
of her students' birthdays were (that day), and another student (was having) her birthday
later (that) week. She said that they would have to have a celebration. (F.N., September
8/86)

Caro/ made definite instructiona/ moves to develop self esteem and mutual respect
among her students along with a caring attitude about "kids who are difficult to
like.

(By September 9th students were writing journals every morning.) The new topic for their
journal was "things that I like about myself that I am good at and that other people like
about me". She said this wasn't to be an ego trip but it would be a problem if they couldn't
think of anything they liked about themselves. She said "You can't expect other people to
like you if you can't think of anything to like about yourself'. (F.N., Scptember 9/86)

(A few days ago Carol had mentioned to Allen that) she (thought) they (were) a really good
group and even Mike, who (was) a bit of a problem. She said that she could mother him.
She would handle him and there wouldn't be any problem. (F.N., September 3/86) ...
(Today) there was some discussion with Mike about truant officers ... He said that his
parents had been fmed $200 and that he had seen two psychiatrists. Psychiatrists had
recommended that he go to a special school in the U.S. Carol asked if his parents had
been against it and Mike said they were for it, but he had been against it, that nobody
bosses him around. Carol just smiled at that and let it go. (F.N., September 15/86)

Creating a trusting friendly atmosphere also meant awareness and expreesion of
emotions. On September 19th Allen noted a storytelling session:

Although I thought the story was funny and that Carol read very well putting in lots of
expression into the words, there was not a lot of laughter or even smiles from the students
in the classroom. There were only two students who seemed to find a story funny although
occasionally more of the students wouldiaugh. (F.N., September-18/86) ... They discussed
how they had felt when they had read the story. One boy said that he didn't like it and
Carol asked him why. He said that it was because he wasn't interested in horseswhich was
what the story was about. Carol told him that that was a fine reaction, that if you weren't
interested; then that was okay. Rick said that the story had made him feel like he wanted
to cry. Carol asked how many in the class had felt sad when they read the story. She
asked how many students cried when they saw a sad show. She asked the students how
many never cried when they watched a sad movie or read a sad book. None of the students
raised their hands. Carol said I am glad that no one said they didn't, particularly the boys.
She said that she was glad they were honest enough to admit their emotions. She said that
everybody is affected by stories. ... Although the students were supposed to be in charge of
asking and answering the queztions it never really turned out that may. Carol had to
repeat the questions to try to draw the responses from the students. (Afttr class) we talked
a bit about Rick's reaction to the story. Carol said she was glad that he had said that,
because it gave her the opportunity to discuss showing emotions. Carol said that the other
students look up to Rick because he is such a good athlete. I said that I had thought he had
been kidding but it was obvious that he wasn't. Carol said she had thought so to when he
first mentioned it. I said that showed how he had been socialized to expect 'Ioys not to
admit feelings and Carol agreed. (F.N., September 19/86) ...

To relate to her students the way she wanted to Carol felt the need to extend the
classroom to outeide-of-school environments as well as to extend her time with them:

Carol talked (to we) about the students coming in yesterday to set up the room. She said
some of them came and helped while some of the others just spent most of the time
chatting. She said she had about eight students come and some of them were students that
were new to her classroom. She said she had made hot chocolate for the boys and they had
just talked about things. Carol said she thought that was quite important even though she
didr't get as much done as she had wanted to. She said they were quite funny. Then she
talked about three of the boys who were new to her roam. She said the reason that they
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(also) had come to her was that (their previous teacher) had felt the kids needed "tender
loving care". She said that one of the boys came from a family with a criminal background.
(F.N., September 23/85)

(In late September) Carol nad asked the whole daze over to her house, and she told me
aisout it: "J'..st to start the year off with a little bit of an informal kind of meeting. When
w.e got there we talked ... I ate lunch with a cenain group of kids and then I walked home
... with a different group of kids and the kids werkt tell me ... their personal experiences. It
was really early 'n th-.. year and I think it develqa a rapport that would take maybe a bit
longer C hadn't had that kind of day where we did that kind of 'hing. And when they ...
walked into my house and some of the kids said oh, you have got a lovely house Mrs.
Burke" and some kids took their shoes off automatically and some kids didn't, and other
kids saw that other kids were taking them off, they took them off before they stepped on
the carpet and I gave them popcorn for the movie and some kids, they spilled it and took it
up right away and put it in the garbage ... It was a good day ... I think probably I will do
that every year" (interview, December 8/86).

By and by Carol felt her efforts led to some success. The students were more talkative,
some too much so. And 80171e tension had developed around certain student: Again
Carol sought ways to bridge the tensions and create the feeling of a caring
community, where each individual was valued.

(By late September) the student.s were a lot more involved in this discussion than they had
been at previous classroom meetings. ... This time more students volunteered for the
different committees. ... There was more talking out and Carol told them that they were
losing the idea of one person at a time talking. (F.N., Ser zember 26/86)

Arthur was a difficult child to handle and not well liked by his classmates.

(One day) Arthur was almost screaming in the class. He seemed to be talking abca some
movie where they had done kung fu and he was demonstrating all the actions. (F.N.,
September 29/86) ... (For the reading groups the next day) Carol said she had put Anna
(her best student) and Arthur together. Anna had been left out at the group at the front.
She said there was a tiny reaction when she made this move, but she had explained to
Anna that (she and Arthur) they didn't have to touch, all they had to do was to hand each
other their questions and then they could work on them on their own. Anna had said okay
then. (F.N., September 30/86)

Carol's emphasis on the affective dimensions of learning seemed to take hold. But
she was also aware of the difficulty of maintaining a close relationship with everyone
in such a large group.

(In early October I again watched Caro! read a story to the students) Her reading was very
expressive and she put a lot of emotion and feeling into the words. The students sec tied to
enjoy the story and there was suite a bit of laughter. (F.N., October 3/86)

(During the following week Carol and a phys ed teacher had a volleyball game with Carol's
students. The two teachers won.) Carol joked with the kids about it. She said "I am not
going to rub it in", and then she left it like that. Rick said that they hadn't really been
trying and Carol said, jokingly, yes, that she understood that if they had really been trying
they would have won (F.N. October 9/86)

(By this time the reorganization in the school had taken place and Carol had received a
number of additional students. We) talked about the trend to integrate all students into
the regular classroom. I said I didn't think this was fair and Carol said, she didn't think it
was fair to the regular students either. She said she was concerned about the attention
that the regular students would get. In fact she said she was so concerned she was
considering putting her son into a private school. ... She said she was concerned because
sometimes she goes home at night and she doesn't even know if a student was in her
classroom or not. She said she can't remember and she doesn't like that. She said that
there were some who demand attention like Arthur, but there were others that were easy
to overlook. ... Carol commented that as far as she was concerned the most important
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thing was that the teacher liked the students and the students liked the teacher. She stud
if that is the situation then the students will learn (F.N., October 7/89)

By December there was an easygoing camaraderie along with a more disciplined
attitude.

"All of the boys pretty well are very respectful to me and polite and say good evening and
gcod morning and none of them would hurt me in any way at all, like to lash out. Arthur
mayi)e. Last week he told me I was getting old because I had wrinkles under my eyes. I
said, `Oh thanks a lot Arthur! You made my day'. Well, Rick got zo mad. 'Well so what', so
she is stilt pretty', or something like that". (Interview, December 8/86)

Carc told me that (early in December) the sti..It,ats had voted to exchange gifts. She said
they planned to go to Mr. Greenjeans for lunch on the last day of classes before Christmas
and then go to a movie afterwards. She said !hat the students wf,nted to see Crocodile
Dundee. She didn't know if it would be in the Cineplex (F.N., December 3/86). We talked
about buying Christmas presents, while Carol double checked to make sure that the report,

'rds were in the right envelopes. She mentioned about wanting to go see Crocodile
Dundee and Anna asked if there was a bank in the Fairfield Centre.16 Carol said there
was and there was also some discussion about what time the Centre opened. Johnny asked
how much money they had in the bank and Carol said they had $300. She said they had
started with $250 and had made $50 on their first dance (KN., December 3/86). ... Carol
askcd some of the students to go and tidy up the art ts.ble. A couple of the students went
over. Chrir, started to sweep up the floor and he asked Carol if she missed Pzthur. Carol
sal& yes, and Johnny told her she must be crazy. ... Jim came and sat at Carol's desk and
commented that the students get the hard chairs and the teachers get the soft chairs. He
then added that he felt normal today and that he usually feels hungry. Carol came back
and pulled him out of her seat and told him that it was time for him to read. The students
started to do their reading assignment then. (After a few minutes) the students had
settled down and were reading.

Emphasizing flexibilities and authentic interaction Carol reflected on what was
important to her in the way she dealt with the students and in the manner she
organized her classroom.

(When I asked her) "Does Arthur have any impact on the other students ia your program?",
(she answered), "Some days he does and some days he doesn't. It depends on the mood of
tLe class, and it depends on the last time that I said to them ignore him. Although I think
it is less and less all of the time now". (I asked) "You don't think he slows you down?" (She
replied) "Oh once in a while I feel oh, what am I doing and I tell the cless that. I sort of
apologize? But I mean I will stop for a minute and talk to Arthur and I will say what a
waste of time this is, and the class knows, and sometimes I will deal with him, dependiug
on my mood too. And I won't do it all of the time. And sometimes I just get sick of him and
they know. And I get out of my desk to walk over and the class knows it that I am up to
there. If I am in a good mood, sometimes I just joke with them and carry on with them".
(Iuterview, December 8/86)

Reflecting on the way else had organized her days during the fall term, Corol pointed
out how important it was to leave time to attend to individual needs or to simply chat
a little.

(Carol said), "I knew teachers used to complain about paper work. Homeroom teachers and
attendance taking and collecting the money and all that stuff. And I thought the best. time
to do that is in the morning so that if those kids have something to do as soon as they come
in, that leaves me time to do those kinds of duties and it has worked out perfectly. They
come in, they have their writing, they have the journal and they have spelling, and that
leaves me time to talk to the kids who want to talk to me and there is always some kid who

16Pssudonym.
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wants to tell me what they did last night cr what they have to do or what the problem is
with this or whatever, or it gives me time to collect things or it gives me time to identify
with kids that have to go to the dentist or the doctor or whatever. That kind o" thing. So I
will do that next year for sure. That is going to work out just perfect for me" (Interview,
December 8/86).

Mark Johnson in his book The Body in the Mind explained that he wanted to give a kind of

"geography of human experience (p. xxxvii)". I see myself attempting something similar

through this narrative: I seek to give the "geography" of a oarticular folk model. This

means describing the contours and features of the landscape, while the greater significance

of some of them remains hidden to the eye, as the face of a mountain only hints at the rock

formations within. In spite of the mass of detail given in this story I ride roughshod over

those details - pieces of glistening quartz which might upon closet examination render a

wealth of information about the mountain. I thought it more important at this point to

describe the lay of the land at the cost of a more in-depth examination of the significance of

each detail relation to the whole narrative or oven to the major theme. In doing this I

count on the willingneLs of readers to pull in their own connections and construct signs of

significance as they interact with the details of the story. In that way the readers become

part of the process by which this particular cultural knowledge is passed on.

I do, however, want to emphasize the narrative qualities of the folk model knowledge as

relating to people as it is presented here. I see the above narrative as a folk model in action,

which puts in evidence a plot - that of building relationships. Carol made specific moves to

bring about a feeling of togetherness among the students and between the students and

herself. She did this tar .igh after-school get-togethers, student/teacher volley hall games,

class meetings and patiently dogged prompts for participation. She modeled affectionate

and accepting behaviour ar.d authentic interaction rather than stereotyped student-teacher

roles. The narrative also brings into view an implicit goal or "ending" - to create a

democratic community. Furthermore it describes a setting and an emotional atmosphere,

and finally it has a moral. To take these in turn: the setting consists of students sitting in

groups in a clast'oom, which is jointly decorated and jointly cleaned up, and it is a pkice

where materials are shared, meetings are held and voting takes place. There are lots of

casual, personal conversations going on, and the classroom is extended to the outside,

16
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through field trips and a party at the teacher's house. Secondly, the mood in the classroom,

as it is linked to the notion of curricultim as communicatively structured, is created by

humour and a certain amount of 'horseplay', but also by mutual respect, honesty, and freely

given explanations. Finally, there are certain moral imperatives: we should try to like

those that are hard to like, we must not damage selfesteem, and let's integrate antisocial

behaviour.

There are in this story other moral aspects of a prescriptive nature. They have to do with

pedagogic hints. As D'Andrade tells us, folk models are content-based analogues through

which components of cultural knowledge are passed on. They contain prescriptive elements

which implicitly say: This is the way to go about doing that. Certain pedagogic how-to's

are embedded in this story's content as well. They are implicit and embodied in Burke's

actions, but they could, at least partially, be abstracted and summarized by instructional

advice or professional values such as the following: be casual; create a vision through

possible scenarios; create a setting where positive relationships can be experienced; model

them; tell about them and organize your day to make room for fostering these relationships.

Cultural professional models, because of their narrative quality, are not like formal

scientific or other models. I visualize them, if I want to stay within scientific imagery,

rather like what Einstein or Riemann in science and mathematics called fields - they

pulsate and fluctuate and are constantly contoured by particular "boundary conditions",

which in our case are people and lived situations or problems to be solved at a particular

moment.

It therefore seems generally futile to try to disentangle cultural models from what Keesing

calls the "particularities and imme -llacies of each individual's unique experience in life

space" (1987, 382), although it r ay very well be that what is shared by the group is a

prototypical story, that is, one which is relatively bare of specific descriptive details. When

we think of the prototype chair we tend not to have an image of a specific chair, but call up

what Lakoff calls a basic level category in folk classification which, to a certain extent,
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corresponds to the genus in scientific categorization (1987, 34). Teachers can tell

prototypical, relatively empty "is-when stories", which we can resonate to and, if asked, we

would be able to provide specific details for such stories. When the prototypical stories get

enacted in ihe classroom however, the details are all there and those details contour the

prototype via a teacher's personal practical knowledge (Connelly and Candinin 1984, 1986)

and the particular teaching context.

I zero in on aspects of Burke's personal practical knowledge as it impacts on tht. model with

regard to the notions of relationship and conimunity. In the fieldnotes I saw evidence that

Burke's notion of community is shaped by variations of communal arrangements as they

occur in sports in the form of teams, - she taught physical education for many years; in

political and commuLty meetings - she is active in school and community organizations;

and by the sense of community she experienced in her own family. Community for Burke is

not shaped by, for example, the experience of spiritual communities or closely knit rural

communities as they may be found in Europe or Asia.

A sense of community contains ideas about relationships among community members. Thu

notion of relationship (for Burke) calls up certain variations which have developed in her

cersonal biography. Narrative accounts (the term is Connelly and Clandinin's, 1990) about

these have been written to her (Allen in Connelly & Clandinin, 1989; and Conle 1990

unpublished) and she considers these notims of relationship important in her personal

history. They are, for example, an emphasis on giving constant honest explanations, the

importance of being flexible, a distaste for argtznents and the necessity to get to "like kids

that are hard to like". I shall try to illustrate briefly how one of these notions (her distaste

for arguments linked to a congenial family-like community) took shape in Burke's life story.

I just find that if you get along well and you are happy, then you don't have things to worry
about and that is my philosophy in my family too, and that is the way I was brought up so I
would say, that is where it comes from. I don't know whether I told you before, but in my...
my mother died when I was seven so there was my dad and myself and my grandmother
who me to live with us. I don't remember a harsh word ever being spoken in our house.
Where a normal person would see their father and mother argue once in a while. But my
father never argued with my grandmother. I don't remember... I never ever got spanked
ever. Apparently my mother would be the one, if I was bad, when I was very little, would
give me a smack, but I don't remember ever being hit ever. My dad never laid a hand on
me and he... he is totally against that and I think because I was brought up that way, ... I
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hate fighting. Whenever my husband and I argue, it really bothers me, so we don't argue
that much. And when my kids argue, it really gets me upset, although they do it just IA, gi-t
me upset (laughter) (F.N., Dec. 8/86).

A distaste for argument is not a universally accepted characteristic of a gthid ieidtlunShlp,

or if it is, it is not emphasized everywhere to the extent it is here, where the folk model as

enacted was contoured by Burke's personal practical knowledge.

Now, we might again ask ourselves two questionc: one about the extent to which

professional models reach out into wider social contexts, and two, why bother gathering

such narrative accounts of enacted cultural professional models? I would like to point out

that both folk models, knowledge as hierarchical body and knowledge as relating to people,

are indeed widely shared in our culture and have taken on particular significance in

contexts of education.

In curriculum literature and curriculum guidelines there is often a predominant

pedagogical notion, that what children learn should be structured in a hierarchical way.

This notion is to a large extent determined by the assumptions that knowledge has

foundations, levels and end points; and that these need to be taught and learned in

sequence, or at least arranged in some sort of logical order; that there are accepted

traditional ways of doing so, and that professional teachers approach ctirriculuni in this

manner. I see in these assumptions a cultural model at work which I call knowledge as

hierarchical body of knowledge.

Thy model does not exist just in the area of teaching. It is linked to culturally pervasive

versions evident in the academic world as well as in an everyday language. We speak of

levels of achievement, of teaching the highest wisdom, of building on what we know already,

of not being able to iake it all in, etc. This ties in with Lakoff and Johnson's work on

metaphorical structures. They point to a basic container metaphor common in our

experiences about knowledge and theories (1980, p. 29,46) that fmds expression in our use

of language, e.g. wht n we say a theory fell apart. we need to support an argument or the

theory was without foundation (argumeat and theories as building).
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In a more philosophical vein, the model finds expression in academic epistemologies. For

example, the German sociologist Jurgen Habermas identified certain cognitive interests

underlying all our efforts to know (1971, p. 313)." One of these primary interests, the

technical one, is concerred with information and aims at control over the environment.

Habermas distinguishes this concern from our intereA to interpret and .mderstand in order

to act among people. The first interest seeks to compile and m....ipulate a body of

knowledge, and method becomes importahc; whereas the second develops communicative

competence and relationship and community become important. Habermas claims that

these knowledge constitutive intere-ts take form in our language and in the physical and

mental cultures we create.18 In the field of education there are curricular and .r.,.structional

assumptions reflecting both of these interests. They are embedded in siews of curriculum

as a hierarchically organized body of knowledge and curriculum as communicatively

structured. I regarded each of these views as expressions of two cultural models, knowledge

as hierarchical body and knowledge as -elating to people. I realize that, once again, the

language here is mine, a researcher's language. Teachers and policy makers do not usually

use these phrases to express their assumptions, but the latter are dispersed throughout

policy guidelines and instructional models.

In academic circles, the cultural model knowledge as relating to people lies at the base of

hermeneutics which is beginning to be recognized as a way of knowing where the

relationship between subject and object is key and whet e a community of inquirers in

conversation with one another is the dominant image. Gadamer (1975, Chpt. 1) traces the

notions of commumcative structured knowledge back i history through Vico's notion of

common sense and back to Roman traditions and western humanist values more generally.

They were carried a:ong through the centuries in scholarly training in rhetric, especially

in theology and law.

17See also Bernstein 1986.

18Gadamer (1975) on the other hand introduces the notion of play tx., show a dialectical unity between both
kinds of knowing. Our knowledge of a gam- and (body of know:Age) and the team's interactive creation of it
(knowledge as communicatively structured through relationship) are both of equal importance and shape une
annther.
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It is interesting to note that both collaborative learning and hermeneutic inquiry in recent

times have risen as critical alternatives to established norms. In everyday hfe too, the

cultu...al model of knowledge as relating to people is often evident only as a critical stance,

as, for example, in caricatures of the ivory tower scholar lacking people skills; the "blue

stocking" or "unfeminine" well-read woman of Victorian days; and the awkward

bespectacled child genius who gets teased by his classmates.

Back to the second question we proposed to discuss: What is gained by exploring folk

models when they seem to reflect only good common sense and what is taken for granted by

the profession? I believe that by focussing on their narrative quality we open up this taken-

for-grantedness and show that for their continued existence cultural models need to be

enacted, and continually reaffirmed through lacing enacted, or else they fade into disuse

and die. They are really anything but given.19 Since situations and personal knowledge

contour the story that is enacted, the potential for gradaal change is tremendous: each

living out of the model changes the plot, the setting, the goals, even if ever se slightly. Once

we sense this agency we may feel empowered and responsible, and not at all driven by

deterministic structures.

Each enactment then is at the same time a passing on or teaching of the model. We can also

envisage that the enactments must have an effect on the professional prototype and, over

time, change it as well. This has implications in two areas, one in teacher development and

the other ir. our students' curricula.

Teacher development in this view is not a question of implementaaon of models. Since our

model is neither neat nor definable nor complete, we would not know exactly what to

implement. But we can tell it, listen to it and retell it from new perspectives. The telling in

19Zeichner (1989) points to teachers' knowledge as an evolving body of knowledge: "Tho v ..ve
practitioner's knowledge is not static and not prescriptive. It is continually evolving and being reconstructed by
the practitioner as she reflects on her experiences. The act of reflection, then, serves two important purposes: It
provides a framework that enables the practitioner to interpret new situations, chome goals and choose coursesof action, and it also provides a method whereby the practiConer can test and improve on earlier ideas and
thereby revise the knowledge base in preparation for the next desision. ... (p. 2)."
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turn shapes our continued living of it, and the living will call far reconstructions of the

narrative previously told. Also, in such stories we can listen for contending models, or

recognize ideologies at work that we may philosophically not approve of. (Bowers (1987),

for example, has suggested that teachers and educators need to explore ecologically

responsive possibilities in teaching and become aware of root metaphors which hide such

ecological responsiveness.) There also may be negative sanctions we may wish to open up

or remove, or we might waat to explore what initially seem counter-intuitive models as I

explored an intuitively attractive one.

Those who observe Burke - students or other teachers, - perceive her actions and "see" them

linked to their own interests. Teachers or researchers such as Allen and I may see the

pedagogy; students may interpret the how-to's more directly as modeled action and

attitudes to be imitated, although such conscious interpretations would on:y be part oi what

is passed on, a part %ithin the larger cultural transmission which I see happening through

the experiencinE, f the narrative details.

The other important implication then, in looking at narrative models, lies in ,he fact that

the enact,d story is what our students see, feel and hear. D'Andrade (1981) assures us that

our cultural knowledge is passed n through implicit folk models. I have a story of a

student in Burke's classroom that suggests that some of the model described above was

indeed learned by him. We should listen for the themes of community and relationship in

this story.

Arthur had been a problem for a previous teacher.

(Arthur's previous teacher) caid that Arthur was not one of his success stories. He had had
(him) in grade 8 last year. (He) said (Arthur) cursed and swore a lot. (FN, September
23/86).

Earlier in the yeae Arthur continually attracted the attention of both Carol and the
students. As Allen described it:

Arthur was tcdking a lot today. Eventually Carol went over and put her arms around
Arthur and checked what he was doing. She told him then that he should be quiet and
finish his work (FN September 23/86).

(Three days later) one of the students mentioned that Arthur was swearing. Carol told him
to ignore him, ... that she wanted to finish off the morning in a calm orderly manner and,
she said for that reason they were going to do some silent reading for the rest of the period
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... Arthur was _7 talking and Carol went over and put her arm around him and took him
over to the side of the room and she then spoke very quietly to him (FN, September 26/86).

(Four days later) Carol told me about what had happened that morning. She said that Rick
had told Lucy that Arihur was saying things about her and Lucy had hit Arthur. It turned
out that Arthur hadn't actually said any of these things and that Rick had admitted it wab
his fault and he had apologized. Lucy had also apologized to Arthur (F.N., September
30/86).

When I came into the room (that morning) the students were quietly reading thur books.
Arthur had brought Carol a note to read. Carol read it and then she asked him if he had
sent this note to Mia first. Arthur said that he had. She asked him what he wanted her to
do about it. She asked him why he had sent the note to Mia. She said that he had really
gotten the reaction he wanted. She asked him whose fault it was and Arthur said that it
was his. Carol said, partly. ... Carol showed me the note then and it read: "Mia, you look
ugly without your glasses" and he had three boxes, check one "Yes", "No", "Maybe". Mia
had responded to this that "you are a fucking asshole and I am going to 'hic . your fucking
ass". Carol didn't say anythinEr to Mia but she looked up at the front and the girls were
giggling about this. She filed the note away in a folder. (Later that day) Arthur was
almost screaming in the clasz. He seemed to be talking abcut some mOvie where they had
done kting fu and he was demonstrating all the actions. (F.N., September 29/86)

(For the reading groups the next day) Carol said she had put Anna (her best student) and
Arthur together. itnna had been left out at the croup at the front. She said there was a
tiny reaction when she made this move, but she had explained to Anna that they didn't
have to touch, all thay had to do was to hand each other their questions and then they
could work on them on their own. Anna had said okay then. (F.N., September ;)0/86)

One time (Carol) went for a walk with Arthur afIer school because (she) felt something was
bothering him (FN, September 30/86).... (One day in November) she said that she had been
out of the classroom this morning and when she came back she found Arthur in the hall.
The other students had kicked Arthur out of the class. She found out they had been trying
to work and he was shooting rubbers at them (F.N., November 12/86).

(Later that spring Carol described the time) Arthur was with his educational
psychotherapist. She said that she had had a talk with the therapist who had wondered
how Carol had put up with Arthur for so long. (Arthur had had some severe labels
attach& to him with regard to an inability to relate to people and to express emotions.) I
commented that he had cried when Anna had hit him with the paper and also that we have
seen him get angry. Carol said she knew that and had mentioned those incidents to the
therapist (FN February 4187).

Again and again Carol related to Arthur in an honest and friendly manner. Instead
of giving up, she kept innisting that he was there to learn, that he needed to listen
and relate to people in more appropriate ways. Things began to change in the second
term. Arthur initiated some successful interactions and academically too there were
some slight improvements.

(One day in F....auary) Arthur brought the paper that Carol had asked him about earlier up
to her desk and showed her what it was. On it were three sets of names with wrestlers.
Carl read it and asked, "Who are these?". Arthur said they were wrestlers. He asked,
"Who do you think would win?" Carol picked first one name and then a second and a third.
Each time Arthur said, "That is right, he would win". Arthur congratulated her for
knowing about wrestling. Then Carol asked Arthur if he was going to the arcade. Arthur
said he was going with Dennis. Carol asked who was paying. Arthur sa!,d they each paid
for themselves....

Later that day (Carol) said that they were going to correct (some) papers now, or at least go
over some of the answers. The questions related to an article the students had read from
the (local newspaper) about acid rain. Carol asked first "What was the main theme?"
Arthur shot up his hand and Carol called on him. He said, "The effects of acid rain are
pollution". ... (an interchange of questions and answers follows). Next Carol asked where
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did the information originate. She pointed to Steven. He said, "Washington". Carol asked if
they could be more specific. Arthur said something quietly and Carol turned to him and
s .'d, "Arthur, you have it". He said more loudly, "The poilution sub.committee in the
bnate" (FN, February 9/87) ...

(One day) Arthur asked her where Jim was and Carol told him that Jim was right there.
Arthur went over to Jim aad said something to him which made Carol laugh. She came
b?ck and told me that he had said to Jim "you are coming to my house for a birthday party.
Bring a birthda, pt.....ent". I asked her if Jim would go and Carol said that he had been
going over to Arthur's house but. she didn't know if he would bring a present. (FN, March
23/87).

Allen's visit to Carol Burke's clasercom en led in April. But there were narrative
accounts and interviews after that date. In these Carol continued the story of Arthur
and the students. Toward the end of the year the students felt they were a special

cad told other teachers that they were. They made comments that Arthur would
"have never made it" in an 'ordinary" classroom. Several of them in their y.ar-end
letters to themselves, which Carol was all=ed to read, said in a rather affectionate
manner that the class would not have been the same without Arthur. In September
on the first day of school. Arthur came back to visit. "Remember me?", he asked.
Carol laughed, "How could I ever forgetP. Now in 1990 Arthur is still attending high
school and he still visits Carol every now and then, showing her his report cards.
Arthur's father has come back to thank Carol for helping his son stay in school.

This story about creating relationships and a sense of community shows that there las a

link between a folk model and the students' curricula Change can be perctived that

level, as well as on several others. Specifically, change took place in the students, in _he

teacher and in the resmrcher. I thur and the class as a whole evolved into a more

congenial community, while Carol managed to live out and pass on a model nfaer than the

one prevailing among a great number of teachers (aithough she kei t the latter alive in

other areas of her practice, especially when teaching specialist subjects like science). Also

my own teaching changed, as I pointed out earlier, as a result of working with Carol. I

have become more consclo:. of nuances of various -elationships created when I am in a

teaching role.

Narratives around folk models seem useful as a professional development actiAti. Connelly

and Clandinin (1988) illustrate thai, in terms of thacher development, the understanding of

our own curriculum as teachers becomes a metaphor for ,inderstanding and orgamzing

curricula for students. Collaborative case studies can serve our purposes when we attempt

to gain such an understanding,20 Teachers and researchers m.-y become more aware of the

20Syke3 (1989) suoects this when he talks about a "relational ethics of ,ore" in his paper on the use of case
studies in teacher preparation (p. 1'7).
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filters particular cultural or professional model may impose on their vision. It may increase

their sense of choice, of awareness of what they are buying into and of what they are

emphasizing or what they are leaving out. Ideally, a multiplicity of folk models in our

awareness may contribute to creating what Schwab (1973) called an eclectic stance tov.ard

theory and practic.. The telling and retelling of folk models as they appear in collaborative

case studies may contribute to a teachers' and her students' curricula, if the retelling feeds

into various change processes by not consciously divorcing it from life but, by allowing it

through elaborate is-when stories - to contain feenngs, goals and imaginative renderings of

situations. Such activities would counter a technical conception of teacher education. It

would no longer be a matter of directly moving from academic concepts to lived situations.

Instead morality and imagination come into play through the narratives. Exposing student

teachers to good teaching and collaborative narrative activities could become a primary

component of their program.

If we look at cultural models in their narrative, enacted forms, we can also open a new door

in research. Burke's story is not only a story of a particular teacher in a particular

classroom, but it is a professional model reflected in curriculum guidelines and taught

models in faculties of education. Therefore, when we understand Burke's story, we have

gained insights into aspects of knowledge of teachers as a group. But we have accessed this

group knowledge not in a generalized form viewed from the outside. If we did foat, Burke's

story would be an instantiation or representation of this generalized group knowledge.

Instead, Burke, Allen and I have created a collective story with the teacher at the centre,

and we have gained an understanding of professional practice from the perspectives of

individuals, via individual enactments and collaborative tIlling of a culture _nodei. The "is

when" quality or narrative quality of folk models can serve teachers and researchers to

perceive, talk about and live ever new versions of a model, while at the same time

participating in its ongoing reconstruction.
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FOREWORD

VISION: THE QUALITY OF SEEING

This collection of selected writings from a 10-year perkd gives the reader a freshened v im of the vv ave
of growth in dance education and the changes during these years in pedagogical, creative, and philo-
sophical issues. As the National Dance Association gained prominence in the field of education,
representing a broad range of con.xrns about dance in American culture, there w as a marked increase in
university housed dance programs, arts centered curricula, development of programs for special popula-
tions, and a very special kind of celebration. the 100th anniversary of the American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance. The ideal which guided the succeeding dance contributors
to JOPERD and Research Quarterly from 1978 to 1987 has a far reaching impact for inspiring both
developing and mature dance professionals.

Found in these articles is a clear-sighted vision of dance that is framed by a lively view into the heart
and mind of the mover, the motion, and the moved. Sight and insight are joined in vision, that act of
tt-nscending the here and now, to inspire new ideas and to frame new questions.

On ;oncept of vision refeis to the physical sense of sigh.. We know that light on the retina of the eye
excites a change in the fibers of the optic nerve and this change is conveyed to the brain. Required for
what we can envision is first the formation and then the subsequent interpretation of an % nage on the
retina, where the luminous rays are brought to a focus . . . . This denotation of the word "vision"
embodies the selection process whereby the ideas of image and focus are bonded to experiences.

Prophetic vision refers to seeing and describing events before they happen. We all know of some
extraordinarily accuiate ideas which were proposed long before their realization v as ever po-sible,
predictions such as those conceived in the fertile minds of Leonardo da Vinci, H. G. Wells, and Jules
Verne. Verne's imaginary trip to :he moon was remarkably close to the actual Apollo flight of just 20
years ago. His accuracy is nothing short of remarkable: the proper crew size of three, the actual Florida
launch site; and a: estimate within 17 inches of the correct length of the spacecraft.

Such foresight is not always valued by even the most astute thinkers in other fields. Napoleon called
Robert Fulton's vision of the steam engine nonsense. Daniel Webster told the United States Senate that
it was wasting time debating whether or not to purchase what is now New Mexico and California
because these pieces of real estate were not worth a dollar. The U. S. Conimissioner of Patents in 1844
announced the foreseeable end to advancement of invention and the arts because nu further improve-
ment in either was probable.

Although there are tither concepts of vision, let us consider "prepared vision." By this I mean the
mind that can not only imagine and dream but also carry ideas and dreams through to fulfillment, to
invention and dii.covery, because the m:nd has been prepared with the knowledge, the specialized tools,
and the aesthetic sensibility to see relationships and to deal with problems of value, taste, and belief.

Such a mind is the treasure of the person who thinks creatively and critically. This person has acqui,cd
the inforination and nurtured the curiosity which are prerequisites to informed vision. An understanding
of where we have been, where we are, and what we could be is reflected in these articles. From them, we
gain a perspective card comprehension of dance which comes both from a acnse of historical and
contemporary context and from our shared heritage of achievements. These constitute the synthesizing

vi



glue thai holds all dance educators together. Based on this kind of background and with the kind of
flexible thinking that forums such this collection foster, perspective can develop and the imagination
to "connect the seemingly unconnected" can grow. Invention and creativity prosper for this "prepared
brain," since it has been enriched and nourished by the breadth and spontaneity of ideas. The rational
and the intuitive are coordinated. Ideas have to be fed before they sprout.

Consequently, insightful dance writing merges the way of sustined examining and conceptualizing of
the sciences with the invigorating, freely transporting, and transcending nature of cred e thinking.
Both science and creativity are evident in this collection. These writers represent almost. 180 authors
whose combined work demonstrates a commitment to excellence for dance in education.

Aileene S. Lockhart
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PREFACE

The theme of travel used throughout this anthology represents our own "adventures" :n compiling
Encores II. We hope this collection of writings will inspire dancers and dance educators to continue
progressing on the various dherging pathways whose common beginnings extend frum the word dance.

One of our first impressions when approaciled to edit Encores II was that articles relating to dance that
were published between 1978 and 1987 in AAHPERD journals were not plentiful. Yet over 200 articles
had been published in the Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, arta Dance (JOPERD) and the
Research Quarterly. The majority of the dance literature was found in a specially focused section of the
Journal, "Dance Dynamics," which if currently published twice yearly Without these articles, guided by
editors who are authorities in the field, the collection would have been quite small. This fact reem
phasizes the need for submission of articles to these two publications over the next 10 years to enlarge
the body of dance literature, thereby enriching the discourse on dance. These publications are v ital
national forums for dancers, educators, scholars, and students.

Each article in our original pool had already bum through peer review process by the respective
journal which had published it. Thus, our task of selecting articles for reprinting was a sericus and
difficult endeavor.

The course taken to unify this anthology was realized while attending the "New Directions in Dance"
Conference held in Minneapolis in November, 1988. The concerns of the profession at this conference
werc of a global and philosophical nature, with less attention to the remedial and instrumental how -tub
of dance. The varied realms of dance, with their intrinsic signifIcances in American culture and
education, were stressed We saw the opportunity, through this ptiblication, tu frame a decade of dance
literature which would reflect these values and expectations.

Our overall vision for Encores II was supported by six major purposes. First, we wished to present t

variety of voices that represented a range of experie.A.e, focus, expertise, and insight un dance as part uf
the educational process. Articles were selected for their depth and thoroughness of subject, and each is
written with clarity, acuity, and unique insight and expression.

Next, it was impoilant that general, overriding, and universal issues of continued relev ance and
challenge be presented. Many exemplary articles published in the 10 -yeat period concerned indiv idual
ized solutions, programs, or instrucConal materials. However, our collection transcends specific educa
tional arenas and/or the "textbook" basics of dance. The works republished here. capture the essence uf
problems and issues of the decade, many of which still affect the future of dance within American
culture.

We also felt a responsibility to plesent writings that would inspire a sense of pathfinding or pathbuild
ing in upcoming generations of dancers and educators. This should be achieved not only from fcturistk
viewpoints concerning the directions of dance, but. also from a historical perspective, a record of our
legacy. For this reason, .eral articles wcre selected which depict the history of dance in education.
Other writings, especially those found in the last section, reflect universal and, in some caes, perpetual
issues.

In keeping with the purposes of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance and the National Dance Association, Encores is concerned preeminently with dance as part
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of American culture, art, and education. The decision was made to further prune the final pool of
articles and themes which had been or were soon to be addressed in other AAHPERD and NDA
publications, most notably the Focus on Dance volumes.

Finally, when reading the original collection of articles, they naturally fell into certain thematic
headings. In order to create a balance of topics, the .tlection process became a "paring down"
operation. Space, either within the subject category or the publication itself, became a factor in the final
stages of selection.

Mat is found in Enco. _s II are 36 articles and one NDA proclamation which we believe best
represent the seminal literature because they evoke the primary topics, or pathways, of dance 'octween
1978 and 1987.
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SECTION

PATHMAKERS: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The history of dance in American education is the story of the people w ho contributed to its evolution
and those who spread the knowledge. Their beliefs and teachings resulted in the formation of the largest
dance education organization in the United States, the National Dance Association, and continue to
serve as the foundation for dance in education to;l.ay.

Two im rtant events which increased the visibility of dance in education occurred in 1979 and 1981.
Dance, in some form, had always been a part of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance since its inception, yet not until 1979 did the Alliance add the D- to the
organization's title. Following this milestone, in 1981 the word ' dance" was added to tile title of the
Journal of Physical Education and Recreation, e% en though dance articles had been appearing in JOPER
previous to this.

AAHPERD, of which the National Dance Association is a component, celebrated its centennial in
1985. This event provided a wonderful opportunity to reflect on the heritage of dance in American
education and in AAHPERD

It is hoped the writings reprinted here will generate a sense of identity and continuity for present and
futt.re dance educators, students, community leaders, and dance performers. By acquiring a deeper
understanding of past events, dance can EL: taken in new directions.
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1. MARGARET H'DOUBLER: A PROFILE OF HER FORMATIVE YEARS,
1898-1921

Judith A. Gray
Dianne Howe

Tne growth of dance activities in sLhools from pri-
mary through higher education at the turn of the
century brought about an urgent need to tram dance
teachers. Private teacher training scnotA V. e' t estab-
lished, such as the Chalif Normal School of Dancing
in New York, while university and college physical
education departments grappled with including dance
classes ... their teacher training programs. The latter
solution to the problem had only limited effect, and it
was to take an Lnusual set of circumstances and a
most unusual woman to shape the development of
college dance programs.

Long before the first college dance major was es-
tablished in 1926 (at the University of Wisconsin) the
raw materials were being assembled and melded. Mar-
gatet H'Doubler was born in 1898, and it was her
Influence and Interest that provided the catalyst for
the creation of what has sincc become the largest
system of university-operated dance programs in the
world.

Margaret H'Doubler believed that dancing repre-
sented creative self-expression through the medium of
movement of the human body. She was concerned
with a type of dancing that exemplified educatioral
activity, rather than an outer acquisition of simulat-d
grace, and was convinced that dance as an art be-
longed in the educational process. H'Doubler believed
that dance was a vital educational force since it was
entirely geared toward the total development of the
individual. She articulated these ideas as early as 1921
in her first book, A Manual of Dancing, after having
taught dance for only four years at the University of
Wisconsin in Madison.

H'Doubler remainei Lommitted to this philosophy
throughout her career as a dance educator. To her,
teaching was a sharing of knowledge through vital
experknce so that thc student would come to under
stand the relationship between the physical-objective
and the inner-subjective phase of experience.' The
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method used to attain this self-knowledge was creat.ve
proidiem solving rather than the imposition of stereo-
typed movement patterns. In a paper prepared for The
American Association for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation (AAHPER), H'Doubler declared that
dance as educazion is art creation thrcagh movement.'
Working according to this philosophy she eventually
established the undergraduate dance majorand
later, the master and doctoral degreesat the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Madison. This emphasis on vital
experience and creative problem solving still predomi
nates in many dance programs where studio experi-
ence (i.e., technique, improvisation, and composition)
is the primary means of teaching/learning.

Because of the magnitude of her contributions to
dance education in America, a biographical study of
her formative years merits attention. The period to Le
covered in this paper is the years from 1898, the year
of her birth, to 1921 when her Manual of Dancing
was published.

EARLY YEARS

Margaret Newell Hougen H'Doubler was born to
Charles and Sarah H'Doubler in the small town of
Beloit, Kansas. She was the second daughter and the
third and last child of a prominent Swiss immigrant
family, whose ancestors had arrived in the United
States in the early 1700s, and had resided chiefly in
Illinois and Pennsylvania.

Charles, born in Warren, Illinois in 1859, has been
referred to as "a man of many and pronounced tal-
ents" not the least of which was photography. He
delighted in photographing his daughters; h s photo-
graphs were intended as decoration or as "art" rather
than as depictions of reality.' Charles H'Doubler's
sense of adventure also led him to attempt other chal
lenges and for m. .y years he devoted himself to in
vention. Because of his many successful ratents, he
was widely sought after by manufacturei., and gained
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Margaret H'Doubler at five (left) and twelve. Both photographs were taken by her.father.

the reputation of having superior expertise in electri-
cal machinery. Margaret recalled that her father was a
man of iinny abilities and inexhaustible energy w ho
encouraged his family to venture into new and excit-
ing opportunities.' Of the H'Doubler's three children,
Margaret most heeded and emulated him.

Margaret's mother, Sarah Todd, was a fastidious
homemaker who took great pride in her home and
attempted to bring a certain amount of culture to the
town of Warren, Illinois. She dressed her two daugh-
ters in beautifully detailed, hand-finished gowns com-
plete with layers of lace and an abundance of neat
pintucks. Margaret seems to have inherited her
mother's sense of quality concerning clothes and de-
cor. At all times in her own dress and manners she
reflected impeccable taste, and this taste was evident
in her Orchesis concerts.

Growing up in Warren seems to have had many
advantages. Sarah and Cha1les H'Doubler were able
to provide their three ldren with such niceties as
ponies, carriages, vacaticns, and private tutoring. The
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children's early schooling took place in the town's
single schoolhouse, vvhich contained both the elemen-
tary and secondary schools. When not in school or in
the company of her brother Frank, who was six years
older, Margaret read avidly. Her favont° characters
were those from Greek mythology, Aesop's fables,
poetry, and operas, and she later drew upon this mate-
rial for dance composition themes.' Her .nother also
arranged for Margaret to study the piano. The
II'Doublei3 loved and appreciated a wide range of
classical music composers, Margaret's favorites were
Schubert, ( ieg, Beethoven, and Schumann. She con
tinued to play the piano -egularly for many years and
never lost her insatiable interest in all kinds of music.

In 1902, at the age of 12, Margaret entered the
only high school in Warren, but stayed only a year, for
in 1903 the family moved to Madison, where her
brother Frank had just been accepted by the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin to study medicine. All three chil-
dren lived at home wiile attending school, and it was
not until Margaret had been teaching for a number of
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years that she moved away from her famih i d into
an apartment with two other young womcn.

Margaret graduated from Madison H:gh School in
the spring of ;906. A good student., she had always
managed to find time to participate in those few
phyeical activities then available girls She enthusi-
astically took part in s ich sports as basketball and
field hockey and in eury thmics, a form of rhythmic
analysis devised by Emile-Jaques Dalcroze. Her par-
ticipation in physical activity and her continuing in-
terest in her brother's medical career inclined her tu
.eek a vocation in the biological sciences.

When she entered the University of Wisconsin at
Madison in the fall o:1906, her desire was to become
either doctor or a biologist, and scientific subjects
comprised most of her initial course load. She subse-
gum ly undertook courses in philosophy, English,
music, art history, and physical education and earned
her degree with a biology major and a philosophy
minor. This combination of studies was to provide the
foundation for her later achiel ements.

Margaret signed up for her first physical education
class as an entering freshman. "I had my first crack at
physical education and I just loved it. We had wands
and dumbbells and music . . . and I was very ex-
cited about it."' She also engaged in .ports sponsored
by the Women's Athletic Association, excelling in
basketball, a sport she later coached. There were also
opportunities at Madison for her to participate in
dance. The annual May Fete was initiated in 1908, it
was renamed the Spring Festival in 1969. The 1909
program included a grand march (a procession of all
the women at the University); a grand Maypole with
110 girls dancing, a "waltzing weaving dance" with
35 girls in white gowns and floral wreaths executing
"fancy" steps arounc each Maypole; and finally, three
"artistic da, ..es"a waltz, a folk dance medley, and a
florai dance. The close of the fete wa marked oy a
pageant in which 300 or 400 girls danced in small
and large groups in accordance with a theme. Mar-
garet performed in these activities while her family
watched.'

Activities in the gy mnasium also includcu dance.
Dr. Dennison, a medical doctor and instructor in the
physical education program, was experimenting with
the work of Louis Chalif, whose descriptions of classi-
cal and folk dance, with musical accompaniment,
were being sold to dancing instructors in schools and
colleges across the zountry. Instructors wouid deci-
pher Chain descriptions and pass on their interpre-
tations to the student. Thc University of Wisconsin
ordered dozens of these scripts, and in her senior year
Margatet memorized several of them. Despite both
the lack of originality and flexibility in the Chalif
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scripts, Margaret found herself enjoying keeping time
with the mt sic, which was provided by a pianist."' She
mastered a nnoer of stepsthe waltz, schottishe,
mazurka, pc:Icabut decided that this kind of danc-
ing instruction was not for her.

EARLY TE/kCHING, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN

In the spring of 1910 Margaret H'DoutIcr re.ceived
her baccalaureate diploma. The Department of Physi-
cal Education L: Women (previously "Physical
Training for Women") was formed in 1910 and Miss
Mayhew, the director, agreed to employ H.Doubler as
an assistant instnictor at $500 per year. In addition,
H'Doubler was to be permitted to teach swimming
for an extra $15 in the summer.

Margarzq embarked upon her teaching career in
1911 with enthusiasm and diligence. With her vigor,
leadership, and organiLation, she rapidly bet.ame both
popular and respectrd. During her second year on the
faculty a ns.w appo' ttment was announced, which
would prove to be important for H'Doubler's suf c-
quent development. After considerable searching, a
replacement for Miss Mayhew was found in the per-
son of Blanche Trilling, a graduate of the Boston
Normal School of Gymnastics," one of only five such
physical education teaching training institutions
1890." Trilling's arrival at the University of Wiscon-
sin brought a sense of new vitality and a promise of
fresh ideas and directions. Of Trilling's appcint-ient,
Hetherington wrote:

She came to the profession with a background of
social graces and education in music, and the
professional discipline and spirit inspired by Miss
Homans. To that she added intelligent courage,
devotion, tactful manipula,:on of social proble, ,s,
energy, and administrati,e ability. She has car-
fied through a rare piece of work and made the
Wisconsin organization a power."

Margaret felt challenged as she matured as an in-
structor under the guidance and influence of Trilling.
She taught 1,asketball and swimming with s LI enthu-
siasm that class numbers continued to swell. "I had
almost every girl in the University playing basket
ball."" She also organized intramurals and tourna
ments that became popular on campus.

Always intensely curious and highly motivated,
1I'Doubler spent ..he summers of 1911, 1913, and
1914 attending workshops concerned with physical
education and coaching, one of which was the Sargent
School for Physical Education. In 1894 Melvin Balluu
Gilbert had begun to teach aesthetic dancing at thc
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Sargcnt School." The Gilbert method was based on
the five .lositions of the feet, the five positions of the
arms, and whole body positions such as attitudes,
arabesques, and elevations. These positions, along
with ballet and ballroom steps and movements, wcie
all done in a systematic way in ,.trict harmony with
time and music. At Harvarl ?hk, system was called
"aesthetic dance" for the ;omen students'6 and
"gymnastic dancing" fo- -nen. The men's version was
simpler, less graceful, and less expressive, used more
folk influences, and was more robust. The men's
teacher was called a "physical direcwr" rather than
"ballet master" to male it mole appealing to the
men.

H'Doubler enteied the Sargent School for Physical
Education bursting with enthusiasm and desirous of
enunciating her owa theories of movement. It turnee.
out to be a truly disappointing experience for her.
Long afterwards she recalled being disillusioned: "It
was just a dreadful course. There weren't any values
you learned a bone name in anatomy.' What she
especially decried was the absence of any teaching
about the working relationship betweitn the skeletal
structure and movement. Her reaction to this experi-
ence is one of the earliest clues to the dawning of her
own philosophy of movement education

In May 1916, two years after the Sargent School
disappointment, H'Doubler requested a leave of ab-
sence from the University of Wisconsin. She was then
twenty-seven years old, strikingly attractive, and de-
termined to keep increasing her knowledge. Both stu-
dents and colleagues admired her. She was endowed
with an indomitable youthful spirit and an unshakable
faith in the potential of human beings. Even late in
her career she stated: "To be born is to be endowed
with a quickening life force, the human spirit, that
animates us throughout our individual lives.""

To guide and motivate her students more effec-
tively, Margaret believed that she needed to further
her education, especially in philosophy and aesthetics.
She applied for admission to the graduate program at
Columbia University and was accepted. Before her
departure from Madison, she was asked by Blanche
Trilling ro look into the dance situation in New York:
"While you're doing that graduate work in the East,
look around and find some dance that's intellectually
r-spectable; something we can rse in a university cur-
riculum." Margaret's response was: "And give up my
basketball?!""

NEW YORK CITY
Once in New York H'Doubler was relatively unenthu-
siastic about searching for new dance forms as she
believed that graduat- study at Columbia would be a
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full-time commitment. During her stay at Columbia
she spent a great deal of time reading and reviewing
books and articles on philosophy, aesthetics, art, mu-
sic, and theatei: "I would run down te the 42nd
Street library after I was through teaching or studying,
and read, get books, and come back as late as ten
o'clock at night." In an effort to comply with Tril-
ling's request, she had spent a week or so before the
fall classes r.amenced visiting various dance studios;
most of these offered classical ballet. She was instantly
discouraged and wrote to Trilling. "I am just not
getting anywhere and I am so sorry and so disap-
pointed and I am sure you will be disappointed."'"

Once she had begun her studies at Columbia,
H'Doubler met Gertrude Colby, a graduate of the
Sargent School for Physical Education. Colby had
been hired in 1913 by the Speyer School, the progres-
sive demonstration school for Columbia University, to
develop a physical ducation program for thc chil-
dren. The program emphasized free and natural
movement and self-expression, and was designed to be
integrated with the total school program. Colby's
training at the Sargent School had not prepared her
for such an assignment so she began experimenting
with a form of dance based on the interests of the
children and natural, rhythmic movement. This sy,-
tem was called "natural dance" as it provided for
more freedom in the choice of movement than the
stilted aesthetic dance and the limited gymnastic
dance that had been taught at tht. Sargent School.
The Speyer School had closed in 1916, but Colby
continued on thc faculty of Columbia University and
began to train teachers in her method of children's
dance.

Here she began experimenting with different meth-
odologies (Dalcroze, St. Denis, Delsarte, and Chalif)
in an effort to fine the best way to train teachers. It
was not until s'ae had an opportunity to learn of
methods used at the Isadora Duncan School (which
she never attended), that Colby began to settle on a
methodology of her own. Shc sought to make the
children "free instruments of expression, rhythmically
unified . . . enabled to express in bodily movements
the ideas and emotions which come from within,"
and stressed "dance ideas, not steps."" These goals
were not completely realized, however, because her
method relied totally on music for the emotional con-
tent of the dance, thereby limiting original self-ex-
pression."

Across the street from Columbia, Bird Larson, who
had been trained in corrective physical education, de-
veloped the first Barnard College dance program in
1914. Although her program drew from Colby's
teaching, Larson develo^ a system which was based
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on the laws of anatomy, kinesiology, and physics. She
believed that movement should originate in the torso,
hence, the main emphasis of her technique focused
upon gaining better control of the body. Larson's
methodology began with leaning the possibilities of
natural bodily movement, then assimilating move-
ments based on gymnastics, and finally combining
these controlled movements with musical form to ex-
press an idea. Most important was her concern for the
development of the total seif through dance."

The two semesters at Columbia University proved
to be the intellectual interlude that initiated
H'Doubler into the world of dance. Margaret was an
intellectual with a curious and creative mind; she
liked to lead, rather than to follow, and was forever
seeking underlying meanings and premises for all

manner of activitiesmental, physical, artistic, and
scientific. Out of her concentrated intellectual pur-
suits, she developed at Col anbia a ripeness and a
readiness for a new avenue of thought. She was ready
to develop a new way of approaching physical and
mental integration and :.o discard old beliefs about
creativity and individuality.

Among H'Doubler's professors were such leaders in
education as John Dewey and William H. Kilpatrick.
Because of her interest and persistence, Margaret was
invited in her second semester to be the graduate
member of the Col,imbia University Education Philo-
sophical Club. As a student representative to this
prestigious organization, she was able to participate in
discussions of educational philosophy and hear many
eminent speakers debate their theories and findings.
She remembers being "terribly excited about what the
human mind, the human being, really is. The values
and all . . . it got me very stimulated." She was
searching for an artistic activity which could be based
on scientific principles: "some tlieory some science
back of it, some reason for it," not unrhl. 4ing imita-
tion and repetition, the two things that she had earlier
observed at the Ne'y York ballet studios and had
experienced with the Chalif materials." Even at those
studios attempting to move away from ballet the in-
struction followed the same pattern of imitation and
repetition. She wanted to find a kind of dance move-
ment instruction that all people could use and enjoy.

After completing two semesters of graduate study at
Columbia, WDoubler realized that she had not yet
adequately applied hmelf to Trilling's directive.
Again she searched through city directories for dance
studios and classes, but relied especially upon infer
mation obtained from students who had taken classes:
"Whenever I would hear of somebody who was teaLh
ing, I would go and try to get in the class and see."'
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Two teaLhers seemed to offer most Llosely what she
thought she was seeking. One w as Porter Beegle, who
taught Emile Jaques-Dalcrozes system of musk edu
cation, the ether was Alys Bentley. Neither offered
completely what she was seeking, but eaLh seemed to
provide a tentative direction.

The Emile Jaques-Da.croze Institute gave classes in
eurythmics to music students and If Doubler had a
cursory familiarity with the system from her under
graduate days. At first fascinated witl- the Dalcroze
approach, she soon ')ecame disenchanted because it
seemed to her that in it dance was secondary, even
subservient, to the music. "It, pretty soon, was a dead
end for me because it was really movement for mu-
sic . . . that was his main purpose . . . it didn't
mean dance to me."26

The other significant meeting was with a music
teacher, Alys Bentley. Trilling had advised Margaret
to see Bentley who was conducting classes in Carnegie
Hall. Margaret happily complied:

I went to see her and she was very, very inter-
ested in my problem. She said she didn't take
students if she didn't want to. Oh, I must say at
this point, her main interest and her biggest
work was with children and she was simply mar-
velous with them. She did not teach them ..ongs
or melodies, she had them create their own. She
was a highly creative person, the first one that I
had contacted. Well, she said "Yes, I will take
you and I will put you in a class." A group of
about seven girls had been w ith her for years and
they were beautiful [in] movementbut they
didn't know anything about movement, [that]
was the interesting thing."

Bentley had her students lie on the floor, quite
unlike any method other teachers were espousing. It
was a refreshing experience and one which evoked in
WDoubler an exciting revelation: "Then it dawned
on me. Of course. Get on the floor where the pull of
gravity is relieved and see how the body will react.
Study the body's structure and its response. Maybe
something could then be done.""

Over three decades later H'Doubler summarized
her views of the traditional dance scene in New York
in 191". "Nothing but endless imitation ..nd endless
petty rivalries. It [was] anti-educational in all the ways
we [were] talking about at Columbia." Ballet instruL
tion, particularly, drew her wrath. "It's mostly anti
human structure and auman funLtion from a biolo
gist's pobnt of view.""

IrDoubk.r developed her own philosophy of dante
and d. nce education from a variety of experienLes,
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/1
H'Doubler (top center) with members of the

championship baseball team, class of 1917. Photo taken
for the Badger, University of Wisconsin student

newspaper.

most probably, the teachings of Dewey, her own
background in the biological sciences, and the forms
she studied and observed in New York. Although
H'Doubler does not admit to any contact with Colby
and Larson, Norma Schwender comments on the
many discussions between these three women," and
one can at least note certain precedents set by the
work of Colby and Larson. These precedents include
Larson's scientifically-based technique and her belief
in dance as a medium of developing the total self, and
Colby's use of individually instigated movement (im-
provisation).

RETURN TO MADISON

Blanche Trilling had included a number of dance
classes in the prospectus for the 1917 University of
Wisconsin Summer School, and it was her intention
to have H'Doubler teach these. She was confident
that Margaret would find something of value and
never for a moment implied that H'Doubler was not
capable of fulfilling that challenge.

While in New York, H'Doubler had cut her long
hair in imitation of the style worn by Alys Bentley.
On her return to Madison, the first thing Margaret
felt she should do was "tell Miss Trilling about her
hair." This was no easy task and Trilling's response
was as expected. "Mv Lord, Marge! Do you know
what will happen? TL. studehts will all cut their hair
and I won't be able to place them because they'll bc
considered manly!" Trilling then promptly sent Mar-
garet to the dean of women, presumably for some
disciplinary action. To Margaret's surprise and de-
light, however, the dean's response was "How I envy
your" Thereafter, H'Doubler was subject to a mixed
reaction regarding her hair and for the most part
continued to wear a hair piece or a hair rct in order to

give the illusion of locks piled up and wound on top of
her head. Despite Trilling's anxious concern, students
were readily placed and eventually much in demand as
teachers in schools and colleges across the nation.

Many of Margaret's colleagues were curious about
her experie_ices in New York and during the 1917
Summer School she demonstrated to Judents and
faculty alike that her stay in New York had been
worthwhile. She experimented with movements on
the floor and introduced music to emphasize beat and
measured time. At the ettd of the summer she put on
a program of dances that drew much attention and
some support. It pleased Trilling so much that she
soon turned her attention to other departmental con-
siderations and allowed Margaret to develop her ideas
more or less on her own.

H'Doubler seriously began to develop her new ideas
about dance with the freshman class in the fall of
1917. Many of the fifteen students had had some
previous interpretive dance experience. Margaret in-
sisted that her students wear a special hand-made
garment, different from the limiting gymnastic suit
typically worn, and a pair of Roman-type sandals."
She wore the same attire. The costumes were rather
voluminous but they were lightweight, permitted free-
dom of movement, and were ideal for floor exercises.
The legs were bare, a bit of an innovation as the
customary women's gymnasium costume included
long stockings.

Margaret's enthusiasm was highly contagious and
in no small way responsible for the success of her
program. She was already a popular teacher and able
to present her new ideas without the usual resistance
accorded unknown and untested teachers. "She be-
lieved in it so terrifically and was so enthusiastic about
it" remembers Eleanor Riley, one of her first students.
"We flitted up and down, ws: crawled on the
floor . . . we were in very elegant physical condi-
tion.""

Her first movement ideas came from nursery
rhymes, fables, and classical myths. The 1918 May
Festival was held in the new open-air theater behind
Bascom Hall. American forces had recently entered
the European conflict and the dance program was
staged as a war benefit. The Daily Cardinal an-
nounced. "University Women in Aesthetic Dance for
War Orphan Fund." Prosperine and Ceres, an East
Indian "tapestry," the Olympic Games in dance form,
the Hamodryads, and a closing interpretation uf the
"Marscillaise" comprised the program.

H'Doubler did not use standard steps e,d some of
her more experienced students declared that her danc-
ing was much freer than the interpretive dancing that
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was also being taught in the Department. (Gertrude
Johnson, another member of the faculty, was teaching
dance courses variously called, "Interpretations" and
"Interpretive Breathing" Margaret was adamantly
opposed to any movement or movement idea that
hinted of ballet. She found the five positions to be
artificial and encouraged, instead, lightness, grace,
and fluidity." H'Doubler did not perform publicly or
before her classes. This was an outgrowth of her belief
that students should discover their own movement
rather than imitate the teacher. Her system also em-
phasized understanding the human body in movement
in accordance with the laws of nature. So that her
students might better understand how the body works
in movement, H'Doubler began to use a skeleton to
illustrate the bones and joints; she also utilized charts
of the body's muscular and skeletal systems."

DEVELOPMENT OF H'DOUBLER'S
MANUAL OF DANCING

H'Doubler u.ed numerous notes and notations for her
classes. These proved to be indispensable once re-
quests Lame pouring in for her to commit her tech-
niques in writing. A Manual of Dancing: Suggestiom
and B:6liugraphy for the Teacher of Dancing (henee-
forth, Manual) was begLn, in hasty note form, toward
the end of her first year of teaching dance. It was
finally publishf:d in 1921 and used extensively by her
first graduati.:6 class during its senior year. Her pur-
pose and concerns were set forth in the preface. "Af-
ter several years in developing a type of dancing that
shafl be at once truly educational and creative, the
need for some written formulation of the work, its
aims, and procedures, has become a necessity." She
urgerl her readers to regard dancing as an educational
activity, rather than an artifice of elegance in mo-
tion.36

The Manual, which graphically deseribed the aims
and fo:mat of Margaret's approa-h, was written pri-
marily for her students and was designed so that they
could write their own thoughts and experiences on
the blank pages that it included. A key cor cept ex-
pressed in the Manual was that ce-tain exercises were
fundamental to motor control and that motor control
was fundamental tk, expressive movement. Exeruses
were referred to by terms like. "folding and LI,

folding," "the crawl," the "prancing step," and "the
rolls." Such exercises were often referred to as "fun-
damentals."

Understanding and appreciation of music was also
considered a fundamental. H'Doubler believed that
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musk required conscious thought and an intelleetual
approach. "Appreciation," she declared, "implies in
telligence. If this important element is laeleing, the
experience is that of enjoyment and not appreciation."
"Dance," then, was the synthesis of skills in dance
exercise and music motivated by some feeling state.
Each student must be prepared "to take the raw ma
terials and create in dance form the message she
[wished] to impart."' The Manual included a bibl,
ography drawn from the fields of philosophy,
drama, and dance. The citations amounted to
books and articles by sueh authors as Darwin, Shake-
speare, Dewey, Russell, Tolstoi, Gulick, Ellis,
Pavlova, and Mosso.

ORCHESIS

Because of the popularity of H'Doubler's Manual and

the growing interest in her program among other
educators and students, she soon began to receive
invitations to visit other colleges and universities to
demonstrate her methods. Sinee almost 300 girls par
ticipated in her classes, she was at a loss as to how to
select a small group of demonstration students to ae
company her c n these visits. The problem was quiekly
resolved. During the fall semester of 1918 many girls
had been clamoring for extra time in which to danee
Neither rooms nor staff were free during the day.
Chadbourne Hall, where dance classes had been held,
had been temporarily converted into a men's barraeles
to house the Student Army Training Corps. Conse
quently, during the winter of 1918-1919, Margaret
agreed to request a room and time from Trilling and
was granted permission to use the upstairs danee
room in Chadbourne Hall, now free because of the
armistice, on Wednesday evenings.

The first group of students quickly changed Into
dancing costumes and expectantly awaited
H'Doubler's first exereise explanation. Instead, she
commented to discuss the structure and function of
this new group. Everyone was asked to think of a
name, but it was H'Doubler who finally decided upon
the name they were to adopt. The group w ts to be
called Orchesis for she had found that this was a
elassieal term meaning the art of dancing in a Greek
ehorus. To her mind it implied the eumbined seienees
of movement and gesture. The name Orchesis was
subsequently used by many other American colleges
and universities for their extra-curricular dance
groups.

In 1919 FI'Doubler and her danee group aeeepted
invitations to demonstrate their work at nearby uni



versities and schools (e.g., Northwestern University,
Roycemore School, The Ohio State University, Uni-
versity of Illinois, and the Drama League of America).
Other requests came from alumnae and professional
groups (e.g., the Milwaukee Art Institute, the Middle
West Conference on Physical Education, and the Na-
tional Oratorical League). At the same :ime an in-
creasing number of requests began to arrive for in-
structors who had been trained under Margaret.

While praising her efforts as "spli ndid, construc-
tive, and educational," Trilling added the following
statement. "The increasing number of requests which
come to the Department for instructors [trained]
under Miss H'Doubler emphasized the need for re-
lieving her of revtine work in order that she devote
more time to thore students who are majoring in
physical education."

H'Doubler's first group of dance studcnts graduated
in May 1919. One of tht se was Berta Ochsner, thc
first president J1 ..)rchesis, who H'Doubler character-
ized as a constant source of ideas and leadership.
Ochsner later chorcographcd in New York where in
1939 John Martin declared of her dance, "Fantasy".

Shc is a welcome addition . . . not only be-
cause she is an interesting artist, but becanse she
brings new blood and a fresh approach to the
modern dance hereabout. She is the first dancer
to bring thc technical and artistic methods of
that notable educator Margaret H'Doubler to the
professional field."

Nearly 300 students enrolled in H'Doubler's begin-
ning dance clasPes in spring 1919, and 140 enrolled
in the intermediate classes. A "Special Teaching"
class provided instruction for forty-six aspiring dance
teachers."

Between 1919 and 1921 Margaret H'Doublor es-
tablished herself and the University of Wisconsin as
strong proponents of dance in education. She in,
porated the "Wisconsin Idea," a philosophy of semce
to the state, in her curriculum development efforts,
her teaching, and her writing. She advocated oance
experiences for everyone and felt responsible for thc
cultural and expressive developmei.. of hcr students.
this could be best achieved, she believed, in a state
university and by training teachers who could carry
forth hcr wol It. Her "Idea" of danci was to foster
social improvement, physical well-being, and artistie
enrichment. This was in keeping with the mission of
the University of Wisconsin w here her ideas eventu-
ated in the first formal major in dance in the United
States:4'

CONCLUSION

Margaret H'Doubler's contributions to dance arc
many-sided. Among these are. the development of the
first dance major in higher education, the develop-
ment of Orchesis, thc delineation of thc .ole that
dance should play in education, and thc danfieation
of concepts of teaching methodolog. Because of her
contributions to dance in education and hcr role in
the development of the National Section on Danee of
thc then American Physical Lducation Association
(now the National Dance Association of
AAHPERD), H'Doubler was twice honorcd by thcsc
organizations. In 1963 she was named thc first Heri-
tage Honorcc of NDA, and in 1971 shc received thc
prestigious Gulick Award. In her acceptance address,
shc stated:

Improvement is impossible wi..hout informed cf-
fort. Thc source of this knowledge is movement
itself. We are our own laboratory, textbook, and
teacher.

,s14. 4"
H'Doubler's dancers out of doors in the early twenties.
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ELIZABETH HAYES

It is my task to tell you about the early days of dance
in education and particularly about Margarct
H'Doubler and dance at the University of Wisconsin.
Dance in education beforc and during the teens and
early twenties of this ccntury consisted partly of Del-
sarte techniques. As interpreted by teachers who pur-
ported to emulate Delsarte's approach to movement,
these techniques consisted of creating and practicing
"natural" movements that were designed to express
various feelings, such as discernment, accusation, or
modcsty. Dalcroze techniques were also a part of early
dance education in the schools and these consisted of
certain exercises that would improve the students'
rhythmic acuity. There were also semi-balletic dance
routines sometimes taught undcr the name of "aes-
thetic dancc." And finally, there was folk dancc,
which little boys hatcd bccausc they had to dancc
with little girls, and young college women hated be-
cause Mey had to dance with girls. However, changes
wcrc bcginning to takc place, especially in Ncw York,
as a result of thc influence of Isadora Duncan and thc
Duncan Dancers who appeared there.

In 1916 at the University of Wiscorrin, Blanche
Trilling, chairman of thc Womcn's Physical Educa-
tion Department and a forward looking woman, asked
Margaret H'Doubler, one of her physical education
teachers, a formcr biology major and an all around
athlete, to go to New York to see if there was some-
thing in dance there that should bc brought to Wis-
consin. Marge H'Doubler reluctantly agreed, provided
she would not bc asked to give up her basketball

classes to become a teacher of dancc. Shc observed thc
dance work of several of her contemporaries in New
York, but it was a music teacher by the name of Alys
Bentley whosc work intrigucd her. Shc was particu-
larly interested in Miss Bentley's way of having her
students lie on thc floor where problems of balance
were minimal, having them discover ccrtain ways of
moving and the necessary body controls, and then
having thc students translate these movements to
standing and locomotor activities. All of these teach-
ers in Ncw York who were admircrs of Isadora, in-
clur- ag Miss Bentley, believed that movement should
be Latural to thc body structurc.

Miss H'Doubler returned to Wisconsin and began
classes. The "natucal dance" classes were taught on
the fifth floor of Lathrop Hall in a curtained studio,
with lights that could be dimmcd for our improvisa-
tions. By 1918 Miss H'Doubler's studcnts were bcgin-
ning to feel the need for more dance experience than
could be offered in the regular dance classes and so
shc and her dancc students dccidcd to crcatc a dancc
club, which they named Orchesis. This group con-
vened every Wednesday night from seven to mne, and
mccting timcs wcrc spent in exploring ncw tech-
niques, improvising to music, and composing danccs.
This bccamc the performing group.

Miss H'Doubler was frequently invited to give lec-
ture-demonstrations of this new form of educational
dance. Thcsc demonstrations were not th( kind that
we arc accustomed to seeing nowadays. Shc would
simply ask somc of us who were her students to comc
and participate in the demonstrations. We would sit
on the stage, not having thc faintest idca of what she

*The comments here are excerpted from a convention presentation entitled "Pathfinders,- in which past dance top persons spoke
about the periods of growth that they were most involved with,
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was going to al us to do, and would then improvise
on the spot according to her directions.

By 1926 other colleges had bccomc interested in
establishing some "natural" or "creative" dance clas
ses such as Wisconsin was offcring. Miss II'Doubler
decided that the time had come to create a dancc
major program for thc professional preparation of
dancc teachers the first such program to be estab-
lished anywhere. The major was bascd on a rich back-
ground of sciences, reflecting Miss H'Doubler's early
scientific interests. We took biology, anatomy, kinesi
ology, physiology, physics, and chemistry. The currk
ulum was heavily weighted on the science side, but we
also studied music and art history.

There was a beginning technique class taught by
Miss ll'Eoubler, that everyone took every scmcstcr of
every year. In this class we learned and constantly
reviewed music conccpts concerning dance move
mcnt. There was also Miss II'Doubler's famous rhyth
...ic analysis class and an "advanced" technique class
as well as a class in cc-..iposition, in which we dis-
cussed the aesthetics of form and theories of composi
tion. The creative work in choreography was done in
Orchesis. And finally, there vv as Miss }I'Doubler's
dance philosophy class for .ch shc wrote hcr re
nowned book, Dance. A Creatstie Art Experience. Stu
dents throughout the United States who wished to
become dancc educators turned to Wisconsin as a
Moslem does to Mecca.

Miss H'Doubler wl..s a truc educator. Shc firmly
believed that dance can and should enrich the lives of
everyone, regardless of degree of personal talent. A.
look back upon these early experiences with Marge
H'Doubler at Wisconsin, I realize that her special
values did not lie so much in the techniques that she
taught us or the compositions that she inspired us to
create. It was her demonstrated respect for thc inher
ent worth and creative potential of every student that
madc hcr thc grcat educator that shc was.

RUTH MURRAY

It is certainly acknowledged that in ma ny :.nportar.t
ways Margaret II'Doubler was this coun .ry's first true
dance cducator. Start. ig hcr work back .1 .ne teens,
she kcpt he. inspirational spark ali,e for many de
cades, even long ,fter her retirement. When I first
started teaching, back in 1919, Ethel Perrin, who was
director of physical educatiol. In thc city of Detroit at
that time, brought Marge and her Orchesis Group to
Detroit for a demonstration, and that was one of my
first great inspirations as far as dance was concerned.

Others came on the scene in the late '20s and early
'30s who had much to do with the beginnings of our
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present organization. But first, I should pay homage
to another influential college dancc teacher at Colum
bia University Teachers College, where I went in
1923 to finish my study for a bachelor's degree. In
those days one needed only two years at a normal
colkge for a teaching certificate, and armcd with that
I had spent four years teaching physical education in
tit( Detroit Elementary Schools with Ethel Perrin as
city director, and Dorothy LaSalle and Man
O'Donnell as supervisors. Both of these latter women
had graduated from Teachers College, and in spitc of
a strong pull towz.ri Wisconsin, where I hai spent a
summer workina. with Miss H'Doublet, they per
suaded me that Columbia, which had an international
reputation at that time for teacher cducation, was thc
place to go, and also that New York had so much to
offcz culturally. So, for two ycars I danced with Ger-
trude Colby, who taught what she called "natural
dancing," which stemmed from Isadota Duncan as
did much of thc American college dance in the '20s,
except for classical ballet.

Miss Colby taught a strong, locomotor, solncA hat
amatk typc of frcc dance with controlled opportu

nitics for creativity. It was less lyric and flowing and
flexible than Marge }I'Doubler's but even thc athletic
girls seemed to cnjoy it. New York proved to bc an
exciting place, ,vith lectures by John Dewey, concerts
and operas which students could attend for a nittance,
and Bird Larson teaching at Barnard College and
performing with her group at thc Little Church in the
Boweric.

Later, when I was studying for my master's degree
at Columbia, three important things happened. I was
accepted for a summer coursc at thc recently estab
lished Ilumphrey -Weidman Studio. I took a course ir
children's dancing from thc late Mary Jo Shelley, who
was teaching at NeVw College, Columbia, and in 1933
I danced with Martha Hill at thc New York Unit er
sity Summer Camp, her last summcr thcrc before the
Bennington years.

I have introduced to you, thcn, four of the persons
who in my opinion had much to do with the founda-
tion of the Section on Dancing of the American Phys
ical Education Association, as it was thca called. This
was the first organization devoted to dance education.

It happened this way. Dorothy LaSalle, who at that
time was executi:e secretary of the Committee on the
School Child af the White House Conference on
Child Health, had heard that Marge H'Doubler vv.ts
to speak at ineeting of the National Association for
Physical Education or College Women, preceding thc
annual convention of the American Physical Educa
tion Association in Boston in 1930. She wrote fur
permission to attend this meeting, as she was not a
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member, but she wished to hcar the spcakcr. In the
discussion following Margc's talk. Dorothy asked foi
the floor and commcntcd on the fact that Marge had
said that the students who came to hcr to major in
dance were on thc whole poorly prepared. Dorothy
made the point that if any dancing was taught in the
elementary schools, it was apt to bc formal, and that
dance specialists should be much morc concerned
than they were at that time with dancing at the pre-
college level.

Blanche Trilling immediately rosc to her feet and
said, "I nominate Miss LaSalle Chairman of a Com-
mittee on Dancing i. 'he Elementary Schools." Dow-
thy was stunned, as she wasn't even a member of their
organization, but shc accepted the assignment, ap
pointed a committee, and set to work.

Thc report of the Committee, titled Dancing its the
Elementary Schools, was given time on the convention
program of the APEA in Detroit in 19..11. It was
printed in full in the Research Quarter& in December
of that year, and with some rdisions and additions by
a sccond committee directly conccrncd with dance
teaching, it was published in 1933 by A. S. Barnes
and Company. It was the first publication of the new
Section on Dancing, now out of print, it still, on the
whole, stands up well after all thcsc years.

At the 1931 convention, dming a meeting whkh I
chaired, Dorothy LaSalk :made hcr report. Thc dis-
cussion period was lively, centering around siich top
ics as "Wh4t happcns to this Report? Will it be pub-
lished?" And finally, "Dancing should have a section
in the APEA so we can have our own meetings. Let's
prepare a request and send it to their Board today!"
Subsequently, Mary O'Donnell was elected chair pro
tem of the proposcd section, with the Hea that she,
wkh the help of a committee she would select, would
write thc request and present k.

But the path to the acceptance of dancing as an
APEA section was a rugged one. Mary had to use all
of her intelligence and considerable charm over the
next year to convince the Board (some of the mcm-
bcrs, as you can imagine, being .he "macho" type)
that dandng had an important contribution to make
to physical education She was helped by Mary Jo
Shelley and Mai .ha Hill, and also by Mabel Lee, the
only woman on the APEA Board.

The Section on Dancing became a permanent real-
ity in Philadelphia in 1932. Subsequently, we had
meetings, gave papers, demonstrations, and reports on
committee projects. For several years, starting at the
New York convention in 1935 until World War II
interfered, the section held preconvention dance con
ferences or workshops. These served to bring dancers
and educaters together and also to add dollars to our
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coffers to makc possible other signifkant happenings,
like bringing John Martin to a convention in St.
Louis, as well as funding year-long committee
projects.

Thc other great event in that most exciting decade
was the establishment of the Bennington College
Summer School of the Dance. O'ou will notice that
w.fre beginning to speak of ''the dance" instead of
' dancing." Later we will even drop thc modifying
article.) This school was the inspiration of Martha
Hill, who t aught there, and her friend Mary Jo Shel-
ley, with the encouragement and aid of Robert Leigh,
president of Bennington College. In the ninc years of
:ts existence, it was the center for instruction in the
technique, choreography, and production of the new
an of modern dance, as well as for the presentation of
several of the dance masterpieces f the !peat pioneers
of modcrn dancc who were teaching there. In fact, a
candidate foi a college dance position in those days
would do well have a summer at Bennington on her
resume if she wished to be considered chgle for the
position.

In the spring of 1935, I was asked by the Midwest
Association for Physical Education of College
Womcn to give a report, at their annual meeting in
Madison, Wisconsin, of thc first session of the Ben-
nington College Summer School of Dance. I gladly
accepted, anxious to share my enthusiasm for the
project with this illwtrious group. It should be noted
that in those etays, the posture of physical education
women majors was almost w. important as their ath-
letic skill. Wc had posture tests, posture drills, and
competitions for thc girl with the best posture. I had
scarcely finished what I thought vvas a competent
paper about that first Bennington scssion, when I was
assailed by more than one good lady, ',dying in effect,
"What are those awful Martha Graham contractions
going to do to our girk posture?" I was taken aback,
having long considered a Graham dancer's posture
something beautiful to behold. Marg tried to help
me, but we were both voted down.

I mention this incident only to demonstrate that
the road to the universal acceptance of modern dance
as dance art was as rough, indeed much rouglier, than
the acceptance of a Section on Dancing by the Amer-
kan Physkal Education Association. But we finally
made both!

GLADYS FLEMING

You have just had a course in the early history of
American dance education from live people who
helped to make that history! You have heard about
the work of the early organizationfrom infancy
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through adolescence of the Dancc Section of the As-
sociation.

Young adulthood of dance emerged as we b ame
Dance Division, and dance developed into full adult
hood during the period of the Dance Division,
1965-1974. These nine years were alive, potent,
visionary ycars. They were rich in ideas. How can one
adequately cover thc accomplishments of these nine
years within eight minutcs when it took seven years to
make the decision of whether or not the Dancc Sec-
tion should become a Dance Division? Some of you
took part in the deliberationsto become a Division
or remain as the Dance Section.

In the spring of 1958 the Dance Section began
Je!::)erations concerning the possibility of changing
its structure. These deliberations were precipitated by
administrative difficulties within the Legislative Board
of the Section in conducting business, as the size of
the Board was morc than 20 members. Also, there
was inadequate communication with the AAHPER
Board of Directors. Because thc Dancc Scction was
coder the General Division, we had no direct contact
with the AAHPER Board. At the Spring 1958 Board
Meeting of the Dance Section, the majority of the
Board members felt that they wcrc not rcady to be-
come involved in planning for Divisional status be
cause of the added responsibilities invelved.

Two years later, at thc Spring Board Meeting of
1960, the question of possible change of status was
once again discussed and tht Board was again divided.
Sorae members felt the section had enough to do
without considering divisional status, others felt that
there was much to be giined if dhision...1 status coulti
be attained. A committee was appointed to study the
concernsadvantages and disadvantagesand was
directed to report at the Fall Board Meetil.5.

During the Fall Board Meeting of 1960, the com-
mittee report was given, and a few highlights art
included here. The disadvantages included concerns
that thc status of dance as an art form could not be
improved by a change of organizational status, the
dance members would not be in control of the elec-
tion of their chairman, possible loss of their indepen-
dence now enjoyed tinder the General Divition, and
possible loss of autonomy in financial matters. The
advantages included desires for dance to be on a par
with women's sports and men's athletics as these two
groups had recently become divisions, divisional status
would provide closer working relationship with the
AAHPER Board and give direct representation on
that governing group, better representation in the
Representative Assembly, financial soleency, which
the Section had not had, and better assistance in
planning convention programs
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The Committee was charged to continue its study
and investigation, a.id thc controversy continucd until
members of the Dance Section felt they were ready for
the change. The Legislative Board voted to petition
the AAHPER to become a Division during the 1962
national convention. However, additional work w.as
needed and the request for tentative divisional status
was not presented to thc AAIIPER Boaid of Dire,.
tors until March 1963, with proposed operating l_odcs
for thc iivision and its sections.

The request was rcturncd with a suggestion fer
probationary period for two years, 1963 1965. We
had to makc a status study to show our potential
strength in numbcrs and also we had to dcai with the
pibility of dance leaving physical education for
other college departments. Certain ,hanges in organi
zaion were necessary in order to fit the AAIIPER
proposed divisional codcs of operation. All this was
carefully and effectively achieved.

At the 1965 National Convention the formal re
quest was submitted by the National Section o
Dance to change from tentative to permanent di,
sional status. 19.e request was approved by tue
AMIPER Board of Di,--tors and the Representative
Assembly at that Convention.

When Dance Division status was finally granted in
1965, this placed dance on a pai with the recently
created Divisions of Girls and W1/4 -aen's Spnts and
Men's Athletics. We Nvcre now achievin a closer
working relationship with the AAIIPER uoard. We
had better representation at the Representative As
sembly. Some financial solvency, which was grossly
missing in the past, vvas now available. Better oppor
tunitics ;or participation in t.onvention planning were
possible.

When we "came a division, we were a determined
group. We were determined to have dance recog
nized, we were cognizant of our problems and tireless

t,ur efforts to attack them. Wc were determined to
have AAHPER. .ccognize the contributiois dance
could make to the total educational prowan.. che
early Operating Code (1968) specified emphasis on
sound philosophies and leadership for improving pro
grams. Even though thc Division structure was differ
crit from that of th._ Section, our major purposes
remained the same sen ice ti.. .'ne membership under
the leadership of the Executive Council. We wcr, so
proud ru have our first chairman of thc Dance Divi
sion serve as a v Le presitlent of the Association and
sit on the Board of Directors of A AliPER. The Di% i
sion had four sections. Dance Aesthetics, amt.,. Edu
cation, Dance Forms, and Dance Theatre.

When I look back and reflect on all thc work of the
Division during what I c I e "adult" period of



dance in the Association I am impressed by structure
and function' Even though this appears terribly dull, it
became the means of our efficient operation. This
meant developing operating codes for everything. Be-
cause of the increasing complexity and scope of work
of the Division, a committee consisting of Nancy
Smith and Araminta Little worked to get us started
with structure and function. Their guidelines became
the backbone of our work.

A second accomplishment was the grass roots em-
phasis. Membership did indeed grow as we worked
with district and state sections. We felt that the Dance
Division Executive Board should get to every district
meeting and as many state meetings as possible. This
helped to clarify procedures. We were determined to
bring in younger and newer people and tc help initi-
ate state dance committees in each state.

Ma..y developments emerged on which we are all
still laboring. Included in this group of activities are
certification, accreditation, curriculum guidelines, and
special programs running from kindergarten through
college and professional preparation. The Dance Divi-
sion placed high priority on the development of cur-
riculum in dance and the certification of dance teach-
ers at all levels. In order to implement this priority
and provide a service of national need, the Division
assumed leadership in professional preparation and
program development for schools.

An illustration of implementation is our work on
children's dance through a task force which worked
for six years. Their work is summarized in the publi-
cation Children's Dance, which includes guidelines.
Also, the publication on professional preparation il-
lustrates the vigorous roles of the Dance Division in
working with other divisions of the Association.

Publications and concern for research remained a
continuing emphasis. For instance, there were compi-
lations of bibliographies, rosters, articles in the Jour-
nal, "Spotlight on Dance" columns in each issue of
the Journal, and such publications as Designs for
Dance, Research in Dance I and II, Dance Directories,
and Focus on Dance series.

The Division sponsored and participated in numer-
ous conferences and regional and state workshops.
These activities demonstrated vitality and interest in
dance as a profession. To illustrate, we sponsored a
conference in 1965"Dance as a Discipline." It re-
sulted in the publication, Focus on Dance IV Interest
in an international conference on dance persisted and
finally ended as a reality in Waterloo, Canada.

Throughout the life of the Division, we participated
in significant AAHPER conferences; examples arc
conferences (.. graduate education, joint conferences
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sponsored by the Elementary Commission on Physical
Education and the Dance Division, and AAHPER
meetings on perceptual motor development, creativ-
ity, and international relations.

We were there, too, when plans were made to reor-
ganize the AAHPER. We served on the main reor-
ganization committee for six years. We also continued
our relationship with such groups as CORD, Ameri-
can Dance Guild, Dance Therapy, American College
of Dance Festivals, and National Folk Festival.

How proud we are today' that our early efforts in
both the Section and Division contributed in a major
way to the current emphasis on arts in education. As
early as 1958, wz were sending a representative to the
National Council on Arts in Education and we con-
tinued to work closely with this group. Here again we
were determined to be a part of the arts scene in this
country.

The endless activities of the Dance Division in the
arts area gave us reason to know that dance now has a
legitimate place in the arts. The continual emphasis
of the Division, also in diversified ways, in the con-
vention programs and numerous state and district pro-
grams indicated how much we have emphasized the
arts. Our concern for the arts included gathering in-
formation, legislation, interpreting program activities,
and vying for visibility. We cooperated with the Arts
Humanities Branch of the Office of Education and
the National Endowment for the Arts. We were a part
of Impact projects sponsored by the national arts
groups and funded by the U.S. Office uf Education.
We were also active in the work of the state arts
councils. We were elated in 1974 when the Kennedy
Center launched the publication of Children's Dance
and again gave visibility to the Division's interest in
arts in this country.

We had a series of highly important causes. Among
these were getting Marge H'Doubler a Gulick Award;
collecting fi les and getting records in one place for
both the Section and Division. Rose Strasser served aN

historian and archivis, for the project. We .:ouraged
a graduate student to compile the background of
dance in AAHPER (Sandy Gallemore did this in a
quality master's thesis) and this is now housed in the
archives. We creatively tried to break through on
some of the stereotypes concerning d-nce by getting
many of the men to understand and support dance
and become involved with the Dance Division.

Our dance "story" would be incomplete if we did
not recognize the serious and impressive work of the
various chairmen of the Division. Each made her
unique contribution :esponsive to the particular time
she served. Included arc Mary Ella Montague, Betty



Pease, Nancy Smith, Gladys Andrews Fleming, Fran-
ces Dougherty, Betty Hayes, Miriam Gray, Araminta
Little, and Jeannine Galetti.

One cantle reflect on the work of the Division
withcut recognition of the fine support of the pre.i-
dents of the Board of Directors of AAHPER. Also,
we are especially indebted to Myrtle Spande, the divi-
sion's first consultant. Myrtle led us patiently and
efficiently to our Divisional status. Her associate was
Marjorie Blaufarb (now editor of Update), who has
continued to give us generously of her time, wisdom,
and support. The tireless work of Margie Hanson is
greatly respected and appreciated; Dr. Hanson be-
came our consultant after Myrtle left us.

And so, the Division can be characterized by end-
less communications, by memos, committees, meet-
ings, guidelines, job functions, codes, open letters,
ideas, task forces, and work with tate and District
groups.

MIRIAM GRAY

I am to speak on the transition from the Dance Dhi-
sion to the National Dance Association. The National
Dance Association was born during the Anaheim
Convention in 1974 with Evelyn Lockman a. the first
president, the first time the head person was called
"President." Charlotte Irey was tilt. second president,
followed by Margaret Mains, Miriam Lidster, and
Jeannette Hypes.

The gestation period of NDA was much longer
than that of an elephantfo 1r years, at least. Betty
Hayes appointed a Reorganization Committee to
work during the fall 1970 Executive Council Meeting
in Utah, with Jeannine Galetti as chair. A considera-
ble portion of the 1971 Fall Council Meeting in
Illinois was devoted to the challenge of becoming an
Association. I had expanded the Reorganization
Committee, which 'orked daily into the wee hours,
and asked them to bring their latest bright ideas bacx
to the whole Council for consideration. Memories
flood back of Richard Bushey at the blackboard, con-
structing and reconstructing the organization frame-
work, which soon became a circular pattern rather
than the standard chain of command from the top.
After all, the circle is the primeval dance form!

Although many refinements occurred in the Divi-
sion reigns of Araminta Little and Teannine Galetti,
the basic circular construct in use today was dreamed
up at the 1971 meeting. It has the Executive Com-
mitteethe three presidents and the executive diret.-
torin the center, with direction and lines of com-
munication emanating from inside out to the sub-
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structures surrounding the Lenter in Loncentrit. Lir
cles.

With Araminta Little as the major domo in 1972 at
Asilomar, Division structures crumbled everywhere.
New and esoteric structures and terminology con-
verged from all directions. I have heard that Asilomar
is a beautiful spot on the fabulous California coastline,
but we had little chance to find out! Although official
approval of NDA was not voted by the AAHPER
Board of Directors until 1974 in Anaheim, the new
structures and substructures were unofficially put into
operation during Jeannine Galetti's term in
1973-74the last year of the Dance Division.
Names of structures and their officers kept getting
changed, supposedly for the better, during NDA's
first two years by courtesy of the Reorganization Im-
plementation Committee, which was mainly
Araminta Little as chair and myself, and the Bylaws
Committee, of which I was the first chair, 1974-76.
We had the awesome charge to put all this ferment
into understandable, written form.

So what is the new structure? The Board of Direc-
tors of nine voting members represent the three areas
of NDA. the three presidents, the three vice-presi-
dents, and the directors of the three units. Through
the ages, three has usually meant good luck. The
National Dance Association is deemed to be basically
a three-pronged operation: the thinkers, the doers,
and the districts. The thinkers are in the two Divi-
sions headed by vice-presiuentsDance Curriculum
and Dance Resources Divisionsand in the Projec-
tions Unit (once called the Dream Committee, then
the Innovative Directions Committee). The districts
are represented by the third vice-president. Among
the doers, or workers, are the other tv,,-; units: the
Promotions and Publications Units, headed by direc-
tors, and all of the standing and special committees.

What has the Nationa! Dance Association done
that its parents, the Dance Division, and its grandpar-
ents, the National Section on Dance, can point to
with pride? First, NDA has made two publications
achievements that the Dance Division talked about
for years. The first major feature in JOPER, the 16-
page insert, Dance Dyhamics, appeared in May 1977,
coordinated by Kathy Kinderfather, with others to
follow. The second big achievement was the Spotlight
on Dance, a newsletter, first edited by Virginia
Moomaw in September 1975. Another early NDA
achievement was the eighth volume of Focus on
Dance, which was edited by Carmen Imel and Gwen
Smith. It was NDA's Bicentennial is ueDance Her
itage.



Another exciting development was NDA's first
grant. The Alliance for Arts Education (AAE) gave a
$20,000 grant to NDA in 1976-77 to prepare mate-
rials for the spec;fic purpose of telling administrators,
laymen, and nondancers what dance is, its value to
education, and why it is essential to the curriculum.
This was done in two phases. The book, Dance as
Education, was publis:lx! in October 1977 and dis-
tributed to state cducat....1 departments and arts coun-
cils; it is available to others for purchase from
AAHPERD. The second phase of this grant was a
companion slide-tape presentation, about 10 minutes
long, called Dance Is. It is also available for purchase
from AAHPERD.

Although the Dance Division had several national
dance conferences and cosponsored one binational
conference, the National Dance Association began a
series of regional dance conferences, giving them its
approval and moral support. All conferences within
the Alliance must be self-supporting. The first re-
gional conference was directed by Jeannine Galetti at
Ypsilanti in 1975. The second one in 1976 was in
Athens, Georgia, with Marilyn Triggs as director.
The third, in January 1979, was directed by Belle
Mead Holm in Beaumont, Texas.

Begun in the Dance Division but continuing
strongly in NDA is our reaching out to other arts
education organizations in the loose affiliation known
as DAMTfor dance, art, music, and theatre, with
some fatherly guidance from the Arts and Humanities
Branch of the U.S. Office of Education. This group
NDA, NAEA (National Arts Education Association),
MENG (Music Educators National Conference), and
ATA (American Theatre Association)cooperated
with the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts to
establish AAE, the Alliance for Arts Education. With
both the U.S. Office of Education and AAE, the
National Dance Association is considered the official
representative of dance education in the nation!

Having been chair of both the National Section on
Dance and the Dance Division, I believe that I can
speak for all those otheis in that ancestral line to say,
"NDA, we are proud of you but expect even greater
glories to come. So take it up, up, and away, NDA!"

JEANNETTE HYPES

What a great year it has been for the NDA! Working
with the Board of Directors and the NDA member-
ship, we were able to generate the support needed to
add "dance" to the Alliance title. When I took over
the helm of the National Dance Association, I felt
there were many things that needed to be done tu
keep up the progress of an enthusiastic and ambitious

association. Sometimes goals become ends in them-
selves, so most of my ideas were to improve, intensify,
and accelerate the ongoing projects and programs
mainly to make NDA a more viable, helpful and
essential olganization to all those in the area of dance
as well as the other art forms.

It struck me that the one thing that would be the
most advantageous would be to gain recognition from
the Alliance by adding the word dance to the official
title. We called it the big "D" campaign. The idea
had been tossed around before but never seriouily
acted v,Don.

On April 11, 1978 I announced to the new NDA
Board of Directors that we were going to add a D to
AAHPER. Nobody was against it, of course, but a
few had reservations about it being possible at that
time. Being an incurable optimist, I felt that with
hard work and positive thinking it could be done.
Somehow it seemed like the right time.

The first step was to introduce the proposed "D" at
the Fall Board meeting of the AAHPER Board of
Gcvernors. I ask, d the NDA Board and several mem-
bers to send me their thoughts about the beneficiality
to the whole profession to have the "D". The re-
sponse was enthusiastic and logical. From this input
the "Ra.ionale for Adding the 'D' " was developed.
Using a positive approach, I presented the motion to
the AAHPER Board of (..zovernors at the October
meeting in Washington, DC. Much to my delight,
there was little upposition and the motion passed. We
found we had enough members to qualify as a bona
fide association. As gratifying as this was, it was only
the beginning.

During the time before the New Orleans ...onven-
tion, where the motion would be presented to the
Alliance Assembly, we wrote letters to strategic indi-
viduals and people we thought would be supportive to
this proposal (let's just say we did a little politicking).
We tried to imagine what arguments would be
brought up against the motion, in order to have a
defense ;or any possible negative moves. As it turned
out, much to our surprise, the opposition was rela-
tively minor and after some well-worded but unsolic-
ited statements from representatims of the other as-
sociations, the motion was passed by the Alliance
Assembly. We ali contained our wild enthusiasm (we
had to use a great deal of control) until the Assembly
was adjourned. At the fall of the gavel, pandemonium
broke loose. Everybody was emotionally demonstrat-
ing their happiness and gratification by hugging, kiss-
ing, jumping up and down, and shaking hands. There
was an electricity of excitement in the air. We were all
on cloud nine. What a feeling of accomplishment and
satisfaction!
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This called for a celebration! So celebrate we did, in
our dance suite at the International Hotel. It was a
marvelous party. We really did it! We reahy did it!

The most gratifying thing was the way NDA mem-
bers reacted. As I overheard snatches of couversation,
instead of settling back and resting on the D victory,
tllere was an unprecedented excitement and wonderful
plans being generated as to where we should go now.

NOTE

The five persons who a,ntributed to this chapter
were active in professional organization affairs and
played key roks in the development of the National
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Everybody had ideas, inspirations, and big plans. It
was an exhilarating affair. Champagne wasn't neces
sary to generate the elation everybody was experienc

After that inspiring experience, thne marches on
so we shall forge ahead and havc an even greater
;mpact on the arts and physical educationbut more
spzcifically dance in education.

Dance Association, serving as "top person" during a
part of the process. They were not only pathfinders
but also pathbuilders, for they were the ones who
directed the original ort,, :zatiJn and then the reor
ganization.



SECTION II

DIVERSIFIED LANDSCAPES: MOVEMENT EXPERIENCES
FOR NONDANCERS

Dance iq a lifetime activity that has recreational, therapenii; and psychosocial value. While this concept
is not new, the application of dance to other fields receivec: considerable attention between 1978 and
1987. The integration of dance into interdisciplinary programs to enhance health and fitness, sports
skills, general motor skills, and as a means of understanding and improving the body mentally and
physically has trushroomed Dance as movement education has been enthusiastkally embraced, not only
by dance educators, but by physical educators, recreatkmal leaders, and physical therapists.

The generic use of the the word "dance" crea .ed e, ntroversy during the decade, especially with the
growing popularity of "aerobic dance." Dance educators, while recognizing the values of aerobic dance,
were concerned that the general population might confuse the use of dance steps and choreographed
sequences used in aerobics with dance as an art form. The explosion of aerobic dance also produced a
flood of unqualified people leading this activity, and it was feared that aerobic dance might replace
current dance programs in the schools. In response to these issues and concerns, the National Dance
Association issued the "NDA Position Paper on Aerobic Dance" in September, 1985.

The relationship between dance and sports was highlighted during the period. Professional and
student athletes turned to dance teachers for advice on improving their sports skills. The stereotype of
the male dancer improved as professional male athletes acknowledged the use of dance, particularly
ballet, to enhance their performance. Yet, as Linda Bain points out in her article, dance is often
secondary to sports in physical education programs. An issue of continuing relevance is the need for
redefining physical education so sports, exercise, and dance are given equal emphasis.

Continuing past trends, dance was used as therapy and recreation for spedal populations throughout
the decade. Dance in the therapee: setting continues to provide the deaf, blind, mentally retarded,
physically disabled, and emotionally disturbed with positive experiences for physical, oesthetic, and
mental development. Nationally, there has been special interest in recent years in the older adult. Dance
activities a. e being used to maintain and improve the health and well-being of older adults in fitness and
social settings.

The lives of all human beings are enhanced when dance/movement experiences are provix1 by
educacors, recreational leaders, and therapists. Affirmed by all authors is the conviction that dance
provides a way arid a means to improve the quality of life by enhancing movement fluency and creative
potential.
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To transform sports people into dance teachers is no easy task. It takes time, and universities need to demonstrate gm:-
commitment to its importance by placing equal instructional emphasis on sport, exercise, and dance.
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3. IN MY VIEW: A DANCING SPIRIT

Linda L. Bain

Physical education majors in leotards giggling ner-
vously and averting their eyes from the mirrorsthe
memory of that first day in my required undergradu-
ate modern dance class remains shay in my mind.
Like most of my classmates, I was drawn to physical
education because of my love of sports. Teaching
dance was not part of my career plans. Four years and
several dance classes later I had acquired a dancing
spirit if not a dancing body. As a new elementary
teacher and later secondary teacher, I taught dance
creative, folk, and modern. Although still not a confi-
dent mover, I experienced unexpected success and
sadsfaction. Dance was not just another sport! It was
an important and different way of moving, one that
provided my students a gateway to the world of crea-
tivity and aesthetks.

As physical educators, most of us are comfortable
with instrumental forms of movement such as sports
and exercise in which the objective is to score a goal,
set a record, or increase fitness. We are lees comforta-
ble with an expressive form like dance in which the
focus is upon experiencing and communicating feel-
ings and ideas. We tend to delete dance from our
programs or transform it into an instrumental activity
by using it to build social skills or develop fitness.
While dance may do these things, to see them as the
goals of teaching dance is to miss the essence of the
dance experience. Dance is first and foremost an art
in which movement is the form of communication.

Providing a quality program in dance requires
teachers who are well trained in the area and adminis-
trators and curriculum planners who see its value.
Some would argue that specialists are needed if stu-
dents are to have top quality instruction in dance (or
sport for that matter). The specialist does have exper-
tise in and enthusiasm for the subject. However, using
only specialists to teach dance does not seem practical
in many schools, especially at the elementary and
middle school levels. If dance is to survive *tt the
puMic schools, physical educators must be helped to
become competent teachers of dance. How can our
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teacher education programs succeed in preparing
teachers who want to and can assume that responsibil-
ity?

To transform sports people into dance teachers is
no easy task. It takes a special kind of educator, one
who understands that the joy of creativity and expres-
sion and cultural appreciation can be accessible to all
and not just to those who are skillful dancers. It also
takes time. Surviving one short introductory course is
not sufficient. The world of dance is as rich and varied
and complex as the world of sport. To be fully in-
ducted into this arena requires at least as many
courses in dance as we require in sports. If our teacher
education students are to see dance as a legitimate
component of the physical education program, then
universkies need to demonstrate their commitment to
its importance b;' placing equal emphasis on sport,
exercise, and dance.

This increased focus on dance in teacher education
programs could strengthen all aspects of physical edu-
cation, including sports. Dance educators have often
set a fine example in integrating concepts with move-
ment in their instruction. They have used the scien-
tific study of movement to support their work without
forgetting that they were teaching rnmement, not
science. They have understood and valued the satis-
factions intrinsic in the experience of moving.

The primary goal of the physical education pro-
gram is to enable students to participate in movement
activities in a meaningful and satisfying way. Limiting
the program to sports and fitness narrows students'
experiences and options. This sports-dominated phys-
ical education is a reflection of a male-dominated
society. Recent reform efforts have concentrated on
providing girls and women access to the world of
sport. More fundamental change will require a redefi-
nition of physical cducation to give sports, exercise,
and dance equal positions in the program for both
men and women. Perhaps then our physical education
majors will enter college with both a sporting attitude
and a dancing spirit.
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4. AEROBIC DANCE, A CONSUMER'S GUIDE

Kathleen A. Kerr

Aerobic dance is currently one of the most popular
courses in physical education r.t Oregon State Univer-
sity. This popularity is reflected nationwide in col-
leges, universities, public schools, fitness clubs, and
community centers.

This article was derzloped as a guide for prospec-
tive students who may be concerned abuui the qualifi-
cations of aerobic dance class instructors.

Prospective students should take the time to evalu-
ate an aerobic dance class, and the instructor, before
committing themselves. Many instructors are well-
trained and well-qualified, but, to protect themselves,
students should approach any class involv: .g strenu-
ous physical activity with a few questions preluared.

(1) Is the instructor trained in human .matomy,
kinesiology and exercise physiology? Does the instruc
tor avoid possible injury-causing movements?

Fast, violent, jerky (ballistic) movements should
be avoidedslow, gentle (static) stretches are safer
and more effective!

Locked (hyperextended) knees should be
avoided.

In kneebends, knees should be kept over the
toes.

Full squats should be avoidedknees should not
bc bent more sharply than 90° while bearing weight,
nor should any twisting movements be made.

Neck-rolls and head-snaps can cause pinchcd
nervesif done at all, neck-rolls must be controlled,
performed slowly, and done while leaning forward.

Sit-up,, should be done with bent kneesand it
isn't necessary to raise more than the shoulders off the
floor. Make sure the lower back stays pressed !le

floor as the shoulders come up.
Don't hyperextend the lower backbe cautious

about doing exercises such as "donkey kic&.- Nhich
can compress the lower spine.

Feet should be protected by supportive, cushion-
ing shoes that fit well. The instructor should also
protect students feet and legs by suiting steps to the
room surface; for instance, no pounding, stamping,
jumping steps on a hard cement floor!

(2) Is the instructor trained to handle any cmergen
cies that might arise?

Cck to see if the instructor is currently certified
in CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) by thc Amcr-
ican Red Cross and/or the American Heart Associa-
tion. (Certification, which must bc renewed annually,
involves written and performance tests.) The instruc
tor should also be trained in first aid, and hold a first-
aid card good for three years) from the American
Red Cross.

(3) Is the class small enough for the instructol to
supervise safely?

Overcrowding can cause a,:cidents as well as pre
vent safe supervision, and certainly decreases studcnts'
enjoyment of the class!

(4) Is there any kind of screening to determine if
students have any medical or physical problems whicl,
might be affected by participation?

Dance aerobics can be for almost anyonebut cer
tain precautions need to bc taken if medical problems
are invol;ed. The instructor should use a question-
naire to determine whether anyone in thc class should
obtain medical advice before participating.

(5) Is the class truly an aerobic exercise classthat
is, one based on .laintaining an inditidually deter
mined target heart ra-

Targe. heart ratc can vary from 40 beats per minute
ur mo.c flum one person to thc next, bascd on differ-
ences in age :ad resting heart rate. Students should
!cacti t. cor.fute their awn target heart rates ideally,
Karvonen s formula sFcid be .ised. With so much
variation in the sife range of exertion possible, a
single pulse rate cannot apply to an entire class!

(6) Does the instructor monitor pulse rates fre-
quently?

Pulse rate can increase from the targct rate to a
high level in only a few minutesso students should
be given the ..eportunity to monitor it frequently
after every routine is best. Students should also be
asked to check it at the end of their warm ups to sec
if they have reached target level yet.

(7) Does the instructor stress individual differences?
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The important thii.g to remember in aerobic exer-
cise is that it i a heart-rate based activity. To main-
tak their own innwldual target heart rates, students
will have to maintain different levels of exertion. The
instructor should stress this, and not strive for uni-
formitythose going less vigorously should not bt
pushed!

(8) Does the instructor start each class with
stretches and warm-ups?

Approach any vigorous activity carefully, stretching
out the muscles and allowing the body to warm up
gradually. The first 5-10 minutes of class should be
warm-up time.

(9) Does the instructor keep the cl..ss flowing
smoothly?

Stop-and-go exerche isn't aerobic exercise! And
stopping completely after strenuous exertion may
cause one tc fPel faint or even pass out. Monitoring
heart rates should be done cp. icklydelay causes the
pulse rate to drop rap:4' Including a timed interval
on the tape, between dances, is very effective.

(10) Does the instructor take time to cool down
slowly and thoroughly?

A good cool-down takes 10-15 minutes, and in-
volves gradually decreasing exertion as well as stretch-
ing to avoid muscle soreness. The pulse rate should
drop gladually during cool-down, and students should
finish aerobk dance class with their pulse rates within
20-30 beats of their resting pulse rates.

(11) Docs the class meet often and long enough to
actually help increase fitness level?

Persons need at least 12-15 minutes of exercise at
their target heart rate for benefits to occur. That,
combined with 10 minutes to warm up and 15 min-
utes to cooi down means a class needs to be about 40
minutes long, at the minimumand this allows no

me for tedching new routines. An hour-long class
works very well. Aerobic exercise should be done at
least three times per week to maintain fitness, and
four or more times per week to improve fitness. If
class mee.ts only one evening a week, students are
probably not benefiting.

Aerobic dance is a heart rate based activity. To achieve their own indhadual target heari rates, students maintain
different levels of exertion.
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5. DANCE THERAPY: THE SHAPE AND CONTENT

Kathlyn Her .!ricks

Dance thera.1 and most current body tit, have
their roots in the work of Wilhelm Reich, ..o was
the first psychotherapist to recognize the imponance
of how the Jient spoke, instead of what the client
said. The concept that emotions are stored in the
body in charactetisuc patterns (which Reich called
armoring) if a cornerstone of dance therapy theory.
There are many schools of dance therapy, generally
based in psychological theory and translated into the
language of the but.l. From the earliest work of Mar-
ian Chace, who went into the wards of Saint Eliza-
beth's Hospital in Washington, D.C. and danced with
the chronic patients ia 'he 1940s, to Trudi Schou'',
who invited psychotic patients in California to dance
their dramas, to Mary Whitehouse, who began to ask
people to move from the ins.ae out and to dance their
dreams, dance therapy has evolvet; into many different
styles and approaches. Since dance therapists combine
the fields of psychology and dance, they have an un-
usual perspective on human development which
based on the unfolding of :he whole body, not just thc
intellect or the mechanics of the physical body.

In our culture we treat thc body as a thing. Dance
therapy treats the body as an evolving process. We
have learne6 to control the body, shape it up, pull it
together, and expect it not to talk back. Dance ther-
apy invites the body to talk back. Most of us believe
that at some point we will arrive and be able to step
out of the whirl of life. Dance therapy is immediate.
The procets demands respouse and teaches us to
make transitions and accept cries. Wc live in bodies
that are intrinsically intelligent, funny, and full of
mcaning. Dance therapy is really reclaiming our right
to be fully alive mnd fully ourselves.

Dance therapists work with every conceivable pop-
ulation, including geriatric, forensic, autistic, neu-
rotic, psychotic, rehabilitation, chronic pain, retarded,
deaf, aad biind. All of these dance therapists have in
common a commitment to the life of the body, the
importance of reclaiming lost parts of m..rselves, and
the meaning in the dance.
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Since dance therapists have graduate training ia
psychology and dance therapy clinical skills, many of
them function as primary therapists in one to one
clinical sessions. Others work as members of clinical
teams that may include psychologists, psychiatrists,
social workers, nurses, rehabikative therapists, and
other creative arts thcrapists.

Evaluation of the client's needs can involve psycho
logical testing, videotape analysis, use of movement
tests, and consultatioz. with othcr professionals. Dance
therapy draws on the universal medium of movement,
so it is adaptable to a very wide range of behavior.
Most dance therapists specialize with certain popula
tions or need groups and arc experts in maluating and
treating that group. For example, the coure of trcat
ment for an acute adult inpatient hospital population
is very different than that for a residential deaf and
blind school group.

DANCE THERAPY VS. DANCE

How is dancc therapy different from dance? In dance
therapy we are interested in what movement feels like
more than what it looks like. From thc moment cli-
ents enter the studio the focus is the relationships
between therapist and cli-nt, between client and thc
space around and inside, and between awareness and
uw:onscious movement. Most new clients arc self-
conscious and associate dance with performance,
claiming, "I can't dance." Dancc thcrapists usc thc
toc's of danceweight, spacc, and timeto enlarge
the creative and expressive world of the client. For thc
client, onc or more facets of movement potential are
missing. For example, person- who don't experience
their weight may also have difficulty getting their
partner to listen to their viewpoint. The client who
always appears "spaced out" may literally sec tl!uugh
a foggy and indistinct personal space. The pei son who
is always in a hurry may be unconsciously afraid of
slowing down enough to eAperience a disturbing emu

Dancc therapists use p.esence, another impor
tant tool. The therapist's whole body is a tool to meet
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the client's nonverbal world, to enter the client's
dance.

INDIVIDUAL DANCE THERAPY
Beginning dance therapy focuses on getting ac-
quainted with the range of movement of the body
possibiNties for new choices instead of habitual re-
sponses. Exploration often uncovers the unexpressed
emotions that are stored in the body. For example, in
a recent session a 48-year-old man held his chin up
and locked his jaw muscles and held his breath to
prevent experiencing the hurt and extreme loneliness
of his youth. When I asked him to bring his head level
and say, "I'm hurt" out loud, he began to shiver,
sweat, and finally cry. The tension in his neck and jaw
released and he said he felt "free." In later sessions he
said he was finding it easier to speak up and ask for
what he needed.

As dance therapy individual sessions progress, the
process may expand upon the repeated or intrinsic
gesture, complete the movement phrase, or inquire
into the polarity the client presents. For example, a
young woman walking with slumped, hcavy shoulders
was encouraged to exaggerate the slumping and to

notice her whole body response. When asked, "What
are you carrying?" she identified a pattern of
having to do everything right, just as her mother did.

From simple hand gestures can come momcnts of
unmistakable truth. A 50-year-old woman explored a
restless feeling in her body by beginning to move that
feeling with her hands. As she moved, her mind's eye
saw a shroud that had always covered her. She began
to sob with the realization that the shroud was hcr
body's memory of being a surprise baby and an incon-
venience. When the sobbing subsided, she began to
feel forgiveness for that internalized, incoiivenient
part of her that she had always judged as not enough.

As individual sessions move toward completion and
termination, the client takes more and more responsi-
bility for initiating exploration, and the therapist
serves more as witness than guide. The client can
establish an internal dialogue and can make satisfying
contact with thc world.

DANCE THERAPY GROUPS

Dance therapy groups, in contrast to individual ses-
sions, may look like a long Lirs.le dans.e or group
improvisation. The dance therapist pays Jost. 4tten-

In our culture we treat the body as a thing. Dance therapy treats the body as an evolving pm. Dance therapy ;I,
really reclaiming our right to be fully alive and fully ourselves.
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non to the emotional resonance of gcsturcs and
rhythms, emphasizing shared experiences and cach
person's contribution to a common theme such as
stretching, swaying, greeting, or walking.

In a recent adolescent group the girls were discuss-
ing how we keep people out and when we let thcm in.
Partners exchanged roles with one closing hcr body
tightly and the coler trying to persuade her to open it,
then members shared their experiences with the
group. An adult group was talking about the:r diffi-
cultic with so many new people coming and going in
the unit. The movement developed into ways we iike
and don't like to be approachea by others. Ofteg the
group begins with shared kadership of ways to feel
more comfortable in tense arcas, such as shoulders
and necks.

Dance therapists are traincd to recognize and de-
velop the currcnt emotional and psychologkal themes
in the group and to relate them to each person's
individual histoly. Talk and movement alternate and
overlap with sometimes one or the other dominating a
group scssion. In groups thc issuc is often, "can I be
myself and still be in contact with othcrs?"

WHY DANCE THERAPY?
People come to dance therapy most often because
thcy arc out of touch wi..h their bodics. People can get
out of touch by seeking thc approval and love of their
parcnts (developing shoulds and shouldn'ts), by avoid-
ing punishment (developing basic contractions in thc
moving body). and by learning to survive in thc world
(developing degrees of depersonalization). The core of
the dance therapy process is about regaining feeling
and awareness. Basic polarities, such as good and bad,
not enough and toc much, lovable ano unlovable, are
explored to allow a nave, synthesis.

Clients are e ncouraged to experience new choices
and arcas from which thcy have withdrawn. One tool

used is exaggerating and contrasting, doing it more or
doing the opposite. For example, one client was cx
ploring her decision at 13 to rcmain independent and
free, especially from men. I asked her to exaggerate
her 13-year-old walk, and she grew tall as her upper
and lower body s-eparated and her movement became
wooden. We explored the feeling of her upper body,
aloof and poised, and her lower body, strong but
mechanical.

Dance therapy shares with other ueative arts thera-
pies thc focus on thc creative process, the surprise of
meeting the unconscious directly. Dance thcrapists
paint in space and usc the music of the body's inner
rhyth m.

Movement can take the clients anywhere in thcir
history that is incomplete. Dance therapy helps makc
the implicit explicit. It is about the common dance we
share and the unique dancc we must perform alone.
Our bodies reflect our relationship to !ife intimately
and exactly. Dance therapy is about complee.ng thc
stcps we feel inside, stepping out to meet life.
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6. BALLET FOR DIVERS

Diane MiIhan Pruett

The diving team at the University of Miami, under
coach Steve McFarlane, began taking ballet classes
from the Dance Program as a method of building
agility, flexibility, and motor skills. In addition to the
team members from the university, :he age-groupers
(ages 8 to 18) also began to "work-out" in the dance
classes. The ballet dasscs under my direction were
modified to meet the needs of divers. Classes began
with the traditional barre work, moved to center for
alignment and balance exercises, and concluded with
allegro movements appropriate to the specific loco
motor requirements of divers. The university team
comprised several members who were trained gym-
nasts and several who were themselves dance majors
already familiar with the dance studio.

COLLABORATIVE PLANNING

Because this was thc first time I had specifically tried
to modify, a dance class to fit the training needs of
athletes who were highly trained and more knowl-
edgeable in their own training requirements than I
was, there was a great deal of experimentation with
the ballet exercises. There was a lot of exchange and
collaboration between the divers and me in the plan-
ning and execution of the class, and the class was
modified throughout the year as a rear! The most
imnortant expe: dlental work centered around the
turiling exercises of the "twists" as the divers pre-
ferred to call all of my turning en Pair exercises.

The team members had a twice daily diving
workout, with the ballet classes occurring twice
weekly and weight training sessions three times
weekly. Because Coach McFarlane was developing the
strength needs of his team members in the weight
training sessions, I elected not to spend as much time
to build leg and back strength in the center floor
exercises as I would have in a regular class. Apparel in
the dancc class was chosen to make the divers com-
fortable. Leotards and t:ghts were forsworn in favor of
bathing suits or athletic shorts with wide leg open-
ings. This lack of emphasis on the traditional ballet

clothing was welcomed as divers often came to the
class directly from the pool. Ballet slippers were not
required, but divers who had worked previously as
gymnasts often wore those slippers to keep their feet
clean and protected. Rather than traditional ballet
music, I uszcl slow jazz and blues works for the bane,
and folk and fast jazz movement for thc allegro. As
the year went on, the scheduling of the ballet classes
required that general student dancers join the ses-
sions. Because thc divers already knew the variations
and modifications that we had worked into the class,
they performed their adaptations while student danc-
ers took a traditional class.

Diving scores arc based on a series of evaluations of
the motor skills and execution of a particular dive.
The NAGW8 Swimming and Diving Guide lists: (1)
the approach (when us-:d), (2) the take-off, (3) the
technique and grace ..ing flight, (4) the height of
the dive, and (5) the entry into the water. To illustrate
how thc dance class specifically modified for divers
can help develop these skills and train divers, the
remainder of this article will deal with several areas:
increase in body awareness, increased accuracy in
finding a centered alignment, increase in placement
and exec. 'ion of twisting/turning skills, and increased
awar :nesb of the skills of locomotion for the approach
to this dive.

INCREASE IN BODY AWAR7NESS

The divers, epecially the ag; groupers, experienced
general increases in body awareness. In any straight
position dive, the body must not be bent at thc knees
or hips. The legs and the feet are tcgether, and the
toes, pointcd. That all these elements must occur
simultaneously in precise relationship to each other is
most important .o the diver. Because dance is con-
cerned with the line and design of the body in space,
many exercises for accurately repeating the same body
tlesign are excellent training to help the diver in..sease
body awareness. Further, the ballet class develops the
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diver's kinesthetic sense, enabling a constant aware-
ness of the body in motion. Because the diver must
create his/her body designs in the flashing moment of
the dive, this moving awareness is crucial to its wc-
cessful completion. Accompanying this increased
sense of the body/parts relationship is an increased
awareness of the rhythm and the timing of the dive.
By working on timing in the dancc studio, the diver's
timingwhen to finish the somersault or when to
release the tuck position or whcn to prepare to enter
the waterbecomes more accurate. Some of the di-
vers in the classes had difficulty performing lc/con-it-nor
movements in the class. Thc freedom that co:nes with
moving across an entire studio floor is greater than
the diver's freedom, moving along the short length of
the diving board. Working from the experiences of
broader, more open movement patterns in the studiu,
the divers approached diving more openly.

ALIGNMENT

Divers' probkms with aockirate and centered align-
ment, especially during the takc-off, also may bc rem-
edied th ough dancc class centering and alignment
exercises. The accurate alignment of the body at the
cnd of the board or on the platform must be main-
tained through the flexion of the knees and push-off
with the accompanying extension of the ankles. The
-s." -riment that the diver is able to concentrate on in
the pliz and in the rekve exercises performed at the
ballet barre can help himiher to develop a morc accu
rate Anse of the centered body. Because the accurate
push-off for a dive occurs on both fcct simukancously,
weight shifting gn i weight Lentering experienLes in a
ballet class arc an appropriat i. tt ay tu inLrease aware
ness of center.

Sample Ballet Class for Board and Platform Divers

Exercises at the Barre
1. Port de corps (carriage of the torso to warmup and

to prep& s the spine) with flat spine and curved
spine releasing each vertebrae in sequence.

2. Port de corps (lateral flexions toward and away from
the barre)

3. Demi and grand plies
4. Battement tendu (in parallel and turned out positions

in all directions)
5. Battement degage (In parallel and turned out posi

tions in all directions)
6. Battement fondu (slow bending of the single sup

porting leg)
7 . Développe (training the leg to sustain hold at 45 and

90 degrees)
8. Rond de jambe a terre
9. Releve to strengthen ani.le especially instep and

Achilles tendon
first positionparallel and turned out
second positionparael and tumed ct
each leg individuallyparallat and turned ut.t

10. Battement frappe (for streroth of instep and ankles)
11. Jumping combinations at barre to emphasize taking

of weight on one foot but including ciangement,
echappe, saute, assemble.

Stretching on the Floor
Stretching on the floor, divers were led in a series of
stretches for the muscles of the spine, the thigh flexors and
extenPors, ihe thigh abductors aiid adductors, and the
pia...dr flexors of the ankle. The feet and especia6 the arch
and the metatarsals were stretched to perfect th.. line of the
foot for entry into the water. Addition(.y the divers prac-
ticed hrindstand balances.

_xerksisero in the Center
1. Grond battement (parallel and turned out in all thee

tions)

2 Epaulement (exercises to train shoulder and head
placement)

3 Tours en place (90, 180. 360. and 72G degree revolu
tions)

4 Repetition of various jumping combinations from the
barre

e Turning Combinations 'Ncross the Floor
1 Chasse and chasse en tournant
2 6/8 polka variation (chasse starting on the right foot,

saute on Tight foot turning 180 degrees *.:% the right.
chess& starting on the left foot, saute turning 180
degrees to the left)

3 Grand jeté dessus en tournant varicii.s combine
tions

4. Tour de bacque combinations
5 Turning jeté in half turns progressing across the floor

Locomotor Combinations Using the Whole Body
These suggested combinations were designed to simulate
the movements of the divers approach to the end of the
diving board and the locomotoi skills necessary to this
approach.

1. Combinations which demand the push off with one
foot and the landing on two feet

2 Walking into a single leg push off so that the enemy
is translated vertically

3 Combinahons that alternated the landings from one
foot to two feet

4. Combinations tf.at created horizontal movements
that could be changed Into vertioal movements by a
single ey push off and a double leg push off

Centering Exercises
Centering and various weigh shifting adagio movements
were given to c!ose the class and to bring energy levels
down
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The mechanics of a centered alignment may be
more easily understood in a studio because of the time
spent with exercises at the barre. All exercises at the
barre ere performed in a turned out position and
repeated in a parallel position. I felt that the divers
needed this balanced use of the legs which I could
give them in this double position, but they are not
concerned with the development of turn out and did
not use turn out during the execution of their dives.

TWISTING AND TURN NG EXERCISES

Divers encountered several prL ' lems in their twisting
dives that a dance class can help to solve. They begin
by learning a half twist or a 'hole twist and progress
to dcubles and triples, to two and one half and three
and or.e half twists. Twisting actions orten are com-
plicated by somersaulting a...ions. The timing and
rhythm that accompany the body's twisting actions
help the diver to determine when to go into and when
to come out of a twist.

In these dives the head and shoulder movement is
crucial to the twisting action itself, and this move-
ment may be clarified for the diver in dance class by
the placement emphasis of the head and shoulder.
The placement and subtlety of movement of the head
and shoulder may be experienced in various port de
bras and épaulement exercises. The shouldering of the
épaulement involves movement of the spine which
brings one shoulder forward, allowing the other to
move backward. At the same time, the head is in-
clined over the forward shoulder. The line is precise,
and helps free the sl ,ulder, upper spine, and head.
Spotting techniques in the ballet class can often illus-
trate the relationship between head and shoulder
placement and the action of twisting and turning. In
my classes the divers almost exclusively worked on
turns executed with no floor contact. Turns in the air
were emphasized because the diver is concerned ex-
clusively with twisting 'turning actions as they occur
in a free-falling body. The class turns included chassé
en tournant, grand fete dessus e,. :ournant, tour de
basque, and turning jells. The class was not concerned
with chaine turns or pirouettes.

I noticed that each diver developed an individual
way of using the arms during the twist, although most
divers felt that they were using the same positions.
This use of the arms included many symmetrical and
asymmetrical designs, including placing the arms near
the chest, throat, face, and over the head. Of course
the diver wants to become as compact and stream-
lined as possible for thc rotating actions. In the dance
studio we experimented both with the traditional bal-
let arm use and with the divers' individual arm iesigns
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during the ballet turns. The divers' arm designs in-
variably caused the body to rotate faster than the
ballet arms, but tended to make a balanced landing
more difficult. In dance class the divers always prac-
ticed turning both to the right and to the left, al-
though most of the divers were very one sided from
years of doing twists to one direction only.

APPROACH TO THE DIVE

As the class progressed, we added several movement
series designed to approximate the approach to the
dive. For the most part, the diver's control of the
take-off from the end of the board is determined by
this approach. Among divers Ehere are varying ap-
proaches to dives with many arm movement varia-
tions. The forward approach is cui.iprised of not less
than three steps followed by a hurdle. Although the

Diving Guide def,nes a hurdle as a jump
from one foot to the end of the board alighting on
both feet simultaneously, dancers would more easih
describe this hurdle as two events. the push-off on one
leg as the other leg travels upward and forward, flexed
at the knee, followed by a landing in a ju np with
parallel feet. Jumps always land on both feet whether
the push-off is from one foot or both. The entire
hurdle is rather like an assemble without the turnout
but with a different design in the gesturing leg.

After trying to approximate a fairly accurate hurdle
as part of the jumping exercises at the barre, we
incorporated these same movements in the allegro
section of the class, moving across the floor. Keeping
in mind that the judges of the diving meets look for
sr.--ooth, straight, and forceful forward approaches, the
class worked through a series LI locomotor events for
graceful and strong movement. This series included.
(1) -uns and hurdles alternating the gesturing leg
used, (2) runs and single leg push offs to land on the
same leg, (3) runs and single leg push offs tO land on
the opposite leg, and (4) runs and jumps from two feet
to two feet. The use of turn out was completely elimi-
nated in this section of the class to help the
simulate the straight forward approach. The locoino-
t. i series w zs designed to train the dwers for the
necessary smoothness and consistencv.

Because thiee Olympic medal winners took this
series of dance classes at the University of Miami, the
classes received pubhcitv from one of the local tde-
vision stations. Asked about the benefits of the ballet
training, seveial divers responded enthusiastically
about their improvements. Coach McFarlane en-
coi,raged divers to a.tend classes throughout the sum-
n, as well, and dunng this extended ume several of
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the younger male divers made major alignment im-
provements. The divers found time in the ballet class
for concentrated learning through a progression of
training steps similar to the progression in their own
training.

To approach perfection in the diver's art requires
patience, attunement to precise accuracy of the body
in motion, and years of practice. Although the ballet
classes represented a different physical learr :ng for
the divers, the potential for transfer of body and
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rhythmic awareness and for applkation uf skills to the
diving board was considerable.
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SECTION III

THE PREPARATION OF YOUNG TRAVELERS:
DANCE FOR CHILDREN

One of the first national pLblication_ which focused on the significance of the arts, including dance, in
American education was the American Council for the Arts in Education's Coming to Our Senses, which
appeared in 1977. Since that time, numerous other statements and studies have been issuci declaring the
arts to be a basic component of education. In 1984, Joint House Resolution 452, which recognized the
important contributions that the arts can make to a complete education, was passed by the United States
Congress and signed by President ko-Rld Reagan.

Dance educators were not silent cal.ag this period, but rallied to support the inclusion of the arts in
our educational system. When the year 1979 was declared the "International Year of the Child," the
National Dance Association issued a proclamation pertaining to dance education. The objectives of the
proclamation continued to be a focal point throughout the 1980s. NDA was represented at many
national and international meetings and conferences where arts education advoeacy was the primary
topic cf discussion. Articles written during the period expounded on the role of dance in the to,al
education of the child and how dance can be used as a tool to reinforce the bo.sic skills taught in the
classroom.

Associated with this concern were other important controversial issues. The laek of dance teacher
certification in many states, the training of teachers, the types of dance that should be taught to
ehildren, and how to measure competency in dance were addressed in the literature. Using the Journal of
Ezysical Education, Recreation and Dance as an open forum, edueators shared innovative ideas and
s'sategic programs as they sought a preparation for young travelers to create, express, explore, and grow.
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Whereas a thilits body is a primary vehicle for understanding the self and relating 1,, 14, world, b ii twat id that
quality experience in dance is the right of every child.
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7. A PROCLAMATION IN THE INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE 1HILD
PERTAINING TO DANCE EDUCATION

WHEREAS,
the arts are universally viewed as an essential

ingredient in the quality of life.

WHEREAS,
a child's body and senses are the primary vehicle
fc anderstanding ana appreciating the self and

relating to the world.

WHEREAS,
dance as an art form involves the whole self

through processes of sensing, moving, thinking,
and feeling.

WHEREAS,
quality children's dance includes opportunities to
be a spectator of appropriate and varied dance
forms; a creator, including self-expression and
the shaping of that expression into form; and a

performer, including both original work and
traditional forms.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT
quality experience in dance is the right of every

child.

AND FURTHER I HAT
we support the objectives of the International

Year of the Childand commit ourselves to the
task of designing programs working towarc,
effective change and the realization c- this

proclamation.

Prepared by members of ihe
Commission on Children's Dance

of the National Dance Association
March 1979
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8. THE RIGHT OF CHILDREN TO EXPERIENCES
IN DANCE/MOVEMENT/ARTS

Margie Hanson

Children have the right to participate in aesthetic
expertakes and to live in aesthetic surroundings.
Children are the molders of tomorrow. As adults they
will design buildiags and cities, plan playgrounds,
landscape yards, decorate homes, attend concerts and
plays, perform for audiences, and participate for their
own pleasure. Does it not follow, if children of today
are the artists of tomorrow, that they need to be
surrounded by an artistic, aesthetk environment and
to experience the arts in many different ways? Regard-
less of their responsibilities for tomorrow, they have a
right today to have a holistic experience in all the
dimensions of livingcognkire, psychomotor, affec-
tive, and aesthetic.

Arts are fundamental to fully experienced living;
dance is an art. Movement is fundamental to life;
dance ic movement. Dance as an art, dance as move-
ment, and dance as means of communication and
expression has a unique contribution to the develop-
ing child because it cncompasses all the domains of
learning.

The need for physical activity for a growing child is
well documented in terms of growth and developmen-
tal needs. Dance as movement is a rigorous activity,
requiring little space and equipment. Proper bone
growth, strong cardiovascular development, preven-
tion of obesity, reduction of cholesterol, increase in
strength, flexibility, agility, and balance are all prod-
ucts of vigorous activity. What a wonderful way to
keep our nation fitfit for living a full and productive
life.

Consider too what an effective laboratory for cogni-
tive learning occuis in danceimovemert programs.
Children have an opportunity through moving to ac-
quire concepts such as strong, weak, fast, slow, up,
down, around, through, over, under, forward, back,
sideways, high, low, and a host of others. They learn
to judge space, direction, speed, force, as well as to
anticipate the action of others. They learn in a labora
tory of doinghow to listen, follow direction, catego-

rize, sequence, compare, s, nthesize, evaluate, and cre-
ate! The very experienc-ing of new feelings is cogni-
tive. Dance is a holistic interaction of the entire self.
Opportunities ai.: abundant for cognitive !earnings
that are important in tilt:. process of life. In addition,
children can experh.;,...e their own culture and that of
others. Historical insights and ethnk knowledge arc
valuable assets of a dance experience.

Children in good dance/movement p Jgrams de-
, :op affectively, by using the most wonderful gift of
lifea remarkable body, which can move and express
ideas and feelings, thus communicating in a unique
way. The language of movement is with the child
from the day of birth and is a line of communication
long before one learns to speak and to write. There is
now, also, a surge of interest in art therapy, Including
movement/dance therapy, as a means of improving
communication and restoring mental health. If it is
valuable for the child in trouble, think of its value for
the normal child. Good experiences can help each to
create, express, explore the potential of one's body,
and develop a sense of self. Through this medium,
children also learn to interact, observe, think, cooper-
ate, and relate to peers as well as to adults.

Dance/movement mcans many things to children,
and children learn much through well conducted pro
grams. Obviously, to accomplish all that has been
mentioned here requires far more than learning dance
steps or merely imitating animals, machines, birds,
and flowers. It requires far more than an adult di-
recting a child ro perform a routine. It demands lead
ers/teachers who understand the values of movement,'
creative dance for children, who know the discipline
of dance, who know children, and who know how to
teach children.

Dancemovement is basic to development. The arts
are a part of our world. Children denied experienLes
in the arts are denied a Lomprehensive bask eduLatiun
to prepare them for a full and rewarding life.
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9. DANCE AS AESTHETIC EDUCATION

Sharon Lee McColl

The International Year of the Child is a year in which
to honor children. To have this year make some kind
of difference for children's future, we must identify a
focus in dance education that can set a different direc
tion for improving the quality of children's lives. I see
that focus being placed on the aestheticthe sensory
elements of things and experiences that become hu
manizers by reaching the innermost feelings and re
sponses of each child.

Recently, there has been a national wave of interest
in the arts and the aesthetic as they relate to t'..e field
of education. In the past five years, the 1:terature has
been explaining, exploring, and questioning the role
of the arts in thc educational process. The research
rn-kes a case for consistent and sustained aesthetic
education in the nurture of all children.

There are four steps inherent in making dance a
viable part of arts experiences for children. It becomes
important that teache:s (1) recognize and understand
dance for children as a a art form, (2) be able to
articulate the relationship of dance to the othet a..

to the basic learning process, (3' approach dance
as arts educatorsnot just as teachers of movement,
and (4) accept the challenge of including aesthetic
elements in the selection of lesson content and in the
structure of the learning process.

How does this happen? What is meant by aesthetic
elements and how can they be used in the teaching;
learning process?

Lessons in children's dance need to be developed so
that children deal directly with the aesthetic, defined
here as the qualitative aspects aad qualitative relation-
ships of dance. As illustration, a walk is a simple
locomotor movement functionally serving the purpose
of getting from one place to another. yut walking will
be a different qualitative experience if the movement
is altered in time and one goes through space quickly
and crratically or if one walks with slow, evenly paced
steps. Differing qualitative experiences will be had by
the child in wanting when he/she changes body shape
and walks with the knees together, heels together,
curved low to the ground, taking up as much space as

possible or if the force of the walk is Lhanged to heavy
steps or light steps. Each of these factors produces an
experience where the qualitative nature is quite differ-
ent from a functional walk yet the movement is still
concerned with the component of transferring weight
from one foot to the other.

The content of a lesson is built upon the structure
of human movement but what distinguishes the Lun-
tent of children's dance from movement education is
its specific emphasis on the expressive and aesthem.
Over and above the three movement areas that deal
directly with qualitative aspectsrefinement of move-
ment, utilization of shape, time, and force, and the
Llassification of movement known as Eiance quali-
tiesthere arc five areas of the dance experience that
can focus upon the aesthetic. They are (1) using the
aesletic elements that are present to some degree in
all art forms such as choice of themati, material,
form, texture, rhythm, contrast, accent, repetition,
and dynamics, (2) the use of images, (3) the choreo-
graphic tools of composing dance studies, (4) the flow

movement or the joining of movement sequem.es,
and (5) the problem-solving process itself.

USING AESTHETIC ELEMENTS

Examine, first, the idea of incorporating into the les-
on the basic aesthetic elements that are also present

in other art forms. Balance, contrast, form, symmetry,
dimension, harmony, design, and dissunanLe Lan en-
hance, deepe.., and give new refilled awareness tu
movement. For example, a Lhild's movement
performance will diffet in a silent environment from
in a setting that has sound. However, the type or style
or quality of sound affects the type of qualitative re-
sponse by the child, Making high and low pithed
sounds w;th ones voice to accompany ones own
movement affeLts movement differently frum moving
to instrumental sound played by an observer, to a
piece of dissonant electronic musk, to taped emir n-
mental sounds, to ethnic music with a strong rhyth-
mk puls. This requires the teaLher to deide whiLh
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s- and environment to set. The major criterion for the
music selection is the aesthetic outcome that one
seeks for the lives of the children.

Fresh approaches and aesthetic ideas can occur as
the result of juxtaposing the different qualities and
concepts in art in unusual ways. For example, children
can create kinetic sculpture as they mcve their shapes
in and out of the negative space created by tubular
jersey bags and strips cf cloth, by making a series of
symmevical and asymmetrical designs. In this way,
the qualities of one art fort: are being infused with
qualities of another art form. Anoth kind of catalyst
that can elicit new imaginative interpretations from
children is exploring movement through images cre-
ated by mixing up sensory language, as in questions,
"What does blue feel like? What does blue sound like?
What is the taste of blue?"

Children need to experience art forms ,,ot only in
their differing artistic elements but also in their vary
ing qualitative styles. Understanding qualitative differ
ences can best be achieved by having children read
poets whose verse uses differing rhyme schemes such
as Mary O'Neill. John Ciardi, Langston Hughes, by
listening to selections of musk that have similar
themes but which have qualitatively different expres
sions such as the folk themes of Stephen Foster, Leo-
nard Bernstein, or Charles Ives. The sculptures of
Henry Moore can be juxtaposed against Giacometti
and the dances in the Tchaikovsky-Petipa-Ivanov
production of "Nutcracker Suite" are qualitatively dif
ferent from those in the Stravinsky-Fokine-Pica.so
production of "Parade." The different use of elements
that affect style provides children with additional and
increasingly sophisticated aesthetic insight.

IMAGES AFFECT QUALITY

Thc second arca where dance can focus oil aesthetic
quality is in the use of images. I am not tzlking here
about imagery, per se, as danee education for children
has passed the point where we need to rely on the
element of pretending to be an object or thing.
Images, poetic language, similes, and metaphors can
be used instead to affect the qualitative nature of the
movement response. It can broaden the child's aes-
thetic sensitivities by illuminating the more .ubtle
aspccts of movement. Appropriately selected poetic
images significantly alter the qualities of the move-
ment response by the way they affect the use of shape,
time, and force.

Images aid the child in dealing with nuances and
shades of distinction in movement. For example, the
vibratory movement of an exercise machine differs in
quality from the vibrations created by the resounding
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action of a plucked harp s, 6 All these expressions
make reference to qualities which may be selected as
aesthetic controls. Through the use of a few carefully
chosen words, the image communicates to the student
hou quickly, hou directly, and how strongly the
vibratory moveme may be performed.

Images can aL .c used to expand the child's aes-
thetic awareness by extending the boundaries of the
dance experienee. This extension includes elements
that feed into and grow out of other kinds of exper-
iences. The shape of rocks and seashells, the color
shading in a sunrise, the design of the city skyline, the
texture of a stalagmite, and the motion and sound of
wedging clay are env,ronmental and, or art related
images that give new qualitative awarenesses and fa
cilitate aesthetic growth.

Care must be taken, however, to choose images
that are approp. te to the physical, psychological,
and sociological components of the group. The inap-
propriate use of an image can undermine the effec
tiveness of the dance experience in spite of the les-
son's aesthetic validity. To encourage a class of sixth
grade girls and boys to move slowly and lightly, one
would not ask them to float thro igh the air as though
they were fairies with tiny, pink wings. But the ex-
pression "moving in outer space where there is no
gravity" would be accepted, would establish the de-
sired concentration, and would elicit the appropriate
response. This use of images creates a visual picture
and aesthetic dimensioo that describe the desired ac-
tion by emphasizing the faet that it looks like some
thing, or feels like something, not is something.

CREATING AN ARTISTIC UNIT

The third area of aesthet,c focus is composing. After
children have attained some security in the dance
environment and familiarity with the problem soh ing
process, they may be expected to v.ompose their own
dance studies. In ord to create z danee study, there
must be an idea, a means for carrying out the idea,
and a personal commitment to the end. The problem
solving process is an artistic process. It involves con
ceptual, imagistic, and critical thinking.

Through exploration the child will have expet
ienced a wide variety of rnov.ment choices. From
these, seleetions can be made And then organized into
a form to present a total qualitywhich may be a
particular concept, an idea, a mood, or feeling. Chil-
dren need tc compose dance studies to create an
artistic product that :. uniquely their own. The
younger or inexperienced child may only select and
join three or four movements w provide a single qual-
ity but the central value is found when the child



participates in the creative process. Children as artists
gradually become the agents of their own experiences,
making decisions based on ideas and feelings and
becoming increasingly responsible for their own
learning.

Selecting appropriate qualities for composing
dances is the responsibility of the teacher. These can
be gleaned from a wide variety of sources: sculpture,
art postcards, "known" movement, props, environ-
mental and voice sounds, rhythmic components, im-
aginary situations, characterizations, contrasts, tex-
tures, and the movement components of dance ke.g.,
level, direction, focus, line, design, and dynamics).
For the older elementary child, the sequencing of
movement phrases may develop greater complexity
through thc use of such der ices as sequential, succes
sional, unison, fragmented, or repeated movement.

What distinguishes the
content of children's dancc
from movement education
is its specific emphasis on
the expressive and the
aesthetic.

AN ORGANIC FLOW

The fourth area of aesthetic concentration for chil-
dren is in the flow of movement sequences. This
involves both body control and the continuity of the
movement sequence. As example, the child may have
selected five movements, decided upon an interesting
beginning and ending shape, and chosen the order in
which the discovered movements are to be performed.
Then the sequence needs to be performed often
enough so that the movement order is transferred
from the thought dominated sequencing to the kines
thetic memory, i.e., the ability of the body to recall
and reproduce movement without cognitive analysis.

It is important that the child makes the sequence
flow "organically" as movements merge from one to
the other. Dance is not just the mechanical juxtapos-
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ing or joining of the five movements. It must be
sensed in the self. the breath, muscles, and spirit. A
child needs to uance from the "inside." To achieve
this capability of flow, the importance of the teacher's
role should be stressed. The teacher is critica' in
establishing the seriousness of purpose, choosing the
appropriate accompanying sound environment, and
developing in the movement performance a sensitive
and refined awareness of the body and the importance
of communicating ,he qualitative aspects to others.

CREATING A UNIFIED EXPERIENCE

The fifth focused component of aestheck attention is
in the structuring of the dance lesson itself. Some
philosophers have described aesthetic experience as a
situation that is experienced as a unified whole, that
has its own individualized quality and is characterized
by the feeling of having a beginning, middle, and end.
Creating such an experience should be a primary goal
in teaching dance as well as in the full sweep of art
education.

Most of ow experiences arc interrupted by time or
terminated by circumstances. An aesthetk experience,
however, possesses the properties of unity and quality;

. . . we have an experience when the materi.'
experienced runs its course to fulfillment . . . a

piece of woik is finished ... a way that is satisfac-
tory, a problem receives its solution, a game is
played thrGdgh, a situation . . . is so rounded
out that its close is a consummation and not a
cessation.'

The aesthetic, then is la inclusive term for defining
any experience that can be defined as an experience
It is one that is integrated within and distinguished
from other eyperiences. It is an experience that one's
mind has underlined or put quotation marks around.
It may be something of grcat importance or some-
thing that in comparison is sligh but nonetheless, it
is something that stands out as a total quality. The
concepts of unity and quality arc intertwined. It is the
unity that gives thc experience its wholeness and com
pleteness and it is the qualitative nature If the experi
ence that distinguishes it as a unified who.

'John r, .vey, Art At Experience (Ncw York: Minton, Balch,
and Comp...7, 1434), p. 35.

To create this unified experience, the teacher
thinks in terms of "choreographing" the dance les
son. One plans and selects the qualitative elements
that will achieve wholeness. The lesson may begin
with something that captures the _hiklren's attention.
A theme needs to be presented and systematkally
developed. Repetition A n d utilization of previously
presented concepts can be incorporated irau the new
idea. The sequence of the lesson needs to build logi
cally and developmentally toward a highlighted or
climaxed ending that gives the lesson a sense of com-
pletion. This completion might be finding a solution
ror a task and sharing it with others and/or improvis-
ing with discovered movement or feeling that one has
made significant progress in discovering interesting,
Ihematic material for a dance study. if any single part
of the lesson is inadequately developed, it will affect
the situation as a whole.

The shaping of the lesson significantly depends
upon the teacher's ability to sensitively and innova
tively read, interpret, and respond to the children in
terms of thc intent of the lesson. The teacher must
distinguish the effects of each stage of development to
the total quality of the experience. One must be able
to distinguish when to speak and when to be silent,
when to make one's presence fdt, when to allow the
frustration of decisior making to r.et..k as own end,
when to praise, and when to redirect the thinking.

As a result of the flow of the lesson's component
parts, the lesson itself develops its own rhythm. There
exists a continuous relationship between what is done
and what is undergone, between what is created and
what is perceived. In this sense, the artistry of con-
structing this educationally valid aesthetic experience
is controlled by the teacher's understanding of the
connection between what has oLLurred and what Lan
be anticipatcd.

When the lessonthis designed and reshaped
shared experienceis experienced .is good, then the
teacher, as well as the children, will have the satisfaL-
tion of a completed, aesthetic experience.

Through utilizing and combining these five areas
basic aesthetic elements, images, composing, the flow
of movement sequences, and the wholeness treated by
structuring the learning process itself into an experi-
enceteaching dancc will develop its full potential as
aesthetic education. Dance teachers will see them-
selves as arts cducators and become responsible for the
aef,thetic nurturing and growth of all children.
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111, IMAGERY AND IMPROVISATION IN DANCE IN THE SCHOOLS

Ella Magruder

The joy that children receive from thc extensive use of
imagery in movement is always evident in thcir play.
Imagery supplies the key to growth and exploration in
dance and other arts. To convey an idea, however, a
teacher does not have to employ imagery in the worn
out imitative sense of "walk like a crab" or "jump like
a frog." On a more abstract level imagery often opens
thc door to a more creative interplay between a child's
imagination and action.

One such abstract use of imagery occurs in "thc
energy pass." Children form groups of six or seven
and face one anothcr in a circle. One child is given a
spark of energyvisualize what you will: electricity, a
hurrimne, lightningand the child reacts. Taking it
through the body and into the surrounding space, the
child quickly passes the energy clockwise or counter-
clockwise around the circle. "The energy pass" gen.
crates exhilarating speed and involves every child in
turn. If the energy falters thc teacher can always
rechargc the air. This technique work* for any age
group and allows maximum movement invention. One
group of cighth grade boys even changed their energy
into an explosive bowling ball. Rolled by one boy, the
"ball" struck thc rest of the boys like pins and scat-
tered and energized the whole group at oncc.

Anothcr movement activity for partners is "shapc
makcr and shape filler." While one child slowly
makcs a variety of rounded or argular shapes the
partner fills thc negative space around and through
the shapes with movement. Thc teacher should prc-
ccdc "shape maker and shapc filler" with work on
shapcs alone and with an explanation of negative
space. Thc concepts experimented with in shape ac-
tivities lead easily into discussions of acutc and obtuse
angles, circles and spheres, and Venn diagrams.

"Trust and support" movement games help older
children, fifth grade and up, experience force and
leverage. Groups of twos and threes hold hands and
pull or lean upon one anothcr so that each child is
never totally in balance and must always rely on an-
other person's hand or back to remain upright. As thr

children work in slow motion, thcy face great dc-
mands of strength and conccntration. Spills, discus-
sions, and laughter are inevitable, but older children
usually enjoy "trust and support" problems and learn
something about weight and reciprocal support.
''Trust and support" also takes the awkwardness out
of human contact in dancc be.. tIse all have a respon-
sibility and thcy are too busy working to feel odd
about touching one another. After a group gains con-
fidence, half the class should watch the other half
since the groups usually evolve into quite striking and
dynamic shapcs.

Performing any activity in front of classmates also
creates thc special quality of performance. This is true
for all ages except first graders who would rather do
than watch To help first and third graders experience
weight and force, it is better to work individually.
There will always be the one child in the "trust and
support" improvisation who pulls thc whole group
down in a squirming giggling heap. Reprimanding
such infectious mischief is not worth it. Instead of
"trust and support," youngcr children can walk with
feathcrs on thcir hcads or imaginc thcy must pick up
thc heaviest objcct that they know and lower it to the
floor. In onc class a first gradcr from a farming arca
imagined that he lifted a pig. Hc began walking and
straining and thcn running with his pig: his facc
contorted with the cffort. Soon all twenty-four of thc
first gradcrs were running with him, grunting and
puffing with the cnormous effort that it took to run
with such a heavy animal. The cffcct was comical
because the children were very scrious as they labored
with their imaginary pigs!

"Mirroring," on the other hand, is an experience
not in image-making but in improvisation. An iacal
project in focus and sensitivity, the children again

,rk in partncrs, but in "mirroring" they do not
touch each other. Facing each other, one child moves
slowly, becoming thc leader as thc other child follows.
The follower tries to move exactly as thc kader does,
mirroring every action. Thc children swiich leader-
ship back and forth, with encuurarment from the
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teacher they move synchronously. They become scnsi-
tive enough to nuance of motion that there is no
longer any leader. Although students frequently have
to be cautioned to move slowly, "mirroring" works
with any age group. Indeed I havc ncver secn such
perfect screnity of motion as when I once witnessed
two fifth gradc boys move, wrapped in a world of pure
motion and focus. Totally oblivious to any children
around them, thcy mirrored one another's motions.
Their concentration was so great that thcy had to be
told to end when class was ovcr.

Dance dealing with emotional qualities, espccially
with older childrcn, should be approached carefully. A
teacher can use either imagery or improvisation.
Younger children likc narrativc advcnturcs or prob-
lems that let them act and daucc out emotions. Ask
them to "walk as though you are late for school" or
"you havc a tcst and don't want to gct thcrc." Take
them through longer -,dycntures. "You'rc walking
down a road and rear somconc following you.
First walk and thcn run away, hide in a cavc, fall
asleep, and wake n the next morning in a jungle;
then you must wit through quicksand, rcscue your
friend" . . . and so forth. Often the tcacher will bc
greeted the ncxt day with crics of "Let's go on an-
othcr journey." If flights of fancy takc the children so
far astray that they do not hcar you, just go whcrc
thcy are; the tcachcr's prcscnce ncar thcm is usually
cnough to rcstore ordcr.

Th narrativc approach to emotions works lcss wcll
with older childrcn, fifth grade and up. Howcvcr,
older children can havc a "happy foot" or show you a
"sad hand" or walk across the room as though ex-
cited, worried, or tircd. It is bcst on all levcls to avoid
situations that provoke ovcracting and emoting. The
old structureless directions, "move how you fccl" or
"move to thc music," usually alicnate children or
make them fccl silly and awkward. Gwc thcm a morc
conciete plan of action instcad. If studcnts mastcr
patting cmotional qualities of motion in different
parts of the body (sad hand, angry foot), have the
body parts make a movement conversation with one
another. The result is an activity which allows chil
dren to work out personal conflicts without fceling
conspicuous.

"The encrgy pass," "shape makcr and shape fillcr,"
"mitroring," and the cmotional movement explora
tions cited usually vvork well with All children, :le
mentary through junior high. Thcy get childrcn ex
cited about dancc. Howcver, when workir ith spe
cial populations, thc approach to dance i o be
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madc more concrete. The morc props and tact:le ob
jects used, thc mom th. handicap* student undel
stands how rcspond, bccaus e. then thc tcachcr ap
peals not only to thc kinesthctic scnsc, but to the
tactile, visual, and aural senses as wcll. An oLict mcn

handicapped student who refuses to move arms
or torso is sometimes encountcred. In this situation
the student who rcfuscs to move oftcn responds if
givcn Lrcpe paper streamcrs to hcAd and muvc. Sccing
thc circics and lines trailing behind and around in
front crases oppositiun to movcmcnt. Thc visual rc-
Tnnsc to beauty secms to override the rcsistance to

xion. Work with rhythms and lucomutur movc-
ment is oftcn more easily approachcd with strcamcrs
in hand. The ribbons of color rcsponu to thc bcat of
thythmu. movcmcnt as thc studcnts change tcmpu.
Hem also thc teache can hopc to hclp thc studcnt
undcrstand and devclop a morc clear scnsc of spacc.

Mcntally handicappcd individuals arc oftcn pronc
to movcment habits. A teenage boy in one class al-
ways ktpt his left arm clutchcd closcly to his stomach.
"Mirroring" wis thc 'tcy that hclpcd him relcase thc
tcnsion in his 'um as hc tcntativcly movcd both arms
to initiatc gcqurcs which a classmatc followed prc-
cisely. Thc boy's classroom tcachcrs wcrc amazcd.

Often mentally handicappcd worlds are not that
distant from our own. One day bcforc Christmas, thc
studcnts at a school for thc mcntally handicapped
wcrt tcn inch circics of ropc tinscl garland
tapcd togcthcr to form rings. Wc all sat togcther
shaking thc beautiful shimrn-ring stuff ovcr our
hcads, in front, around thc sidcs, in differcnt hands. I
askcd the studcnts what the tinscl soundcd likc not
really expecting an answer. At my clbow, a tiny voicc
whispcitd "snow." I lookcd outsidc at the falling
snow and rcmcmbcred its sound. Then I lonkcd at thc
absorbed faces around mc and fclt overwhclmcd and
profoundly touchcd.

Use irnagcry and improvisation, usc vvhatcter mcth
ods and acties scrvc to strcngthen the thin hond
betwcen crzativity .1nd motor detclopmcn, in th

Prcpare dasses for group participation and re
mcmber th each child who danccs, thcre is a
triumph and growth of spi:it, and a triumph in mas-
Leo, of that complcx miracle thc l.uman body. And
abovc all, when you vvork with childrcn, enjoy their
discovcries with thcm. Childrcn always sense youi
involvemcnt. They respond by listening, rcally listen
ing to both thc kincsthetic messagcs and messages
..om the inner stillness within you.
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11. WEAVING DANCE THROUGH A STATE ASSOCIATION

Kate O'Neill
Jeanette Abe les

Becky Ma Im

In the fall of 1980 the Michigan Dance Association
(MDA) began its Michigan Dancers In Schools
(MDIS) program. At the tim; MDA had been estab
lished for less than four years, but almost fiorn the
organization's beginnings, many of its members had
been discussing ways to make dance integral to ek
mentary education ia Mkhigan.

Our hopc was to establish a program modeled on
the Dance Component of the federally funded Artists
In Schools program. The executive director and MDA
board began to develop a state wide program that
would use Michigan dano rs and consultants exclu-
sively.

We established four main goals for our program.
To provide aesthetic and educational dance ex-

periences for children
To provid opportunities for teachers to gain the

skills they need to integrate dance/movement tech-
niques into the regular scht ol curriculum

To provide employment for professional M'w.hi
gan dancers (consultants) and dance companics

To stimulate community avvareness of dance and
art in order to build a dance audience.

We began in the fall of 1979 by consulting with the
Fine Arts Specialist in the state department of educa
tion, who identified ten Intermediate School Districts
(ISDs) especially concerned with the arts. (Intermedi
ate School Districts, which usually follow county lines,
provide certain services and programs for the various
local school districts within their jurisdiction.) We
scut letters to these ISDs explaining the operation and
costs of the MDIS program. Five of these ISDs were
interested and committed funding for a to:al of 26
school sites. These ISDs represented all geographi-
areas in the state and included both urban and rural
localities.

A ten ; 'mber planning committee was formed
about six months before the start of the program.
Committee members were primarily professional
dance educators, along with the educat'qn coordinator

from the Michigan Council for the Arts and the fine
arts spedalist from the department of cducation.

With a grant from the Michigan Council for the
Arts, brochures and guidelines were developed to se-
lect a part-time coordinator, as well as dance consult-
ants and dance companies. Consultants were observed
teaching classes and dance co.upanies were required
to audition the lecture-demonstration program which
they intended to take ,he elementary schools.

Seven companies were chosen, of which six per-
forming groups offered lecture-demonstrations for el-
ementary school pudiencc he seventh group inter-
acted with handicapped -nts. Five senior consult-
ants, all with rich backgrounds in children's educa-
tional dance, were selected.

NETWORKING .v1DIS STYLE

In the fall of 1980, the planning committee was ready
to bring the coordinator, consultants, and dance com-
panies together for an day training workshop. Efty
people attended a day ,414,htly packed with speakers,
panels, workshops, structured discussions, displays, a
film, and a dance performance by a group of local
children. In response to a request voiced at dm work-
shop, the coordinator started al MDIS newsletter to
sustain the rapport and motivation stimulated at the
workshop. The ne, .letter, like the workshop, pro-
v:tied practical guivance and brought reports of pro-
gram activities tv this newly formed MDIS network.

A fall training workshop held in the second year of
the program assumed that ..iost participants knev
how MDIS worked and concentrated on teaching
methods and content along with showcase perfor-
mances bv MDIS companies. Both the training work-
shops arm the occasional newsletters have been useful
in strengthening the program.

"The knowledge that participants in MDIS ,ere
rigorously selected and the support from the uaining
workshops and the newsletters have all helped MDIS
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participants feel that thcy were part of something
special;' commented the coordinator. "So the work
shops and newsletters booFt morale As we'd as impart
skills aryi . ledge. The result has been uniformly
high-quality Aork."

All newly selected staff were required to attend
workshops, but sessions were open. Through the par
ticipation of observers a nd younger company mem
hers, MDIS trains its next generation of experts.
MDIS also encourages les experienced dancers to
observe the senior consultanu as they work in the
schools.

In January 1981, the work in thc schools began.
From late January through early Mal, Eve dance com
panics gave approximately 35 lecture-demonstrations
for 10,000 children and teachers, and taught over 100
dance classes at 21 elementary schools and two special
education ISD headquarters. Four senior dance con
sultants, four apprentice consultants, and a dance
company conducted 22 inservice workshz,us for about
150 teachers. These ins:rvices were illustrated with
about 80 dance classes t-r children.

At each school's full day perfoiming residency, the
company presents one or two lecture demonstrations
in the gym and teaches creative movement, dancc to
as many classes as po,sible. Company members some
times make ten minute visits to classrooms for discus
sion, in lieu of a dance class. The day usually beE ins
with a 20-minute orientation between company and
school staff which proves valuable in avoiding misun
derstandings.

MAKINP RESIDENCIES WORK

The original residency goal providing a dance class
by either the consultant or company .nembers for
every child in the schoolproved unrealistic for all
but the smallest schools. Companies are now limited
to six classes after one lecture-demonstration, or four
classes after two lecture-demonstrations, with three
short discussion visits counting as equal to one class.
(All companies can diide themselves into at least two
teaching teams.)

:.7.e've had much debate as to whethe; performance
residencies should precede or follow the in.service ex
perience in a school. Having ins .rvice first prepares
teachers and children for an intelligent appreciation
of the performana But, a year's experience has
taught us that it is more important to motivate t.hil
dren and teachers for the inservice thr ::ugh the excite
ment and glamour which a day with the performing
company invariably creates.

The pattern of inservice work is more complex and
variable, bu economic realities forced modifications
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of the original plan. The ideal model groups schools
in clusters of four. At one to two week intervals, each
school hosts an :::service day attended by interested
teachers from all four schools. Thus the teachers at
tend a four session minicourse taught by the same
dance consultant. There is continuity and fo'.low -up,
including assignments for teachers to try with thei;
children. The consultant and the zompany share a
common background and are in touch with each
other about the specific cluster, there is coordina
tion between the inservic , and ..4e perfori -ance resi
dency. In fact, the consultant and the company direc-
tor are sometimes the same person.

The school system provides substitaes for the
teacher:i to attend the workshops, .lthough their cost
has been a major difficulty. Thus, the first step is to
send the sthc,ol in search of fowls. It may turn out
that a district, ISD, PTO, or local arts council v ill
come up with money.

If funds have ahead-, been exhausted, the solation is
to resort to classroom ba-ed inservic.:. The classroom
based plan allows the dance consultant to meet with
interested teachers for about an hour before o: after
school to introduce the concepts and prepare them fur
their demonstration classes. The consultant spends
the rest of the day doing demonstrations with these
teachers' students, preferably on at least twu day.,, so
that there is an opportunity for a second follow up
meeting with teachers.

Another, probably better, way is to start and;or cnd
with a teacher workshop daring a free day or half-day,
already scheduled by the school for professional devel-
opment. No children are in the school at that time, so
classroom demonstrations have to be done at some
other time. We have found that demonstrations dcfi
nicely are essential. If a school can get only a littk

,bstitute money, a mixture of rele,sed time and
.a3sroo m oased work can be scheduled.

TEACHERS ARE KEY

The interest and motivation of the teachers is crucial.
MDIS has never advocated signing up an entire teach
ing staff for the program, akhr. Igh in a few cases ar
entir, :lool has clamored to be let in. Our culture
has nJe dance a personal and sometimes threateniag
activity thus all teachers are not interested a rying
it. At this stage, MDIS is more concerned w ith 1:mit
ing its inservices (though certainly not its perfor
mances) to teachers Aho are sincerely open to the
experience. Feathers and prin ipals may have a vari
ety of motivations for signing up. It is a challenge to
the skills of the consultants and the intrinsic worth
the subject to bring half hearted particioants to the



point where interest and open-mindedness develops,
at least by the end of the program.

The interest of teachers centers in large part on the
"second half" of MDIS' "dual focus," that is, provid-
ing teachers with useful skills which will aid them in
the rest of the curriculum. Assuming that our staff
was already well versed in dance as an art form, most
of our special training of MDIS dancers was aimed at
preparing them to show teachers how to use creative
movement to teach language arts, mathematics, sci-
ence, and above all, creative problem solving in any
field.

Benefits of dance instruction (which also appeal to
teachers) are improvement of children's self-image,
social relations, and ability to follow directions. It's
obviously good to "get the wiggles out" and blow off
steam in a constructive way. But recent research
shows that children learn best through muscular in-
volvementparticularly those children who have dif-
ficulty with "linear" reasoning, or using their left
brains, or dealing with verbal or numerical concepts,
or just holding still and concentrating. An educator
hardly can fail to appreciate an approach which most
helps the children with learning problems (and often,
behavior problems) while providing benefit and enjoy-
ment to all.

CHANGING ATTITUDES

Some teachers mai, feel uncomfortable in their
preconceived notions of dance, or any form of move-
ment, for themselves or for their children. The MDIS
approach stresses (1) leading the teachers in their
workshops through nonthreatening, sure-tire move-
ment experiences that will help them feel good about
themselves in structured creative movement, and (',`
demonstrating how they can work with their children
A serious disadvantage of holding only classroom
based inservice is that there is little opportunity f
teachers to experience creative movement themselves,
although they may participate alongside their chil-
dren. Teachers respond positively to both methods,
but particularly to the demonstration clasces with
their children.

School administrators, who start out assuming that
MDIS is something for their musk and physical edu-
cition teachers, respone enthusiastically to the rea-
sons, above, for providing classroom teachers with
creative movement skills. Two cautions are Important
here. (1) Everyone must understand that classroom
teachers arc not going to become trained dance teach-
ers in two, four, or even 1J inservices. Am.; it's impor-
tant for them to know that they're not expected to do
so. Rather, the progra,.. will provide them with an-
other art form to draw upon, much as they may use

painting, drawing, singing, or poetry in thcir class-
rooms without being "experts" in any of these arts.
(2) Neither the school nor the consultant must lose
sight of the "fIrst" part of the dual focus: dance is an
important art form, and knowledge of its basics
should be part of good education, just as appreciation
of, and beginning skills in other art forms are recog-
nized as important.

Some may quarrel with our limiting the wntent of
the workshops and dasses to creative movement, and
,..oncentrating on its nearest equivalents, iliodern or
"creative" dance. MDA hopes that in the future
Michigan Dancers In Schools can be more inclusive,
particularly in the performance aspect and especially
with respect to ethnic dance. But in the beginning,
and particularly at the elementary level, creative
movement seems most appropriate because it is rela-
tively accessible, offers quick results in short teaching
time, is nonthreatening, and has broad applicability to
the curriculum and to creative problem solving gener-
ally. In particular, it seems the best way to introduce
tht basic elements of the art form namely, time,
space, energy, and the use of the body as an artistic
medium. One might view teachIng creative movement
as comparable to teaching young children to use paint
and brt.-' .!s befcre they can master reahstic represen-
tation, o. teaching them to dap rhythms and sing
before they can play the piano from written notes.
The fact that on their eyaluations many teachers re-
quested "folk dances" or "dance routines" as the next
phase of dance in their schools may represent either a
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failure to grasp the MDIS approach or a stimulated
interest in going on to more ad nced levels, or both.

EVALUATING PROGRAMS

Feedback through evaluation is essential to any educa-
tional project, and was not neglected in MDIS. We
found it was not useful to obtain evaluations from the
children unless there is budget for pretesting and
posttesting by a skilled and impartial expert. Evalua-
tion surveys and reports from dancers, school teach-
ers, and prin howc ire easier to obtain and
absolutely indispensab: for ongoing trouble-
shooting and long term niiprovements. And favorable
evaluations help recruit schools another year. We
urged principals to be frank so MDIS could learn
from criticism, yet their ieports were overwheimingly
enthusiastic.

Responses from 115 teachers who took part in
insenices also were overwhelmingly positive, though
understandably with more detailed criticisms and sug
gestions, since they had been more personally in-
volved in the process. Teachers were about evenly
divided in %%, het h er they rated performances or dem-
onstration classes as the most successful part of the
program, with teacher inservice workshops per se
trailing rather far behind. MDIS has concluded that
teaci r inservic..s are more difficult and take more
time to show results, not that they are not worthwhile.
This conclusion is based on many individual responses
and observation, and on the following teacher suney
results:

65 percent gained a different understanding of
dance through the project.

81 percent felt they could continue to use dance
in the classroom, and 82 percent wou'd like to.

74 percent felt comfortable moving or directing
dance with their classes by the end of the project.

85 percent tried dance activities suggested by tl'e
consultant between inservices.

Subject areas in which teachers would like to
include dance were ranked: language arts (33
percent), science, social studies, reading, PE ,
math, music, art, English, literature (4 percent)

The reactions of MDIS dance artists to their exper-
iences in the program were regarded as so impor.
that not only were their formal and informal reports
heeded throughout the year, but MDIS held a wrap-
up meeting in June for dancers, program administra
tors, MDIS Committee, and schools representatives.
The participants were both thrilled with the program

and their eAperiences in it, and ready w ith numerous
detailed suggestions for improvement hich were an
mensely helpful to planning for the next year. Thu...
the first year of MDIS closed on a hopeful and trium-
phant note.

During the second year of MDIS (1981-82), fund-
ing, because of Michigan's poor financial situation,
proved to be even tighter than in the first year. With
less money for the Michigan Council for the Art
private donors are also feeling the pinch. Individual
school districts iiave had to fund the pror,- im through
PTA funds, local business, school money, and fund
raisers.

THE ESSENTIAL ADMINISTRATOR
The MDIS Committee has taken the position that a
paid administrator is essential to the success of the
program, yet financing the salary, travel, phone,
equipment, and .upplies of a coordinator could be thc
biggest obstacle to starting and maintaining such A
project, and indeed is a serious problem. Schools gen
erally can't afford more than the artists' fees.

So far the MDIS Coordinator, togecher with other
MDA staff and members of the Committee, have
handled recruitment and selection of artists, daining
of artists, recruitment of schools, recruitment of
teachers within schools, fund raising for MDIS and
helping schools raise funds for MDIS, and scheduling.
The coordinator also provides guidelines for artists
and schools in carrying out residencies, evaluations,
statistical reports, contracts, billing, payroll, travel re-
imbursement, and publicity.

Can a quality program of the MDIS type be started,
or continued, without such administrative expendi-
tures? Could such programs be initiated and adminis-
tered partly or wholly by schools, rather than by out-
side dance organizations? One of the ISDs involved in
MDIS the first year applied for a state grant for the
ISD and MDA jointly to write a guide to schools on
how to obtain and c lay out MDIS-tvpe projects The
grant, though meritorious, was not awarded.

If all other funding fails, MDA may carry on MIAS
as a referral service publicized to schools, along with a
set of written objectives and guidelines : the use of
dance; s and schools. This might be combined with an
annual training workshop in free- faulities ith volun
Leer presenters.

The MDIS program is successful. It has and contin
ues to accomplish all of o. r niu.il purposc, .nd mom.
Whatever happens, dance in Michigan schools vv ill
nut be allowed to die at this timc when it is needed
more than ever
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12. EVALUATING THE CHILD: ISSUES FOR DANCE EDUCATORS

Susan Warshaw Stinson

While progress is still slow, dance continues to gain
greater legitimacy among public school educators,
with more states establishing certification of dance
teach( rs and passing mandates for dance in the
schools Coupled with this greater acceptance, how
ever, is a demand that dance meet the standards of
(hirer academic disciplines, ircluding acccpted evalua
tion proceduresdefining levels of competency chil-
dren are expected to achieve by different ages, with
appropriate techniques to measure and record these.

The issue of evaluation has been a problem among
dancers and dance educators for some time. One rea-
son is that there is a concern over the uniqueness of
each individual, and this does not seem to fit the
standardized grading categories of public schools.
Also, dance education tcnds to be proc.ess rather than
product Hiented, and process is not always readily
observable. The affective area is significant in the
dance experience, and development in this area is
often difficult to measure. However, the knowledge
and skills involved in dance are just as definable as
those required to master a foreign language or writ( a
story, and therefore, it would seem just as possible to
set up standards for evaluating thcm. This can be
done, but it docs not seem to be a "simple matter."

The real reason the evaluation process has become
an issue for dance is not because dance is a "special
animal" among acadcmic subjccts, or because the arts
are lacking in standards, but because the issue is also
present, or should be, among other disciplines as well.
The problem then becomes how to define compe-
tency.

DEFINING COMPETENCY
In examining the development of any skill, for exam-
ple, learning the multiplication tabies, when does a
child know them, how last -.lust he/she do the com-
putations, and how many errors are allowed? It is

obvious that there are degrees of knowing, and our
definition of just what level indicates "knowing" is
purely arbitrary an operational definition. Further
more, even after a child scores 100 on a test, forge,
ting can occur if the skill is not practiced.

In looking at motor skills, the same problem exists.
When do we say that a baby walks . . . at the first
step, or the first time across the room? Again, it is not
possible to say the exact time the child "can walk"
but eventually we realize that the skill has been mas-
tered to the degree that it is practically automatic, and
the child does not have to think about it anymore.
And, people do not forget how to walk; but is that
because walking is so well mastered, or merely be-
cause it is practiced so continuously? Other motor
skills, however, can be forgotten or at least signifi-
cantly deteriorate.

This, of course, is one reason tnat dancersand
athletes and musiciansmust continue to train daily,
no matter what their level of e ertise. The practice is
not just to keep the muscles from deteriorating, but to
keep them from forgetting patterns of use, intricacies
of timing, and so forth. Furthermore, it is not enough
for professional dancers to just go through the mo-
tions of plies every day; they must be done with the
same level of conscious awareness as though this were
a brand new skill, reminding the body of all it knows
about plies.

MEASURING COMPETENCY

All teachers arc aware of the phenomenon of "test
anxiety"individuals seem to know mat-rial well but
enter the test er -ronment and suddenly become una-
ble to function. Usually we think of athletes perfoin
ing their best in competition, but a iety can have
negative effects on motor behavior as well. Many
times, when children knew they are being "graded"
on any skill e point of P.-!derstanding in dance or
anything elsetheir performance suffers.

Many of the problems involved in tr.ditional e,alu-
ation procedures are not unii.ac to dance, but are
common to all types of learning. Onc cannot say what
chi:dren know without arbitrarily defining knowing,
and that is subject to error in measurement. one
can do is describ what they are doing and have done.
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EVALUATION PROVIDES FEEDBACK

The major purpose for evaluation is not to rate chil-
dren against each other or an arbitrary outside stan-
dard, but to give feedback to the individuals involved,
reinforcing their awareness of what they arc doing
and how they arc doing it. This awareness is highly
significant in the learning process, because so much
that we "teach" children involves not putting new
information or skills into them, but simply helping
them become awur of what they know and what they
can do.

Even when children learn by imitating outside
sources, they are generally not aware of how sut .essful
they have been, or what they have done at all This
awars.ness is crucial not only in helping a child de-
velop skills, but in transforni:ng movement into
dance. Dance does nut exist without the quality that
comes from sensing one's self in motion and stillness.
Teachers can help ch'ildren develop awarencess by
adding their senses to the child's, observing thcir
performance, and giving them feedback Fvaluation

thus becomes an essential part of the learning process
and the artistic process.

If children are to receive this kind of feedback in
dance, teachers must be skillful at observing and ana
lyzing motion, in both its physical and artistic te
and also have a vocabulary for communicating this to
chi' lren. It is not enough to say "'I hat's a good leap",
the teacher must be able to describe to the children
just what he/she is doing. The teacher must not just
say "That W AS an interesting .tudy," but say what
made it inteiestingdynamic changes, use of levels,
or whatever. rhe study of Labanotation and Effort
Shape, as well as the principles of aesthetic form,
seem essential training teachers to operate in this
way.

In addition r its value in shaping the child's learn-
ing and artistic development, this kind of feedback
has other advantages. It tells a child that the teacher is
truly looking at him/her, and thus enhances self es-
teem. It frequently is much more successful than
praise, which can 1,e given without really noticing a
child and whicii can make a child fe.l anxious about
whether or aot he/she receives it.

A teacher who is skilled in movement observation
can use it to describe a child's development over time,
allowing information regarding progress to be given at
the end of a term. It is also a most useful tool in
guiding the teacher toward planning future classes, as
it mdicates which elements of movement may need to
be brought back into the children's awareness. The
children and their performance thus serve as a guide
for curriculum, again based on what they arc doing
and not doing. Reinforcing children's awareness in
this way guides them toward becoming perceptive and
articulate evaluators of their own work and that of
others.

TRANSFORM MOVEMENT INTO DANCE
In conclusion, evaluation of chddren n dance should
be viewed more as part of the learning process, not
just as a measure of its success, and teachers must
develop abilities in observation, analysis, and wmmu
mcation in order to reinforce awareness in their stu
dents. This kind of aw areness then becomes the
bridge nut only for development of skills and under
standing, but also for tht u.in,formation of movemtnt
into dance.
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6ECTION IV

ROAD MAPS: PEDAGOGY AND CURRICULUM DESIGN

Successful teaching ir. dance is a creative process. There is no one right road to follow. More important
than methodology is the teacher's ability to inspire students to find their own way in the labyrinth of
choices. Yet a the same time there must be an establhhed program from which to comme , proceed,
and, when necessary, deviate. Each educator must establish a personal road map which, when connected
to other road maps, will reach the common goals for dance in education.

Dance in education encompasses all levels of schooling and all forms of dance. The dominant issues
within the context of pedagogy and curriculum design include technical dance training, teacher training,
creative and choreographic experiences, teaching methodologies, and professional preparation for careers
in dance. Educators must also contend with defending and strengthcning the position of dance within
the educational system on the local, state, and national levels.

This section is not designed to outline the direction in which a:. travel to be a proficient dance
educator. Rather, the multiplicity of conceptual issues and concerns regarding dance curriculum and
pedagogy is addressed so th-,t the dance educator is able to communicate in Jrdered articulate ways.
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13. MOVING IN THE REAL AND FEELING WORLDS:
A RATIONALE FOR DANCE IN EDUCATION

Geraldine Dimondstein

Dancethe closest of the arts in that the body be-
comes the medium of expressionis the least exper-
ienced at all levels of schooling. Yet dance profession-
als know that it is essential, whet' er it is taught by
specialists or by physical educators as part of - total
curriculum. However essential we may believe dance
to be in the lives of children and young people, unar-
ticulated beliefs neither create nor save programs. We
must become more articulate and more persuasive.

What we need is a conceptual approach that distin-
guisnes danceboth in its similarities and its differ-
encesfrom other disciplines and from other forms
of movement. Only then can we achieve the clarity
among ourselves that allows us to speak with convic
tion akout what makes dance so special.

In geneial education, there are concepts about
dance as basic, for example, as those in math or
science. They must be under.tood to bc made com-
prehensible to our students. Un'Ake mat!, or science,
however, dance is not "subject matter" in the conven-
tional sense, a particular grade level is not limited by
age-related materials. One set of !earnings does nut
necessarily lead sequentially to another. It may move
in a zig-zag direction or progress in qualitative leaps.
Thus evaluations of what has been learned tiemand
criteria different from established qualitative measure-
ments in other subject areas.

But dances similarity to math and science lies in
recognizing that .L.st as in other areas of study, there
I, nething to be known. Thus "the something to be
known" requires both definition and description, as
well as an understanding of the process by which it
comes into being. Knowing these things tells us what
it is and sv hat it is not. Furthermore, we know that
dance is a mode of telling as well as knowing.

Dance call be defined as the interpretation of ideas,
feelings, and sensory impressions expressed : ymbuli
cally through the bod;,. It is different fr( -,ther art
forms; unlike paint, clay, sounds, or word lateri-
als are space, time, and force. These mater occome
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the vocabulary of movement through which each in
dividual "speaks." That is, the body moves in and
through space, which requires time, al d uses energy
as its force. Through varying combinations of these
materials, movement is shaped, ordered, and struc
tured to form images which communicate through the
visual-kinesthetic senses.

Dance also exists in thc physical world of space,
time, and force. If we contrast these two a.pects of
experience, we can examine the difference between
what is objective in the real or physical worid, and
what is created in the feeling world.

To deal with space in 'he physical world, it must be
occupied, limited, and defined. If we stand at the edgc
of an ocean, looking out at a vast, endless space, we
have no idea of how large the space is, or how far it is
"from here to there." If we enter a room, however, it
is defined by its walls, floo , and ceiling, and the space
becomes known to us through the shapes and sizes of
the objects or the people who occupy it. Our concepts
also involve idc a. about our own bodies in space,
about objeus, and the spatial relationships within thc
environment to which we orient oursehes.

But perceptions of space in the feeling world begin
with the body and function in two ways. Thc body
becomes the center of reference. Questions such as
"How high is high?" or "How low is tow?" are an-
swered in relation to the body. The answers determine
the way we use space. Movement becomes focal to
tl .se perceptions. Thus, because movement is the
essenti.1 ingr,:dient in the exploration and discovery
of space, thc elements which each individual uses will,
in turn, affect the quality of his/her movement.

Time i- the physical world is marked by the clock
and tilt. dendar. The passage of these intervals is
defined in such a way that they arc understood by
peoples all over the world. Even a young student who
cannot tel: time or does nut know the names of the
seasons unde-stands time in terms of units which fol
low a sequence.



But an hour in dance time is not equivalent to an
hour of real time. How long it takes to get "from here
to there" or how slow a sustained movement feels has
to do with its rhythmic pattern and its relationship to
space and form. It is a created sense of duration which
may be compressed or extended, depending on the
emotional quality one is seeking. Thus, a unit of time
may be long or short, great or small, powerful or
fragile. It represents a perception of time which an
individual imposes according to his own needs, and
exists only within the dance experience.

Force in the physical world involvcs weight, gravity,
and energ;es in motion. We have all experienced the
pushing, pulling, and lifting of objects, and of exert-
ing energy in accomplishing everyday tasks. But force
in dance is a component of time-space, experienced as
the flow and control of energy. Because energy is the
generating source of movement, it gives dance its
dynamic qualities. By rekasing energy in different
ways, varying movement qualities can reflect different
emotional tones.

Force in the feeling world is sensed kinesthetically
in the body as tension. It is one sensation to push a
real object; it is another to feel the push of an object
which is not there, and quite another to push against
the resistance of another's body. Whatever quality one
wishes to give to a movement, the amount of tension
or force always changes its time and space pattern,
and, hence, always changes its meaning. The energy
factor in dance is one of the strongest means of com-
munication, for it pioduces the dynamic v ariations
the very tones and textures of movement.

Placing dance within the framework of these two
interrelated worlds makes comprehensible to student .
how spontaneous, everyday movements can be trans-
formed into aesthetic modes of expression. Yet it alsi,
serves to distinguish real life gestures from created
movements.

While gestures are important in that they reflect
personal temperament and emotions as well as cultural
modes, they are not creative expression. In daily activ-
ities, we use them spontaneously as signs to convey
our conventionally understood intentions, desires, and
expectations. In the United States, for example, an
up-and-down wave of the hand is a sign of "good-
bye," but in Italy, where I have also lived, the hand is
upturned with the movement of the fingers reversed
which, in the states, means "come here." Both are
meant to be interpreted literally and directly, as
modes of self-expression. An individual is also expres-
sing him/herself by stamping his feet or flailing his
arms to communicate anger In this case, gestures are
provoked by an immediate need to express a keling or
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emotion as a means of coping with a particular situa-
tion. Thus, within the realm of general behavior, ges-
tures become an aspect of self-expression in tam they
immediately ieflect the way an individual feels. How-
ever random or controlled, they are part of a gcneral
emotional experience.

Gestures are transformed into dance movements,
however, only when they are executed apart from the
momentary emotional impulse which prompted them.
So executed, they become responses evoked by emo-
tions in relation to aesthetic elementsto space,
time, and forcewhich are explored for their qualita-
tive, expressive dimensions. Unlil-e gestures, the func-
tion is not utilitarian and the communication is not
direct.

The process of redirecting one' emotions through
the forms of movement, gives expression not only to
feeling, but to the forms of that feeling. Movements
are developed and given shape according tc their own
internal demands. They do not follow the same pat-
terns of intensity, duration, or sequence as the actual
feelings from which they emerge. Whether dance
problems (from improisations to organized choreog-
raphy) derive from emotional states, themes, or frag-
ments of ideas, they are abstracted from a whole range
of feelings into forms which take on a life of their
own. It is the nature of abstraction which differenti-
ates between self-expression and aesthetic response
between realistic gestures and dance movements. The
value of dance as an art, therefoie, is in helping stu-
dents become aware of the importance of organizing
their emotions . nd of communicating them through
the forms of movement.

In American education, dance traditionally has
been a secondary part of physkal education, both in
regard to curricular offerings and in the trainilg of
dance teachers. This has tended to neglect its qualities
as an art form. Although body control is the basis of
all motor activity, control in dance differs from skills
or techniques associated with sports oi gy
Dance is geared neither toward the refinement of
skills in themselves, nor toward competitive ends.
Whether performed as an individual ur group actuitv,
it is not bounded by rules, as in a game, or hy prede
termined goals.

The essence of the dance experience is that stu-
dents become aware of still another way of knowing
and feeling about themselves throiwh ktnestheuc per-
ception. The ways that a student uses space, time, and
force are transmitted through this kinesthetic muscle
sense, but the degree of sensit tity to it depends upon
the emotions which stimulate the mcvements. Thus,
awareness and control function interactively.
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For dance to be of value in the educational process,
each student must be able to press the unique way

of feeling, moving, being, in movement that is

"right" for him/her. Because kinesthetic perception is
related to motor learning, it is essential that students
become consciously aware of the feeling sensations of
movement. While work in dance technique aids in

developing motor skills, technique alone is not suffi-
cient, for the search is one of discovering the sensa-
tions and qualities of expression that accompany each
movement pattern.

What then can we expect of students in dance?
Based on my work in the primary grades thros,gh the
university level, students need

410 to explore their own natural body movements
walking, running, leaping, swaying, swingingin an
open dialogue with the materials of dance

to use the most powerful instrument available
the human bodyand make it responsive to their
expressive needs

to go beyond the range of natural movements
and to develop a new, nonverbal, kinesthetic-visual
vocabulary

to move expressively through the forms of move-
ment to communicate ideas, feelings, and emotions

to develop critical judgements of their own work
and that of others, and in so doing,

to develop a citeper understanding of the dance
experience.

Dance experiences help students explore their own naturalbody movements in a way that is "right"for each of them
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14. TEACHING FOLK DANCE

Karen Codman

Folk dancing, among the many other benefits derived
from it, brings children, and people in general, closer
together. The cliche "it's a small world" is truer today
than at any other time in human history and by
teaching our children dances of other lands and peo-
ple we can hopefully bring about a more understand-
ing world.

If one envisions folk dance as just another physica'
activity, and recognizes only thc movement value of
dance without understanding the dance in contcxt
and its cultural ramifications, folk dancing becomes
no different from any other physical activity and a
major dimension in dance education has beer. lost.
Folk dance, when presented properly, deserves to be
an integral part of the school curriculum.

When teaching folk dance, particulaily to elemen-
tary school children whose curriculum includes such
related fields as geography, history, social studies, and
music, thc dance teacher can use the vehicle of dance
to illustrate othcr aspects of the society as they are
reflected in the dance, for instance, studying social
customs such as weddings by teaching wedding
dances, or talking about attitudes toward traditional
sex roles as evidenced by whether a darux is done in
segregated or mixcd lines, couples, etc., or pointing
out certain stylistic attributes of the dance which are
caused by the topography of the region from which it
came. Often, the dancc teacher and the regular
teacher can cooperate on a study unit to build a
unified theme of dances, songs, customs, 1.:s..ory, etc.
of particular areas. However, for these messages to be
conveyed, the dance must be taught as correctly and
authentically as possible.

One problem which often arises, particularly in
teaching dance at the elementary level, is that of
simplification. Often, to make dances easier for young
students to karn, a dance teacher will either simplify
the dance independently or use a simplified version
which is currently available. The problem with these
simplified versions is that they often lack any undtr-
standing of the meanings behind the dance or the
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stylistic innuendos, and so neglect those qualities
which are central to the dance. Often they merely
become unrelated movement sequences thrown to-
gether and put to folk music and then passed off as
children's "folk dance." These dances have lost the
whole feel of folk dance, and may sometimes be inad-
vertently derogatory. Thus, a good principle in teach-
ing folk dance is to adhere, as closely as possible, to
the authentic source of the dance, preserving thc cho-
reographic elements. Obviously, not all dances arc
appropriate for all ages of students and the form will
undergo changes for different age groups and skill
levels, but the original spif must somehow be pre-
served for the dance to be educationally meaningful to
the student.

Movement-wise, folk dance has much to offcr. Dif-
ferent cultures move differently because of their dif-
ferent lifestyles. Thus, through international folk
dance, the teacher is broadening the student's reper-
toire of movement by adding movements and rhythms
of other cultures. People of all ages, children and
adults alike, will always tend to move in familiar pat-
terns because people art most comfortable with the
familiar. By teaching those movements found in inter-
national folk dance to students, starting at a young
age, the teacher enables the student to become more
familiar, and therefore more comfortable, with and
more able to relate to a broader range of movement.

Another important lesson to be learned from falk
dancing is an awareness of aesthetic values other than
thosc held by our own society. Different cultures have
diaient sensory worlds, drawn from their physical
and cultural environments. Aesthetic values, bcing
culturally conditioned, often intensify those values
which determine everyday lifestyle and world view.
Thus, each society has standards fur thc production
and performance of it cultural forms. Thc final form
of the dance which a community will support is af-
fected by movement styles ac..epted by that commu-
nity and is determincd by behavior based on thc tradi-
tional elements.
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A student who learns a dance from another culture
is being exposed to a different set of aesthetic princi-
pks and is, therefore, being given an "inside view" of
that cuiture's aesthetic expression by feeling the pre
ferred movement styles and sensing the underlying
organization of the material. ThL underlying organi
zation of the material is the heart of the aesthetic
system. Unfortunately, it is also one of the first ele-
ments lost because of uninformed simplification of
dances which is often based more on our aesthetic
princ:ples than chose of the community in question.
The child who is exposed to foreign aesthetic princi-
ples not only learns to appreciate and enjoy those
different forms, but also broadens his/her awareness
and aesthetic sense. Again, this can only help to
strengthen understanding and a sense of community
between the different cultures of the world as contacts
between these cultures become more commonplace.

Much cmphasis has been placed on maintaining
authenticity in the folk dances being taught; however,
one should realize that no matter how hard a dancer
tries to reproduce a style of dance, it can rarely be
totally exact. Dance is culturally patterned, learned
behavior. Thus, to truly perfect the dance, one should
ideally grow up in the culture. The dance teacher in
the classroom is working with a form of dance which
has been transplanted to a foreign environment and
has therefore already undergone radical changes in
nature. The most common changes are those reflect-
ing context and purpose of the dance, as well as the
integration and assimilation of new cultural values and
mrwement preferences into the dance style and form.
However, change does not necessarily negate any of
the inherent principles and benefits of the dance.
Most dances which make their way into the recrea-
tional and folk repertoire in this culture are, in fact,
recreational social dances in their own cultural con-
text. Within that context, the social dance is removed
from any ritual context, if any had once existed, and is
informally open to all members of the society.

Much has been said about the psychological and
therapeutic values of dance in developing children's
self-image, their confidence, their creati,ity, and abil-
ity to express individuality. Folk dance enables a child

to develop an individual personality just as in other
dance forms. However, oecause of the communal na
turc of folk dance, it exerts a strong socializing influ
ence on a child's development. Folk dance in its in
digenous environment is a socializing agent, teaching
members of the society how to work together, play
together, and cooperate with one another. The group
nature of the dance reinforces these values. One rarely
dances alone in a traditional society. Even in ritual
performances by solo dancers, the audience is an ac-
tive participant in the dance event and adds to that
feeling of community. By the same token, folk danc-
ing in the classroom will underscore a communal feel-
ing among the children and encourage them to be-
have in a acceptable social manner and in a
spirit of cooperation. The standardization of move-
ments and steps ...ccentuates this socializing effect.

11oweve7, creativity should not be considered lack-
ing ia folk dance. When done by native dancers,
ample opportunity exists for improvisation and crea-
tiv'v, and if one weie to observe a traditional dance
evrnt, one would notice that no two dancers dance
exactly the same. The major limitations are that im-
provised steps must maintain the style and fit with the
accepted vocabulary of movement.

Folk dance is the embodiment of children's right to
a satisfying movement experience, a right to under-
stand themselves and the world they live in, a right to
a complete education, the right to enjoyable recrea-
tion, and tinny other principles espoused during the
Year of the Child. By including folk dance in the
school curriculum, our children are able to expand
their movement vo:abulary and develop a broader
sense of aesthetic appreciation. They learn about their
own culture d about people and cultures around the
world. The child develops a sense of self-confidence
and a more positive body image, at the same time
learning how to adjust more comfortably tc social
situations. But most important of all, to deprive our
chAdren of the opportunity to folk dance deprives
hem of an opportunity to enjoy themsehes because
ak dance is fun!
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15. THE TECHNIQUE CLASS: HOW CAN WE HELP STUDENTS TO DANCE?

Toby Hankin

Last semester I had thc opportunity to teach tech
n:que to beginning modern danccrs, college students
who were virtually unexposed to formal dance train
ing. Faced with a :lassroom of hyperextended lower
b. and apprehensively raised shoulders, I was
struck by how uncomfortable these young adults ap
peared inside of their own bodies. I realized that these
students had not heard of a plié, let alone the possibil
ity of experiencing energy streaming through their
bodies. They had little foundation on which to build,
no store of previously acquired knowledge, no as-
sumptions about how to conduct themselves in a

dance class. I felt overwhelmed by what they needed
to learn and found myself considering how instructors
can most effectively teach students to dance.

FEEDBACK

The primary role that feedback plays in thc learning
process needs recognition. Studcnts must know what
they are doing wrong before they can make changcs.
The large number of students participating in dance
classes makes it difficult for thc instructor to attend to
individual needs, but instructions addressed to the
whole class cannot replace personal critiques. The
teacher must observe sensitive!) and thoroughly in
order to decide which err3rs need prompt attention
(potentially injurious ones, for example), what corm.
tions are appropriate for thc level being taught, and
when it may be best to say nothing at all. Individual
guidance offered while an exercise is in progress helps
the flow of the class. It may be appropriate to ask a
student to stay after class if the help he or she nccds
will take more than a few minutes. However, engag
ing the entire class in the fecdback mcant for one can
eliminate uninvolved standing around, especially for
beginners who may not know how to occupy thcm
selves t sefully while the teacher is attending to an
individual.

When offering feedback, the teacher must consis
tently evaluate verbal cues to make sure that they arc
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meaningful tu the intended audience. Images, cxpla
nations that are dear to thc teacher may bc meaning
less to students. I remernlier teaching a beginning
modcrn dance class in whicl a particular exercise
required full extension of the knee. "Rcach out thc
heel," I suggestel to a student whose knee was bcnt.
No response. "Lengthen your leg," I offered, also to
no avail. Simply asking for a straight leg brought the
desired response. The direction that seems so dear tu
the teach,r may leave students in the dark. A lack uf
response shou:d be a signal to changc tactics.

Sometimes I will derive new ways of talking about a
concept from my students. "What does it mcan to
'lengthen the spine? How does it feel when you du it:
Can you think of an image that might help someone
else discover length through the spinc?" Questions
like this help students to clarify the concept for them-
selves and frequently result in new and more helpful
ways of thinking about the movement for their class-
mates.

It is hdpful if commonly used verbal instruLtions
are clarified by a dear physicAl experience. Arms that
"Lome from the back" or energy "fountaining uut of
the head" arc relatively sophisticated images. Such
instruct:3ns may confuse the novice. It is a challenge
to provide tangible experiences that help students find
a morc meaningful relationship to sud. imagery. Tac-
tile feedback, skillfully a d sensitively used, Lan bc
valuable aid. Gentle manipulation Lan sensitize sui-
dents tc, new possibilities for self-use. Helpino them
to expel:crux a more effective movement pattern Lan
provide a clearer goal fur them. I have found that
partncr work, particularly in a large class, is an effec-
tive way of assuring that each student has thc benefit
of touLh feedback. For example, I might ask students
to help each other experience the turn-out of the
upper ti igh by using applopriate tactile guidarce,
which I generally demonstrate. There is value fur both
partners in this exercise. The receiver has the benefit
of hands-on individual attention, and thc giver, while
helping another to achieve a desired goal, clarifies and
enriches his or her own understanding of the same
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goa'... The teacher, of t.ourse, must assess the students'
readiness for the intimacy inherent in physical con
tact. Young adolescents, for example, might shy away
from this kind of exercise.

BODY FUNCTIONS
The more the teacher can help students understand
the structure and functioning of the human body, the
more responsibly and effectively he or she can help
them improve their performance and avoid injury. If
we believe that the spine is straight, or that turn-out is
an action that involves only the fo. a., our movement
will reflect that misunderstanding. Because how we
think about movement affects how we move, miscon-
ceptions must be clarified. I have found that the op-
portunity to look at a skeleton not only acquaints
students with their own structures, but helps them to
think more accurately and more constructively about
movement. Students who can visualize where and how
the skull rests on the spine, for example, can better
"float their heads up." Those who understand clearly
the locavon of the hip joint may be able to articulate
that joint more effectively.

We must keep in mind that to change movement
pattcrns is not an easy process. The ways we move and
hold ourselves are well learned habits, intimately tied
to who we are and how we feel about ourselves. Like
smoking or biting one's nails, without a consistent
awareness or desire to change, thew habits stubbornly
persist. In order to facilitate the kind of awareness
that precedes chnge, it is necessary to slow down and
allow time for paying attention to the subtleties of
what the body is doing. As students become aware of
what they arc doing, they are able to improve. We
must be sure that the technique class provides for and
encourages that opportunity. I feel there is a pressure
felt in technique classes to "keep moving," not to stop
too long, talk too much, or take too much time for
correction. When these pressures, real or perceived,
prevent us from providing needed guidance, we do a
disservice to our students.

TECHNIQUE
PerLaps what is most 4:-.portant, particularly as we
introduce beginners to the art of dant.e, is that they
experience movement as an expre.Nive acthity, one
that is intimately tied to human feeling. Technique,
with its implicatioi . of body mastery and control,
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must not be di.assmiated from internal wmmament,
the feeling that feeds the dant e. The aunities we
t.hoose and the manner in whia o.,t. present them t.an
help students get in touch with the potential of move-
ment as an expressive and creative medium.

The use of imagery is often effective in inspiring
students' expressive participation in the dance. The
vision of the pelvis as a balloon, for example, ex-
panding until finally it floats us up to half-toc may
more completely involve the student than the co.ec-
don to ''relevé." The objective details of what foot,
which direction, etc. in a movement sequence can be
supported and enhanced by attention to the feeling of
the phrase. By emphasizing the qualitative aspects of
the movement as well as its physical requirements, wc
draw the whole person into the dance. From the
opening of class it is imporant that the movement
experience is designed with attertion to its expressive
content.

The increasing specialization within the dance cur-
riculum that has accompanied the growth of college
and university dance departments has perhaps en-
couraged the separation of technique, improvisation,
and choreography in modern dance training. While
cach of these areas merits its own course in the curric-
ulum, it is important that they be recognized as mutu-
ally supportive and interrelated. It is appropriate, and
I believe important, that there is room in the tech-
nique class for improvisational exploration. Such op-
portunity for individual creative response gives -..ach
studect a chance to become wholly and personally
absorbed in the dance experience. Students who "1k-
ten to" their own breath, noticc the natural body
changes that happen with the breath cycle, atm dis-
cover how breath can motivate movement choices will
have a richer understanding of the relationship be-
tween breath and movement than students who have
had only the opportunity to imitate their teacher's
breath usage. What students discover for themselves i.
lost meaningfully learned. In addition, improvisa-
tional experience can help the students recognize and
develop confidence in their potential as creators of
movement.

The body, mind, and spirit must be activated and
integrated in the dam.t dabs. In this way we Lan begin
the systematiL irnpruverneni of-students' performam.c.
Undoubtedly, their satisfauiun will amease as they
experieme, along with the joy of movement, then
growing knowledge and ability.
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16. BALLET IN HIGHER EDUCATION

James Penrod

Research which has included visit to selected univer-
sities and colleges, conversations with studcnts and
teachers, and examinaions of curriculum offerings
provides evidence which suggcste that ballet's tradi-
tional role ;n highcr education is , ccommodating new
approachcs and uscs for ballet training. In the past,
some universities and colleges successfully established
thcir institutions (1) as a place for training dancers
primarily in the classical technique, (2) as a ccntcr for
the preservation of thc past and prcscnt through thc
performance of ballet repertoire in %.ampus or campus-
affiliated companies, and to) as a training ground fur
ballet as a creative medium through workshops and
courses. With thc greater national awareness of many
forms and modes of dance expression, and with n
undcrstanding of diversity in teaching methods and
goals, ballet has become increasingly visible in t.ollege
and university curricula.

Dtpending on curricular cmphascs, financial re-
sources, personnel, and long range institutional goals,
ballet has expane-d creatively as well as functionally,
shaped in part by ncw gcncrations of teachers. Many
teachers have studied not only ballet but other dance
techniques, anatomy/kinesiology, composition, im-
provisation, Labananalpis, T'ai Chi, and body thera-
pies such as Feldenkrais, Rolfing, and Alen- ..le.r.
Thcsc experiences allow them a wider rangc of op-
tions to draw upon when teaching ballet technique or
applying its principles to othcr uscs. Three examples
may illustrate changing ttitudes toward thc role of
ballet in highcr zducatiot. tcaching, composition, and
ballet for athletes and actors.

TEACHING TLCHNIQUE

That ballet discipline can be a useful tool at an ad-
junct to the study of other forms of dance: seem- to be
gaining wider acceptance. Because of its structure,
ballet can be used to tcach thc basics of form, line,
and design. Nevertheless, therc are dissenters to .his
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approach. Craft frees thc individual to bc an expres -
sive artists and ballet as a specialized technique re-
quires thc repetition and practice of codified move-
ments to acquire thc ccessary mastery of steps essen-
tial to thc technique. Critics of ballet claim th.t thc
technique is taught externally by rotc, and that imita-
tion of thc tcachcr's movements negates the students'
potential to experience principles of motion as a pro-
cess of discovery leading to expression.

To bridgc this perceived gap and to make ballet
technique morc meaningful to students, some teachers
arc using a different descripthe terminology and ap-
proach teaching technique. Using concepts from
Labanan..!jsis or Alexander, for example, students arc
encouraged to experience thc movements 44 .u: inter-
nal rather than goal oriented process to learn pwtures,
positions, and stcps that arc unified as an expressive
whole. Through the usc of imagcry, studcnts can ex-
perience the motion of their own bodies moving
through space, forming space, responding to wcight
shifts, timing, and tcnsior As an integrated nonverbal
act. By dcemphasizing the technique as an external
form, students appcar to learn morc quickly and to
exper;c:ce basic principles of motion in their own
body. The teacher's role as a guidc, mcntor, and critic
remains essential. Thc students' responsibility remains
to listen and follow technical instructions while exper-
iencing thc physical sensation of thc movement as
thouf 11 discovering thc movement for thc first timc.

CHOREOGRAPHY OR COMPOSITION

Generally composition courses are taught using meth-
ods frccr in technique than ballet to allow students to
discover thc;r own ways of moving, the expresive
potential of movement, and thc ways movement may
bc shaped in a significant and expressive whole. Using
mcthods fi An his/her own experience, each teacher
guidcs students through problem solving to structure
to thc students' own movement perspcctive.

Because ballet ha a well defined structurc, It is
thought by some to be less useful as an instrument to
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free the individual's own creativ ity and discovery. Per-
haps that is why ballet is less widely used in compo.i-
tion courses than other methods. When this is true, it
unfortunately denies students of choreography a
broader range of movement options that could sup-
port self discovery and the creat;ve potential within
the form and structure of ballet. The influence of
ballet on modern dance choreography, and of modern
dance on ballet, suggests the viability of the form as a
potential mode of expression and exploration.

If choreography, in any mode, is coasidered synon-
ymous with creativity, then the ballet structure should
have the same potential for self discovery and expres-
sion as any other movement technique. This requires
students to view the movement not as a series of steps
linked together in imitation of combinations learned
in technique class. Rather, motion is explored as a
medium through space and time, hay 'ag weight,
shape, and design. Ballet is rich in possibilities for
bringing the codified steps together creatively in nevi,
ways and in a style that is unique and meaningful to
each studeni This can be accomplished by using
problems commonly used in more traditional compo-
sition courses. For example, the order of steps in a
choreographed movement phrase can be reordered,
reversed, temporally expanded or contracted, rhyth-
mically and dynamically changed and set to different
music styles. The instructor should always make clear
that students are engaged in an act of creative ntplo-
ration of the technique as an organic whole that ex-
presses their own view and helps them apprehend the
kinesthetic potential of their own body.

BALLET FOR ATHLETES AND ACTORS

Although teaching dance to athletes is not new to
higher education, it seems to be gaining broader ac-
ceptance and use in colleges and universities. Iu her
article "Bailer for Divers," in the May 1981 issue of
the Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, and
Dance (included in Section II of this volume), Diane
Milhan Pruett describes how she ha., modified ballet
technique to accommodate the specific technical
needs of the diver athlete. By analyzing the motor
skill required by the athletes and how they were
scored in competition, she was able to creatively adapt
the ballet moves to the requirements of the sport.
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By using a similar process, ballet movement can be
adapted to other disciplines. Actors in Wilh.on Shake-
speare's Much Ado About Nothing were instructed in
ballet to help them develop a style appropriate to the
period and to perform simple dances.

Few actor, in the cast had previous movement ex-
perience. Exercises to develop body alignment, pos-
ture, and arm and leg shape and carriage and to teach
actors designated stage patterns, partner relationships,
and simplified period steps were used.

After a warm-up, sessions began with exercises to
enhance awareness of moving vertically and horizon-
tally while lengthening or widening out from the
spine with no unnecessary tension or rigidity. Build-
ing on this concept, actors were asked to move
through the first, second, third, and fourth foot posi-
tions and, later, to add simple arm movements. Since
actors are respensive to imagery, they were helped to
respond to the kinesthetic sensations of the movement
or use it as an expressive extension of characteriza-
tion. Later thcy learned steps in a prescribed rhythm
and, with a partner, added v arious stage patterns to
familiarize them with moving forward, backward,
sideways, vertically, and turning. Using the basic bal-
let alignment and carriage, it w as relatively easy, in a
short rehearsal period, to establish a unity of style and
to introduce simple dances appropriate to the play.

Besides these three examples, ballet is traditionally
taught in higher education as an art form. It is a
tribute to the vitality of the form and to the malleabil-
ity of its principles that ballet can enhance individual
growth and body awareness and can create a discipline
and concentration which complement the freedom of
some other movement forms. Thus too is the whole of
the student's experience in higher education enriched.
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17. THE EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND DEVELOPMENT OF
DANCE EDUCATORS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

ElzL R. Hayes

As a discipline in higher education, dance is unique.
The youngest of the arts to become a serious part of
university curriculums, It was introduced through the
sponsorship of departments of physical education.
The first dance major program v..as created in 1926
by Margaret H'Doubler at the University of Wiscon-
sinjust 54 years ago. Its purpose was the profes-
sional preparation of college teachers. As late as
1931, Wisconsin was still the only university offering
a degree in dance, but gradually a few institutions
began to imitate this exemplary model.

The association of dance with physical education
was both good and bad. Without the sponsorship of
visionary women physical educator; who recognized
its educational values, dance in higher education
might not even have been "born," or at least ks
birthdate would have been considerably delayed. The
unfortunate result of this association, on the other
hand, was and still is that dance has been looked upon
by physical education administrators as just another
physical activity, such as golf or swimming, and has
been treated accordingly in terms of budget, faculty
increment, and curriculum development Dance as a
performing an has been of little signiticance to most
physical education administrators. The major respon-
sibilities of dance teachers in these programs have
been to provide a pleasurable form of physical and
sometimes creative activity.

Some of the early dance major programs, however
limited, were firmly grounded in foundation courses
in biology, human anatomy, physiology, and kinesiol-
ogy, as well as psychology, philosophy, and the study
of related arts. Within the dance currkulum, in addi-
tion to dance technique classes, were courses in rhyth-
mic analysis, dance history and philosophyespe-
cially as it applied Lo educationand opportunities
for student teaching. Even without formal classes in
composition, there were opportunities for students to
improvise and make creative aiscoveries in technique
classes and to compose dances extracurricularly
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Over the next 15 years, the scope of teacher educa-
tion in dance in universities changed little until the
famous Bennington College Summer School of Dance
was created in the mid-thirties. Here, for the first
time, dance educators and dance professionals were
brought together. This nudge from the professi..na:
world encouraged dance educats... J ii troduce formal
courses in dance composition. nt and faculty
dance concerts in universities became increasingly
mature. Dance faculties, often at great personal sacri
fice and with little support from administrators, ex-
panded curriculums, extending class time devoted to
dance technique and composition, introducing special
courses in musical accompaniment and costuming for
dance, and in staging and lighting. Methods classes in
teaching dance for all age levels became an estrblished
part of the curriculum.

When these expanded dance major programs began
to produce a higher quality art, administrators began
to question the place of dance in their university
structures. When colleges of fine arts were formed, it
seemed appropriate that dance major curriculums
which had earned recognition as quality programs
should somehow be incorporated into these colleges.
The first such move of dance out of physical educa-
tion took place at UCLA in 1962, a mere 18 years
ago. Since then, other universities have followed suit
in rapid succession. Administrative organization has
varied from institution to institution. Some dance pro-
grams became independent departments. Others were
combined with departments of music or drama, but
regardless of the specific arrangement, dance was
identified at long last as a performing art in close
association with her sister arts.

While these de-yelopments in dance in higher edu
cation appear to be encouraging on the surface, the
:act is we still have a lot of catching up to do. Mira,.
bus progress has been made in .he pas. 18 yea,-s,
help is desperately needed. Many states offer 1.L. op
portunities for the. professional preparation of dance
teachers, to say nothing of dance artists.



As the National Daii,e Association Directory dis-
closes, curriculum standards for dance specialization
in colleges and universities vary considerably. Some
departments require 50 percent of the student's
course work be taken in their major field. At the
other extreme, one credit e;ich of folk dance, mare
dance, soc:al dat, and ballet is considered a dance
emphasis.

Another problem is the minimal progress made in
obtaining certification for dance in the public schools
at either tne secondary or elementary school levels.
Most public school administrators confine "art educa-
tion" to art and music disciplines. Even drama is
frequently buried in the offerings of English depart-
ments. Obtaining certification for dance oecomes a
vicious circle. Certification is not given because there
are no dance programs offered in the schools, and
dance programs are not offered because no teachers
are certified to develop them. Lacking certification
programs, physical education teachers, usually inade-
quately prepared to teach dal,ce and often disliking
the subject, are expected to teach it when it is offered
in high school curriculums. As a result, their own
negative attitudes and feelings of inadequacy often are
passed on to their students.

The situation is not ;mpossible however. Where
visionary public school administrators have hired well-
trained dance specialists through circumventing de-
vices such as "special" certlfication or some other
means, dance programs have burgeoned, often serving
as models for nearby .chools. It is important that
model programs exist. The government sponsored
Artists-in-Schools program has helped tremendously
to open the eyes of public school teachers and admin-
istrators to the values of dance as education. But these
programs need to continue under dance specialists in
high schools, and under dance or combined arts spe-
cialists who can work closely with classroom and/or
physical education teachers in a cluster of elementary
schools. Then administrators see what dance pro-
grams of excellence can be, they will demand qualified
teachers.

Approximately six states and New York City al-
ready offer certification for dance teachers at the
secondary school level. [By 1989, that figure was 16
states.] Dance in secondary school curriculums is cur-
rently about at the place in its development tht dance
in higher education was 35 years ago when dance
specialists were expected to teach other subjects to bc
permitted to teach dance. We are growing from the
top downward, illogical as this may seem. But we are
growing, and with the unflagging determination of
dance educators, continued progress will be made.
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Administrators in charge of dance teacher educa-
tion programs in higher edutation face a number ot
other difficulties. Departments reeently emerged trom
physical education usually have nu buildings of their
own in which to operate. Available teaching space
studio space in particularis too limited to accom-
modate now expanded programs. Funds are unavaila-
ble to enlarge facilities to the needed dimensions, and
funds are inadequate to pro(ide these young depart-
ments with resource materials for tcaehing and thca-
ter equipment for producing ( aces.

It is assumed that faculty and student dance pro-
ductions will be financially self suporting a situation
that seldom exists in any performing art. As a result of
such unrealistic assumptions, choreographers are fi-

ancially and thus artistically harrstrung in their erea-
tive undertakings. Little budget is available to hire
visiting artists or guest specialists to supplement regu-
lar university programs. There are little or no monies
for special research projects that could contribute to
expanding the body of knowledge in dance. Few insti-
tution or state funds help support special sum ier
workshops, state dance conferences and seminars, and
special residencies for dance artists, or give financial
assistanc( to national conferences promoted bv such
professional organizations as Congress on Research in
Dance (CORD), National Dance Association (NDA),
American Dance Guild (ADG), or Council of Dance
Administrators (CODA)---all of which provide thc
core of inserv,ce education for dance teachers at all
levels. Unfortun dely most dance departments were
created at the close of a period of miaow.: prosperity in
education when co11,2ge and su t-, buGge,s were being
forcibly and dractically curtailed. University adminis-
trators, though 1 *sh in moral support, have been
unable to produce the financial support for dance
departments they have fostered

Dance as education is many-pronged. lt involves
te hing dance to students at elementarv, secondary
school, and college levels. It involves the professional
preparation of teachers of these students, and the
graduate level education of dance specialiststech-
nique teachers, choreographers, production special-
ists, theorists, historians, and rev- archerswho arc
rnponsible for training college teachers of these
teachers and professional actists. In addition the
preparation of teachers for replar dance programs,
teacher edue. Lion often in _ades the professional
preparation of dance re:.iiers for special education
and dance therapy. Yet each kind of teacher prcpara-
Lion requires different emphases and course require-
ments.

The qualk of any dance program is only as good as
the quality of its teachers. Superior facilities and



abundant equipment alone will never ensure an excel
lent program. 11 we say that the tuts should be taught
by "art ,t-teaLhers," then it is Coe role of education to
train our teaLhe.s to be artists. We must begin by
selective admission into our major programs
whether students plan to teach, du research, perform
as professional dancers, or choreograph. leachers of
dance, if they are to be fully successful, must have the
potential not only to move but to move well. If they
are not creative themselves, how are they to stimulate
creativity in others? They must have the capacity for
Intellectual understanding, an'' they must have a tre-

Lure should inLlude courses in danLe history, dance
philosophy, dance notation, musk fur :ante including
analysis and accompaniment, kinesiology as applied to
dance, and dance theater design and production. Four
years of dance technique balict and or modern kw ith
a minimum of one and one-half hours of daily expert
enLe)should be required of all majors. Students also
need exposure to dance forms of other cultures. The
general Lore should likewise embrace a minimum of
two years of choreography in class situations, in

cluding improvisational experiences as well s at.
quaintance with produLing finished choreography.

Each kind of teacher preparation requires clifferent emphases and different course requirements.

mendous desire to share their love, appreciation,
knowledge, and eAperience of dance with others.
Through auditions and interviews we must identify
potential students w:io possess these special qualities.

It is evident that we need to establish standards foi
professional dance curriculums in higher education.
CODAan organization whose membership consi.ts
of twenty-four administrators of the leading dance
depar:ments throughout the nationrecently defined
general standards for undergraduate (BA and BFA)
and graduate (MA and MFA) programs. In addition to
a broad liberal education background at the under
graduate level, it was agreed that a basic core of

ioprofessnal courses should be required of all students
regardless of their ultimate professional goals. The

While dance teachers may not consider pelf .iiiance
or choreograr hy a major focus in their careers, they
must have successfully experienced these technical,
intelleLtual, and creative disciplines if they are to un
ders'and fully the art corm they are teaching. Teach
ers should be able t3 incoire and assist students
through examples of tlsei own technical skill and
creativity.

On the other hand, if the role of dance education is
to make every teacher an artis., it may also be the
responsibiity of eduLation, insofar as dance is Lon
cerned, to make performing .)rtists ii. u good teachers.
Certainly the majority of dance performers must teach
to survive. If they are going to teach, then It is impor
tant for professional dancers and choreographers to



learn w teach effectively. Dance artists, though they
are certainly able to inspire, often lack an understand-
ing of the psycholc.; 31. working with people. Spe-
cific teacher educatiol experiences, to be effective,
must include not only methods classes that deal espe-
cially with conceptual and creative teaching, but as
much practical experience a ossible in teaching stu-
dents at all levels in various situations.

To complete the curricuium in dance education,
students also need a broad comparative study of the
forms and styles of the other arts. Because few histori-
cal records of dance remain, dancers especially depend
upon other arts to historically illumine their own form
of art expression.

Operating such a dance education curriculum de-
mands a core of expertsat least five regular full-time
faculty, an adequate number of fully-equi,eped studios
of appropriate size, classroom and rehearsal spaces, a
well-equipped theater available for frequent perfor-
mances, production rooms and storage spaces, shower
and dressing rooms, adequate office spaces for faculty
and administration, anti, not to be forgotten, a gener-
ous operational budget. At present not even the best
of eur departments can meet all these requirements.

A master's degree program assumes substantial
graduate level content courses have been added to a
curriculum supported by a corps of well-qualified
faculty representing various aleas of expertise. A grad-
date program should provide students with opportuni-
ties to specializeto do indepth stut:ies in areas of
particular interest. It becomes the funct of such
graduate programs, therefore, to provide tits with

advanced eoui.es and research opportunities in kinesi-
ology, dance history and ethnology, danee philosophy
and criticism, dance therapy, choreography, and, Ler-
tainly, teaching. Of course no university can or should
be expected :o satisfy all of these needs. What can be
accomplished in a given institution depends largely
upon the size and expertise of its f4eulty. Although
the picture is improving, only a dozen or ,o institu-
tions of higher learning can claim to offer quality
graduate level dance pmgrams. Yet these programs
are vital if we are to meet present and future demands
for qualified college teachers of dance, professional
dancers, and others.

To make university administrators and their dance
faculties aware of what quai.iy teacher education pio-
grams should be and enable them t implement them
requires money. Yet, university funds to improve and
expand curriculums have pretty well dried up. Avail-
able funds, including research funds, are usually di-
verted to the sciences. State Arts Councls, particu-
larly in states where monies must support local profes-
sional companies, regret their funds cannot stretch w
inc'ude the university programs that may have been
the original t aining centers for company dancers
While several national government programs such as
Artists-in-Schools support the development of the arts
in seeondary and elementary sehools, few are applica-
ble to university programs. The financial shutout for
dance departments in in;versities seems complete.

If the picture seems discouraging we must remind
ourselves that dance as an a., in education is here to
stay. The future demands our patienee, perseverence,
and determination.

Inareor
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U. HIGHER EDUCATION: PREPARING DANCERS
FOR MORE THAN ONE CAREER

Sandi Combest
Cynthia E. Wiese

Irma Caton

Interest in dance in higher education appears to be at
an all time high. Dance programs may be found in
evc.y region of the country, from the smallest corn-
--lunity college to the largest university. Lockhart
,1981) maintains " . . . we have managed to move
dance and the other arts into the 'conscience' of the
country." She contends that much of this recognition
may be attributed to the growth of dance programs in
education but that this growth needs direction for the
future. She poses the following questions to dance
educators. What do we believe? Where do we want to
go? What is ocr goal for the next ten years?

Keeping Luckhart's questions in mind, we, as
dance educators, rai.e another question. What are we
preparing all these dance .tudents to dodance? It
appears that we are preparing many more dancers to
perform dance or to teach dance than there are avai;
able positions. It is unfortunate that trained dancers
must wait tables, clean motel rooms, serve as cashiers
in supermarkets, or take a myriad of other "odd jobs-
in order to exist in today's society.

ks educators who have developed dance pt..e,:ams
at colleges and ersities, we should assume some
responsibility for providing alternative dance-rcla...-1
career opportunities. Many of the students who major
in dance have little concern about their futures when
they enter the program. Proper guidance of students
would enable them to better understand future oppor-
tunities and make them aware of alter...ice d.ce-
related career possibilities.

Traditionally, dance education has been concerned
with a curriculum that provides technical dance train-
ing, creative ald choreographic experiences, teaching
methodologies, and occasionally, professional prepa
ration in dance therapy. While dance is riding a wave
of popularity, opportunities are limited in ddnce
performance or dance education for graduating dance
majors. Dance has experienced tremendous growth
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during the past ten to 15 years, however, continued
inflation and reductions in community and educa-
tional fine arts pregramming have made it increas-
ingly difficult for dancers to obtain employment in
their field.

Perhaps dance educators should accept the chal-
lenge of developing new curricula or programs de-
signed to prepare students for dance-related careers.
Dance Magazine in 1975-76 published a series cf

concerning dance career alternatives. Gener-
a:ly, students focus upon becoming either professional
dancers or instructors of dance. However, many have
inadequate personal qualities and pedagogical training
in dance to become master teachers Many others lack
the talent, .cchnical proficiency, and emotional stam-
ina required to become profebsional dancers. They
may not alwa v. be c-i,-nizant of these inadequacies but
with propc .ounseling or career guidance, some of
these studen could become outstanding researchers,
writers, critics, physiologists, arts managers, dance
production designers, technicians, and/or consultants.

One option for dance education, which is not a new
concept but is perhaps unique in tel ns of undergradu-
ate degrees, is interdisciplinary study. Interdisciplinary
approaches permit a great deal of flexibility in content
and generally require a common core of courses. Pro-
vision is made in the student's couise work for a
number of electives to be drawn from several disci-
plines. Way not offer interdisciplinary learning pro-
grams to the dance major student? With Lhought,
planning, and cooperation such a diverse program
might be very effective.

A demographic survey was conducted by Caton,
Combest, and Wiese ,1982) to determine the current
trends in undergraduate degree programs in dance
colleges and universities throughout the United
States. General information relative to enrollment
size, location of dance within the institution, and
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types of degrees offered was included. Two questions
were addressed which are particularly relevant: (1)
What do you anticipate are the future prospects for
non-teaching options or alternate career programs in
the dance program at your institution? and, (2) Is
there a movement toward more interdisciplinary study
in your insti'ution?

In response to the first question, a majority of the
respondents listed dance or movement therapy as the
major alternative career opportunity. Several indicated
studio teaching or nonteaching degrees as being an
alternative to "dance careers." Effort/shape notation
was mentioned by several as a possible alternate ca-
reer, but a majority suggested making professional
preparation programs :tronger or giving students an
education in dance and then letting them choose their
own d;rection for a career. The last response appears
to be the current trend of dance prograr

Responses to the second question of the survey
indicate that a majority of dance programs are moving
toward interdisciplinary study in dance. Those who
qualified their answer listed psychology, movement
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analysis, music, communication, creative art therapy,
aesthetics, and humanities as disciplines which were
being studied in combination with dance. No attempt
was made by the investigators to define interdiscipli-
nary studies or to determine the extent or number of
studies which should be included in an interdiscipli-
nary studies program.

From the tacit responses received and upon review
ing the degree programs listed in the Dance Magazm
College Guide (1982-83), one is led to believe very few
institutions actually offer programs in dance which are
of truly interdisciplinary nature. The majority of re-
spondents indicated that they concentrate on mot;ern
dance and/or ballet training for performlnce and, or
teaching.

This is not an argument against the more tradi-
tional dance programs designed to increasc "le tech-
nique oc the dancer or to develop the craft of choreog-
raphy, but it is an argument for expanding the present
curricula by offering alternate dance career piograrns.
Lockhart alluded to the fact that some of us are
becoming obsessed with the mechanics of dance

Dance educators should assume , ome responsthility for
providing .Ilternative dance-related career opportunities,
such as dance research. By expanding present dance
curricula, students'futures could be more secure.



offering classes containing nothing but technique. She
was referring to service classes for the general student
but perhaps we may be placing too much emphasis on
technical development ol students who major in
dance.

Many dance students could better serve tlie field in
areas other than that of professional dance prformer.
Course which open students' minds to dilerse anis it.
and cultural backgrounds can be designed. This is
reinforced by Dunning (1476), " . . . even more
important than advanced technical knowledge for the
novice lighting designe are a cool head and a certain
artistic predisposition Dunning quoted veteran
dance designer Thomas Skeltom

you need a cultural background to communicate
with a choreographer; you migin need to be able
to speak French or know about Rembrandt. And
it opens up your own mind. That's most impor-
tant of all. You're lost without it. You get ideas
from that background and the quality of your
design is influenced by it.

Skelton expresses his belief that knowledge of dance is
necessary. You don't have to be a competent dancer,
but you must know the technique. Beverly Emmons, a
protege of famous designer Jean Rosenthal, points to
the need for knowing the art form, composition, and
possible art appreciation. Through these examples,
one begins to see that the student pursuing interdisci-
plinary studies might choose coursework from several
fields of study which could lead to a dance-related
career.

Many individuals may say that alternative, dance-
related careers may be pursued through avenues other
than college courses, and certainly this is true. Practi-
cal knowledge within a field is always necessary, even
while earning a degree, but by providing students with
an opportunity to pursue alteriate camers through the
structured college curricula, dance students' futures

could be more secure. This option could provide of
portunities for talented individuals, who may have
chosen other professions because they felt they could
never become accompli,ied dance performers, by
studying dance as a related career.

Marr (1975) believes some possible career fields and
alternate careers in dance include teaching, dance
writing, visual arts and theatre technology, architect
engineering, i-ilm, television, photography, medicine,
busine advertising, law, dance n ration and library
science, dance directorships, music and da.ice, and
religion. Marr states. "An oveniew of possiLle career
fields indicates three approaches. combining dance
with another discipline, developing a specialty within
another field, or developing a part-time or a voca-
tional specialty She concluded with the Ulm% ing
challenge to the student:

The important thing for the young person to
realize is that the dance is such a multifaceted art
and comparatively so underdeveloped in t. is
country, that he can very well design his own
future. He should, however, think into the future
and begin to prepare.

We as dance educators must join our students in
projecting into the future by pro% iding viable alternate
dance related career options. Are V6e willing to accept
the challenge?
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SECTION V

CREATIVE JOURNEYS: THE CHOREOGRAPHIC PriOCESS

Guiding students ir the. techniques and theories of dance composition can be difficult. Dance educators
must stimulate a., mind, nurture the environment, and encourage exploration and experimentation so
young artists c..n discover fresh solutions through their ,..,ireographic projects. The kdrning process is
threefold. Students need to understand the choreographic process, learn the craft of choreography, and
ievelop techniques of observation and evaluation.

The dance literature from 1978 to 1987 explored some of the methods educators use to enhance
c eativity in dance compositions. Tne improvisation and choreographic techniques of professional artists
served as models for classroom teaching. Experimentation with choreography was extended beyond the
traditional dancer to people of all ages and backgrounds. Interdisciplinary collaborations between dance
and the other arts were undertaken. Videotape and television production of dance events prompted new
vistas for the choreographer. Ways to evaluate the choreographic product were also explored.

Each dance has its own choreographk process. Expressive intention ...erges gradually vith structural
modes of symbolic representation. By using elements of shape, time, and force, movement is molded,
ordered, and st:uctured into images. Educators must continue to explore ways to guide the choreo-
graphic traveler in their kinesthetic, visual, and aesthetic journeys. In the words of Loa Mangelson.
"Only through understanding .he process, learning the craft, and familiarizing oneself with the creative
act through choreographing dance after dance can one hope to acquire a discriminating choreographic
eye which is a hallmark of the genius choreographer."

6 5
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19. A POINT OF VIEW: STIMULATING THE CREATIVE PROCESS AND
EVALUATING THE CHOREOGRAPHIC PRODUCT

' oa Mangelson

What happens in the mind of the writer writing, the
painter painting, the composer developing i musical
theme, or the choreographer creating motion into
dance? What is the creative process, and how does the
process direct the creator? These questions can be
asked of students in composition and choreography
classes and workshops. How does the teacher define
the choreographic process and inspire tl young
dance artist to create? Through discussion students
can be made increasingly aware of their thought pro-
cesses and sensory perceptions as they prepare to ex-
plore and invent ways of using time, shape, space, and
motion.

Can the mind be prepared to experience creative
readiness when spontaneous invention begins like a
cell ready to be developed into a whole? Is it possible
to channel production by purely conscious calcula-
tion? When discussing ways to begin the preparation
for dance composition, students often remind teachers
that many well known and prolific choreographers
never take choreographic workshops, but create on
impulse; their processes are neither revealed nor ana-
lyzed. They are the genius dance makers.

THE CREATIVE PROCESS
Brewster Ghiselin, poet, critic, and professor at the
University of Utah, in his book, The Creative Proce,,,
quotes 38 brilliant men and women, including the
German dancer and choreographer, Mary Wivan,
who explains how she begins the creative process in
dance:

Charged as I frequently am with freeing thc
dance from music, the question often arises, what
can be the source ar ' basic structure of my own
dancing. I canno define its principles more
clearly than to say that the fundamental idea of
any creation a_ises in me or, rather, out of me as
a completely independent dance theme. This
theme, h -wever primitive or obscure at first, al-
ready contains its own development and alone
dictates its singular and logical sequence. What I

,

feel as the germinal source of any dance may be
compared perhaps to the melodic or rhythmic
"subject" as it is first conceived by a composer,
or to the compelling image that haunts a poet.
But beyond that I can draw no parallels. In work-
ing out a dance I do not follow the models of any
other art, nor have I evolved a general routine for
my own. Each dance is unique and free, a sepa
rate organism whose form is self determined (p.
78).

Wigman states that she chd not evolve a routine or
method of choreography, and that each dance is dif-
ferent and has an evolution of its own.

There are choices ) be made in creating good
dances. Good dances do not just happen. Choreogra-
phers dc not experience the same process in original-
ity of thoughts or feelings, but all must create a fertile
environment for self-expression and develop a critical
eye in judging their choreographic efforts.

TEACHING THE CREATIVE PROCESS

Teaching and guiding young students in the tech-
niques and theories of dance choreography seems dif-
ficult today. Students have fewer visual examples of
quality dance choreography to identify with and more
philosophical approaches from which to select. Devel-
oping aesthe: awareness and developing criteria for
making aesthetic judgments arc much needed topics
in teaching today's dancers. In choreography today.
the anything goes and anything will work philosophy
in dance seems to be most observable in the two
extremes. minimalism (very little motion) and aerobic
physicality (fast difficult combinations), both of w hich
are current trends or styles, but do not necessarily
require aesthetically selective approaches to creative
intention or invention. This 1980s choreographic
.rend appears to be part of the "dial-a-dance" syn
drome. In other words, given a few steps in any style,
the untrained choreographer often strings the moye
ment together in any combination, and, as singer
Ethel Merman used to belt on Broady% ay, "That's
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Entertainment." I .ainment it might be, but stu-
dents desiring to create fresh, inventive material for
dance need to devdop aesthetic principles that can
guide and direct their philosophical approach as they
explore the craft of choreography.

Eager young dancers must have open positive
minds. They must be patient, and allow the mind to
be reflective of personal experiences. The mind can
prepare for the process by reading, listening to music,
writing thoughts in a stream of consciousness, or
combining descriptive words. The mind needs as
much discipline in creative preparati...n as the body
needs to execute movement.

Encourage students to develop a passion for life in
its varied sensory experiencessound, color, rhythm,
and motion. Although passion may seem too emo-
tional and melodramatic, it is the stuff of which
dances are made. Passion, in this context, encom-
passes a great love and enthusiasm for dance. May
Sarton, in a poem titled Myself to Me, expresses this

idea. "Out of passion comes the form, and only pas
sion keeps it warm" (p.61).

Young choreographeis should becr:ine obsessed
with sensory perceptions stimulating th, thought pro-
zesses. They must verbalize ideas to OthCrs, write feel-
ings and moods into words, and create their own
worlds of imagery. After sensing the kinetic stirrings
within, they can explore motion in space through
improvitation. With this impetus, they can allow thc
mind and body to make serendipitous di ..overies.

Improvisation is the practice of transporting the
seed from its intuitive womb into the hands of
the choreographer. Improvisation is the practice
of creativity. For dancers it is a way of gaining an
understanding of textures, imagery, depth, and
motional resonance that can lend a richness and
poignancy to performance. It is one of the best
trainings and preparations for the art of perform
ing (Louis, 1980, p. 124).

t-

Peorming Danscompany, University of Utah, in "Giraffe," choreographed by Loa Maagelson.
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The choreographic impulse may come from a variety of
sources and each impulse evolves into its own form.
Only through understanding the creative process, learn-
ing the craft of choreography, and developing effective
systems of evaluation does one aa uire a discriminating
choreographic eye.

In a world where instant gratification is expected,
one cannot be assured that improvisation will inspire
instant, successful dances, bdt by taking the in.pro-
vised movement sequences and idcntifying the form,
sculpting the shapes, reworking thr rhythmic stnic-
ture, and editing the content, the senses can be stimu-
lated to feel new experiences in invention. If the same
movement combinations are selected for every dance,
..owever, one accepts the role of faithful formalist and
become* an artisan who only imitates the craftsman
ship. Furthermore, living in a culture which puts
much more emphasis on product than proccss should
be a reminder that even though computers can diczate
stcps, artificial intelligence can never replace the act
of human intention and emotional involvement in an
art form.

Only through understanding the process, learning
the craft, and familiarizing oneself ith the c.reative
act through choreographing dance after dance c.an
one hope to acquire a discriminating choreographic
eye which is a hallmark of the genius choreographer.
This mjrsterious artistic genius ;s assumed to be a
power given only to a few. But in the artistic effort to
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create the ultimate masterF c in choreography, all
dance makers can taste success. In seeking this goal,
one needs to acknowledgr the importance of anal) sis
and criticism as educational tools for the choreogra
pher.

CHOREOGRAPHIC EVALUATION

Criticism is difficult to accept in any situation no
one likes to fail. Dance choreographers must place
themselves in vulnerable positions. Seeing a written
evaluation or grade rei.e..t..e of work accomplished
seems easier than a personal confrontation. Often a
student's attitudc becomes, "That's your opinion, but
I think my choreography w orks.- This is a situation
where giving c.onstructive feedback must be supported
by suggestions on how to improve the choreography.

A sample evaluation process composed of six differ
ent stages of feedbac.k demonstrates the creative pro
cess of anal.zing a dance work and establishing a
positive dialogue. For example, first, in studio situa-
tions where students arc crcating solos and have works
in progress, getting into groups of two or three for
process evaluation can establish an initial opportunity
for informal criticism. This mutua' ique is less
threatening than an evaluation by tilc acher or by
the whole class. As a second exchange, thc teacher
can provide thc student with verbal or written con-
structive criticism during the embryonic stage of de-
velopment.

When a choreographic proje.:t is finally performed
for class viewing and evaluation, a third feedback
takes place. It is important in this exchange that the
dance be in a completed form and, therefore, should
have a tentative title, some semblance of costuming
rather than just rehearsal attire, and minimal lighting
for good illumination to enhance the compositional
design. After thc class observes the dancc, thc teacher
can challenge the choreographer with a series of
thought-provoking questions: (1) In one sentence
only, what is thc dance about? (2) What three descrip-
tive words best describe your dance? (3) Do you feel
the dance is working as a wha..? (4) What parts work
the best, and why? (5) Do sections emerge in the best
ordcr? (6) Could they be reordered for more clarity?
(7) How has thematic material been used and varied;
is it interesting: (8) Does the choreography flow and
carry the audience with it? (9) Does ths: sound support
and embellish the movement and contribute effec-
tively to the total sensory experience? (10) Does the
sound distract, overpower, or demand our attention
more than the movement: (11) Du you sense or re-
ceive aesthetic satisfaction from the performzr-...? (12)
1). you feel you have given the viewer an experience
of movement in a new, fresh, and inventive way? Even



though many of these questions can be asked of tLe
choreographers as they begin to crcatc, they still may,
at that point, hcsitatc to answer because they simply
may not bc able to judge thcir own indiv ;dual process
yet.

During class observation the dance can also bc vide
otaped so the student has a rerord of the work. This
fourth visual feedback can be uscd by the student
choreographer and the performers in the dance to
critique the performance quality.

Dance is "born to the instant," as N:artha Graham
stated :n her film, A Dancer's World. Evaluation of a
live performance in front of an audicncc is always
better than video, because an audience can have a
direct effect upon the danccr during the performance.
Critiquing, however, by watching a video is some-
times thc only way in which dances can bc sccn for
evaluation. Certainly, bcing able to watch a video and
edit material can be an educational learning tc,ol for
the student. However, if dance criticism is donc only
by viewing the videotape, the human involvement in
the proccss becomes decreasingly clear. Video evalua-
tion should not totally replace thc rapport shared by
teacher and students.

The fifth evaluative feedback is a "jot journal."
Aftcr every rehearsal period and class experience,
thoughts and feelings can bc rccordcd and analyzed.
This information will be valuable in discussing thc
preparation and development of ideas in the creative
process. In keeping a diary or log, cach student can
sharc personal revelations and exchanges with other
students at the cnd of each workshop. By sharing
thcir thought processes, studcnts gct to understani
thcir own individual prcparaticns and creative exver-
iences.
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Thc sixth and final evaluation phase can be a cho-
reographic philosophical paper. This last written as-
sign men t gives students an opportunity to analyze anti
discuss their personal discoveries and views regarding
tl..e creative process as it relates to their dancc. Aes-
thetic principles can bc reviewed and a philosophy on
how to guide one's own creative process can bc stated.
By using feedback and analysis, thc studcnt choreog-
rapher can begin to understand that thc mind can bc
prepared to experience a readiness to invent and that
the creative process can bc intentionally controlled.
Ideas and perceptions formulated during Lie process
can be experienced and shared by dancer and chore-
ographer as well as teacher and studcnt.

Thcsc teaching-learning thenries can bc applied to
any classroom situation where the creative proccss is
to be analyzed. The choreographic product tha. re-
sults from artistic manipulation can be 'n educational
discovery for a studcnt in learning aesthetic principles.
Thc student can become morc skilled in inventing
frcsh ney deas that can bc craftcd into exciting dance
compositions. These compositions in turn can be cri-
tiqued ,,ad evaluated, and thc choreographic product
that results from the active resca:ch marks thc com-
pletion of a single creative proccss experience.
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20. IMPROVISATION FOR THE iNHIBITED: APPROACHES FOR TEACHING

Judith Woodruff

Thc recent cxplosion in popularity of dance as a pet
forming art has rcsultcd in dancc courscs bcing estab
lished in collegcs in even thc moft isolatcd arcas of
thc country. It is imperative to offcr quality in thesc
courscs, whethcr thcy are service lesd or major level.
High standards in collegc dance rcsult from ackns,wl
edgement of thc studcnt's individual creativc potential
and from proi iding opportunities to cxperience the
directions of currcnt dancc trcnds. This poses an ex
mptional challenge to dance in highcr eheation. Ge-
ographic isola:ion permits limited c posurc to new
dancc, and thc instructors often havc minimal experi-
ence themselves. Darice educators arc further chal-
lenrcl by thc burgeoning intcrcst in dance from
nonmajors; studcnts who have a keen intcrcst in
dancc but lack thc dcsirc, thc body, or realistic oppor-
tunity for a performing carccr. Thcsc students arc
charactcrized by a motivation to know about dancc
tcmpercd with an insecurity about thcir creativity, and
using thc body to display that crcativity. Thcsc factors
can bc spccial problcms for tcaching composition/
improvisation classcs. Traditional forms of modcrn
dancc usc litcral cxprcssion, dramatic ability, and in-
tent, which oftcn produccs inhibiti, n in thc inexpcn-
enced. Nonlitcral approachc s. to chorcography intro-
duced in thc last fcw dccadcs by Cunningham, Niko-
lais, and thc postmodcrns can providc an advantag; in
climi.iating thc cmbarrassmcnt of working with cmo-
tional matcrial.

WHAT IS NONLITERAL DANCE?

Nonlitcral or nonobjcctive dance is movement frcc of
litcral or cmotional connotat;ons. It brcaks from thc
story linc or psychological development of early mod-
crn dancc, replacing it with movcmcnt for its own
sake. Louis Horst's first rule of composition, "Com-
pAition is bascd on oniy two things: a conception of 4
themc and thc manipulation of that themc," still
holds truc, but the thcmc is cor,ccived and deseloped
kinesthetically rather thar amatically, namitisely, or
emotionally. Thc dance des clops the dancer's inner

scnsc of time and encrio, rathcr than one dictated by
a dramatic conflict or an emotional struggle.

Thc postmodern dancers carricd the trcnd tow..rd
purc movement and performance as a total sensory
experience even further. Emphasizing simple gcsturc
anti pcdcstrian movemcnt, their cnoreograpity dcvel
oped goa.., schemes, rulcs, or problcms ercset by silc
choreographer, often with oppurtunitic:, fix random
Jr chance movcment to occur in performance.

WARMING-1 JP AND TRAINING THE BODY

\Vb:1.- traditional dancc techniques arc rejected tiy
many nonliteml and postmodcrn choreographers, thc
dancer's body is still basic equipmcnt. To that equip-
mcnt, thc danccr applies physical principlu of motion
involving gravity, equilibrium, leverage, and forte to
create and develop movcmcnt idcas. Givcn chesc as-
sumptions, thc dancer's first task is to become aware
of thc expressive potcntial of thc body, and to develop
it to realize full expressivc potcntial. Many of thc
skills involvcd in doing this arc "traditional.' tcch-
niques: finding thc body center, aligning the body
segments, lengthening thc ccntral axis, devcloping
strcngth, and increasing rangc of joint motion. Rc.dt
ing the body to thc surounding spacc, cxpanding
peripheral vision, giving and taking wcight, using
gravity and incrtia, scnsing timc, oricnting to fcllow
dancers arc othcr aspccts of thc tcchr que. Gentic
warmups and rclaxation aid the danccr in undcrstand-
ing and condoning thc body. Swcigard's idcokincsis
matcrial 2 thc Laban spacc harmony matcrial,' and thc
Ezrrenieff fundamentals' help develop kinetic intui-
tion and motor logic. Thc ability to usc silence and
stillness, to scnse and communicate degrees of r.ction,
qualitics, or textt. -s is also basic. Laban's effort mate-
rial is espccially hclpfi in helping danccrs develop
these skills.

THE NONLITERAL EXPERIENCE

Improv isation prov ides an Important means of dcvc1
uping thc spuntancity and kIncsthctk- %.haraLtcrisuL
of boih nonliteral and postmodern dame. Whether yr
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In a mirror improvisation with some students
using props and some not, the abstract shapes
help students focus not on their sometimes
embarrassed classmates, but on the evocative
quality of volume and form.

The parachute is an excellent prop for
improvisation. It is large, covering every body
and everything, and it transforms. ,lgroup of

rank begirmers can go into it as people and
come out as moving sculpture.

.,,IfFM119141111
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not the novice dancer accepts the postmodern per-
forming aesthetic, the game-like situatioi characteris-
tic of some nonliteral approaches can enabi- inexperi-
enced dancers to more freely experiment with move-
ment.

Modified contact impros isation is an enjoyable me-
dium for experimentation in pairs. Steve Paxton, who
developed it in 1972 out of experiments with duet
form, sought to discover what happens when partners
give and take weight, lift and carry one another, wres-
tle each other, and give into th floor and gravity in
nonaggressive, gentle ways. Weight transfers can be
initiated from a gesture, such as a handshake, or
social situation such as brawling or social dancing. As
dancers learn to give and take weight, they continu-
ously lose and find balance relative to whatever part of
the body happens to be the supporting one. f hey find
points on the body where a small person can lift or
hold a larger person and communicate to one another
through touch. Passivity, activity and demand, and
esponse also function during the movement ex-

change. Paxton's rules allow dancers to make contact
any-where on the body except the hands. For explora-
tory movement purposes however, using the hands
can provide added security. In addition, a round robin
gives participants experience with a variety of part-
ners. Because contact improvisation is a sensory expe-
rience, it is ir rtant to allow part of the class to
observe the inn _dative, visually interesting movement
which results.' Videotaping is also helpful.

"The Huddle" is similar to contact improvisation.
It is useful in training dancers to give and take
weight, to balance and communicate through touch
and weight shift. As pc-formed by Forti, its developer,
"The Huddle" involves six or seven people who form
a strong web, facing each other, bending forward,
knees slightly bent, arms around each others' waists.
One member breaks free and climbs over Int Huddle,
finding hand and footholds wherevcr possible, joining
the group again on the other ..de. The process con-
tinues as others repeat the climb, one at a time, in no
particular order, so the group must respond through
shifts in weight. The HuddIe can become a living
sculpture, changing shape, moving across the floor,
involving new people in round robin form, or even
adding or losing members to alter the size and shape
of the "object."6

While dramatic development is discouraged, the
dancers' intellect is not. They need to recognize what
sensations result from a given movement. Attending
to details may be easier when individuals improvise
alone. They can alter the position of the spine while
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runnin_ noting the sensory and %isual effect. They
,an execute conventional arm movements while hokl-
ing a rock in each hand, noting the change in sensa-
tion and in movement quality.

Costumes and props also can develop kinesthetic
awareness. A prop becomes an extension of the body,
rather than a decor..tive or narrative object. The ob-
ject and the dancer's body are uniteci. The student
dancer might experiment with rods wi.ich extenii the
length o:t1_ arms while usint, a large c:oth to conceal
the entire_ body. Students can also experiment with a
parachute, spandex fabric lengths or bags, tubular knit
lengths, cardboard barrels or tubes. Anytling in
which the student, or several students, can develop
themselves enables them to explore the kinesthetic os
opposed to visual) dimeriions of movement while at
the same time not being inhibited by what they see
themsels es doing. Making a videotape of the expen-
me;_ation, however, enables students to experience
the movement with props at a later time. Using a
group student obs-rvers who discuss what they have
s en het,. both the observers and the performer(s)
become mon. aware of how to communir.ite through
pure movement.

Students who enjoy' mathematics, statistics, and
number manipulations may find a variation of the
open form and chance techniques of Cunningham
appealing.- The teacher presents six or eight body'
shapes or movements, or for more advanced students,
phras-n of movement. The order in which the ele-
ments are performed is determined by chance, I-,
throwing dice or dealing boards. Each student thus
performs the entire phrase in a 4ifferent order de-
pending on what he or ;he was exalt, and eacl, will
have an individual transitional problem to solve. It is
also instructive for several dancers to perform their
"deal" simultaneously.

The dancer-student interested in fine arts might be
asked to develop bodyshapes for a dance flom obser-
vations of sculpture or painting. Students shot.0 be
careful to see and express the energy within the ob-
jects rather than mare!) replicate the superfici al de-
sign. These forms could be developed to p. vide ma-
terial for the exercise described in the previous para-
graph, or to develop transitions from one energy-
shape to another.

Sketching the eneljes to be used in the movement
phrase can appeal to the art student. Sketching ener-
gies, shapes, orders of movemen ), any helpful "re-
cording" cues, after a directed improvisation session is
extremely useful to all students to sort out and re-
member what did or did not work during the session.



PROCESS DISCUSSION
Once the student has begun to develop s .me confi-
dence in his or her aLvility to create and order move-
ment, traditional composition and aesthetic judgment
become less threatening. Turner argues that tradi-
tional arts elements (unity, variety, contrast, repeti-
tion, transition, climax, balance, sequence, and har-
mony) can be recognized readily in nonliteral dance,
although not all elements need be present for effect:vs.
communication.' That being the case, the instructor
must provide the student with some approaches to
considering the effectiveness of nonliteral choreogra-
phy.

Process discussion :an be very useful as applied to
both the movement product and the choreographic
form. Asking Haw did you develop this dance?" can
encourage students to consider the creative process of
others and to create their own new forms. Asking
"What did you see?" stimulates discussion which un-
covers the disparity between two simultaneous exper-
iences: what the student mad, and what the audience
saw. The purpose of such questions and discussion is
to challenge the students' thinking, encouraging them
to clarify both aesthetic and intellectual values, as well
as to observe the physical strengths and weakness of
the dance. Turner's "Suggested Guide to DLIce Eval-
uation" presents excellent guidelines for evaluative
discussion.°

STUDENTS AS NEW MODERNS
Modern dance, insofar as it is "modelo," defies defi-
nition because it emerges not as a system or tech-
nique, but as a currcnt trend in movP-aent. The early
modern dancers developed their own style, and what
became known as their technique followed from the
necessity of training bodies to perform the choreogra-
phy of that style. It is important to convey a vital and
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fresh approach to modern dance to students if they, in
turn, are to capture their own personal style as it
emergt. .long with their aesthetic preferences, sense
of time, phrasing, eliergy, and shape. It can be said
that a dancer's understanding of personal preferences
leads to a better understanding of the prindples un-
derlying other styles, either enabling the dancer to
perform those styles more precisely' or to provide a
foundation for rejecting a particular style as unsuita-
ble. Assisting students ro develop a personal aesthetic
philosophy and then to realize that philosophy in
choreography should be a plincipal goal of the im-
provisation/composition class. N3nliteral and
postmodern approaches can provide thc for
students with minimal technical ability to discover
how dance becomes art. For both students and in-
struc,ors, curiosity, an open mind, and creatnity are
the foundation for success.
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21. ALL MY GRANDMOTHERS COULD SING: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY AND
INTERGENERATIONAL CHOREOGRAPHY

Josie Metal-Corbin
Roger E. Foltz

"All My Grandmothers Could Sing" wa.. an interdis-
ciplinary and intergenerational choreographic work
that integrated original dance, music, videography,
:wtume, and scenic design with poetry. ...ring the
1984-85 academic year, faculty member, and stu-
dents from five different departments within the Uni-
versity of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO), performers
from the Omaha community and poets from across
the state of Nebraska collaborated tc create original
choreography aad music. The work incorporated
three generations of dancers interpreting selected
poem :. from a collection of poetry, All My Grand-
mot.iers Could Sing, by Neb:askan women.

F-.culty members on a university urban-commuting
campus, such as the University of Nebraska at
Omaha, tend to work in isolation. They do not reach
out to colicect with other disciplines. The interde-
partmental cooperation that flowered in "All My
Grandmothers Could Sing" began with a similar
1983-84 work, "Au Jardin Zoologique," which in-
tergra.cd dance, music, video, and the environment of
the Henry Door ly Zoo of Omaha. Thi, zoo project
was composer W. Kenton Bales' and choreographer
Josie Metal-Corbin's first venture into dance and
origin., music for video and only the second vide-
odance project for videographer Bill Scollon. As a
resul: of this first collaborative effort, we devised a
checklist for future interdisciplinary work, and as "All
My Grandmothers Could Sing" began to evolve, :hese
guidelines proved to be quite helpful.

1. Involve all directors and artistic personnel dur-
ing the conceptual phases of the project.

2. Discuss each collaborator's expectations for
the final product.

3. Gain a working knowledge of each othei's
discipline. Become acquainted with the language
of each arca.
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4. Plot a timetable immediately to allow time for
the creative process, the rehearsals, the videotap-
ing, and the postproduction phaszs.

5 Acquaint dancers, musicians, technicians, and
video crew with all facets of the project so that
they can handle the inevitable changes and artis-
tic compromises that occur in a collaborative
work.

6. Expect the unexpected. Be organized, be pre-
pared, but above all be flexible.

The interdisciplinary and intergenc .al wu-k,
"All My Grandmothers Could Sing," included the
authors Carol Petersen (poet, College of Business Ad-
ministration), Janet Sussman (costume designer, Dra-
matic Arts), Denise Braay (poetry typesetting, Fine
Arts Press), Michael Brooks (scenic designer, Dra-
matic Arts), as well as off-campus member Bill Scol-
lon (videographer, KETV Television). This work was
premiered at thc University's "pring Dance Con Len
by "The M Ning Company ," a performing modern
dance troupe for students under the auspices of the
School of Health, Physical Education, and Recrea-
tion_ In addition to three performances at "The Mos-
ing Company" concert, a videotape of the work
(spcned the Senior Citizens' Celebration Days, Los-
ponsored by UNO's Gerontology Program and thc
East.cin Nebraska Office on Aging.

INTEGRATION OF POETRY

Creating a work reflecting Nebraska or the Great
Plai is region wa a decision made during the project's
developmental phase. Shortly thereafter the Lhoreog-
rapher discovered a recently published collec an of
poems by Nebraskan wo,nen, All My Grandmother,.
Could Sing. Edited by Judith Sornberger k.48;), the
poetry collection captures Nebraskan women s exper-
iences from pioneer days to the present.



Integrating dance with this poetry required that the
choreography be structured to harmonize with the
meaning of the poetry so that the observer would not
be confused by conflicting stimuli.

Elizabeth Hayes cites three approaches to a collab-
oration of this nature. (1) The words may preface the
choreographic work, setting the mood or stating the
purpose of the dance. (2) The spoken word may be
incorporated within the dance by having the dancers
speak the words or by having a choral group or reader
read the poetry. (3) Words and the dance may be
presented simultaneously or alternately. This project
sought to enhance both dance and p ttry without
sacrificing the artistic independence of either one of
these elements.

Br:fore proceeding with the Froject, we sought per-
mission to use the poems from both thc publisher and
the individual poets. Permission was needed not only
for reading the poems during the live performance,
but also for the videotape anl for a Tecial commemo-
rative printing of the poetry by the University's Fine
Arts Press.

WORK WITH THE COMPOSER

Having made the decision to connect dance to a terms
of poems, the choreographer's next step was to decide
on the music for the piece. Often, a choreographer
chooses to use existing music, as it is easier simply to
seek out pieces that suggest the mood of the work and
then tape those selections. The choreographer may
then address other aesthetic and technical aspects of
the project. In this instance, however, the choreogra-
pher believed that the vivid poetic Imagery required
original music to capture the special moods evoked by
each poem.

At this point the authors, having agreed to tl__
possibility of a collaboration, sniched the poetry indi-
vidually, 1onvening later to exchange ideas on the
project's potential. The following Improvisational ses-
sion, in which the authors experimented with variou,
musical ideas and movement phrases. proved to be a
Larmonious way to work out compromises in the Lre-
ative process. Thus they were able to commit , hem-
selves to biweekly n eetings five months before the
premiere of the work to as:.urc that they shared a

"rill My Grandmothers Could Sing"combining dance, poctry, and musicprovided unique upportunity
include older people in a formal danco peormance.
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Collaborative efforts created new understandings of other arts and other geherations.

common cision for each poem, that the music sug-
gested moymcent condouce to dance, and to assure
that th- tempos and timings were possible for the
dancers. -rabsequent sessions enhanced the srtrit of
collaboraton between the choreographer and com-
poser. Planning and agreeing upon methods of work

adcance prevented last minute dance and score
alterations which often take place during the stress of
the final rehearsal week.

FUNDING

As th project began to unfold, it became apparent
that iunding kk ould need to be addressed Since The
Moving Company" operates on a modest imdget,
funding was sought from sec eral sources w ithm the
unic mac , aid from the Omaha ,ommunitc and the
state. Funding was granted from the Unicerst.c Com-
mittee on Research for a cideographer, a music cop
ist, a photographer, - costume construction supeni-
sor, and a scenic 104 member. The Committee also
financed costume fabric, mt,ic cops ing supphes, fine
arts press printing supplies, scenic construction mate-
rads, mid production c xpenses for a professional sound
recording of the musical score.

Senices ranging from secretarial support to facultc
involcement came from the School ot Health, Phcsi-
cal Education and Recreation, Department of NIusic,
Department of Dtamatic Arts, Unwersit. Telecision,
and the Fine Arts Press The College of hducation
and the College of Fine Arts supported honoraria for
the performing musicians and UNO's GerontoloR
Program assisted kk ith the cideotaping. Thc Nebraska
Arts Council awarded a mini-grant to fund .he com-
poser's work

The project's patchwork funding called for a

mo Ind of paperwork bc the choreographer and corn
poser. The process, howece- frustrating, promoted the
project bc bringing it to the attention of more pcopk
These efforts uncoceled additional ideas, in-kind ser-
c ices, and other acenues of finanual support

INTERGENERATIONAL PERFORMERS

Although American society does not hold high expec-
tations for the older performer, three generations o
performeN ranging in age from 18 to 83 c ears trans
fated their experience and the isdn of the aged
Into a vibrant, creative kk ork

Choreographs for the concert stage, traditionalh
designed to exhibit professionallc trained danceis,
should not be !mutt Ito the few elite performcts The
creatice and expressice powers of modern dance t an
procide an encironment torough people of ail
ages can probe memories atid present feehngs. As
Missmne and Loren/en rf 82 ) hate obseiced, al
though older peopk suffer decreasing strength, tnrg
kw!, and sensor% pOM r, thec bring the gift of Alt.11

ulated experience and knowledge of the kk or! d and
of themseh es to a kk ork of art 'Pot, atialh, thec bace
cue most to S.3% about what it means to be human
While older people mac engage in recrt.ational folk,
social, square, or ballroom dance, onli, a few program,
include them in a mal peiformance

Obseners !woe noted that choreograph( rs and
audiences gm . anprecedented emphasis to the toni
raw( aspc.ct of dance, are demanding more tet
cal clrroositc from performers Ile fools on the
dancer as a technician reflects a narrow clew of dame



art and affords to only a few the privilege of perform-
ing. "All My Grandmothers Could Sing" took a
broader view of dance. It attempted to discover the
technical as well as expressive movement potential of
the older dancer and to develop choreography that did
not compromise the art, but rather expanded the
scope of performance. By choreographie design, this
project used gestures and natural movements of older
adult performers as a basis ior parts of the choreo-
graphic structure and der-lopment.

The intergenerationa, toreography provided both
the performers and tbe audience an opportunity to
view one another as individuals, rather than in age-
defined categories of "under 30" or "over 65." It
created an environment suitable for observing, discov-
ering, and appreciating the special contributions of
each age to the project.

VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTION

As planning for "All My Grandmothers Could Sing"
progressed, the videographer began to attend rehears-
als and to design the videotape which was shot during
the final rehearsal week. The special qualities of the
videoclose-ups, juxtapositions of ire-ges, and slow
motionenabled the videographer to experiment
with a new perspective on the dance. Follow shots,
posterization, and other video digital effects were in-
tegrated into the final editing.

To prepare for the video production, the composer
conducted a recording ac a professional studio with
the flutist, clarinetist, harpist, and pianist. This tape
provided not only the soundtrack for the videotape
but also an accurate musical score at technical re-
hearsals until musicians were incorporated into the
work.

Because the budget permitted only two rehearsals
with the musicians, the dancers and musicians did not
perform together until the final dress rehearsal. Fortu-
nately the dancers had to adjust only to minor tempo
alterations.

Often dancers do n t have the luxury of working in
finished costumes and with a completed set before
technical rehearsals. Advance planning minimized
these last-minute complications, as the costume de-
signer and the scenic and lighting designer had spent
time with t,.2 choreographer during the conceptual
stages of the work. Th poetry also was inserted dur-
ing this technical week. The transitions from poetry
to dance to poetry throughout the work were critical
to keep the piece connectea and flowing. A distin-
guished area actress from the 0m4lia Community
Playhouse, with fifty years of acting experience, incor-
porated the poetry easily into the total work.
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LEARNING COLLABORATIVELY
The authors' experience with other artistic projects
taught them that creators of art art not neceAarily the
most objective evaluators of their own efforts. Thus
they were persuaded that outside evaluators should be
secured to analyze the overall artistic merit of the
project. But just as the creators of the art work are not
always reliable critics, neither are friends and col-
leagues. The choreographer and composer therefore
asked representatives from the arts community to
evaluate the concert performance of "All My Grand-
mothers Could Sing." The critics used adjudication
criteria forms adapted from one developed by the
Educational Testing Service and used by the dance
component of the National Arts Award in /980.

On a i to 5 scale (5 is highest achievement), the
panel gave the production 4.75. They agreed that the
many facets of the production came together as a
single artistic statement. They suggested further
"tightening," and dome of their ideas were incorpo-
rated in the videotape editing and postproduction.

Over 600 people viewed "The Moving Company'
performances and about 250 saw the vi,...eotape at the
Senior Citizens' Celebration als. Broadcast twice on
"Omaha Weekly," a magazine show on the univer-
sity's educational channel, and cablecast three times
during the summer and fall of 1985 on the local cable
channel, the taj helped increase the number of indi-
viduals able to experience "All My Grandmothers
Could Sing" to an estimated 30,000. In a metropoli-
tan area of under 500,000, an audience of 30,000 is
significant for an artistic event such as this.

Performers indicated that "All My Grandmothers
Could Sing," a success on another dimension,
brought together 30 individuals, many of wnom did
not know one another This endeavor stimulated a
deeper understanding of other disciplines and a re-
spect for the older performer.

The meetings, time, funding, and frustrations all
take a heavy toll in such an undertaking, but the
benefits of throwing oneself into areas previously not
visited is rewarding and enriching. Both the in-
tergenerational and interdisciplinary aspects of the ex-
perience enable one no, only to develop new under-
standings of other arts and other generations, but to
gain new insights into sdf and art.
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22. DANCE IN A COLLEGE TELEVISION ST1 IMO

Nelson D. Neal

Choreographing, prod,.,:ing, and directing dance in a
college or university television studio is quite different
from a "normal" college dance concert or from the
e!aborate "Dance In America" productions aired on
PBS. A few of the problems that may arise and their
resolutions are examined here to help the choreogra-
pher who wants to take on the challenge of a produc-
tion in a college television studio.

INTERPRETING DANCE FOR TELNVISION

The choreographer and the television director must
arrive at a performance interpretation of the selected
dance or dances. Who chooses the interpretation? Do
both parties contribute equally to these decision r
are there conditions where one party supersedes ie
interpretation determines sc .h things as how tr,ay
dancers will be on camera at any given time; when a
group or a soloist will be on camera; when the action

Als for closeups or long shots; and when the action
->uld be viewed from the sides rather than straight
in the front.

In the theater these points are less important be-
cause the audience is stationary and sees the dance
from only one angle. Also, the audience can look at
any or all parts of the dance, even if three different
things are happening at the same time. When watch-
'ng dance on television the audience may only view
that part of the dance that the camera is showing. If
the television director can have some knowledge of
the dance and if he can be exposed to some of the
re..earsals bei-,re the gioup comes to the television
stilt. a, the interpretation of the dance will be some-
what easier.

When deciding which dancers should be on cam-
era, the choreographer will know who carries the
action or conveys the essence of the dance and should
make the necessary decisions so the dance flows
smoothly. The television director will know la hich
methods to use, closeups, shots from the side, or long
shots and those aspects that will best kee 't viewer's
attention_ Both choreographer and di,c.,or should
know something of the other's profession so they can

work together with a better understanding for the
total production.

THE ROLE OF THE CAMERA

Another question regarding interpretation is the role
of the camera. Is the camera to be a participant in the
dance, or a mere recorder of events? If the latter is the
case then the camera(s) will probably be stationary
and only the head of the camera will move, pan, to
follow the action. Unless the dance is a solo, the shots
will mostly be long shots to cover all of the action that
takes place throughout the production. This may
cause the dance to lose its appeal as a stage piece and
some of its three-dimensionality when viewed on the
television screen.

If the camera is used to its full potential, it can
merge with the dance, not for special effects, but to
keep the dance as alive on t!-- television semen as it
w-uld have been on the stage. For example, when a
dancer leaps across the proccnium stage, the audience
can easily see the heigh . he/she attains in relation to
the other dancers, props, or curtains. To enhance
these leaps on television the caine:a should view the
daacer from below stage level te give the necessary
illusion of leaping high (Figure 1 k). A camera shot
from above the stage allows more stage arca to be seen
but any aerial movements will look flat (Figure IB).
Unfortunately most college television studios do not
bave a pit, like an orchestra pit, in which to set the
cameras. The next best thing is :o pedestal down and
lower the camera. By viewing the dancer at eye level
any aerial movements will look better than they would
if viewed from above.

SIMULATING THE TELEVISION STUDIO

The amount of space for dancing is another problem.
Mar.-, college dance companies practice in studios
that are s.naller than their performance areas. Chore-
ographers and ilar..ers have become accustomed to
dancing to the wall knowing they must be prepared to



Figure M. A camera angle from below stage level give4
the illusion of great height while the dancr- leaps across
the stage.

fill the concert stage. The opposite is true when pre-
paring for a television production, the space will prob
ably be smaller than the dance studio. To prepare for
th. smaller space, secure the measurements of the
television studio and figure how much space each
camera will need for ita movement when viewing the
dance (Figure 2). Mark off the same space in the
dance studio and the positions of the cameras so
chairs or other objects may be placed in thoae posi-
tions. This will help prepare :.fie dancers for the pro-
duction space and they will feel more comfortable
when they dance in the television studio.

Be sure the rlancers understand that the lines show
not only where the walls arc but the camera's field of
view. T camera's field of view is in the shape of a
triangle uith the point at the lens of the camcra and
the base farthest away from the camera (Figure 3).
This is exactly opposite of the proscenium stage
where the widest area is downstage and the narrowest
is upstage. Dancers must keep their ...ms, bodies, and
heads, as well as their feet, inside the lines or the
camera will only view part of their body.'

Dancers also need to know that if the television
crew says move right or left they are referring ,o the
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Figure 1B. A camera angle from above stage level
makes any aerial movement look flat or low.

camera's right or left, not the dancer's. This is a
minor point but it makes a big diterence on camera if
he dancer moves the wrong way and ends up out

the picture.

With a limited amount of space the dancers may
have to minimize some portions of the dance. Leaps
may have to be shorter tnd lower and movements that
carry the dancer acros -he stage may have to move
along the diagonal. If th clanc ,. called f ,r 14 dancers
and the space dictates 12 dancers the choreographer
will need to make some changes, especially if the
dance is being reconstruct i for tekvision, rather
than a new piece specifically d .eographed for tele-
vision.

The choreographer may find that just as the num-
ber of dancers had to be decreased the dance may
have to be scaled down for the small television studiu.
One large circle may have to be two smaller circles, or
one long line may have to be tv,o or three short lines.
Hopefully the choreographic form vi ill not have to be
altered. The choreographer need not worry about the
dance appearing small, scaled down, or minimal be-
cause of the nature of television. On television even

9 ;
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Figur: 2. The television studio space here would be marked off in
the dance studio. The area inside the dotted line is the dance space,
with the positions of the props marked. The Ishaped lines coming
from the cameras illudrate the camera's field of view.

the smallest movements and gestures can seem large
because of the zoom lenses on the ca.neras.

Th, camera will also pick up all tracts of self-
conscious movement, the head shaking or a hand
pushing . hair out of the eyes, that are not planr...td
or choreographed.' These movements that may not
show up on the stage will becaptured by the can- -a
for all the viewers to see.

There will most likely be a monitor in the studio,
and the dancers will be able to see themselves during
the perform; nce. The dancers must learn not to move
their eyes toward the monitor during production, be
cause the camera will pick this small move-tent up.

If props are used they w ill take up some of the
dance space and, therefore, should be kept small. The
camera optics will make the props appear large.

CHOOSING DANCE COSTUMES

The costumes for the dance should be chosen Lare
fully. The colors, if there are more ..han one, of each
costume should not have too much contrast. If a
costume is half black and half white the contrast
between these two colors is so weat that the camera
will not be able to keep a clear image. The reason for
this is due to the amount of light reflected by the

Figure 3. A camera with a zoom lens range of
10.1 can cover an area 15 feet wide from a
distance of 20 feet. Downstage would be near-
est the camera where the space is narrow. This
is just the opposite on a proscenium stage where
the downstage area is wide. (Taken from
Television Production Handbook, Herbert
Zettl, 1976.)

different colors. Tr to choose colors that blend to-
gether rather than those that clash or coutrast too
heavily. The fighting technician or the director can
advise on the color contrast ratio so this p-oblem .nay
be avoided.

REHEARSAL TIME

The amount of time the dancers can spend in the
television studio for Jehearsal and produLtion will be
limited. Your company probably has a set rehearsal
time but the college television studio may not be
available at the same hour. Many college dam& wm-
panies have evening rehearsals, but the people who
run the college television studio, the eleuricians and
technicians, are probably nine to five workers who
would have to be paid extra for late night rehearsals, if
they can come at all. You may find that 45 minutes
here and 30 minutes there is the best you can do.

Rehearsal and production time become extremely
aluab.e in the studio. It w ill help if the lighting can

be set before the dancers come so only minor adjust-
ments would hav- to be made prior to the videotaping
-)f the production. Bear in mind that speLial lighting
e.iects may not work in the college suidio. If the light
level is not bright enough for the camera to pick up a
, 'car image, the lines of .he dancers's body will not be
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sharp and the dance will not look good nu matter how
well it is danced. You can now understand why the
rehearsal in the dance studio simulating the television
studio space and camera positions is so important.

To save time have the camera crew, who will prob-
ably be students from a television production class,
come to your rehearsals so they can become familiar
with the dance or dances. This allows the crew an
opportunity to prepare to follow the actiov with the
camera. It is difficult enough for a nonprofess. lal
camera crew to follow quick movements they are fa-
miliar with, let alone something they have never seen
before. To aid the student camera crew at your re-
hearsal cut a hole in a piece of paper :-.o they can view
the dance as they would see it on tH camera
viewfinder. After the television director and the chor-
eographer have figured out a preliminary script, tell-
ing which camera is on at what time, they shouid give
this information to each camera operator to study.
This will give the crew a better feel for the flow of the
dance and their role in the production.

Since the camera crew can concentrate on their
shots, the director and the choreographer have more
time to spend with the technical director, the person
who works the console that switches shots from one
camera to another. The technical director, a major or
graduate student in television, can only practice the
switching techniques in the television control room.
Any changes that the director or choreographer feels
need to be made in the switching techniques ran be
tried during subsequent videotapings. All of this al-
lows for more efficient use of time while the dancers
are in the television studio. Anything that can be
done to reduce the studio rehearsal time will allow

Figure 4. The different camera positions
that might be used for a production are
illustrated iere. With only two cameras

working, one camera would have to cover
positions 1R, 1, and 2 while the other

camera would have to cove.. positions 2, 3,
and 3L. Note that R and L refer to the

right and left of the ^amera, not the dancer.

more time to %ideutape the pruduLtion and g t the
best possible results.

PREPARING FOR THE UNEXPECTED
There are some problems that catch you unprepared.
For example, the production crew has practiced with
three cameras for the dance but a few days Lsefore th:
production one camera breaks down and can not be
repaired. Many camera shots will have to be changed
before the dance can be videotaped. Where there were
three cameras with minimal movement tl,^rt_: will be
two cameras that have to be moved frequel ly (Figure
4). The script must be rewritten so the -elevison di-
rector can tell the technical director the new order for
switching cameras. Because of the careful preplanning
the productions will still be a success. This or any
unexpected problem that may arise is a good learning
experience for the students of the television class as
well as the dancers and the choreographer.

A lot of work is involved in any dance production
but because of the technical equipment involved in a
television production more preparation time i neces
sary. The more time the choreographer and dancers
have to become familiar with the workings of tele-
vision and the television crew has to become familiar
with the dance, the better the chances arc for success
ful rehearsals and productions in the college television
studio.

'Grossman, Peter V, "Talking with Merce Cunningham About
Video." Dance Scope, Vol 13, No. 2 & 3. 1979, p. 58.

Neal, Nelson D., "Early Televison Dance," Dance Scope, Vol
13, No. 2 & 3. 1979, p. 53
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The education of the ats',nce is a vitalfactor in the development ofgoals for dance. 4esthetic awareness and skilled

viewing can be taught, so that instead ofadopting someone else's impression of a dana concert, the individual can

percerve, analyze, and evaluate pelormance and thus experience an active interaction with the art form
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SECTION VI

PATHWAYS FOR PERCEIVING, EL AlINING, AND
EXPRESSING: ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM

Audiences often hare difficulty finding an entrance point from which an understanding and appre...i.vion
for dance can proceed. This perennial dilemma still captures the attention of dance educators. Focusing
on the central issues of viewing the dance performance, we have come to understand that aesthetic
awareness and skilled viewing Lan be taught. Instead of adopting some one elses impression of the
dance, sequential experie.nces in perceiving, analyzing, and evaluating support an active, indiridual
interaction with the art form.

The need to participate fully in the art experience, involving ones ability to think critically, is thc.
decisive issue addressed by these aJthors. Understanding the aesthetic premises for a dance Invokes the
separation of the choreography from its interpretation by a company or a danc, which makes possible
the identification of important features of style within the work and within the genre of dance. The
content of the dance is differentiated from the formal properties of composition. This form of critical
thinking empowers the audience member to see r ir idly, analyze perceptively, understand prsonally, and
appreciate openly.

These writers have illuminated the relerant domains of perception that the audience member exper
iences. Thus is emphasized how the iudience comes to learn how to identify experience as a personal
interaction with life, for perception involves interaction with past knowledge. The analysis of aesthetiL
experience culminates in a process of valuing. It is at this point du the trained viewer, the critic, sc.tps
into the picture. Understanding the role of the critic in the impress of the slance on the mind, the
building of lasting images, is an important layer in the total dance experience. f ultimate concern is the
en ichment of the audience's experiences in dance.

It is this concern whEch marks a turning point during this era of writing, one that acknowledged and
embraced the education of the audience as a vital factor in the derelopment of goals for dance. Focused
directly non the dance work as a movement text, with the dance work as the product of a chore()
graphic investigation, writers addressel this topic from rarious vantage points. Each of the authors in
this collection transcended philosephi_al discussion, pointing toward a practical interchange of the
principles applicable to all levels of dance education.
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23. A DEFINITION OF DANCE CRITICiall

Suzanne Shelton

Dance criticism is a misunderstood art. Everyone has
a version of what a dance critic shodd be. publicist,
cheerleader, litterateur, adviser, consumer guide. Eve
rynne has his own favorite myth. dancc critics are
frustrated dancers, dance critics arc powcr brokers,
dancc critics arc parasites on the dance community.
Even dancc critics misunderstand themse;yes. Theirs
is a profession in search of an identity, an art form
that is constan redefining itself.

Any definition of dancc criticism must begin with
its hybrid nature. Fundamentally, dancc criticism is a
Llcrid of perception, analysis, and expression. It re-
quires equal parts seeing, understanding, and commu-
nicating. Above all, it is a participatory art in which
the seer intcracts with the seen.

An essential requirement for dance criticism is an
acute and eye. Visual perception is a skill devel-
oped aver time. Dance critics m 1st work to hone their
perceiving eye, learning to distinguish minute grada-
tions in weight, and subtle shifts in space, titre, and
dynamics. Critics must develop a visual memory and
accurate observation, irvortant tools in an a'a form as
ephemeral as dance. Deborah Jowitt, a r .Ied critic
and teacher, sometimes asks her students to minutely
observe and reccunt a particular movement episode or
to maintain a daily diary of recorded perceptions. She
has been known to ask a group of critics simply to
write a detailed description of t. A room in which they
are meeting, relishing the widely varied results which
always demonstrate that perception, even of the same
object, is essentially subjective. This subjectivity of
perception is dance criticism's strength. The finest
practitioners of the .irt invite the reader into their own
puceptual processes. The leader enjoys the intelplay
of dance movement and the critical mind. The richer
the movement and rhz livelier the recording mind, the
more stimulating the dance criticism is apt to be.

In addition to keen perception, a secoa4 require
ment for dance criticism is analytical skill. A dance
critic's subjec is movemtnt, he or she trust know of
what movement is made. Eacn critic finds or fashion3
his or her owr analytical apparatus. For ex..mple,
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Marcia B. Siegel, A distinguished oance ritel, hab
'oeen trained in the Effort. Shape system of movement
analysis. Be....use she can identify minute gradations
of force, subdivisions of time, and the mutable proper-
ties of spacc, she can pinpoint exactly w hat happcns
in a movement sequence. Other cricks rely on a
knowledge of particular dance techniqua,
ogy, or other movement theories, but some grasp of
thc component carts of the movement is essential.

Putting analytical skills to work, a critic learns to
separate the componer cs of a dance experience. For
example, through familiarity with a given work of
choreography a critic can appreciate thc ways in
which int/ ..'"ormance alter a dancc. A classi-
cal ballet do... as Swan Lake can be perceived as a
roomy housc through whic;i a dancer moves, adding
personal touchcs, sometimes even ,-,.:arranging the fur-
niture. The "house" more or less remains the same,
though any renovatitm sparks reams of critical a en-
ment. In the case of contemporary dance, the analyt;-
cal ground shifts. Most contemporary dance !mpha-
.izes process over produc, )nd the critic may be
rap 'red to evaluate a co....cantly changing quantity,
both in terms of choreography and performance. The
critic must b.: ready to meet each dance on its own
terms and to appiy ?nrdytical skills fairly a. i intelli-
gently.

In many ways, the analy,ica: skills required of a
dance -:tic are ardogous to those of an anthropulo
gist. E dance encounter is a foray into a distinct
world w:th its own language, custo , and logic. And
like anthropologists, .lance critics rmst be awar
they are et another elem. the dance event. In
other words, they murt Yid thcmsr.' watching
the dance. For example, as a critic watutes the bane.
Giselle, he or she must try to per_eive and analyae
what is happening onstage, vi.a. is the story at work,
how is it being expressed, what movement clues pry.
adc informatioa. Groping fron, perception to analy
sis, critics must also monitor their biases and percap
tions. Is the critic unconvinced of Giselk's sin( zrity



because twentieth centPry eyes simply cannot con.
pute a woman fleeing a man, yet leaving a hand
trailing behind for him to grasp? Biases are usually
even subtler, and the critic's job is to recogni..e, but
not necessarily rem-. e, them. In this way, dance criti
cism is as much an act of self-discovery as it is a dance
discovery.

Once a dance critic has sharpened his or her
perceptual and analytical skills, he or she must then
be able ,..o communicate, usually through writing. A
good wl.ter is not necessarily a good dance writer.
The skills required include a keen sense of rhythm, a
rkh vocabulary of action words, a knowledge of tech-
nical language tempered by judgment, and the ability
to translate a four-dimensional art form into linear
prose. Dry, stilted, or leaden prose addressed to dance
seems a contradiction in terms. Among the most t d-
ented communicators in the profession are Laura Sha-
piro, who manages to maintain the bright stylistic
veneer favored by Newsweek while orchestrating a
deep and rich confluence ef thinking underneath;
Deborah Jowitt, whose warn, and expansive writing in
The Village Voice contains the most accurate move-
ment description found; Arlene Croce of The New
Yorker, whose pristine castles of prose are as fascinat-
ing as the subjects they address; Marcia B. Siegel, wao
writes clearly, with subtlety and style while probing
the truth of an issue; JoPri Ross Acocella, who has
brainpower to spare and leads her Dancemagazine
reader through a gay and witty romp.

The practice of dance criticism is never as neat as
its theorks. The pressures are real, the issues some-
times clo-Kled, the decisions difficult to make. One
key deci. on critics must make is to whom or for
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whom they are writing. Some critks aspire to serve as
a second pair of eyes for their readers. Others want CO
serve the dance community. Still others kand these are
often found in daily newspapers) see thenbekes as
consumer guides, there to advise readers how to spend
their entertainmt nt dollar. Yet others emision them-
selves as power lwokers, promoting this or that career
or company, influencing institutional policies, ap-
pending themsekes to the economic apparatus sur-
rounding the arts.

Theories about dance criticism also pale when
working conditions are less than ideal. Today most
American dance critics are underpaid, overedited, and
underemployed. An extra burden is borne by those
critics who work in areas where dance events are few
and frequently mediocre; k is difficult to sharpen
one's skills on a scarce or shoddy product.

In spite of the difficulties, dance criticism is defin-
ing itself as a profession and an art. American critics,
mindful of dance criticism tradition fostered by such
writers as John Martin and Edwin Denby, joined in
the early 1970s to found a national Dance Critics
Association which offers important opportunities for
dance critic education. Anthologies of writing by
American dance critics have been published. A few
American universities now offer dance criticism in
their curricula.

Why, one might ask, does anyone want to see dance
filtered through another mind? In other words, are
dance cricks really necessary? The answer is an eye
more skilled and a mind more fertile can be capable of
prolonging the moment of dance for the enjoyment
and enlightent :nt of others.
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24. AN AESTHETIC FRAMEWORK FOR DANCE

Chrystelle Trump Bond

Although there are exceptions, ir osneral dancers,
choreographers, teachzrs and dance critics are knowl-
edgeable in applied dance and dance theory, and aes
theticiaas are knowledgeabk in aesthetic theory. One
group does not speak the language of the edit-, and
vice versa, resulting in less than desirable communica-
tion between these vital sections of the dance commu-
nity. This article is based on the premise that a blend
of knowledge in dance and aesthetic theory is not only
desirable but essential to the effectiveness of dancers,
teachers, choreographers, critics, and aesthetkians.

A second premise is that a knowledge of aesthetic
concepts and an application of these concepts to pro-
cesses of perception, analysis, and evaluation of a
dance performance, should be placed within a histori-
cal and cultural context. As seen within this context,
the evolution of dance aesthetics provides evidence for
aesthetic differences between a variety of dance styles.

THE AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE

The aesthetic experience of watching a dan...e
performance is a two-phase process. The first phase is
internalobserving how the dancers make body
shapes while carving rhythmic and spatiai patterns on
the floor in group relationships with other dancers. It
is thrilling to see the Aructure and the function of the
dance unfold as the dancers bring the work to life. By
being open to the movemeat exper:ence, and looking
at and responding to the movement, the dance can be
experienced kinesthetically, isually, emotionally, and
aurally.

The second phase is externalthe inner experience
o: the observer is analyzed, translated, and verbalized
into an articulated aesthetic framework. Aesthetic
concepts provide tools to perceive the movement, ana
lyze what actually happened, communicate the re
sponse, and organize the details by which valie ;udg
ments of the performance can be made.

What is an aesthetic experience? According the
late John Martin, former dance critic of Afle Sew
York Times, an aesthetk experience is when the art
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work "does something to you" (Rothschilc'i, 1968, p.
,4.0). It was his contention that an aesthetic, experience
usually is associated with perceiving beauty. Martin's
definition of beauty is, "Beauty is something that
happens in you when your requirements of form have
been satisfied" (Rothschild, 1968, p. 39).

Can all dance be perceived in the same way? Can
aesthetic criteria be appropriate for ballet, modern
dance, and jazz? According to Selma Jeanne Cohen,

. . . thinking that all dance can be perceived
in the same way, that standards of right and
wrong are identical fw all dances, even when
their utterly distinctive styles should warn the
observer that similarly distinctive criteria may be
in order. Because such a straitjacket approach
tends to lead to the dismissal of whatever does
not fit the predetermined formula, it ckses the
eyes to many delights (Cohen, 1982, pp. viiviii).

This dismissal can be exemplified by the ballet dancer
turning her nose up at work of Martha Graham, or a
Graham disciple calling all ballet elitist and decadent.

FORM AND CON rENT

The fo:lowing definitions of aesthetk concepts and
aesthetic -.riteria can be used to form rational value
judgments:

Dance is human movement which is designed in
time, ..pace, and quality of motion. The medium and
substance of dance is movement. The artistic instru-
ment of dance is the human body.

Dance is a fine art when the primary function of
dance is for the theatrical entertainment and,Or ben,fit
of an audience. Dance is a folk art when the primary
function of dance is for self-entertainment and. c.
benefit of the performer. The folk art of dance and
the fine art of dance are extreme points along a con-
tinuum inding dance.. events that are combinations
of entertainmen, and benefits for both performer and
audience in varjing degrees. Throughuut the histori-
cal and Lultural development of dance, there appears



to be an on-going revitalizing exchange between the
folk art of dance and the fine art of dance.

The form of dance is the structure of the dancethe
house in which the dance lives. Form is the external
structure which organizes the dance. Some examples
are: the three-par form, ABA; the multiple rondo
form, ABACAD+ coda; the narrative form which
takes its organization from the development of char-
acterization and dramatic plot; or the dance suite
form which combines and contrasts two or more simi-
lar but different dances which work organically as a
compound unit.

The form of dance is determined b) the finction of
the dance as deemed by the choreographer's approach.
The function of dance is its raison d'etre. Based on
the premise emotion evokes motion and motion
evokes emotion, the choreographer may sekct to ap-
proach the dance emphasizing primarily the emo-
tional/character/dramatic content. Or the choreogra-
pher may select to emphasize primarily the motion-
pure movement content.

Regardless of which emphasis the choreographer
selects to use, there will always be a blend of the
emotional and the pure movement design because of
the very nature of dance. With the human body as the
artistic instrument, there will always be emotional
overtones even in the most conscientious attempt for
pure movement design. And vice versa, in the n..,st
conscientious attempt to do only emotional content,
the artistic instrument will always be creating designs
in a three-dimensional medium of time, space, and
quality of motion.

Form follows function ic an underlying aesthetic
principle of the definitions stated above. Form also
intludes the internal structure of the dance, which can
include tly: general ways a choreographer chooses to
organize his or her (1) movement materials (theme,
manipulation, development), (2) variations of the
movement materials, and (3) abstraction of gesture
and/or natural human movement stripping it down to
its basic ingredients. There are other ways of organiz-
ing, such as task orientations as used by post-modern
dancers, and chance methods as exemplified in some
of Merce Cunningham's works. Cunningham and the
post-moderns rebelled against theme, abstraction, ma-
nipulation, and development as the only ways of or-
gamzing structures. They also rebelled against func-
tions and content for dance used by artists Martha
Graham and Doris Humphrey (among others), result-
ing in the creation of a new aesthetic.

Through the process of abstraction one can achie-e
symbolism and meaning through gestures, rituals, ar-
chetypical characters, and myths. Abstraction plays a
part of the creative process in which a choreographer
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improvises with natural gestures and locomotive pat-
terns used in everyday lifethe signs of character,
feelings, and emotions in the real world. Then, by
abstraction or alterations of movement, the choreog-
rapher gives the everyday movement a more perceiv-
able shape in space, time, and quality. By the very act
of distortion, elongation, condensation, and expansion
the movements can be enhanced, intensified, and styl-
ized. Abstraction transforms pedestrian movement
into symbolic movement creating an aesthetic illusion.
The abstracted movement, transformed into an aes-
thetic object, is based in reality, but belongs in the
nonreal world of illusion on the theatrical stage.

Content is defined as the subject matter and mean-
ing of the dance. One dance can have the content of
movement design for the sake of movementthere
being no meaning beyond the movement itself; it is
meant to be enjoyed for its own sake without a story
line. Another dance caa have the content of a certain
mood and/or emotion with a character expressing
attitudes and feelings as a dramatic plot unfolds.

STYLE

Style refers to the personal treatment of form as mani-
fested in the dancer's style, the choreographer's style,
the ethnic/national style, and in the stylization such
as the ballet, jazz, or modern dance. The aesthetic
concept of style is based on the premise suggested by
Cohen that there should be distinctive criteria for
distinctive styles to avoid the straitjacket approach.
Application of an aesthetic criteria to a dance
performance also necessitates being knowledgeable of
aesthetic differences between a variety of dance styles
within a historical, cultural context.

For example, classical ballet reflects cultural values
of western Europe between the sixteenth and nine-
teenth centuries. The roots of ballet were formulated
in court dances of the Renaissance and Romantic
ballet reflected the impact Romanticism had on dance
and other arts in the nineteenth century. By contrast,
the American modern dance reflects American cul-
tural values during the twentieth century.

The aesthetic beauty of classical ballet, with its set
code of steps, set rules of execution, pointe shoes,
lightness, denial of gravity, and regal elegance, are
manifestations of the lifesides of kings and queens in
European monarchies from the Renaissance through
Romantic periods. During the Renaissance in Europe,
there was a rebiith of interest in the classical arts of
ancient Greece during its golden age in fifth century
B.C. Classical ballet developed out of the Apollonian
aesthetic concepts laid down by the ancient Greeks,
such as balance, props. tion, harmony, control, tPpose,
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symmetry, order, restraint, and perfection of tech-
nique. All of these became aesthetic valueswhat was
considered beautiful and desirable by the aristocracy
and royalty living during the Renaissance. These aes-
thetic values, which paralleled social, economic, and
political values of the time, developed into a set code
of steps and rulcs of deportment appropriate for the
desirable lifestyle at that time.

These codes developed into an aesthetic tradition
which evolved during the Baroque and Romantic peri-
ods. These aesthetic values became the foundation for
the development of the classical ballet training based
on a tradition which stressed regal elegance, grand
carriage, absolute control of the body, perfection of
skill, symmetrical balance anti the idealization of the
human body. The desire to deny gravity and fly
through space was aided by the invention of the
pointe shoe which occurred whcn Romanticism had
an impact on ballet during the nineteenth centug.
This new style demanded an artistic instrument of a
superhuman body with long torso, legs, neck, and
arms, which enhanced and displayed to best advan-
tage the long classic ballet line. This Apollonian aes-
thetic demanded a certain body type that could render
a classical ballet style clearly and beautiftilly, one
which could deny gravity and the body's weight, one
which could deny the stress, strain, and sweat of real-
ity. The aesthetic of ballet, therefore, is based on the

illusion of an extraordinary body that moves elegantly
in most unnatural ways with perfect skill and extreme
ease.

THE FLUIDITY OF AESTHETIC CONCEPTS

Style, form, and content of art change as culture
changes. At the beginning of the twentieth century,
automobiles, airplanes, telephones, electricity, radios,
motion pictures, the women's movement, and ither
social and technological changes in America reflected
a changing American lifestyle and culture. New aes-
thetic, social, political, and economic values became
part of American culture as Americans coped with life
in the fast changing world. Modern dance developed
in America in rebellion against the imported classical
ballet styk from Europe. European classical ballet did
not meet the expressive needs of the American people
who were living through the drastic changes from
World W. I to World War II. A similar rebellion
occurred in Germany resulting in the development of
German modern dance.

Isadora Duncan, Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shaw n,
Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, and Charles
Weidman were some of the trail blazers who created
an alternative to ballet that could meet the new anxie
ties, lifestyles, and expressiy: needs of Americans.
These dance pioneers threw away the ballet tutus,

Modern dance meets the new anxieties, lifestyles, and expressive needs of twentieth-century American.. Pfreet the
bodies, spirits, and mind, of the dancers and makes dance an affirmation of self and life. (Nikolait Dance Theatre)
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The classical ballet grew out
of the Renaissance courts and
constitutes an aesthetic based
on regal elegance, verticality,
lietness, and Appolonian
aesthetic concepts of
symmetry, order, and
harmony.

*-1

codififd steps, the traditional classical line, a f.d re-
placed the toe shoe with bare feet in order to get in
touch with the ground and reality. They threw away
the soft flowing lyricism of ballet and replaced it with
tension filled twists and contractions of the torso.
Angular percussive movement of the limbs and synco-
pated jagged rhythms of early modern dance better
expressed the anxieties of contemporary life.

Modern dancers were more coacerned with the
emotion behind thc steps than with the perfection of
skill while doing the steps, as previously emphaFaed
by ballet. Modern dancers gave into gravity showing
the heaviness of the body weight. Modern dancers
were not trying to show off perfection of skill and
idealization of the human body, rather they were
showingon purposethe imperfection of human-
kind. Modern dancers wanted to show the stress,
strain, and sweat of their art and life. Their dance
style was based on realities of life which made it new
and relevant to contemporary life. There was no fixed
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order as previously prescribed in ballet choreography
of the nineteenth century. Each modern dance chore-
ographer was free to create in his or her own individ-
ual style dictated by the emotion from within the self.

There was a new aesthetic, a new sense of beauty
found in what wzs formerly considered ugly. Modern
dance was gutsy and grounded in reality. Ea.ly mod-
ern dance was about things in the life of real people
who wc ':ed for a living rather than based on courtly
airs of the Renaissance, or court politics of the Ba-
roque, or enchanted swans of the Romantic periods.
Modern dancers based their works cn the ideas of the
dance rather than the t-daibition of perfect technique.
Modern dancers learned to dance frcm the inside out.
They freed bodies, spirits, and minds in their new
dance styles, which was for them an affirmation of sdf
and life.

It, is not .ituation of ballet or modern dance being
right or wrong, merely difierent aesthetic values
which, in turn, creates a different sense of beauty. An
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individual may have a preference of one dance style
over the other. This is appropriate because the inher-
ent aesthetic values vary from style to style. Aesthetic
differences between classical ballet and modern dance
must be considered when observing a dance perform-
ance, so that the appropriate aesthetic criteria can be
applied when evaluating the respective dance -tyle.
Obviously, in 1987, there are many aesthetic varia-
tions within the ballet and modern styles which both
have evolved into complex mutations by highly indi-
vidual choreographic approaches by individual artists.
The coraemporary ballets choreographed by the late
George Balanchinc, Eliot Feld, Arthur Mitchell, Rob-
ert Jaffrey, and Peter Martins and the modern works
by Twyla Tharp, Alvin Ailey, and Paul Taylor all have
their ov:n individual aesthetic values as manifested in
their respective works.

AESTHETIC VALUES
A working knowledge of the aesthetic values of each
choreographer as well as the aesthetic values inherent
in a variety of dance styles is necessary when evaluat-
ing a dance performance. Criteria for evaluating a
dance performance in terms of the choreographer,
dancers, and artistic direcz.:n should include questions
such as the following:

Choreographer
1. What was the choreographer's approach? Was

the approach clear, rational, and consistent?
2. What were the external organization and internal

organization of the work?
3. Did the form follow the funct'on of the dance?
4. What was the content of the work and what

dance elements visualized the content of the work?
5. What was iche choreographer's individual style

and was the choreographer consistent in style?
6. Did the choreographer make a wise choice in

casting the dancers in this work?
7. Were the movements, music, costumes, and

dancers organically unified in content, form, and
style?

8. Were , here clear and rational relationships of the
individual parts to the w hole? Did one get lost in the
choreographic journey? If so, when and whyP

9. Did the choreographer use symbolism and ab
straction? If so, give examples.

10. Place the choreographer within the context of
folk/fine art and cultural values manifested in his or
her work.

Dancer
1. Did the dancer perform with sufficient technical

skills to bring the choreographic design to fulfillment?
2. Did the dancer perform with proficient musical-

ity?
3. Did the danca possess an appropriate artistic

instrument for the choreographic style?
4. Did the dancer possess appropriate power of

theatrical projection and stage presence?
S. Did the dancer's performance reflect love of the

dance or love of self?

Artistic Director
1. Was the program well balanced in terms of cho-

reographic approaches, contents, forms, and styles?
2. Was there a strong opening and closing work?
3. Was the program appropriate in length and con-

tent for the audience?
4. Was it a smooth running performa- ce or were

there frequent long delays and/or technical problems
which marred the performance?

In summary, this aesthetic framework can be used
as a language for analysis and rational value judgment
of a dance performance. It can assist communication
among all members of a dance community including
the dancers, choreographers, teachers, critics, aesthe-
ticians, and members of the audience.
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25. LABAN ANALYSIS: SELECTED VIEWS ON DANCE ANALYSIS AND
APPLICATION

James Penrod

Laban analysis is a theoretical and practiral method
for sysxmatically analyzing and recording movement
quantitatively and qualitatively. The method provides
a framework from which to look objectively at move-
ment and answer such questions as who is moving,
what is the substance of the movement, where in
space, when in time, and why in perceived meaning
and context. Laban's analytical theories and applica-
tions have been expanded since the concepts we:re first
introduced by choreographer and teacher Rudolf von
Laban (1879-1958) and they have been further devel-
oped by specialists in many fields. The Laban system's
value to dance theory and literature has been estab-
lished and now, not unlike music, the art of dance has
its own language to document and analyze not only
dance works, but any human movement. The system's
selected application in diverse fields of research attests
to its viability as a universal system of movement
analysis (Bartenieff, Davis, Paulay, 1970).

Labawbelieved that the artist had an innate ability
for movement observation that needed to be culthated
and refined in order to enhance the artistic perform-
ance. Also, he believed that the artist needed to learn
from the scientist how to bring systematic order to
this innate visionary awareness. Both methods of ob-
servation were essential to understand the significance
of movement and its logical order.

Laban believed that movement behavior could be
systematically studied through observation of such
significant actions as facial or body gestures, body
carriage, stance, walking, sitting, and so for d. and
that these movement behavior manifestations have a
common origin from internal strivings as well as from
external utilitarian necessities of certain occupations,
rituals, aesthetic creeds, or from rnov:ment prefer-
ences of a particular culture or epoch. Knowledge of
these origins could indicate a mos ciaent style for the
individual, a priod, or a culture. Whether or not the
purpose of movement facilitates everyday utilitarian
ends or serves as artistic expression, the elements and
roots of movement are the same. One goal of the
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artist is to order the basic elements of movement
rhythmically and sequentially to convey the inner
strivings that are inexpressible except through the
medium of movement and to use the movement ele-
ments to create a symbolic movement language
(Laban, 1971).

The Laban system provides a method to observe the
dance elements and to systematically examine dance
critically and aesthetically, as craft and art. From the
ongoing stream of motion, the basic elements of ges-
ture, space, time, energy, and movement expression
can be discerned. The system's theories can be ap-
plied to a single dancer or a group of dancers.

LABAN ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Laban analysis has three componems. Labanotation,
Effort/Shape, and ,?horeutics. Basically, Labanoation
provides a quantitative method to identify and pre-
cisely specify the movement happening as a person
moves. The system uses a three-line staff that divides
the body into the left and right hahes. Symbols based
on a rectangular shape are modified to indicate the
duration of a movement, the directions the level of a
movement and, by their placement on the staff, the
part of the body moving. Regular ticks or lines on the
staff mark off the counts and measures for recording
the rhythms of the dance. Labanotation can be used
to document what the mover is doing structurally in
space and time (Hutchinson, 1970, pp. 20-45).

The second Laban analysis component, Effort/
Shape, permits selective observation and analys, of
how the mover is using energy and body adaptation lu
space. Effort observation leads toward the discern-
ment of recognizable energy movement patterns as a
person makes changes in the use of weight, time,
body tensions, and focal attention to space. There are
four factors to effort, weight, time, flow, and space.
Eaoh has two polarities or opposite extremes of move-
ment quality that enables one to externally visualize
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the inner motivation for the movement. Weight ex-
pression may be perceived as light or strong, time is
seen as sustained or sudden, flow is free or bound, and
space is indirect or dircct. Certain kinds of efforts
have affinities with certain kinds of motions; for ex-
ample, moving upward as in floating using light
weight, sustained time, and indirect use of space.

The correlate cf effort is shape, that is, how the
body adapts or takes form as it moves through space.
The three factors of shape are: (1) the three dimen-
sional process-oriented shaping of thc body as it
molds, sculpts, or forms the space, (2) body oriented
shape flow, where change in the relationship of the
body parts takes place as the body moves outward
from or inward toward the body center, and (3) direc-
tional shape change when the body links itself with
the environment through arc-like and spoke-like
movements (Dell, 1970).

The third Laban analysis component, choreutics
(forms of movement), demonstrates thc interdepen-
dence of movement, space, and dynamics and their
unity with mind, body, and emotions. For Laban the
images created by the discernible effort expressions
(dynamics/quality) wcre the primary illusion of the
dance with space, time, and motion as secondary illu-
sions. The dancer's body could be visualized as sur-
i -nded by an imaginary personal sphere; that is, the
space through which the dancer moves in natural
"circuits or rings" that connect, like a scaffold, or-
zone of the kinesphere with another and based upon
circular pathways most harmonious to the dancer's
body structure. The relationship between the dynam-
ics and the sphere crcates dynamic stress. The visible
spatial relationship between the dancer and thc spacc
shows the form of the movement and helps to distin-
guish the unfolding infinite chain of movement in a
sort of trace-form through space.

Laban develc led a series of movement scales that
function in a similar manner to music scales. The
scales show the harmonious and natural pathways the
body follows in moving through space in an uninter-
rupted flux of motion in a natural succession of move-
ment sequences (Laban, 1966).

THE DANCE SCORE

In the past, dance was ephemeral existing only in the
performance and the impressions left behind in the
memories of the choreogr:pher, the performers, and
the viewers. There was not a document left behind
that represented the artwork itself as there is with a
poem, a cathedral, or a symphonk score. Now the
dance work can be documented through film, videc
tape, and dance scores which can be analyzed and re-

experienced as a representation oi the original artistic
creation. Te.:hnology provides another means to ob-
jectively study the work as craft and art.

The LThanotated dance score serves a similar func-
tion as that of the music score. The dance score
provides a detailed record of the structure of a work
which can be analyzed apart from the performance of
the work and can be used to accurately reconstruct
the work for future performances.

It is relatively easy to learn the Laban system and to
read the dance scores for information which would
not be clear from viewing a videotape of a particular
performance done by a cameraman, who may have
selectively omittcd bits of visual information that con-
tribute to the whole concept. Similarly, in a live
performance it :s not usually possible to see the infi-
nite details in the kaleidoscopic flow of the movement
phrases performed by the dancers. Since people ordin-
arily focus on a central field, a viewer may only sense
the peripheral movements and patterns taking place
out of the central field of vision and miss the essen-
tials that contribute to the whole.

The notated dance score is sort of a road map into
the essence of the work in terms of time, space,
motion, dynamics, and form. The choreographer
structures time through motions that may vary from
fast to slow, that are related to musical structure or are
at times independent of music. In a similar fashion to
reading a musical score, there is ^n indication of
meter, a specific number of measures to a section, and
a rhythmical pattern for the dance that may relate to
the musical rhythm. As in music, dance tempi may be
scen, for example, as adagio, allegro, or andante.

The choreographer structures space through mo-
tion. The floor plans show thc movement pathways of
thc dancers as they cnter, move around, and exit from
the stage. The floor plans also show how each
dancer's pathway relates to the other dancers' path-
ways. Each dancer's body and thc groupings of the
dancers crcate shapes in the space. The directional
movements of the dancer define the threc dimensions
of space: vertical, horizontal, and sagital.

The choreographcr crcates a dynamic structure for
thc picce by movement choices that express a quality
of motion/energy, such as restricted, free, urgent, lei-
surely, weightcd, or focused.

The score shows theform of the work. Each simple
phrase of movement is linked in a logical order with
subsequent phrases that make a movement statement
about an idea, a mood, or a state of mind. As in
music, the form of the choreographic structurc might
be based on a theme, vaiiations on a theme, and a
restatement of the theme (i.e., the A-B-A form).
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RAMIFICATIONS FOR DANCE AESTHETICS

Because Laban analysis is so precise and thorough in
presenting the possibilities of the whole body and the
individual body parts moy ing, it is an excellent re-
source to enhance the education of a dancer or chore-
ographer. In education, students reading scores learn
about music and dance rhythms, precision of spatial
directions, choreographic form, interpretative expres-
sion, and historical dance styles.

The dancer or choreographer trained in the system
develops a greater sensitivity to seeing the subtle nu-
ances cf any movement, and in the case of a dancer
can more quickly assimilate the style and details in
reproducing the movement as demonstrated by the
choreographer or teacher. For instance, the dancer
begins to look for such details as the exact level and
point in spac._ to which an arm may have moved, the
degree of the rotation of the limb, the exact timing of

the movement, the sp,:cific relationship of each part
of the arm to the other parts, the shape of the arm
and the kind of energy that produced the movement.

Young choreographers have models for their own
choreography, ard they can begin to discern the his-
torical evolution of a particular genre and what ele-
ments are or are aot present which suggest style. This
in turn aids the choreographer to bo.i.er critically eval-
uate his or her own choreography and recognize what
is good in the choreography, where it can be im-
proved, and various possibilities of how it might be
altered to clearly r 'nforce the desired intention.

The use of Laban's theories in the studio reinforces
understanding of basic movement:space principles
that can be ..pplied to any dance technique or choreo
graphic exploration. Descriptive words provide a ver-
bal language for communication and also elicit visual

The dancer trained in Laban analysis develops sanitivity Jeeing the subtle nuances of any movemen. Ad begins to
look for the exact level and point in space to which a limb should be raised.
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imagery which helps the dancer experientially intcr
nalize the movement, rather than just move through
the form of a series of known movements such as a
classical ballet enchainement. Selected movement
combinations can enhance the kinesthetic sense of
time, weight, tcnsion, and spatial orientation. Aware-
ness of the postural shape of the body, shifts of
weight, and natural movement sequences all reinforce
efficiency and the ability to perform skilled move-
ments with assurance and conviction. The cycle of a
movement phrase (e.g., the expansion of the body in
inhalation and contraction in exhalation) can be
sensed in the interdependence in movement se-
quences.

In chorcography, creative choices become e.,riched
with some understanding of combinations of cfforts
that produce movements of floating, gliding, prcssing,
flicking, and so forth and their affinity with spatial
pathways. Curved and straight lines which create
shape, dynamics, and the dcsign of thc body in re-
pose, movement, or in relationship to another
dancer's line bccomc evident and a source for defining
the space with movemea patterns which trace path-
ways such as spirals, figure cights, pyramids, and
cubcs.

Thc Laban basics allow thc viewer to sort out thc
essentials of thc movement and thcir relationship to
the whole. The observer trained in Laban theory
learns to look for thc kinetic sense in phrases of
movement and how they relate to the structured time,
energy, and spatial d;rections. The observer learns to
see the sequential patterns and pathways of the
dancer's body movement as well as thc movement
around thc performance space. Thc observer learns to
look at what is stressed in thc phrase of movement,
th-t relationship of thc body parts in thc phrase, and
how the phrase is initiated, developed, and concluded.
The observer learns to distinguish symmetrical and
asymmetrical dynamic balance in a singlo dancer or a
group of dancers.

The application of Laban's conccpts gives insights
into different dance forms, the evolution of certain
genres, and chorcographic styles. For e2ample, gener-
ally in ballet the torso is vertical, the antis are curved
and move primarily to thc front and sides of the body,
the legs arc rotated outward, there is a sense of
weightlessness, and the movements follow a sequence
of codified ballet steps. By contrast, thc Balinese
dance uses a diagonal stress in thc torso from oppositc

shoulder to hip, angular arms, and very little vertical
rise and fall, it uses the head, hands, and eyes morc
than in ballet.

In comparing Wendy Hilton's Baroque French
court ballet reconstruction, An Ecchoe: Boree-Minuet
(1711), Anton Dolins 1941 reconstruction of Pcr-
rot's 1845 Pas de Quatre, and George Balanchine's
Jewels (1967), the development ef ballet technique,
st)le, and expression can be analyzed. For instance, in
the Baroque the arms seldom rise above the shoulder,
there is little risc and fall vertically, the movements
arc unhurried, and patterns and gestures suggest the
codificd manner of thc court. In Pas de Quatre thc
arms move in the characteristic circular pathways as-
sociated with the ballet today, thcrc is an emphasis on
rising against the force of gravity, the patterns on thc
stage generally tend to be symmetrical, and the ges-
tures of each dancer suggcst their individuality. In
Jewels BalanLhinc freely adapts thc ballet technique
and expressive gesture to suggest thc qualities inher-
ent in various jewels. Patteins and r, ovements arc
morc asymmetrical and the energy of the dancers and
the work is in kccping with the pace of today's soci-
ety. One other example is that of Martha Graham's
choreogrphic style. Unlike the ballet choreographers,
she uses highly stylized expressive gcsturcs that define
psychological states of mind, bound energy, strong
postural shifts of weight, a shaped torso, and move-
ments that take thc body all thc way to thc floor.

The application of Laban's analytical theories can
enhance understanding of onc's own movements, of
othcrs' movemcnts, and of the craft and art of chore-
ography. The Laban system's sound theoretical base
and its flexibility of application make it a significant
method for dancc analysis in research, education, at d
choreography.
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SECTION VII

THOROUGHFARES OF THE BODY AND THE MIND:
DANCE SCIENCE

Unprecedented has been the drive to unravel the mysteries of how to move safely and yet become a high
level mover, that kind of dancer whose mind and body appcar to function in perfeu harmony. During
the 1980s, the thrust of thc kinesthetic inquiry dealing directly with dance was centered upon the re-
education of inaccurate or inefficient habitual ways of moving, by conscientiously exploring how the
body is used in dance.

Of utmost interest has been the identification of movement hazards which may lead to injury in :he
studk or on the aage. Increasing awareness of potentially injurious situations, such as hard flooring,
inadequate A.aim-up, and errors in training, have been central issues. Separating specific fitness needs uf
the dancer from the aesthetic aspects of dance instruction pointed the way to the exploration of physical
relationships between dance and athletics.

More specifically, the requisite physical skills and attributes of the dancer were identi led and
described so instructor could apply the information directly to their work. Never before have kinesiolo-
gists and exercise phys:ologists been so keenly aware of the specific. physical attributes of the dancer.

In a rallying call, early detcction of potential injuries through a pre-screening progiam may help to
identify tight or weak muscle groups and body alignment probkms. Then, to re-educate misaligned
bodies and poor ncuro-motor patterning, various therapeutic. a. fundamental movement training
programs were described. The primary function of instruction in movement efficiency and basic
technique to establish physical craftsmanship was empha..ized as was the to:c of the body as an
instrument and vehicle for expression. At the vanguard of this trend in thinking was the kinesiologist
whose investigations in common overuse injuries, knee disorders, and back problems provided thc dance
educator with increasingly sophisticated information.

The gap between research and application is closing. Thus far this lively interaction between the
laboratory and the studio has had a profound effec, upon the Jance world. One c.an bc hopeful that an
improved quality of dance instiuztion, less idiosyncratic and morc universal, will continue to become
available for all dancers.
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26. BODY THERAPIES, WHAT THEY DO

Martha Myers

Several years ago, I suggested to a professional dancer
and colleagve who had come to me with postural
problems that she might enjoy and profit from cl.!sscs
in one of the body therapies. She attt nded a week-
long intensive course during break, and on her
return reported that her reaction on thc first day had
been negative. She was uncomfortable, she confessed,
because most of the time they had "rolled around on
the floor." It was like returning to childhoodin-
fancy even. It was often painstakingly slow and shc
could not sec its relation to her experience of move-
ment as a dancer, but by the end of the week, she
acknowledged, her response became more positive.
She notc *. changes in her ease with these unfa-
miliar maneuvers on the floor. As the class progressed
to the vertical, she became aware of how these
changes could be practiced in everyday actions of
standing ani walking, and thus to dancing My
friend's initial puzzlement and discomfort are nut un
common among those who first experience lessons in
body therapy. Muscles arc being called on to perform
new tasks when old habits are not yet forgotten. Ones
body can feel awkward, even alien. k is a diff-rent
way of looking at the body's potential for movement.

WHAT ARE THE BODY THERAPIES?

The loosely rclated group of systems known as the
body therapies focus on the re-education of an *Ind;
vidual's habitual motor patterning. Its practitioners
use a variety of modalitiestouch, ideation, manipu
lation, movementto evaluate and correct perceiv ed
errors in postural alignment and movement mechan
ics. Interventions are designed to enhance discrimina
tion of senory and perceptual motor cues, which
practitioners see as basic to the process of altering an
individual's static and dynamiL movement. They also
belies's. 'hat atteniing to sensory and somatic cues can
lead to increased awareness of intrapsychic experienLe
and thus help to integrate physical and affective be
havior. This in turn encourages greater range and
iepth of expre5sivity in both .aterpersonal interaLtion
and artistic performance.
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Accoiaing to Moshe reldenkrais (1972) na'or
body therapy practitioncr, a man does not feel, hc
cannot sense differences, and of course hc will not L.
able to distinguish one action from another* (p. 59).
He insists that "To learn we need timc, attention, and
discrimination, to discriminate we must sense" (p.
58). This learning to sense, exploring ho v. joints
move, reducing action to its least fracion to sec how
it begins and progresses, and exactly how much en
erg each part *seeds is as slow as learning to walk
again or to do one's first plié properly. It takes a
different kind of discipline and patience not thp: of
"going for the burn" but of trying like thc spider to
weave a net around the fly without disturbing him. It
takes a willingness to suspend one's assumptions
about '..ow movement, especially one's own, ought to
go.

The term, "body therapy," is not considered totally
appropriate ly many of the practitioner:teachers of
the systems. First. they naturally perceive their difkr
ences as more distinctive than their comm,
Second, responsibk practitioner are careful to point
out that the modalities they use arc educative and in
the broad sense therapeutic, but not medically reha
bilitative as defined within the parameters of tradi-
tional meclical practice, thus "therapies" can bc mis-
leading. However, medical cpecialists st.ch as physical
therapists are incorporating various aspects of the sys-
tems into their work, and some body therapists prae
tice in conjunction with physiciams. A third point that
makes the term confusing k that it is not always easy
to cdtegorize a particular system a:. to 'A'atther it is a
body, mind, or mind:bod1 therapy. Thus any um
brella designation is, to a degree, unsatisfactory.

Among the major disUplines (sua as the Alexan
der System, Bartenieff Fundamentals', Feldenkrais
Method, Ron Structural Integr. tion, Selver's Aware
gess Through Movement, Svvcigard's Ideokinesis), it
,.ould be argued that one or another belongs in a
different ,.ategory. The proliferation of more reLent
systems that evolved and.'or beme reLognized in the
past decade add to this problem. This author is must
familiar with the systems of Ashton Fltterning, Bon
nie Bainbridge Cohen's Mind/Booy Centering,
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Stone's Polarity nerapy, and Trager's Psycho-Physi-
cal Integration. Obviously, in a brief space one can
only suggest certain generative ideas, methods, and
goals that connect these systems, and attempt to dis
tinguish the practices of one or two.

MIND-BODY, EMOTIONALPHYSICAL
INTERCONNECTION

It is obvious from the titles of many of the systems
that one unifying precept is the assumed interconnec-
tion between the mind and body, the emotional and
physical. However, some of the sysrems emphasize the
psychodynamic component of movement more than
others (Rolfing and Bioenergetics, for instance). They
stress the importance of an individual's understanding
of his or her movement patterns (preferences, struc-
ture, omissions, etc.). Awareness of these habitual
movement choices, they believe, leads to increased
understanding of self and the possibility of changing
physical and psycho.ocial behavior. For them, muscu-
loskeletal change is necessary to achieve meaningful
alteration of feelings and emotional states. Thus, a
system such as the Pilates Method in which most
practitioneis emphasize physical conditioning alone
would not fit neatly under the umbrella of body thera-
pies as this group defines them.

Whether tacit or explicit, the assumption of mind/
body interaction and the goal of psychophysical inte-
gratio., are central to body therapy training. In this
respect they are also close to eastern ph".osophies of
yoga and the martial arts which have ;:e one of
several major influences on their d reky.. -,

USE OF BODY THERAPIES BY
PERFORMERS

Performers find this philosophical stance sympathetic
to their goals as artists. There are also aesthetic pref-
erences implicit in this , vaterial and its manner of
presentation. Although not easy to summarize, an
example of their expression might be. "Each individ-
ual's movement is unique, and most beautiful when
this uniqueness is allowed full expression."Or, regard-
ing teaching. "The teacher is a guide, leading the
student in the exploration of how his,her body can
movenot just in an efficient but a regenerative way,
with a grace of spirit, and reciprocally with the envi-
ronment."

These humanistic and aesthetic goals have no doubt
played a role in the adoption of body therapy training
as an integral part of dance education in professional
and educational institutions across the country. Artists
find them useful to improve technique, expand crea-
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tive potential, prevent injury, and restore full function
follcwing medical rehabilitation. They are valuable in
dance training for a number of reasonsdeveloping
perceptual and sensory motor systems has already
been mentioned. These skills are central to motor
learning in both dance and sports. But not all students
are equally endowed with perceptual acuity and many
students have not developed efficient motor pattern-
ing in everyday life prior to learning a specific physi-
cal skill such as dance. They bring their randomly
acquired movement behavior and perceptual deficits
into the study of new motor tasks. The resulting
postural pathomechanics can be seen in dance classes
from beginning to advanced, with beginning students
struggling to cope with steps their bodies are only
minimally equipped musculoskeletally to execute, and
advanced students camouflaging many of the same
faults by a more sophisticated technique.

These students can benefit frern adjunctive study
that focuses on refining sensory and perceptual cues,
awareness of habits of initiation of movement, and ille
neuromuscular synergies these evoke. For instance,
the study of Bartenieff Fundamentals'', with its base
in Labanalysis, can be valuable in helping students
explore their movements with respect to personal
preferences in the ay they use time, weight, and
other aspects of movement.

Control of these obvious but sometimes elusive
movement components is essential to coherently orga-
nize and clarify movement performance. The relation-
ship of head/neck to humeral/scapular/ciavicular ar-
ticulation is a case in point. Hypertonicity in the
muscles of one of these areas compromises motion in
the other (Sweigard, 1974). For example, arms carried
pressed to the torso reduce range-of-motion in the
scapulae, which are closely integrated with arm move-
ments, lessening their motion potential. Limited scap-
ular action also interferes with breathing patterns and
reduces spinal rotation, flexion, and extension. Head
motion is restricted, which makes turning more diffi-
cult.

Such deficits ultimately ccmprorrise the dancer's
expressis e range. They are major culprits of physkal
injury (Solomon and Micheh, in press). Many psycho-
therapists believe that movement pathomechanics
have A psychogenic as well as physical source (Schnitt
and Schnitt, in press). They see these factors as
equally intertwined in the development of distorted
body image, poor interpersonal skills, and apparent
lack of affect. It is this intertwining which often con-
founds dance teachers in their effolLs to help students
improve and which body therapists hope they are
helping to unravel by addressing the issue at the su-
matic level.
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BODY THERAPY APPROACHES TO
LEARNING

The tedium experienced by my dance colleague in her
first body therapy classes is similar to that of begin-
ning dance students as they repeat exercises broken
into parts and performed at half time. It is difficult for
them tO See how these ingredients will help them
fulfill their cherished image of dancing. They do not
yet see that freedom in motion comes from develop-
ing ever-finer resporseskinesthetic, visual, haptic
of deepening neuromuscular control to the micro-
level. As Feldenkrais (1972) told his students, " . . .

discrimination is finest when the stimulus is smallest"
(p. 59).

In thc process of neuromuscular re-education prac-
tized in the body therapies, movement is often
stripped tO its smallest components as the student
learns to sense and differentiate the delicate muscular
synchrony that allows the cervical spine to lengthen
and "the head to float freely on the spine' as students
of the Alexander System are instructed (Caplan,
Crow, Wolf, & Alexander, 1978-85).

However, minimalism, whether in effort, space,
musical structure, or all three can tempt either viewer
or participant to boredom. One aspect of boredom is
that the perceiver's tools of discrimination are limited.
The deeper one's knowledge of a subject the more
likely it is to engage one's attention. Each of the body
therapies has a singular way of dealing with these
learning principles to help students expand their at-
tention, become aware, and gain finer control of their
movement.

A practitioner of Labanalysis/Bartenieff Funda-
mentals, for instance, looks through the dancer's
whirl of motion to catch its successive shapes and how
they are achieved. The practitioner would note for
students whether there is full thtee-dimensional use of
the joints in creating these shapes, or if the last small
degrees of motion are lost in the hurry to complete
the figure or begin a new one. It would ,lso be noted
whether the micro-actions they experience or obse.-ve
begin carefully in the body or more peripherally in the
limbs.

Motor learning therapy corroborates the point that
the finer the discrimination, the more skilled the
performance. "The ability to differentiate .ents is a
prerequisite to selectively attending to those events
and this ability improves with practice" (Rothstein,
1981, p. 98). Research also shows that "highly skilled
players can tell what will happen as soon as the ball
leaves the pitcher's hand. They learn that certain oc-
currences or outcomes are assoLiated with certain
early cues" (p. 99). The body therapy systems, in the
language of motor learning, allow performers to
"guide the:r own learning through the use of available

feedback," and "to evaluate theit own performance
through the usc of internal cues" (p. 109).

In the Alexander System, students learn what they
do to interfere with free motion itt head, neck, and
shoulders. Through the precise but barest tactile guid-
aLce of the teacher, they learn to inhibit old patterns
such as pulling the head back and down. They prac-
tice new coordinations in simple motions of sitttng,
standing, and walking until these become as auto-
matic as the previous iatrogenic ones.

Sessions in Barrenieff Fundamentals and Sweigard
Ideokinetic Facilitation commonly begin on the floor.
Movement sequences in fundamentals are designed to
help the srudent connect body halvesupper with
lower, right with left or limbs with tcrsousing
images and motor sequences. Many of these are
moi-led on early childhood motor development, basic
reflexes, and growth patterns. One learns how infan-
tile foraging motions of the head will sequentially roll
the body from supinc lying to prone lying, and how to
do this releasing habitual hypertonus to allow easy
flow and connection between body parts.

In Ideokinesis, the student lies quietly, attending to
images suggested by the practitioner. Appropriate
tactile cues release inappropriate muscular tension and
activate new neuromuscular patterns aimed at improv-
ing dynamic alignment. The student might be given
images, offered in Sweigard's book, to counteract a
"high chest," often the result in dance of being told
to "pull up" or "lift" the ribs. One such image is to
"Visualize the rib case inside the shoulders as a large
fat prune, extending from the base of the neck to the
level of the lowest ribs. Watch it wrinkle repeatedly all
over to shrink away from the shoulders toward the
center, until its circumference is reduced to that of a
broomstick" (Sweigard, 1974, p. 241). Imagery as a
training modality has been the subject of much re-
search and controversy, but it is being used increas-
ingly in the training regimen of elite athletes as well
as dancers (Teich and Weintraub, 1985).

The author's observation of the benefits of body
therapy study in daace training are based on 20 years
of study and clinical experience incorporating these
princ:ples into classes and workshops. Such clinical
evidence, however, needs the support of scientifk re
search which is now beginning in this discipline. The
author urges dance students and ;...achers to explore
these resources for themselves. It might be wise to
sample several body therapies to find which is more
agreeable to one's taste and temperament before de
ciding to focus more intently on a particular system.
Each will open a new window on movement for the
dancer, provide a new language for re-thinking at
familiar, and exp' -re the untapped potential of his or
her physical/emotionarintellectual expression.
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27. BARTEN1EFF FUNDAMENTALS: i.:ARLY DETECTION OF
POTENTIAL DANCE INJURY

Sandra Kay Lauffenburger

Mmt dance injuries are not sudden or traumatic.
11:ey are commonly chronic, stemming from carefully
cul *trated but inefficient movement patterns devel-
oped and used by the student during his or her nu-
. erous years of training. These inefficient patterns
begin to develop in an unprepared or unaware body as
_he student tries to cope with technique or ..horeogra-
phy. The patterns manifest themselves in improper
muscle sequencing, misfiring of unneeded muscles,
overthe of certain muscles, and muscle tone imbal-
ance.

In instances of less frequent body usage (e.g., by
nondancers) these inefficient movement patterns may
not cause concern regarding injury potential. How-
ever, given the degree of repeated usage required dur-
ing dance training, rehearsals, and performances, the
potential for injury resulting from inefficient motor
patterns is a concern. Inefficient patterns lead to mus-
cle misuse or overdependence on muscles not de
signed for the requisite action. As training continues,
this misuse can lead to overuse of the inappropriate
muscles as well as lack of use and weakening of the
more appropriate ones. Finally, muscle imbalance re-
sults, and added fo excessive stress krepetitive use) and
fatigue, t c ingredients for dance injury exist.

The Lest place to break this potentially destructive
chain is at the start, by looking at the motor patterns
being requested by the teacher. The aim is to detect
as early as possible inefficient patterns used by the
student to achieve requested movements, and to in-
crease the student's awareness of the inappropriate
and the more functional motor pattern. Thus, dance
injury prevention depends greatly on the dance
teacher's ability to spot incorrect muscle usage and
inappropriate motor patterning. Efficient body usage
is easiest to observe and correct by looking at simple
joint functions. However, given the myriad and com-
plexity of mor dance movement, the tcacher may
need a method of organizing, understanding, and ob-
serving movement patterns.

Bartenieff Fundamentals are an effective way of or-
gan:zing an investigation of muscle use and motor
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patterns. The Fundamentals are a 1is of exercises
which are now an integral part of the Laban Move-
ment analysis system in the United States. These CA-
ercises embody the basic internal and external pro-
cesses that underlie ail movement from athletics to
choreography to life-supporting tasks. Most of the
basic exercises involve simple lifting and lowering, or
flexing and extenc-ing of limbs or segments of limbs
or trunk.

No matter ho complex a piece of tecHique or
choreography is, it can be broken into corn' ments
that relate directly to one or more specific Fundamen-
tals. This article concentrates on the use of Funda-
mentals as an early identification system for the detec-
tion of inefficient motor function and thus spotlights
potential for chronic injury.

The "thigh lift" is one of the simplest Fundamental
exercises. The exercise procedure is outlined in Figure
1. The kinesiologic action is pure flexion arid exten-
sion at a single hip joint.

Hip flexion and extension are very basic compo-
nents of fiance technique and choreography (plid,
passé, walking, running, etc.). In using this exeicise,
the teacher has a chance to observe the student's
motor patterns, possible muscle imbalance. and to
draw the student's attei lon to probiems befme re_ et-
itive use causes chronic pain and the potent:al for
injury. The same exercise performed correctly can also
be used to re-train a more efficient noninjury-prone
motor action that will presumably become the stu
dent's new habit.

There are three main injury -prone locations related
to simple hip flexion and extension, the spine, the hip
joint, and the knee joint.

The Spine. The potential for spinal pain and injury
can be detected by observing the relationship of the
sacrum to the floor as the degree of flexion increases.
An anterior tr.: of the pelvis (particularly to initiate
the movement) or a loss of full sacral conract with the
floor (by rolling onto the coccyx or the lumbar spine)
should not occur. Either indicates the inability to
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Figure 1. Fundamental Exercise: Thigh Lift
Action: Lie back in a "hook lie" position. Exhale and hollow the abdomen to initiate
the movement of leading with the top of the knee to lift the thigh toward the chest.
Maintain the same amount of flexion in the knee. Return to the starting position.

Student Experience: Lumbar extensor muscles begin to lengthen (i.e., tension dimin-
ishes in them). The gluteal muscles gradually relax so tha whole sacrum settles on
the floor. This allows tha illiopsoas to function. The whole process will be exper-
ienced as a changing oi tension around the Greater Trochanter. Anchoring of the rest
of the body occurs in the t..,..posite (nonworking) leg from ischium to heel and in the
utmost width across the bauk and front of the chest.

stabilize the pehis during hip flexion, thus, true artic-
ulation at the hip joint occars. Often shortening,
rather than lengthening of the lumbar area is ob-
served, signaling misuse or overuse of the lumbar
erector spinae mscles ta perform the action, and a
concurrent lack of use or weakness in the abdominal
muscles (rstctus and transversus abdominii, in particu-
lar). This shortening nut only creates an added com-
pression on the vertebrae, but the misuse of the erec-
tor spinae leads to hypercontraction and muscle
spasm. These are all symptoms indicating potennai
low back problems.

The Hip Joint. The hip is a second site to evaluate
for injury potential. The action of flexion should in-
volve only the rectus femoris and illiopsoas of the
working leg, with the rectus and transversus
abdominals stabilizing the pelvis and the balanced
usage of the hamstrings and quadriceps stabilizing the
knee in its flexed position. However, careful observa-
tion of this exercise often reveals overinvolvement of
the tensor fascia lata and gluteal muscles. A shorten-
ing along the !atml side of the working hip and/or
abduction of the thigh ate key indtcators of this mus-
cular involvement.

Actual hip joint injuries are not so common, but
continuance of this muscle misuse leads to spinal mis-
alignment through a rotary tension. Muscle spasm
and pain in the sacral area often occurs from nerves
pinched by hyper-contracted gluteals. Overused ab-
ductors can lesuk in ovelag thigh muscle imbalance,
which is a precursor of knee problems.

The Knee Joint. Potential knee injury as a result of
hip flexion and extension may seem less obvious, but
it exists and can be detected by examination of the
performance of this exercise. As the knee moves to-
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Starting Position

Midway through action

Returning to starting positon

ward the chest it should keep a constant distance from
the body's midlir. Deviation toward the midline sig-
nals too much adductor and/or gracilis tension, devia-
tion away can indicate abductor (tensor fascia lata,
gluteus medins) predominance. Imbalance of the lat-
eral and medial thigh muszles can cause pain and
potential for injury by distorting the alignment of the
knee. Tight or overactive adductors can cause a me-
dial d:ctortion in alignment and put strain o. the
medial ligaments and meniscus. Overuse of the abduc-
tors leads to lateral distortion in alignment. The knee
joint's healthy functioning is greatly dependent on the
maintenance of pure tracking in its movement. Strain
on ligaments is the first step in weakening or tearing
of these important support fibers.

Injury potential resulting from muscle imbalance or
misuse can be found when performing this action in
parallel position. Any inappropriate muscle function-
ing will be intensified when working in outward rota-
tion and particularly when bearing weight.

Thus, screening for injury potential in the spine,
hip, and knee joints can be done by using one of the
Bartenieff Fundamenta'.s. Knowledgeable, trained us-
age of the full spectrum of Fundamentals allows the
dance teacher to evaluate muscle usage and motor
patterning for all the major joints in the body. The
full spectrum includes addkional simple, as well as
more advanced motor patterns which allow the exam-
ination of the chain reaction effect that one motor
action has on the muscles and joints in the rest of the
body.

Training in Bartenk ff Fundamentals is available
through the Laban/Bartenieff Institute for Movement
Studies (New York City or Seattle, Washington) or
through individual Certified Movement Analysts
(graduates of the above mentioned training program).
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28. BASIC CONCEPTS OF BIOMECHANICS: RELATING THE FOOT AND
ANKLE TO OVERUSE INJURIES

Steven R. Kravitz

Anatomically, the ankle joint consists of the articular
aspects of the distal tibia and fibula surrounding the
articulating joint surface of the talus. The joint pri-
marily allows dorsiflexion (flexion) and plantarflexion
(extension) of the foot on the leg. The joint just below
the talus, the "subtalar joint," allows for articulation
between the talus and the calcaneus (heel bone). This
joint has three facets, or joint surfaces, where the two
bones lie in direct contac. with each other.

These three areas, rs with all movable joints, are
constnrted with a smooth surface of hyaline cartilage
over bony areas at the corresponding facets which
decrease friction and allow the opposing bones to
move with respect to one another. The anterior, mid-
dle and posterior facets are arranged in a manner to
classify the subtalar joint as a "saddle joint," allowing
the talus to rotate and slide as well as plantarflex or
dorsiflex relative to the calcaneus.

Thus, the articulation allows motion in all three
cardinal body planesfrontal for eversion/inverjon,
sagital for dorsiflexion/plantarflexion, and transverse
plane for inward rotation (adducticn)/outward rota-
tion (abduction). This available motion is due to the
axis, around which the mction occurs, which is obli-
que to all three cardinal body planes and thus not
parallel to any one plane (16' frthn the transverse
plane and 42° from the sagital plane).

A full description of the mechanics rzlative to these
different aspects c;nnot be covered wkhin the space
of this article. Howevet, the athlete and dancer should
remember that the variou* mechanical aspects of the
subtalar joint complex due to the structural and dy-
namic factors brit fly described, allow the foot to pro-
nate and supinate, ?nd when doing so, tremendously
affects the stability of the foot. This causes the foot to
function as both a mobile shock absorber (when pro-
nated) or a rigid lever (when supinated) used to propel
one forward to the next step, propel one off the
ground to perform a jump or a jet6, or propel a
ballerina to her toe "en pointe" stance.

Simply stated, pronation describes a foot which col
lapses as one bears weight upon it. Pronation at the
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subtalar joint allows the heel (calcaneus) to evert, and
thus leads to the foot rolling in upon itself. As the
calcaneus everts, the talus is forced to internally rotate
and plantarflex. Remember that motion at the sub-
talar joint occurs in all three body planes, thus as the
heel everts, relative to the calcaneus, the talus is
forced to perform the other two motions described.
Heel eversion cannot occur by itself. The other two
movements must simultaneously develop in a weight
bearing attitude.

The internal rotational force of the talus transfers
through the ankle joint to the lower tibia and fibular
forcing the leg to internally rotate. The leg internally
rotates at a faster speed than the thigh (when not
extended and locked) leading to significant shearing
force at .he knee as well as a tendency to pull the
patellar tendon internally directing the knee cap off of
its normal track. The resultant effect to this joint
often produces "runner's knee" or "dancer's knee" as
the under surface and the surrounding tissues around
the knec cap beccme inflamed.

Furthermore, plantarflexion of the talus leads to-
ward anterior movement of the upper tibia, increasing
strain to the knee as well as the foot. As the talus
plantarflexes, the inside column of the arch unlocks
enhancing the collapsing effect on the foot. This pro-
duces the typical "rolled in foot" appearance and
leads toward the development of many overuse inju-
ries, such as heel pain, shin splints, and stress frac-
tures.

The mechanism for heel pain is easily demon-
strated. Make an arch out of your hand and picture a
rubber band attached around the end of the thumb
and forefinger. As you open this arch, you can easily
picture the rubber band being stretched. Similar
mechanisms occur on the plantar (bottom) aspect of
the foot. Here, a traction or stretch is placed upon the
multiple tissues (as muscles and fascia) found at the
bottotn aspect of the foot. The plantar fascia is a thick
piece of tissue which is attached to the :alcaneus (heel
bone) as a narrow band and then broadens as it runs
distally tcward the metatarsal heads one through five.
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Collapse of the arch structure pIices considerable
strain on this tissue, and is a common cause of arch
and heel pain.

Shin splints may also be associated with these
mechanisms. This is especially true to the tibialis
posterior muscle (posterior shin splints) which will
often overwork, attempting to "hold up the arch" in
an appropriate functioning position. One must re-
member, muscles are generally necessary to provide
motion of bones respective to one another at joint
interfaces, and are not designed to provide support to
an unstable structure. One of this muscle's functions
include foot supination; thus, the collapsing foot pro-
vides excessive strain to the tibialis posterior often
initiating the "shin splint."

Stress fractures may also be associated with exces-
sive pronatory movements. The internally rotating leg
may devdop a subsequent stress fracture just above
the malleoli (outside of the ankle joint) reactive to ch...
torque forces estabiished relative to the internally ro-
tating talus. Pinpoint pain over bone is highly sugges-
tive of this injury. It is often noticed 3.0-5.0 cm.
proximal to the fibular malleolus found at the outside
of the ankle joint.

Also, second metatarsal stress fractures are com-
monly associated with similar pathology. The mecha-
nisms here relate to the only way the foot can truly
"roll in"for the first metatarsal to become
hypermobile, and thus dorsiflex. As this occurs, the
first metatarsal moves toward the top surface of the
foot; one "loses their inside pillar of support" to the
foot. The rolled in appearance with associated calca-
neal eversion is the result. As the first metatarsal
dorsiflexes, it looses its ability to maintain weight
bearing function; the weight which normally would
have been absorbed by the first metatarsal is trans-
ferred to the much thinner second metatarsal. During
aggressive propulsive activity, too much force may be
received on the second metatarsal bone, causing it to
develop a small hairline fracture known commonly as
"stress fracture" or "march fracture." The overly pro-
nated foot may develop these problems as well as a
myriad of other overuse injuries.

A small amount of pronation is normal and indeed
needed to absorb shock. However, excessive pronatory
motion can lead to many overuse injuries as seen in
dancers. These sydrome3 may occur anatomically
from the lower lumbar spine distally through the bot-
tom plantar aspect of the foot. Generally, the heel lies
perpendicular to the supporting surface. Small
amounts of calcaneal eversion during heel contact may
occur, but should reduce to be normally perpendicular
during the middle of the stance phase of the walking
cycle. Calcaneal eversion in this period of the walking
or running cycle is often indicative of excessive
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malleolus

ankle joint

subtaler joint

medial
(inside)
malleolus

talus

calcaneus
(heel bone)

Figure I. -Inkle and subtalarjoints frontal plane view
from the back (posterior) aspect of lower leg and foot.

articulating surface of is-
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axis of subtalar joint motion

Figure 2. Axis of subtalar joint motion in relation to
talus and calcaneus.
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Figure 3. Excessive pronation as viewed from the rear
foot with marked calcaneal eversion.
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pronatory motion and should be evaluated for bi
omcchanical instability.

The overly pronated foot should be treated by sup-
port to decrease injury potential. Shoes with strong
heel counters and udinal arch pads can be help-
ful in controlling the relatively unstable pronated foot.
Shoe inserts, orthotics, can be made from a cast im
pression of the foot taken with the foot in a good
functioning position and are most helpful in providing
needed support.

Hyperpronated feet statistically develop multiple
deformities (as bunions, hammertoes, and heel spur
syndrome) more commonly than the normal foot.
Therefore, orthotic support is often advocated, when
indicated, to influence overall foot health and de-
crease the rate of deformity development. This holds
true for the pediatric patient as well as the individual
with a more developed foot. That is not to say that all
children need orthotic support. Indeed, most do not.
However, professional opinion must be sought when
the need is questioned.

In summary, foot pronation is a very important
shock absorbing mechanism. The subtalar joint, just
below the ankle, is a primary factor in transmitting
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various forces from the foot to the leg and defines the
manner in which the foot pronams reactive to these
forces. Excessive pronation is as.,ociated with what
might be termed "malalignment- and multiple
overuse injuries. Developmental foot deformity has
also been associated with these mechanisms. Control-
ling these pronatory factors may &crease the rate of
deformity development and is definitely helpful in
reducing the overuse injury potential. Supporting the
foot with appropriate footwear and possibly orthotics,
when necessary, can be very helpful.

A last point is that appropriate muscle balarn, .vith
well-ton.:d leg musculature is an excellent shock ab-
sorber and may be adjunctively helpful in decreasing
shock transmittal between foot and leg, thus decreas-
ing potential injury development associated with in-
creased pronatory mechanisms.

The athlete, dancer, and athletic trainer should
keep in mind that all means of foot support may be
helpful in decreasing symptomatology associated with
the mechanisms herein addressed. Thus, foot strap-
ping and padding applied to stabilize the arch is often
an affective means of adjunction thtrapy to provide
temporary relief.
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29. PATELLOFEMORAL PAIN IN DANCERS

Carol C. Teitz

Patellofemoral pain is responsible for a large percent-
age of knee complaints ;n dancers. In order to under
stand the factors contributing to patellofemoral pain,
it is necessary to review the anatomy and biomechan
ics of the patellofemoral joint.

ANATOMY

The patella is a triangular-shaped bone with the apex
pointing toward the foot. In ad:iition, on its posterior
surface (the surface making contact with the femur),
the patella has facets which are designed to articulate
with the trochkar groove in the femur. The patella
lies within the quadriceps mechanism and is held in
position by tendinous bands from the quadriceps mtw-
cle, the iliotibial tendon, and the patellar tendon.
These attachments compose the patellar retinaculum.
The mobility of the patella as well as its position in
the trochlea is determined by the relative flexibility or
tightness of these retinacular attachments as well as by
the length of the patellar tendon (Goodfellow, Hun-
gerford, & Zindel, 1976).

A plica is a synovial band which is a remnant of an
embryologic partition in the knee. The medial plica is
present in approximately 60 percent of adults and
rarely produces any symptoms. On occasion, when
knee irritation has occurred and the synovial lining of
the knee is thickened, this band can harden to the
point where it will actually rub back and forth on the
undersurface of the patella producing wear (Harty &
Joyce, 1977; Hardaker, Whipple, & Bassett, 1980).

BIOMECHANICS

The articulation of the patella with the femur varies as
a function of knee flexion. When the knee is in full
extension, the patella actually rests on a fat pad just
above the trochlear groove. As the knee begins to
flex, the patella moves downward and engages the
trochlear groove (Kaufer, 1971).

The compressive forces between he patella and th
femur are generated predominantly by the pull of the
quadriceps muscle and the patellar tendon. These
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forces can be cunsidered in twu planes. When looking
at the It.lee from thc front, one can draw a line along
the axis of the quaesiceps muscle and tendon and a
second line along the axis of the patellar tendon. The
acute angle formed between these two lines makes up
what is known as the Q-angle or quadriceps angle.
The larger this Q-angle, the larger will be the "lateral
vector" tending to pull the patella laterally in the
trochlear groove (see Figure 1).

Looking at the knee from the side, the forces gen-
erated by the quadriceps muscle also can be analyzed
using vectors. The resultant of the quadriceps vector
and the patellar tendon vector produces compressive
forces between tnt. patella and the femur (see Figure
2). As knee flexion increases, this force also increases
(Huberti & Hays, 1984) The magnitude of quadri-
ceps force has been found to increase six percent per
degree of flexion. Reilly and Martens (1972) found
that the patellofemoral force was half body weight
during level walking, three times body weight going
up and down stairs, and 7.6 times body weight during
a deep knee bend. Perry, Antonelli, and Ford (19:P5)
found that the amount of cpadriceps force required to
stabilize the knee when the knee was flexed to 30
degrees equaled 50 percent of maximum quadriceps
strength. These basic biomechanical facts explain why
abnormalities in lower extremity alignment, repeated
knee flexion, and faulty dance technique can lead to
pain originating in the patellofemoral joint.

SYMPTOMS

Pain originating in the patellofemoral joint is gener-
ally manifest as a poorly localized aching in the knee
aggravated by stair climbing, knee bends, or running,
particularly if the feet are also pronated. Sitting with
the knee flexed for any length of time will produce
discomfort. Giving way is common and due to reflex
quadriceps inhibition. Crackling is commonly de-
scribed but is present in many people without patel-
lofemoral problems (Insall. 1982).
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MALALIGNMENT

The most common form of lower extremity malalign-
ment is a triad of excessive femoral antev,.trsion, exter-
nal tibial torsion, and pronated feet. Femoral antever-
sion describes the angle of the femoral neck relative to
the plane of the femoral condyles at the knee. in most
individuals this angle is ten degrees. In individuals
with excessive femoral anteversion, the ane between
the neck of the femur and its shaft may equal as much
as 20 degrees (see Figure 3).

This is reflected clinically by an excessive amount
of internal rotation of the hip. The tibia compensates
for this excessive internal rotation at the hip by rotat-
ing externally with relation to the femur. Finally, in
order to get the foot flat on the ground it Intig
pronate at the subtalar joint. As femoral anteversion
and tibial torsion increase, so does the 0-angle and
the lateral vector tending to pull the patella laterally.
Subsequent abnormal patellar tracking with wear of
'he articular surfaces, patellar subluxation or exces-
sive pressure on the lateral facet of the patella result.
The first has been calico chondromalacia of the pa-
tella whereas the last known as excessive lateral
pressure syndrome. Both produce similar symptoms.

Prevention and Treatment

In order tc try to gain optimal position of thc patella
in the trochlear grocve, overstrengthening the vastus
medialis obliquus component of the quadriceps mus
cle is recommended (Lieb & Perry, 1968). Vastus
media% strengthening should hiclude isometric con
tractions and straight leg raises with the leg externally
rotated as well as isotonic short arc exercises. We

Looking at the knee from the front,
showing formation of ;.he 0-angle,
or quadriceps angle.

Figure 1.

recommend that the student keep a finger on the
vastus medialis to obtain "biofeedback" on correct
muscle usage during straight leg raises. It is easy to
cheat and to raise the leg using hip flexors or to rotate
the leg inward and use the outer part of the quadri-
ceps muscle. Full arc isotonic exercises are generally
discouraged due to the high patellofemoral compres-
sior. forces produced. In dancers v have difficulty
contracting the iastus medialis m '; or who have
pain during isometric exercise, elecgalvanic muscle
stimulation will produce a vastus medialis contraction
with less force across the knee joint than a voluntary
quadriceps contraction (Laugnman, Youdas, Garrett,
& Chao, 1983).

Danccrs with a tendency toward patellar subluxa-
tion may respond well to a knee sleeve which incorpo-
rates a lateral pad to hold the patella in position. In
approximately ten percent of patients with patel-
rofemoral knee pain due to malalignment, ar-
throscopic surgery will be indicated to release the
lateral retinacular structures pulling the patelh later-
ally. Dancers with extremely anteverted hips should be
directed toward types of dance (e.g., tap or folk)
which do not demand exterr^l rotation.

FAULTY TECHNIQUE

Plié will be used for purposes of discussion since it is
such an integral part of all dance movements. Minur
aberrations in plié technique, ref tated over time, may
produce clinical problems. In the dancer with exces-
sive femoral anteve rsion, particularly the dancer at-
tempting ballet, knee pain frequently produced due
to the lack of turnout at the hips and compensatory
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femoral
compression
force

Side view of the knee.

Figure 2.
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Excessive femoral anteversion.
Looking down from above, the
angle of the femoral head and
neck in relation to the femur
measures twenty degrees.

Figure 3.
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faulty technique. The dancer will assume the per
ceived ideal turnout by positioning the feet when the
knees are bent, then straightening the knees attempt
ing to adjust from the floor upward. Screwing thc
knee in this fashion uses the iliotibial band to gain
further external rotation of the tibia at the knee.
Simultaneously, the patellar attachments of the ilio
tibial band pull the patella into an abnormal position
while it is being subjected to the large compressive
forces generated during a plié.

Prevention and Treatment
Prevention and treatment require close assessment of
technique and correction thereof. Dancers should be
taught to position their feet to correspond to hip
rotation. Additional external rotation can be achieved
by working the short external rotators at the hip and
stretching the iliofemoral ligaments anteriorly over
time (Teitz, 1983).

Students whose knees hyperextend also may have
patellofemoral problems. Hyperextcnsion may be due
to excessive ligamentous laxity or may be compensa-
tory for limited plantar flexion at the ankle or for poor
trun't stability. Hamstring strengthening and working
on centering body weight, especially during demi-
poir:e and pointe, will decrease the tendency toward
hyperextension of the knee.

OVERUSE
Excessive compressive loading of the patella also oc-
curs due to the frequency of flexed knee positioning,
and to improper use of the quadriceps muscle. Many
students contract their quadriceps muscles tightly dur-
ing an entire plié, producing constantly high 7-fel-
lofemoral compression forccs that theoretically will
wear patellar and femoral surfaces. In addition, quad-
riceps strains will result from chronic eccentric use.

Prevention and Treatment
When excessive quadriceps use is noted, the dancer
must be taught to initiate plié using the short external
rotators of the hip and to end plié using adductors of
the thigh.

SUMMARY
Dancers with patellofemoral problems generally com-
plain of poorly localized anterior knee pain that is
aggravated by dance activities, particulary those incor-
porating plié. Relative malalignment of the lower ex-
tremities will predispose the dancer to patellofemoral
problems, but in the vast majority of cases, either
faulty technique or overuse ace to blame.

-......,...

Technique can be modified in several ways. Some
teachers use terms such as "pull up the thigh," "don't
'.it in your knees," etc. Other professionals dealing
with dancers (including physical therapists, kinesiolo-
gists, and movement analysts) have varying ap-
proaches to help the dancer find a healthier and more
appropriate way of moving. Many dancers have a keen
awareness of muscle usage and are able to change
quickly once they are made to realize what they are
doing incorrectly. Others require imagery techniques
or proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation.

Determining the exact source of anterior knee pain
in a dancer (e.g., malalignment, thickened plica,
fiulty technique) demands a thorough history and
physical exam by someone versed in dance technique
and anatomy, pathophysioiogy, and clinical musculo-
skeletal problems. For most patellofcmoral problems,
vastus medialis strengthening as well as correction of
faulty technique and training schedules will correct
the problem and prevent recurrence. In some cases
assistive bracing and, rarely, su-gery are required to
relieve the pain and return th e. dancer back to full
activity.
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30. DANCE AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC

Arlette Cohen

Cardiovascular disease is the number one killer in the
United States today.' Because there is mounting evi
dence to support the fact that long term aerobic exer
cise helps reduce risk factors related to the incideno.
of coronary artery disease, this article will define aero-
bic exercise and explain its effects. In particular; the
author examines current research in an effort to deter
mine whether dance is primarily an aerobic or anaer
obic activity.

Aerobic exercise includes those activities that use
large muscle groups and that can be maintained con
tinuously through rhythmical and repetitive motion.
Activities such as jogging, swinaming, cycling and
rope sidpping necessitate . titive dynamic motion'
and are considered aerobic c .rcise.3

The benefits accrued to aerobic exercise are based
upon substantial stress to the cardiovascular syste.n.
Cardio refers to the heart and vascular refers to Cacti
:ation throughout the Exercises which signifi
candy increase the tlow of blood through the heart
and active skeletal musculature will stress the cardio
vascular system, enhance venous return, and impr e
cardiovascular fitness.' There are three variables net.
essary for the signif Want improvement of the cardio
vascular system. in temity, frequeng, and duration.

Acdvides that elevate the heart rate to abou 60
percent of the maximum rate will substantially stress
the cardiovascular system. It is better to work at a
percentage of maximum heart rate because heart rate
remains unchanged during uaining. Heart rate is pri
madly age dependent. Working between 70 and 85
percent of maximum heart rate seems most desiraLle.'
Other individuals recommend training at .f.0 perccnt
of V02 max. V02 max is a measure of the maximum
amount of oxygen tl. A ...an be transported to the lungs
and working tissues during peak exercise. It is the
best measure available of endurance fitness.' Because
V02 max changes during training, exercising at 60
percent of V02 max at the lleginning of training will
result in a lower intensity as V02 max improves.

The frequency and duration of training are two
other important facors. Training sessions lasting
from 15 to 60 minutes, three to five day.. per week arc
recommended. Of course the greater the intensity of
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training, the shortcr the duration eaJ. training ses
sion may be.' Fast research has show n significant
improvements in the cardiovascular system of seden
tary adults following 20 to 30 minutes th' training,
three days per week.3

In contrast to aerobic exercise, anaerobk exercise
can be sustained for relatively short periods of time at
a designated intensity. A person usually incurs a sub
stantial "oxygen debt" after these brief, yet intense
activities. The source of energy must be provided
immediately through the ATP PC syst..:m or extended
anaerobically through the lactic acid system. The car
diovascular system responds to increased pressure
overload rather than volume overload indicative of
aerobic exercise. This pressure overload is particularly
evident in activities such as weight training, wrestling,
and various forms of isometric exercise. The increased
pressure requirements of the aforementione.: activifies
cause a compression of perfusing vessels with a decre
ment in blood, oxygen, and nutrients to the active
muscles. With less blood flowing to the periphery
there is a diminished venous return and a reduced
stroke volume.' Isometric exercises, in particular,
cause active muscles to contract, thereby constricting
perfusing vessels and allowing almost no blood a,
oxygen to circulate through the musculature. Isomet
tic exercises cannot be sustained fur extended periods
of time. Cardiovascular fitness :s not enhanced with
isometric exercise.

The measurement of anaerobic fitness is a more
complicated procedure. One method requires an
echocardiogram that bounces sound waves off t.ardiac
muscle to analyze anatomical and structural changes
following training. Anaerobically trained athletes,
particularly weight trainers and wresders, reveal sig
nificantly greater septal and posterior wall thickness
and normal sized ventricular ca%ities. In contrast,
aerobic athle,es reveal normal septal thickness and
enlarged ventricular cavities.'

In :ight of the benefits accrued to aerobic and ana
cubic exercise, varying attempts have been made to
classify dance accordingly. The research regarding the
physiological status of dancers is sparse yet fairly con
sistent
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Cohcn cc al. studied Frofessional ballet danccrs,
24-35 yea:s of agc, averaging 14 ycars of training.
Whilc Cohcn found only modest increasct in ventric-
ular cavity size of dancers whcn comparcd to matchcd
controls, hc did find significant incrcascs in ventricu-
lar wall thickness (scptum and posterior wall) in these
dancers.6 This indicates that ballet dancc stresses the
anacrobic rather than acrobic cncrgy systcm. Dc Guz-
man rcportcd that the Stockholm Opera Ballet re-
veakd high levels of maximum oxygcn consumption
which is thc most valid mcasurc of cardiovascular
cndurancc. Thc mcan oxygcn consumption levels for
female danccrs was 48 millilitcrs per kilogram of body
weight per minutc.' :his valuc sits comfortably in the
good category but falls short of exceptional. This
classification, howcvcr, might bc charactcristic c:
even e.pected of young healthy profcssional athletes
currently in training.

Rimmcr studkd female modcrn dancc majors at-
tending Tcxas Woman's University. Thc avcragc sub-
ject danccd 3-5 hours a day, 5 days ?er wcck for a
minimum of onc ycar. Thc subjects had been dancing
an avcragc of 10 hours per wcck for the last 5 ycars.
Thc average agc of the danccrs was 24.2 ycars and
average wcight was 55.1 kilcms. Echocardi-
ographic analysis rcvcalcd abovc avcragc vcntricular
dimcnsion at end diastolc rcprcscntativc of aerobic
training.' No information was givcn rcgarding anaer-
obk components; i.c., posterior and septal wall thick-
ness.

Thc limited amount of rcscarch on danccrs shows
good levels of maximum oxygen consumption along
with incrcascd septal and posterior wall thickncss in
cardiac muscic.

Thc naturc of dancc training represents a mul-
tidimensional, multiplanar complcx, N ith extensive
changcs in spacc, rhythm, level, and movement quali-
ties. Bccausc it is not a rhythmically even activity such
as cycling, jogging, or swimming, dancc perpctuatcs
the development of thc anacrobic energy system.

Them is continuous interplay of both isotonic and
isomctric exercises within cach class and even each
exercise. Thc pliE, for cxamplc, works thc dccp out-
ward rotators, piriformcs, obturator cxtcrnis, gcmcllus
superior, infcrior, am thc quadratus femoris. Increas-
ing the extermi rotation of thc femur works addi
tional muscles. psoas major, illiacus, gluteus maximus,
posterior fibcrs of thc gluteus mcdius, gluteus mini
mus, adductor longus, adductor magnus, biccps
femolis and pectincus.6 Finally, morc muscics arc
addcd to the list as onc move ,.. isotonically from gr.md
pile to demi-pliE and finally up to relevE. Thcrc is
constant cmphasis on balanccd positions, sustained
movements, and pointed toes. In cxccuting a
développi a la sccondc, thc legs arc eventually cx-
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tcndcd whilc thc body is held rigidly over the center
of gravity.

Them Aw also grcat concentration on leaps, jumps,
and turns chat dcfy the forcc of gravity cnabling onc
to gct as high off the ground as possiblc. This grcatly
enhances the anaerobic powcr systcm.

Finally, there IS tittle devoted ICI work performcd
across the floor. Thc legs and arms arc involvcd in a
.icries of morc dynamic and isotonic movement pat-
terns with sporadic and intermittent bursts of energy.
Whcn thcsc types of movements are performcd con-
tinuously up to 6, 8, and 10 hours a day (as in thc case
of somc profcssional companies), thc acrobic energy
system may be enhanced.

Thcrc are, howcvcr, somc obstacles in classifying
dancc as aerobic or anacrobic. One major difficulty
involves mcasuring the work output of an activity
whcrc quick bursts of enarg arc interspersed with
stcady State activities. Thc work output changcs from
cxcrcisc to cxcrcisc and within cach exercise.

Another consideration is the level of thc danccr.
Professional dancc companics may train up to 10
hours per day, 6 days per wcck including perfor-
mances. In a bcginning modcrn dancc coursc, stu-
dents meet 2-3 days per wcck for approximately a
one-hour scssion. Thc great disparity in time and skill
level accounts for larger differcnces in cardiovascular
fitness. Dc Guzman reported a mcan caloric cxpcndi-
turc of 3.8 kilocalories per kilogram of body weight
per hour in a begirming modcrn dancc class! This
would bc class:fied as light to moderate activity and
would barcly make a dent in cardiovascular fitness.

The intensity of training is difficult to quantify in
dancc. In onc movement, rising two feet abovc thc
ground may rcprcscnt 85 perccnt of maximum hcart
rate for one dancer while only 60 percent of maxi-
mum hcart rate for another. Certain movements that
are very difficult for somc dancers are quite casy for
othcrs. Moreover, a more fatigued, less motivateo
danccr will exert less effort and intcnsity in execution
of movement patterns thar. his or hei more &roma
pccrs. Bccausc the intensity of training is man:fested
in quality of movement, thc dcgrcc of work and La
lurk expenaure is morc diffkult to quantify and evcn
morc difficult to generalize.

Thc typc or styk of dame is another Lonfounding
Elam Modern dame and ballet Lumbiac a great dcal
of isomctrk and isotonic movements. They also in-
Lorporate many antigravity movements that requirc
qukk bursts of energy and enharke anacrubk poten-
tial. Thc technical achievement and skill level uf time
danccrs arc remarkably high. Today, morc people
without advant.ed darn.c skills and teLlnkal twining
can participate in acrobic dancc classes. This is be-
:.ause thc exact execution of thc skill is nut empha
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sized. Thcrc is continuous use of dynamic and isu
tonic moveme in which the oxygen dcmand can
meet thc oxybzn supply (steady state). The h Art ratc
is increased to a certain target level and thcrc is an
increase in thc amount of timc thc heart rat remains
at that targct level. Aerobic dance focuscs upon im-
proving cardiovascular fitness by mo. ,g continuously
to music. Rcscarch reported in thc Physician and
Sports Medidne'° has shown the intcnsity of exercise
during aerobic dancing to vary from 3.5 mets (1
met.-3.5 mls. 02 kg. per min.), vhich is quite mild,
to 8.8 mcts, which is fairly strenuous. A great deal
depends upon how much an individual puts into each

Thcrc is also thc pioblem of having a good
instructor who knows how te pace thc class in a safc

effect:ve manner. Studies done at Columbia Uni-
versity ;r: New York City revealed mcan heart rates of
114, 145, and 156 bcats per minutc for women dur-
ing an acrobic dancc class. It was concluded that
aerobic dancc can be a useful modality for improving
cardiovascular fitness.

Before assessing thc physiological status of dancers
it is ncccssary to distinguish thcir technical profi-
ciencyprofessional, amateut, or beginner. Profes-
sional dancers as a group tend to have very intense
schedules and that is why they also display extraordi-
nary levels of skill during performance.

As to whcthcr or not dance is primarily aerobic
anacrobic is difficult to say at this timc. In light of thc
recent research reported by Cohen,' dance is

predominantly an anaerobic activity. The-c arc othcr
studics, however, that reveal a small &give of aerobic
benefit due to dance training.

Futurc studics should incorporate oxygen consump-
tion mcasurcmcnts and evaluation of caloric expendi-
ture during the actual dancc class. At this timc, peak
hcart ratc and 2eak V02 value.; can be accessed. Echo-
cardiographk analysis of cardiac mass, stoke volume,

cardiac output, Circumferential fiber shortening, and
cjcction fraction, should supplement oxygen con
sumption data. Such physiological measurements ap
plied to various modes of dance will help produce a
more complete physiological profile of thc tra.ned
dancer.
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31. BILATERAL TRANSFER: THE EFFECTS OF PRACTICE ON THE
TRANSFER OF COMPLEX DANCE MOVEMENT PATTERNS

Susan L. Puretz

Transfer effect has been traditionally defined to mean
that the motor patterns learned in one task make
another task easier to learn (Schmidt, 1975, Singer,
1968). In bilateral transfer, the motor pattern learned
with one side can be performed without further prac-
tice by the other side (Hovland, 1951).

An observation of dance classes would provide sup-
port for the idea that most teachers conduct their
clAsses as if the assumption that there is bilateral
transfer were a proven fact. Warmup techniques and
locomotor patterns are traditionally demonstrated and
then taught to the dancer's right side. Replication by
the individual on the left side is expected without
further chss time spent in practice. (Dancers are ex-
pected to mentally rehearse or physically practice the
movement on their left side prior to performing it.)
That the movement replication is not as proficient on
the left side can onl) be supported by first hand
observation, since no research has been done in this
area. Explanations for lack of proficiency, e.g., lack of
bilateral transfer, lack of suffident practice on the ',eft
side, or simply the fact that the left is the nonpre-
ferred side, have been conjectural.

The theoretical question of whether the results of
motor output to one limb which produces a learned
movement pattern can be transferred to the opposite
limb without practice was addressed as early as 1903
by Woodworth (Ammons, 1958), who suggested that
the bilateral transfer phenomenon exists because (1)
hands are always innervated together and thus specifi-
cally are involved at the same time and (2) eye move-
ments and total bodily coordinations might be com-
mon elements. In a paper with H. D. Marsh (cited in
Ammons, 1958) Woodworth reported a much higher
positive correlation between performances of the right
hand and of the left hand of a person on the same test
than between his performances on different tests with
the same hand. Weig (1932) cites an extensive review
of the literature beginning from the 1850s on cross-
education (bilateral transfer), and Ammons (1958) in
updating Weig's work presents additional evidence,
both historically and experimentally, to support the
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theory of bilateral transfer. Recent studies have both
supported the theory of bilateral transfer (Singer,
1968, Laszlo, Baguley & Bairstow, 1970, Goldstein &
Braun, 1974, Tsuji & Ide, 1974) and refuted it (Dun-
ham, 1977; Lurcat, 1971-72).

Where the theory has been supported, bilateral
transfer effects are not necessarily limited to bilaterally
symmetrical limbs. Positive transfer has been found
not only from hand to hand, but from hand to foot
(Bray, 1928, Cook, 1934). This might explain the
dance studio phenomenon of "marking out" a move
ment sequence, whereby, in one variation, the dancer
goes through the pattern basically standing still, ex
cept for the use of the hands to indicate what the feet
are doing.

The majority of the above studies have used sialpie
and short motor patterns. In the dance studio, how
ever, one typically finds more complex motor patterns
consisting of sequences comprised of series of move-
ments linked together. Whether the bilateral transfer
effect occurs for complicated movements, and
whether it can be enhanced by practice, are questions
that have not been addressed.

The purpose of the present research is to provide
the first concrete data for the dance field as to
whether the current dance practice of teaching com-
plex patterns to the right side and expecting transfer
withc,ut practice to the left sidebased unknowingly
on a bilateral transfer modeis viable, and if so,
whether it is the best of possible techniques.

METHOD

Subjects
Subjects weie students, freshmen through seniors, at
SUNY, New Paltz, who were recruited by advertise-
ment and:ur announcements in dance classes. Based
on prior dance experience and hand preference (all
happened to be righthanded), the subjects were di-
vided into two groups (naive and experienced). The
naive subjects had never danced before (neither mod-
ern nor ballet) while the experienced had had some
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Questionnaire (Part 1): Judgmental Rating

Rating:
1very poor
2poor

3passable
4good
5very good

I. Overall Movement

A. Technical Ability

1. Balance 1-5
2. Body weight sense 1-5
3. Strength 1-5
4. Alignment 1-5
5. Rexibility 1-5

B. Movement Integration

1. Baseline flow of movement
fragmented 1 2 3 4 5 integrated

2. Clarity of effort phrasin-
unclear 1 2 3 4 5 clear

3. Body mobility
frozen 1 2 3 4 5 fluid

C. Affective and Expressive State

1. Understanding of movement
unsure 1 2 3 4 5 confident

2. Degree of anxiety (discomfort)
anxious 1 2 3 4 5 comfortable

3. Involvement (attention, concentration)
none 1 2 3 4 5 a lot

dance trainingfrom a six month college modern
dance course to no more than four years of dance
training. Subjects were then randomly placed in treat-
ment groups by assigning numbers to the subjects
(first the naive subjects, then the experienced ones),
then using a table of random numbers to indicate in
which of four treatment groups each number would
be.

Instrument

A scaled questio- -aire, designed by the author, with
the help of a consultant trained and certified in body
effort/shape analysis (Lab= Institute of Movement
Studies), was constructed using standard terms and
categories currently in the movement research vocab-
ulary.

The questionnaire was divided into two parts. The
first dealt with an analysis of the "overall movement,"
the second with an analysis of the "specific move-
ment" sequence. The "specific movement" section
was used to evaluate the subjects' performances on
each count of two eight-count movement sequences,
while the "overall movement" section w as aimed at
evaluating the totality of the movement sequence.

Questionnaire (Part 1): Objective Rating

Rating:
1-does not appear at all
2-vaguely or rarely present
3-moderate, present but in

isnlated appearances

4-clearly, frequently
present, some
importance

5-very strong, consistent,
predominant

I. Overall Movement

D. Effort
1. Space

Direct
1 2 3 4 5

2. Weight
Firm
1 2 3 4 5

3. Time
Sudden
1 2 3 4 5

4. Flow
Bound
1 2 3 4 5

Indirect
1 2 3 4 5

Fine
1 2 3 4 5

Sustained
1 2 3 4 5

Free
1 2 3 4 5

5. Intensity (degree of energy)
Neutral 1 2 3 4 5 Generally Dynamic

E. Shape

1. Shape replication
diffuse patterns 1 2 3 4 5 clear shapes

2. Shape memory
unable to 1 2 3 4 5 remembered
repeat and repeated

3. Degree of attention to spatial form
"does it" "dances it"
body oriented 1 2 3 4 5 environment

oriented

The "overall movement" analysis wus further di-
vided into two sections, based on the type of scaling
utilized. Table 1 presents the first section's three sub-
sections: technical ability, movement integration and
affective state, which were graded on a scale of 1-5,
using a "judgmental" rating: very poor, poor, passa-
ble, good, very good. In Table 2 are the two subsec-
tions, effort and shape, which were graded on a scale
of 1-5, using a more "objective" rating: does not
appear at all, vaguely or rarely present, moderate,
clearly present, very strongly present.

In the five subsections of the "overall movement"
analysis, the term technical ability represents a com-
posite score consisting of balance (ability to keep from
falling when in an unstable position), body weight
sense (the ability to sense the relationship of grasit)
and strength in the body), strengtb (good muscle to
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nus), alignment (stationary posture) and flexibility
(freedom ofjoint articulation). Movement integration,
the clarity in the overall movement phrasing, had
C.iree subheadings: baseline flow of movement (the
movement flow from count to count), clarity of effort
phrasing (the dynamics of the movement), and body
mobility (degree of muscle rigidity). Effort refers to
Laban's quality (dynamics) of movement and sub-
sumed space, weight, time, flow and intens.ty. Shape,
used in Laban's sem of the way in which the body
forms ;tself in space, inc_aded shape replkation, shape
memory, degree of attention to spatial form and visual
behavior. The last category, affective states, refers to
how the subjects emotionally performed the move-
ment, and included understanding of movement (out-
ward manifestation of mastery), degree of anxiety,
involvement and touch patterns (self touching patterns
during testing).

The instrument was used by three judges in evaluat-
ing a series of videotapes. In determining interrater
consistency, an analysis of variance comparing means
of the data for each judge indicated no significant
differences in the judges' mean ratings for the two
movement sequences the backward walk or the lean.
Additionally, Pearson Correlation indicated signifi-
cant interrater reliability, ranging from .46 to .69
(p<.0.5) on the backward walk and .75 to 1.0 (p.....0.5)
on the lean.

Design and Procedure

A 2 x2x 2 factorial design was used. the first factor
was ability, and had two levels, experienced versus
naive dancers, the second factor was direction of
transfer, and had two levels, preferred side to nonpre-
ferred side versus nonpreferred side to preferred side;
the last factor was transfer of learning, and also had
two levels, one-trial versus practice. Thus the naive
and experienced dancers w ere randomly assigned to
one of four treatment condii.......s, preferred to nonpre-
ferred and one-trial learning, preferred to nonpre-
ferred and practice; nonpreferred to preferred and
one-trial learning; nonnreferred to preferred and prac-
tice. The learning for the one-trial groups involved a
single demonstration of the movement by the instruc
tor, followed by one practice trial by the subjects. For
the practice groups, learning involved a demonstra-
tion, followed by the number of practice trials neces-
sary for the subjects to indicate that they knew the
movement. (The average time was approximately five
mi nutes.)

Two different eight count movement sequences
were used. The movement sequences were labeled
"lean" and "backward walk." For a description of the
sequences, see Table 3. Each group was taught both
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TABLE 3

Movement Description: Lean and Backward Walk

The lean sequence consisted of:
Count 1: From a standing position facing front, do a

lunge to the side, ending with weight over bent paral-
lel (not turned out) foot.

Count 2: Pivot on the bent foot (body is now facing side
and leaning over front, turned out, bent foot.)

Count 3. Maintaining the weight Over front foot,
straighten front leg and simultaneously extend arms
diagonally forward and upward.

Cour .4: Make a complete circle with the arms beginning
by reaching overhead and ending in the starting posi-
tion.

Count 5: Transfer the weight backwards and end in
turned out bent knee position on back foot, front leg
straight. At the same tale bring the arms to a crossed
position in front of the chestclose to the body.

Count 6: Step onto forward foot and into a three-quarter
turn to the back allowing the trailing free leg to be
straight behind the body and slightly off the floor.

Count 7: Using two runs and a leap, return to a front
position.

Count 8. Shift .eight onto the free foot (lunge similar to
count 1) while facing forward.

The backward walk sequence consisted of:
Count 1. Facing forward, take three walks backward.
Count 2: Leap backwards onto the free foot. The new

front free (no weight) leg is straight forward with toes
pointed.

Count 3: Bring the free leg into a high parallel position,
foot alongside knee and then press foot (in a flexed
position) down to the floor so that it becomes weight
bearing.

Counts 4 and 5. With oppos;te foot, lungeweight shifts
to bent kneeto the side, keeping the body facing
front and at the same time reaching with both arms
diagonally upwards to the same weight bearing side.
With body still facing front, arms drop diagonally
downwards, then low center and then rise diagonally
to opposite upwards diagonal (body bends and shifts
weight as the arms describe the arc) ending viith
weight over the opposite foot from start of count 4.

Count 6: Turn to opposite side by stepping sideward with
free foot and then crossing the next foot over the first
one far enough so that a turn results. End with weight
on foot that did crossing.

Count 7. With free foot, lift to back and balancing on one
foot describe a half circle by moving the leg parallel to
the floor from the back to the front and ending with
leg, bent at knee, in front of body.

Count 8: Change feet with a leap in place, ending with
other foot in a front attitude (bent knee at a 45 degree
angle off the floor).

sequences, one at a time. After cach sequence, the
experimenter indicated that the subjects were to per-
form the movement on the ,,,pposite side. Videotapes
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were made of that reproduction, then the second se
quen..-e was taught and taped in the same way.

Three consultants trained and certified in body ef
fort/shape analysis (Laban Institute of Movement
Studies) viewed the tapes and evaluated them, using
the scaled questionnaire. Prior to evaluating the tapes,
the consultants received a definition sneet which de-
fined each of the terms used in the questionnaire.

REULTS

A total of 48 subjects were recruited for the experi-
ment, but only 40 '.:1)jects appeared at the appointed
time, causing asymmetries in the anticipated factorial
design with equal numbers. Therefore, prior to statis-
tical analysis, a table of random numbers was used to
eliminate scores in excess of the smallest category.

For this report the "overall movement" (and not
the "specific movemenC) analysis was considered.
The three subsections within the overall movement
analysis, which used the same scale (judgmental rat-
ing) were analyzed independently. Of the .....) remain-
ing subsections (shape and effort, which used the
more "objective rating" scale), only shape was graded,
because in viewing the tapes the three consultants
couk '. not distinguish any effort component in the
movement sequences. Thus, for each of the two
movement sequences, the 2x 2 x 2 factorial yielded
resIlts in four subsections. technical ability, move-
ment integration, affective state and shape.

The raw data within each subsection fur each judge
were averaged, and then the data for the three judges
were pooled and averaged. An analysis of variance was
done on this pooled data.

The three factorial design (ability, direction of
t.ansfer, and transfer) yielded significant results in the
four subsections (technical ability, movement integra
tion, affective state and shape) for the two separate
movement sequences.

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the results that wete
significant. In both the Lean and Backward walk
movement sequences, there was a significant main
effect for transfer and direction of transfer in almost
all of the four subsections. In every case the signifi-
cant main effect for transfer was for the practice con-
dition, while for di-:.....ion A transfer it was from the
nonpreferred to the preferrei side condition.

There were also signiticant interaction effects. Spe
cifically, in the Lean movement sequen.e, the Affec
tive State subsection's three factor interaction ind:
cated that the ability-by-transfer intera lion was not
the same for the different levels of direction of trans
fer. In the preferred to nonpreferred cjndition, the
experienced subjects did better on the cue-tria:. On
the othcr hand in the nonpreferred to preferred con-
dition, the naive subjects did better on the practice
task, and the experienced subjects did better on the
one-trial.

In the Shape subsection of the Lean movement
sequence there were two significant interactions. The

TABLE 4

Summary for Significant ANOVA Results for the Lean Movement Sequence

Section Effect F Directicn of Effect

Technical Ability Transfer 11.00 Practice
Movement Integration Transfer 10.80 Practice

Direction of Transfer 4.29 Nonpreferred to
preferred side

Affective State Transfer 10.32 Practice
Direction of Transfer

I-.1ility x Direction of
transfer x Transfer

14.2

8.5

Nonpreferred to
preferred side

a

Shape Transfer 11.8 P7octice
Direction of Transfer

Ability x Transfer

21.8

5.85

Nonpreferred to
preferred side

a

Ability x Direction of 8.16
Transfer x Transfer

Note: p<.05 and degrees of freedom are (1,24).
' See text for complete description of direction of effect.
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first interaction was an ability-by-transfer effect,
where both the experienced and the naive groups' use
of the practice effect resulted in performance that w^s
higher than the one-trial treatment. The second in-
teraction was a three factor ability-by-direction of
transfer-by-transfer, similar to the three level interac-
tion that occurred in the Affective State subsection. In
both, in the preferred to nonpreferred condition, the
experienced subjects did better on the transfer (prac-
tice) task, while the naive subjects did better on the
one-trial. However, in the nonpreferred to preferred
condition, the naive subjects did better on the practice
task, while the experienced subjects did better ori the
one-trial.

For the Backward walk m mem sequence, the
significant interaction occurred in the Shape subsec-
tion, and was an ability-by-direction of transfer effect,
and the experienced subjects performed higher on the
nonpreferred to preferred side, while the naive sub-
jects did better on the preferred to nonpreferred side.

DISCUSSION
In bilateral transfer, the motor pattern transfers fi om
one side of the body to the other through practice on
the first side (Underwood, 1966). According to this
definition, and assuming that motor pattern as used in
the present research is a complex movement sequence,
then a significant bilateral transfer effect as a result of
practice was noted. Importantly, in the three subsec-
tions, which collectively and independently indicate
the degree of success of movement integration and
shape, the results substantiate the bilateral transfer-
ence of complex movements.

Further, the signif.cance of the transfer effect for
both movement sequences in the affective state sub-
section supports research by Munn (1932) and Bray
(1928), which indicated a reduction in the nervous-
ness and self-consciousness of the subjects in the
transfer condition.

A major new finding of this research regards the
direction of transfer's significant laterality effect from
nonprefer:ed to preferred side. This result was not
expected, since the results from studies with a bearing
on the effects of hand preference (Ammons, 1958)
indicate greater positive transfer from preferred to
nonpreferred side. Typically, bilateral transfer studies
have used simple tasks such as inirror star-tracing and
pursuit or compensatory tracking. Whether or not the
response to the complex movements used in this study
ind:cates that such movements will normally transfer
best from nonprefeired to preferred side is a subject
for further research. Complex movements were used
for this study because an ii.mitive bilateral transfer
mode in the dance studio rarely involves such simple
tasks or movements as had been used in past tradi-
tional bilateral transfer studies.

That dire.:tion of transfer was significant in the
movement integration and affective state subsections
for both movement sequences would indicate that
constant repetition on the nonp.eferred side is impor-
tant in providing self-confidence, and it supports sim-
ilar findings of Finlayson and Reitan (1976).

The laterality results call into question the conven-
tional dance s'udio wisdom of teaching to the pre-
ferred side, ant! expecting a good quality replication
on the nonpreferred side. That practice seems to be

TABLE 5

Summary of Significant ANOVA Results for the Backward Walk Movement Sequence

Section Effect F Direction of Effect

Technical Ability Transfer 13.26 Practice
Direction of Transfer 4.88 Nonpreferred to

preferred side
Movement Integration Transfer 13.57 Practice

Direction of Transfer 4.88 Nonpreferred to
preferred side

Affective State Transfer 11.53 Practice
Direction of Transfer 6.95 Nonpreferred to

preferred side
Shape Ability x Direction

of Transfer
5.86 a

Note: p.05 and degrees of freedom ara (1,24)
a See text tor complete description of direction of effect.
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based more upon convenience, if the teacher is tight-
handed, for example, it is simply easier for him or her
to teach from the right hand. The present study indi-
cates that there may be a more effective appioach. It
is suggested that the dance instructor begin the exer-
cise/movement sequence on the nonpreferred side,
and carefully demonstrate and analyze the movement
on this side.

Thus, a dance teacher can achieve two goa.s by
caching to the nonpreferred side and expecting trans-
erence to the preferred side. The nonpreferred side
k ill improve through the practice effect, while at the
same time the dancer will be maintaining a high level
of performance on the preferred side.

The various interaction effects basically supf on the
above findings on transference and laterality. For ex-
ample, the ..bility-by-transfer interaction in the shape
subsection confirms a dance studio observation that
experienced dancers do better with practice than do
naive dancers. In practical terms, this interaction
makes sense because the experienced dancers would
have the ability to imitate and perform shape charac-
teristics Gfa movement better with more practice than
naive dancers given the same amount of practice time.

Additionally, the three way interactions in the Lean
movement provide additional support for the transfer
effect. Curiously, this effect did not hold in the pre-
ferred to nonpreferred side for the naive dancers,
whose scores were better in the one-trial than they
were in the practice condition. However, when naive
dancers are compared across the direction of transfer
condition, their improved scores support the laterality
effect of nonpreferred to preferred side.

The significant interaction in the Backward walk's
shape subsection between ability-by-direction of
transfer presents a reladonship for the naive dancers,
which, although at odds with the remainder of this
study's data on laterality, is not crucial. The nahe
subjects' better performance from preferred to non-
preferred side in this one subsection and for only one
of the movement sequences becomes less important
when compared with the data indicating the opposite
results. Fuither research might clarify this.

It is worth noting that although this study divided
the subjects into experienced and naive groups, the
criterion used for the experienced group was that the
subjects "had some dance training." It is highly re-
commended that this study be replicated with subjects
whose diverse skill levels could be easily discerned,
i.e., professional dancers (for experienced) versus a
naive group, which would include subjects with a
more limited exposure to dance experiences, such as
first and second year dance students.

The implication of bilateral transfer and the prac
tice effect, for dance, is that dance teachers have
intuitively been doing something right! In the con-
cern over not wasting precious studio dance time,
teachers have tended to analyze a complex movement
in detail, on one side onlyexpecting dancers to do
the transference themsehes. As confirmed experimen
tally, this expectation is reasonable, based on the bi-
lateral transfer phenomenon. Fu ihermore, the more
practice on the side that is being tat4t, the better
will be the replication of the complex dance move-
ment pattern to the bilaterally transferred side. Fi
nally, by teaching to the nonpreferred side and ex-
pecting bilateral transfer, the nonpreferred sid.: will
improve (through practice), and the quality of the
transfer will be significantly better than has heretofore
been obtained using the traditional method.
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SECTION VIII

INTERSECTIONS: A FORUM ON ISSUES AND
PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS

According to the Athenian historian, Thucydides, the bravest are those having the clearest vision of
what is before them. Fully aware of both the glory and the danger, they nevertheless proceed. While the
best ideas are really quite common, it takes a special kind of author who is able to identify a trend in
thinking, to give an idea full utterance, and to interpret it, crystalizing its form.

This Encores II collection closes aptly with an exploration of issues and ideas w hich remain vigorous
testaments to a vitality of thinking and questioning during the 1978-1987 period. The writers are
diverse in their experiences and in their points of view. Yet all share in a curiosity about the nature and
value of various dance experiences. Cohesively, these writers were concerned that dance continue to be
promoted as a vehicle for developing self expression. They were personally grounded in their judgments
and persuasive in their convictions.

Some difficult issues were met head-on, such as stabilizing the nature of the dance experience,
discussing the institutionalization of dance education, and seeking a relationship betw,..tn dance as art
and dance as physical activity. The perilous overexpansion of popular summer dance programs, which
has seemed to drain away a sense of excellence through purposeless evolution, was a warning cry. One of
the inherent problems of pursuing art in an academiL setting was revealed in the challenge of designing
relevant modes to evaluate faculty.

Appropriately, this volume comes to a close with Aileene Lockhart's mandate "I ask that we
remember the stated purpose of the National Dance Association. 'To promote continuous development
of sound philosophies and policies in all forms of dance education. To provide leadership which will
stimulate improvement in programs, materials, and methods in dance."
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Journal of Physical Education
and Recreation, May, 1978,

pp. 34-35.

32. THE SPECTACLE OF THE BODY: AS ME

Leroy T. Waiker

The ideas that follow are based on the assumption
that you will agree with me on one basic premise. that
the body is what a man or woman really is, that the
body represents the psychophysiological entity of
heart, min& spirit, which is the inner person, and the
outer physical form as e..:denced by the p:wsical body
and its actions. Onc expert has reckoned that it is
both the inner and outer form which symbolize what
a petaon does and becomes. It is those forms which
provide the person with the medium or action by
which adaptation and adjustment take place, as the
person relates to the world about him.'her and moves
through life. It has be..n further written that the inner
and outer aspects represent the whole bt. iy, which is
as different from the sum of its parts as ti c sound of
the Boston Pops in and of itself is differe:a from the
separate sounds and instruments that contribute tu it.
I think that in health, physical education, recreation,
and dance we are concerned about both the Inner and
the outer forms which represent the whole person.

There are distinguishable differences between bod
ies, there are also clear distinctions in how bodies are
perceived by individuals. Frequently, the question
"Am I really me?" can not always be answered in the
affirmative because, unfortunately, in some instances
the body is perceived as an "it" and is, therefore, an
expression of "it." What am I doing to "it," the
body? What is happening to "it," the body? In these
histances, the body is more a mere instrument than an
instrument of expression which reflects the "me" of a
person. In the "it" concept, the body is something
the self haa, the body is external to the self, somcthing
to be used, traincd, manipulated. This concept is illus-
trated every Saturday, Sunday, and Monday as

the football season progresses, as we see great, big
huge men literally throwing their bodies at each
other. Still another example of this concpt was re
vealed in the findings of a study at the University of
North Carolina in Greensboro where some women
were interviewed at the city jail, these women having
been arrested as "ladies of the night." Several inter
viewed disclaimed the humility that they were "ladies
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of the night." Two of them were school teachers and
one, a housewife. When asked why they participated
in this kind of activity, they answered. I'm only using
m1 body to obtain extra cash for furs, jewelry and
other simple delights. My body is not really me. It's
only an instrument. It is an "it," not really who I am.

As I perceive the body as an expression of me, not
just as an "it," I utilize my body as an absorption in
the feeling and the meaning that goes with the feel
ing. There is a sense of identity, of expressing my
feelings about things, what is seen, heard, or touched.
The body expresses an exhilaration of joy, of laughter,
of being refreshed, of being released from tension. My
body is indeed me. Directed by my mind and inspired
by my spirit, my body is experienced as uniquely and
peculiarly my own. My body is so intimately related to
what and who I am, that the experience of selfness 's
indissolubly linked with the existential projects wh:...h
radiate from my body as It is actually lived. My body,
immediately experienced and ir.itially disclosed, is my
concrete mode of orientation in a world of practical
and persor al concerns. It is ILA something that I
possess and consequently use in Jne way or another as
an instrument or utensil. My body is me.

Now this ctinclusion has do with dance, it has to
do with my conc-sn as r. teacher and a coach, and it
has to do with the ....^:tude of the Alliance. First of all
the cr,ncept of the body as an instrument of self-
expTessiun has, in my opinion, suffered in the past
years for 1.:-k of cultural acceptance. The lack of
acceptanr.e has been influenced in part by the fact that
sport, physical activ, and even dance, in some in
stances, have ret,..rded th Jy as other than self,
rather as an instrument for accomplishing certain
things. In addition, the lack of acceptance of the body
has its base in the sociology of religious ethics, intel
lectual literature, the utilitarian ideology of mechani
zation, and scientific positivism, all of which place a
low value o.. the body, linking it to the concept of
"it." Possibly we have, in the Alliance, spent too
much energy and time trying to refute history rather
than assuming a positive position in the present.
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A positive position would begin with an extension
of the Mara'st philosophy which advanced the con
cept that culture is rhe material and intellectual result
of the creative ability of the human being, a process of
physical and intellectual perfection of man, his up-
bringing and education, the ideological, artistic, and
scientific reflections of these processes. Culture is gn
expression and measure of the human aspects of life.
When our cultural history is so perceived, dance is
seen in the light of its significant contribution and no
other defense is necessary. There is no better medium
for thns expression of cultural development than in
dancc. In dance, one is one's body in the act of
expression.

As a coach of sporttrack and field, basketball,
and footballI realized long before I watched Ed-
ward Villella in "Dance of the Athlete" that sport and
dancc had many commonalities. In New York in De-
cember 1974, I knew as I watchcd "Nureyev and
Friends" perform that the great flexibility, agility,
strength, and dexten,. derr onstrated here were not
unlike that I had observed in 0.J. Simpson on the
gridiron and Julitm "Dr. j." Irving on the hardwood
courts, uven thcugh with less artistic flair. Of course,
watching Simpson:, Irving; Villella, and Nureyev, I can
even irtore appreciate Mark Van Doren's gem: that all
human beings are alike and all are different. I want
you to know I am not trying to equate the movement
quality of O.J. and "Dr. J." with Edward Villella and
Nureyev. However, when you listen to O.J. Simpson
or Julius Ining or Rudolf Nureyev or Edward Villella
describe the feeling cxperience of movement in terms
of exhilaration, joy, and identification, you know how
similar their experknce of movement must be.

Knute Rockne of Notre Dame and Dan Bible of the
University of Texas used dance ycars ago to perfect
the rhythms of their backfield men in football. The
footwork of Sugar Ray Robinson in the boxing ring
was utilized to launch him on a dancing carzer
though much less glorious thar that cf Villella, who
was also a boxer. Ken Avery, the Cincinnati playcr
who refined his foot work as a running back wi.h
ballet and tap dancc training, is another example.
While I admire dance as an art form, what really
excites me and leads me to believe in the permanence
of dance in eduaition is its unique role in human

development. The potential inherent in dancc as It
exists in our schools, colleges, recreation centers,
agencies, and universities is the provision of opportu-
nities for the "me" of my body to really come alive.

There are millions of people who are not turned on
by sports, and I say that even as a coach. Therc are
other millions who are not turned on by recreational
activities, nor even by jogging. Thcse people may be
turned on by the special nature of dancc. Thinking in
terms of what the possibilities are for physical and
aesthetic growth, it is obvious that dancc can make a
substantial contribution to those who choose to move
in it. The sensitivity, strength, endurance, control,
articulation and exhilaration exhibited by dance per-
formers attest to the power of dance as a former of
body-selves who cxperiencc themselves as st.ong and
beautiful.

It is generally agreed in the Alliance that dancc is
at the crossroads, but there is still a difference of
opinion as to what it says on the signpost. As a
layman, I see on the signpost an arrow pointing the
way to a new Dance City, to which all people of all
ages can go to develop the "me" of thcir I To
me, the signpost reads "exciting dance cit1 1"

and "smaller performing art suburbs over hen" ro,
those who prefer that. The brochurc state , that
"Dance City shall provide every fora of body expres-
sion for every tastc in dance. Movement and music
provided, or create your own, try classical ballet, ex-
pressive modern, the more mundane bump, bugalou,
muscle, or machine, or how about .. scrcne waltz or
invigorating hoe-down? There is a pla, - for you in
Dance City, America. Just do your thing, have your
movement flingl"

Thcre is no question about my personal belief in
darn z,e as an important and significant part of the
Alliance. I feel morc confident than ever that a posi-
tive aggressive thrust now exists, that as the dance
professionals, teachers or performers, practitioners or
artists, continue to be creative mavericks working vig-
orously to provide dance for everyone, the National
Dance Association is surc to continue in its unique
role in the Alliance and to make the significant con-
tributions to enhancing the spectacle of the body as
only dance can.
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33. ALMA HAWKINS: AN ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE

Sandra Minton

Alma Hawkins, as rhairp,..son of L. ince Depart-
ment at the University of Ca Horn:. .s Angeles,
served as an inspiration to many. Now, a professor
emeritus at UCLA, she continues to be a leading
influence in the dance field, especially in her work
with the Council of Dance Administrators (CODA).

SM. What are some reasons for people not intending
to be dance professionals or educators to take courses
ir dance?

AH. It seems to me that dance is a very vital experi-
ence for any person, primarily because it uses move-
ment as a way of experiencing and as a way of expres-
sing. Dance helps people get in touch with their bod-
ies as an important means of relating to their environ-
ment. This kind of sensitivity seems to be missing
today in so many peopk.

Besides the bask movement aspect, dance affords
an opportunity to work creatively, to get in touch ,vith
one's potential for imaging, and to make one's unique
statement. I've noticed that this kind of experience
does not always result in great dances; but througc the
process people do get acquainted with themselves,
discover certain vAlles, and find a new way of know-
ing. I think this is an experience that they can carry
over into thcir everyday life. The moving phenomena
and the creativity phenomena are very central.

SM. What du you feel is the key to structuring appro-
priate dance experiences for students at different edu-
cational levels?

AH. First, teachers need to be clear about what is
central i the dance expviencedance as an art
and how they can help aidividuls explore move-
mentthe potential for moving and for creativity.
There's a central conceptual base that's important.
Then I thir.k when you work with children, yo., try to
understand where they are, you use imagery .ind tasks
and approach dance in a way that is meaninbful to the
child. You don't expect the samc kind of results as
with adults, but experiencing is drawn from the same
conceptual base. As children get older and can handle
more abstract and sophisticated ideas, you begin to

develop the technical and the choreographic side of
dance. Ideally, it should be a gradual progressior. from
that early childhood experience straight through to
sophisticated forms of choreography. The unfortunate
thing is that in most of our situations much of the
dance happens in higher education, when it should
start with the children, ap4 gradually move through
the different age levels.

SM. What do you see as the goals of dance in higher
education today?

AH. There are some underlying goals, but these will
vary according to the institution and the role of dance
in that institution. In some places, dance may be
available only as a general experience and not as a
major program. In this case dance uffers a broad
experience concerned with discovering movement;
finding the potential for creating; and knowing dance
as an art experience.

When a concentrated dance major is offered, then
dance must meet the equivalent kind of goals as those
held in any other discipline within the university. We
must provide a broad education Ir. or field as is

Provided in English, history science, or any other
field. That implies that we must be clear about our
body of knowledge, and find ways to provide appro-
priate experitnces. In a more direct way, our goal is
related to that of the university's concern with re-
search and creativity, and with helping people prepare
themselves to move in whatever direction they want to
moveas a performer/choreographer, teacher, re-
searcher or whatever.

There's another underlying goal that is also very
important. The concern for human beings and their
growth should be central throughout this whok edu
cational process. Dance education is not just training
in technkal prouiciery. Some people would say that
our goal is to prepare people i.o take on cc.tain kinds
cf jobs. I think we do have a concern about eihat thy
are going to do, but personally, I dun't think that's
the first priority. We trs to see possible kinds of
outcomes for our studcnts, so that those who are
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interested will be able to move into the professional
dance world, or into research and scholarly work. I
think we see these outcomes, and try make some
provisions for them, but the first priority is an educa-
tion that provides a broad experience in dance.

SM. Do you feel that dance is taught differently in a
university than in a dance studio?

Ali In a way, thc purpol e is different. The purpose
of a studio is usually to prepare people to dancc pro-
fessionally. We hope that good university programs
are going to prepare some people who may very well
move into the professional field, and wc have demon-
strated that many of the people in professional com-
panics come out of universities today. The studio does
not have a responsibility to cover many of the areas of
the discipline like history, aesthetics, philosophy, no-
tation, and music for dance which I think the total
study of dance does require.

Another important difterence is related to one of
the roles of higher education which is concerned with
not only passing on information that has been accu-
mulated, but also doing research and bringing about
new knowledge. How did music and art develop their
literature? It evolved out of the broad discipline within
an academic world. I think that there are very real
differences between studio and university dance.

SM. Do you think that the two worlds of professional
and educational dance have moved closer together
today or farther apart?

AH. They've moved much closer together. In the
early period, wc did not even speak to each other.
Gradually, we started talking, and then brought pro-
fessional dancers into hight., ..oucation as visiting art-
ists. The educational programs have become morc
developed and more proficient, so that the product in
some of our schools is comparable to the product in
the studio. I'm talking about technique in particular.

SM. We hear a lot today about teacher burn-out. Can
you make sume recommendations for avoiding such
burn-out?

AH. I guess the burn-out is a result of a lot of things.
Part of it is the day we live in and the stress everyone
is under, not just teachers. Part of it is related to the
economic situation, and the load that has been placed
on people. In dance, we have been so dedizated to
developing high quality programs that people have
carried much heavier loads than faculty in the rest of
the academic world. That's one of the things we have
to gradually change. Thcre are many factors with no
easy answer.

I believe that the chairperson needs to arrange
faculty assignments so that they provide variety and

stimulation. That's an important role of the chairper-
son. I think the second thing ;s that each person has
to have his or hel priorities in ,fe, and find ways to
protect those priorities. The third thing, I think, is
that the teacher needs to be committed, dedicated,
excited, involved and believe in the students. If that is
so, there is so much satisfaction inherent in thc work,
that it helps avoid the burn-out. You sec, it goes back
again to why you are there. You're really there to help
students grow and develop and bccomc compctcnt in
many ways.

SM. In your book, CreatiNg Through Dance, you dis-
cussed dance technique and dance composition skills.
How would you explain the relationship between the
technical and creative areas?

AH. There arc so many points of view about this. If I
could have it my way, I wouldn't even usc thc word
technique. I would say movement studyworking to-
ward technical proficiency. This means discovering
what the body can do, and discovering how to do it
efficientlyexploring all the ways the body can move
and developing that with efficiency. Quality in thc
technical performance is very important, but I think it
needs to bc seen in terms of studying the movement
phenomena and not from just passing on techniques
that people have learned from some other source. To
me, theres a very big difference. I would also like to
see movement study taught ir such a way that exper-
iences are not presentet: in fixed patterns. Even
though you might start something in a fixed pattern,
ideally, you should move out of it, out into an impro-
visational situation, so it becomes functional.

In the creative area, I think wc have thc responsi-
bility of helping students learn ic understand the orea
tive process. They need to learn how to get in touch
with the basic aspects of the creative pro:asthe
inner sensing, the feeling, the imaging, the t.Orming
and let this come out in studies which gradually prog-
ress to a more sophisticated form.

There are many different ways of facilitating thcsc
experiences, and each person has to decide which
approach to use. I think that we need to spend more
time helping students experience the process, rather
than starting with specific kinds of prob.; ns that
relate to principles of form. Teachers have ...arned a
great deal about choreography, and about form and
craft, so that it seems appropriate to package the
information and give it out. But if the student never
has a cha,ke to experience in his or her way and move
through the process that one has to move through, we
have skipped over the bask aspect of the creative
process. I think this is one of the arc.ss that needs a
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great deal of thought today. Many times we see chore
ography that gives the appearance of being ar. ar
rangement of movement, technically good, but miss
ing the mark of what art is all about.

SM. Can you relate your ideas about creative work in
dance to some of the research currently prevalent in
right brain/left brain learning?

AH. This research has implications for the creative
process and is related to the experimentation that I
have been doing for the last several years. I think it's
important that we become familiar with the Lnowl-
edge in other fields that is related to what we are
doingand in this instance, it's creativity. W. don't
have all the answers certainly, but there has been
enough research so that we know there are two hemi
spheres of the brain, and they function in a thought
process in two different ways. One is related to the
outer world and to the logical, analytical, sequential
way, here we use verbal means of expression. The
other, which we haven't valued much in our society, is
a more receptive mode.

That receptive mode is concerned with Coe inncr
worldthe experiencing, the feeling, the imagery. If
you look at what artists say about the way they work,
you discover that something causes them to retreat to
this receptive mode. It's in that mode, the best we
understand it now, that ima6cry begins to shift and
change, and the felt-experience is inwardly sensed.
This innet experiencing provides thc impulse for ex
ternalization in movement, which takes its own shape
and form. The "aha," and "flash," we think take
place in the more receptive mode. It seems to me we
have to understand that process, and then try to facili
tate experiences that help people get in touch with
the inner mode, because most of life is spent function-
ing in relation to :he outcr world. Young people tend
to approach work with the feeling that there is an
expectancy that they must meet. This inner kind of
understanding is a strange experience and they are not
sure that they can trust you.

We have learned from knowledge in other fields
that in order for the creative act to take shape, there
has to be an environment that allows the individual to
trust, to feel free, and to dare to take risks in a non
judgmental way. I'm afraid we hAven't always pro
vided that kind of environment. Now you're likely to
be misunderstood when you say this. I think there is a
difference between early experiencs, and those we
provide for seniors and graduate students. We have a
responsibility to help the older students learn a great
deal about their art, and I'm sure there arc times
when we can question whether or not educational
experiences accomplished what we were trying to
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achieve. The important thing, I think, is to decide on
what we believe to be an effective approach. Some
how, as we enrich the students background, we must
keep alive that ability to get in touch with tI.e inner
self, to risk, and to not be afraid to try. That's the big
task. I, personally, think that's the big challenge we
face today. How do we facilitate creative work that
results in unique, substantive statements?

SM. You are now involved with CODA (Council of
Dance Administrators). Why do you feel that it was
important to form this organization?

AH. There is an interesting background to CODA.
In 1966 we had an opportunity to have the develop
mental conference where we brought together 35 pro
fessionals people who had substantial dance major...
It was a time of transition, and it seemed important
that we have an opportunity to sit down and clarify
our philosophical base what the contcnt of our
dance majors should be, and how zn proceed with
these programs. We brought in people from related
disciplines like Susanne Langer from philosophy, and
John Martin, and Frank Barron in creativity. By the
end of the 15 days, we were so filled with all this
information that we wondered how we were goirg to
apply all of it. As a result, ten of us who had substan
tial dance programs met to discuss the implications of
this conference. We decided that we had to continue
to meet, and so ever since we have met annually. We
build an agench out of our c cerns, tht, problems
and the trends. We share ',leas and discuss them. I
think it would be impossible to measure the value
these meetings have for all of us. We go back and
work in our own way, but through these meetings we
have built a common foundation.

SM. What do you hope to accomplish in the future
with CODA?

AH. I'm sure we will continue to meet as a group and
discuss. Sometimes we take on certain creative
projects. We thought it would be help Ful for us to
prepare a document setting forth some standards that
have corwt aut through our .:xperience, and so wt
put together .tandards for the dance major.

Most recently we recognized that we were in a
changing time. Many of us who had established pro
grams were retiring, and young people were taking un
kadership roles. To help young administrators under
stand the role of the chairperson and the accompany
ing problems and ho.. .J deal with them, we held a
conferenc:. (CODA Conference, June, 1985, Aller
ton House, Montecello, IL. Sponsored by CODA and
the College of Fine and Applied Arts, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.)
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34. LEARNING . . . DOING . . . ART-MAKING:
SOME PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

Nancy W. Smith

"The Dance Educator as Artist" . . . "The Dance
Artist as Educator" . . . "Dance Education as Art
Experience" . . . "Art Experience as Educa-
tion" . . Those topics are several windows, several
views into a single rich landscape. the terrain of learn-
ingdoingart-maki-g. This is every human be-
ing's central territory.

Whether or not one is by vocation and professional
commitment an art-maker andior teacher, there is
still at the center of one's beingof everyone's be-
inga growing, teaching-learning; image-making ac-
tivity. It is full of vibrant and varied energies (we call
them life) which are felt in our own individual inner
stirrings and are replicated universally in the great
cosmic dance of infinite motion that contemporary
physicists are discovering daily. Individuals and socie
ties may choose to ignore this vibrant center in man
but they are never successful. It must be dealt with
because it deals with us.

Many of us are professionally committed in some
way in touching and dealing with that human central-
ity, the area of image-making, and many of us pursue
this involvement in an institutional setting. And so
once again we shall address what has been over thc
years a persistent and prickly consideration. art in an
institution. This is prickly and persibcent because

are still those who feel that art and institutions
have a natural antipathy, although we have .zome a
long, long way from the days when including the two
words in the same sentence was enough to make
artists flee and institutions stiffen.

It may be a form of arrogance to quote oneself, but
I am going to do it for a certain purpose. Recently I
re-read something I had written ten years ago and I
cite it now because it may give us a rebound board off
of which to bouncc some ideas from a ten year per-
spective.

It has long been a commonplace that academe
has not provided the most fertile soil for the

12.,

nurture of the artist, that the real world of au-
thentic experience for an artist is not located
among the Gothic spires of the university, that
"institutionalized" learning poses a threat to the
development of artistic potency. Dancersthe
last to enter the ivied precinctshave been per-
haps most fearful of the dangers. They might trip
on the ivy of administrative bureaucracy, inert
curricula, sterile procedures, the pavane tempo of
the academic procession seemed too restrictive.

Past institutional patternsand some present
oneshave perpetrated and perpetuated these
anxieties. As with other artists, the young dancer
found that the exigencies of academic life al-
lowed too little time or energy to do the thing
called dance, to exnerience it, to make it, to
dance. He found ... Jetimes an almost exclusive
concern with studying about dance, a valuable
but secondhand experience not to he confused
with the doing of it. It is ironic that in those very
halls in which John Dewey has been venerated,
the doing has often been minimized.

There is only one way to become a dancer and
that by dancing. But there are augmentations
Ly which one becomes a better dancer and by
v.'aich one makes better These are pro-
vided by the kind cf training that enables the
individual to cultivate and develop ari l.is powers.
The preparation of the perfc.mer and the chore-
ographer need no longer be restricted to any
single locale; it can occur wherever viable, inten-
sive training is available. The university environ-
ment is beginning to be one such locus.

Today's university bears about as much resem-
blance to the ivory tower of previous decades as
Xeroxing doe.% to carbon-paper copying. The se-
cluded, protective campusa surrogate incuba-
toris rapidly becoming a phenomenon of the
past. No longer is the student insulated against
the realities of the outside world. Today's student
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is not just the prospective recipient of the world,
he is a prime maker of it . . . Such a responsi-
bility can only be met by a university that permits
an art discipline to shape its curriculum accord
ing to the nature of the art itself.

The dance curriculum that purports to train per
formers and choreographers must be a fluid,
multi-dimensional grouping of experiences in
which the membrane between theory and prac
tice remains sheer and perme-ble. First and fore
most the student must dance; he must be dAncing
throughout the years spent in the program. He is
learning as he dances; he is learning to dance,
about dance, and thrc Igh dance. This in no way
deprives him of other domains of experience ot
knowledge. To the contrary, it becomes his
center through which a broad experiential con
text is channeled and synthesized. It is the matrix
of his perceptions through which he both appre-
hends and compreher ds. But it is center, not
periphery.'

Ten years later, I still believe in these possibilities
and I also believe that we have seen possibilities be-
come programs.

And what does the nature of this art of dance tell us
about the shaping of its place in an educational insti
tution? Well, first of all its own nature reveals dance to
be a major, independent art form which should exist
where it can best funcr.ion as such. It can best func-
tion where it can most fully function. In my opinion,
several conditions or ingredients are needed to pro
vide the most fertile soil for growth: first of all, the
proper orientation, i.e., the view of dance as an art, at
the center of which is the doing and making, secord,
identity; and third, material resources.

Let's deal with the first areathe inst;tutit nal rec-
ognition of dance as a major art. We still conanue to
hear an argument such as this one, &tat there are two
animals, one known as "dance as. art" and the other
known as "dance as ed ;cation" and that they should
live in separate houses (philosophically and adminis
trativ-ly) because their needs and natures are very
different. I will never be able to subscribe to this idea.
It seems w me to be a dangerous doctrine that (falsely

- name of education) encourages the dilution of
the dance experience and.'or effects the decial of edu
cazion in the name of art. The n...thematician does
not te ;eh a different or watered-down set of equations

for the math student who plans to Le a tv_acher. Cer
tainly there are special, unique thilities and tech-
niques required of a teacher and rnany of &hem can be
developed through specia!ize,I curricular offerings, but
they should evolve from a base of the pure and potent
disciplir._ of dance.

I see the many wondrous uses of danceperform-
ing, teaching, choreographing, healing, etc.a. flow
ing from the pure discipline Itself, and I fear the
watering down of a discipline, supposedly for specific

:poses. It seems dishonest, educationally and artisti-
cally.

I cannot say to what degree of effectiveness I have
functioned professionally, but I do know that the en-
deavor in which I havc been engaged for the past 25
years has been a. s' ngle onemultifaceted, varied, but
whole. I have not felt a schizoid pull among the
teaching-learning-art-making aspects of my profes-
sional activity.

And I think that in the fuume, history will reveal to
ns in due time that the greatest diversity and exercise
of the deed of dance came from the greatest base of
strengththe autonomous discipline. Now autonomi
can come in many contexts, and I would not presume
to tell anyone where to put dance because I could not
prescribe for anyone else's local situation. It dces
seem, however, that past history and future portent do
seem to indkate a certain theme of growth, and that
growth theme lies in the direction of administrauve
autonomy for the dance experience.

The dance experience in educafional insfitutions
has developed in simple cellular ways. In some in-
stances it has achieved full curricular maturity conso-
nant with its long-estabhshed, traditional maturity as
a major art form. In other instances it is sfill in its
curricular adolescence, often sfill tancenttai to another
more fully developed curriculum. In each casr, vhere
dance is, in its programmatic and curricular deveiap
ment, is often significantly related to where it should
be in its administrative placement.

The emerging pattern over the last ten years has
been toward the auwnomous department Jf dance,
and at its best such a unit has va.'id interdepartmental
relatedness with other disiplines. True relatedness
obviously exists with physkal education, movement
bit...ces, theatre, musk, design (art and archivcturc),
etc. But relatedness is not identit;. It is true that
dance is movement, it is a performing theatrkal expe
rience, it is a nonverbal sensory an experience dna
deals in tonal dynamics an ' harmony and rhythm, It is

'Nancy \V. Smith, "Dance sn College. PerformanLe & Choreography," DArke. An An in Aademe, New lurk, Te.mhen College,
Columbia University, 1970, pp. 70-72.



a space construct. That is all quite true. Dance is all of
those things, but it is no one of those things exclu-
sively or primarily. It is its own kinetic, dynamic,
communicative, temporal, spatial, metaphoric self.

Dar e has some unique needs. These needs cannot
always be met by those formulas, procedures, and
practices employed for the operation of more "tradi-
tional" disciplines. What are some of these needs?

The central need is for a thoroughly professional
opportunity for a competency-based program, a pro-
gram in which the making and doing of dance are
paramount. This means extremely i_xible curricular
patterning and structures that permit students to
move at their own ratefor example, to stay at the
intermediate level of technique kand earn credit) until
they are individually assessed to be ready for the ad-
vanced. It also means a thorm gh understanding of the
nature of the studio experience. The day of the 35
minute activity period is long 3one. We must insist on
daily professional studio classes of ample time dura-
tion and reasonable class enrollment, staffed by the
most professionally gifted artist-teachers. (I know how
long it takes to get these thingsbut I also know that
the first step is to believe wholeheartedly that these
things must be gotten.)

Flexible, modifiable and substantial academic credit
for human performance must be built into the currk-
ulum. We still encounter the prejudice that the only
really creditable academic endeavor is studying about
experience, not experience itself. And that actually is
the biggest roadblock against a human performance

centered, activity centered, making-doing-creating
curriculum today. A full acceptance of the artist in the
academic community is a corollary to all of this. It
influences all aspects of the art experience in highei
education, from the quality of instruction to practical
considerations of promotion, tenure, reward.

And what should be included as experience fur
dance majors in such a curriculum? Again, no une can
prescribe for another's situation, but some past pat-
terning and current trends suggest the fol!owing.

That, although the emphasis of each program
serves as a determinant ,f curriculum, the doing
of dance remains at the center.

That the daily technique classes (preferably in
both ballet and modern dance) are central to the
student dancer's life.

That choreographic opportunity and reper-
torial experience are essential.

That the movement sciences are germane.

That today's dancer n( eds the amplification of
studies about dance, its history, philosophy, etc.

That experience in related arts and other coi-
lateral areas is a vital part of curricular connec-
tion-making.

That graduate level specializations seem to be
moving, at this time, in tracts of performance
and choreography, ethnolop, therapy, history
and criticism.

The dance curriculum must include &zit- professional studio classes.
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The doing o f dance must remain at the
center of th... university dam-e curriculum.

The daily technique classes are central to
the student dancer's life, but there must also

be choreographic opportunity and
repertorial experience.

Disbelievers in the idea of art in academe come
from both inside and outside the academic commu-
nity. There is many a professional dance artist who
will never be persuaded that serious, committed
dances can be made and done in colleges and univer-
sities. They have had some good reasons for disbeliev-
ing, but they have not kept up with the times. The
old institutional patterns did not permit the unique
needs of the artist to be met in maximum ways, and
the product too often revealed tlus. But there have
always been enough exceptions, enough sturdy souls
who pushed through in spite of some aspects of the
system, to keep the cv(91sitionary process of dance in
nigher education continuing. Now in the latter 1970s
the results of this cumulativ; slow, and often invisible
process are becoming apparent.

The times, they are a-changing, uldeed. And the
new science, the new music, the new theatre, the new
danceall have begun to be made on campuses.
These changes require curricular and administrative
nexibilities, and in some places around the country,
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these requirements are being met. The wan bctween
the professional artist and the artist on the campus
has become much more permeableindeed, one is
often becoming the other. Many artists, educators,
and ad-unistrators now view coleges and universities
as reb.onal centers of art-making. Dancers and dances
are not jt coming ;,. ,n the professional world to the
campus but now also flow from campuses into the
professional world.

The concept of professionalism is becoming ampli
tied. The concept of the conservatory, the professional
school within the universitv, is no longer anathema io
an of academe. There is considerable ssmpathetic
support frum some enlightened administrators who
accept the idea that the university context and the
conservatory approach can have a ss thiotie relation-
ship that is extremely productive in today's world
The narrow, fierce ditism of a conservators or a pro-
fessional studio is no longer antipathetic to a demo
crack Institution, if that elitism is seen to be an clit
ism of talent and commitment



And today's east is finding that top-le,el profes-
sional instructiun existing in the broad humanistic
context of a university -an be . way of having the best
of both worlds. Each needs the other. Todays' dancer
cannot be a dancing machine; as Martha Graham has
said, part of the training of the artist lies in "the
cultivation of himself as a human being." Alwin
Nikolais has said that a dancer's education should be
a smorgasbord with the acid to penetrate it.

Some of the internal disbelievers have been those
who have felt that dance had no place at all in higher
education or should function only in a most cosmetic
way, as a decorative accessory to physical education,
theatre, or music, or as a kind of aesthetic airwick to
camouflage the heat of Imre serious scholarly endeav-
ors. The academic community is begihning, however,
to recognize, because of some stellar ex.inples, that
when the university makes a significant statement
about dance, when it designates it as an autonomous
discipline, such designation can enable it to increase
its resources and thereby to serve I. greater and more
varied population.

With more substantial resources the dance depart-
ment can mofe fully realize its commitment to several
kinds of student: (1) to the one who plans to make a
full commitment to dance, i.e., the dance major (and
that commitment carries with it the responsibility of
sensitive audition, screening, and assessment proce-
dures); (2) to the student in a related fieldtheatre,
music, physical educationwho needs to have curric-
ular experience in dance; and (3) to that general stu-
dent for whom a significant kinetic and aesthetic
experience should be available. These commitments
and services can be extended to the fullest degree
-:rom the pure discipline itself and only when there are
the sufficient resources that come with full identity
and support.

The fullest service that dance can make to general
education and to related fields will occur only if it
renders the fullest service to itself. Kenneth Eble tells
us that higher education may differ from lowe 'in
asking that the learner make something of his learn
ing . . . and that ideally, the something should be
real . . . " And he warns us of over-generalized,
unfocused, well-rounded education that "creates an
immense overarching latticework upon which one can
step along without ever getting inside."'

As long as there is the Okeefenokee of the imagi-
nation in ever human being, there will )e image-
making, art-making, God-seeking. And as long as
there are human beings, those human beings will

"..s.»
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Today's dancer is not a dancing machine. Part of ;he
training lies in the cultivation of self as a human being,

and dance rightfully takes its place in the broad
humanistic context of the university community.

form in groups and will make institutions. Our task, it
would seem, is to r,mder both activitiesthe Inv- ,u-
tion-making and the art-makingcompatible a in-
dividuals and in society and to tr1 to do so with some
administrative felicity.

'Kenneth Eble. A Perfect Education. New York. Collier Books, 1966, p. 140.
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Perhaps need to keep in mind the distinction
between "institution"and "institutionalizing." An in-
stitution is defined as an organization to promote a
cause or function, to i itutionalize is to convert a
cause or function into organization. In the former
the cause is served, in the latter it is handled,
processed, and often consumed.

This brings to mind many thoughts about over-
handling that are critical in our life in art Rnd in
institutions. Institutional structure and governance
can overhandle that which it shapes and governs un-
less there is a fluid administrative spine running
through the center of the corporate body. Students
can be overhandled; choreography, like a young kit-
ten, can be overhandled until the life goes out of it,
until it is all organization and no breath. And that
imbalance, wherever it manifests itself, is lethal for
the development of the artist in the university. The
"hold fast with open arms" mandate applies to art-
making as well as to other human relationships.

It is so easy to overhandle and also so easy to hang
on to the past. While realizing the value of drawing
from the energies of the past, there is such a need and
appetite today for future focus, particularly in some
areas of thought and research in dance-making and
dancer-making.

I feel that there is an urgent need for profound,
basic reseatch in dance technique. We have by this
time developed sme highly articulated progressed
techniques and technical training systems. Certainly
ballet and the Graham technique are highly inflectcd
language systms and training systems, but there arc
other aieas to expedite and lubricate the te:linical
development of a dancersuch as basic, innovative
kinesiological reseach, Eastern movement syAems,
relaxation and structural realig .ment techniques,
therapeutic principles. And surely we are just begin-
ning to tonch the whole area of study of the creativity
phenomenon. These and the development of new
choreog.aphic repertoire and the reconstruction and
production of established master works are ever-open
ing paths to the fiiture enrichment of the dancer's life
within institutional settings.
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And now, finally, some rather personal thoughts,
feelings, observations. This essay began with a com
ment about that inner, central territory in all human
beings, in which the learning-doing-art-making im
pulses reside. I would like .o return there and say that
I find it increasingly necessary, as we grow into more
and more complex and active institutional structures,
to touch daily that deep inner place, to reaffirm some
old-new stirrings, to move through the bureaucracy
and to continue to wonder. Here, then, are some
recent musings:

That we in dance, in art-mak'ng are operating
in the domains of mystery and vaineiability,
enigma and openness.

That it is really no coincidence that openness
and mystery are also characteristics and condi
Lions of healing, of spiritual growth.

That perhaps knowing and healing are very
much the same; they make whole, they alleviate
the brokenness.

That health and knowledge arc already ia us,
it's just a matter of uncovering them, of getting
rid of all the junk in us.

And that ultimately if we are able to help
make whole, to help harmonize through the
dance experience, we are perhaps dealing with
that spiritual commodity that Robert Pirsig (in
Zen and the Art of Motort,rle Maintenance) calls
"quality" and that the theologians call "grace"
and that contemporary physicists call "charm."

Perhaps the grace cf a dancer may truly be the
wax of which the th.zologian speaks. If we arc deal-
ing in these many aspects of grace, perhaps wt. will
ultimately he ablri to bend bureaucra,_. w the servicc
of the dance experience, t the development of what
the early Greeks, in referring to dance ecstasy, called
"enthousiasmos"the ...Ate of having the god within.

Probably these musings seem far tcmoved from the
politics and pressures of the dance educator as an
artist in an institution, but I know that on a day filled
with too many manila folders, I have to go back to
center to touch some lyric impulse that got us all here
to begin with.
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35. FIELD NOTES ON SUMMER DANCE

Ruth Solomon

In 1972 i founded the Summer Dance Theater Insti-
tute on the campus of the University of California,
Santa Cruz, where I had recently been hired to de-
velop a dance program. I envisioned the Institute
primarily as a mechanism fnr making available to
own students a breadth of ,ance experience to which
our burgeoning academic year program could not zs-
pire. The Institute was a response to what I perceived
to be the need of dancers in Northern California at
that time for a small, intimate dance community,
which would provide high-level training and perform-
ance opportunities to carefully selected advanced stu-
dents.

Each year hence the Institute wove itself inexorably
into the texture of my life, always demanding, but also
gratifying. Over the last few years it became apparent,
however, that the quality of the program was being
dilutzd as the result of a shrinking proportion of
applicants to acceptances. Li the early years I was
takiag approximately one out of four applicants. Now
I wa, being forced to take virtually everyone in order
to balance my budget. The reason for this was clear.
during the ..iine years of my experience the summer
dance business had swung fir m a seller's to a buyer's
market. In the summer of 1980, California alone,
according to Dance Magazine's "Summer Dance Cal
endar," offered the prospective dance student 83 pro-
grams from which to choose.

That sort of development raises serious questions of
supply and demand. As wc all know, dance has exper
ienced a boom during this period, on the other hand,
those of us who are connected with higher education
are also conscious of the ominous portents in demo-
graphic trends and the growing concern of young
people these days for the practical application of what
they learn. Also, one must wonder about a field that
has grown as fast as summer dance, without any
mechanism for control. Has attention been given to

efficient use of resources, or even to truth in adve.as-
ing?

In the summer of 1981* I decided to do n.. part
toward redressing the supply-side abundance in the
field by putting the Summer Dance Theater Institute
"on hold." Instead of administering a prugram, I set
out, with the aid of a grant from the University of
California, to resei.rch other programs. I studied only
well established "festivals." Ultimately 1 spent an av-
erage of one week each at the An.erican Dance Peso-
val, the Harvard Summer 11.1tCe Center, Jacobs Pil-
low, Boulder, Colorado, and the Long Beach Summer
School of Dance, observing all classes, rehearsals, and
performances, and talking to as many students,
facuilty, and administrators as possible.

W -at I found was, frankly, very much what. I ex-
pected. Although each of the festivals has its own
unique characteristics dictated by size, location, and
financial arrangements, all intend to provide a broad-
based dance community for their participants. At the
most practical level this means that students and
faculty are either in residence on campus, or housed
in the surrounding neighborhoods, and thus arc im-
mersed on a 24-hour basis in the program. More
abstractly, the sense of community pervades the atti-
tudes and policies by which administration, faculty,
and curricula are structured.

E-ch festival has as its hcad at least one dedicated,
thoroughly professional administrator, whose commit-
ment to the program is year-round. Responsibility for
various aspects of the program is often shared equally

ith, or delegated to, a number of dose associates,
who in turn ar supported by (Ake staff. In several
Lases a dean of students facilitates day-to-day opera-
tions by maintaining records and dealing with prob-
lems of students. None of the admii tutors were also
teaching that summer, although all are well-es'.ab-
lished teachers.

*It should be noted that since this article was written, some changes have been made in the progran, cl. sk.nbed.
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The faculty is, of course, the heart of every pro-
gram. The intensity of the summer festival required
that the faculty truly have something to teach, and
that they be consistently available in the studio day
after day, despite the conflicting demands of rehears-
als and performances. The festivals I visited differed
somewhat in their hiring practices. Some chose to
maintain the same core faculty year after year, others
preferred an almost complete turnover. Nonetheless,
certain common criteria for the selection of faculty
were apparent. First, faculty were chosen primarily for
their proven dedication and ability as teachers;

performance reputation, or "name," was definitely a
secondary consideration. This is an appropriate and
important practice, as most students, I found from my
interiiews, really knew nothing abont the faculty with
whom they would be studying beyond the brief biog-
raphies they had seen in advertisements or brochures.
Second, an auempt had been made in every case to
build faculties .:Thich encompassed a broad range of
background and skills, diversity, rather than narrowly
defined commitment to a given style or approach to
movement, was the governiog principle. And finally,
by far the majority of each :aculty was drawn from
outside the immediat,_ locale, thus offering local stu
dents the opportunity to study with teachers who
otherwise would be unavailable to them.

TECHNIQUE IMPORTANT TO STUDENTS

Curricular variations from festival to festival were gen-
erally subtle, yet significant in terms of how the pro-
grams were experienced b, their students. The major
issue was the proportion of technique to other classes
and how the students functioned at the various com-
petence levels :o which they were assigned. Arriving
students in every program wahted only to take tech-
nique from dawn to dusk, but quickly adjusted to the
across-the-board official policy of two technique clas-
ses per day plus one, two, or three other's, including
production/rehearsal periods. At some festivals the
operative philosophy was integrative; that is, sufficient
flexibility was built into the schedule to allow students
to experience the work of a number of faculty as-
signed to their level. At others, especially the larger
festivals where numbers imposed restrictions, the
tendency ',vas for students to meet exclusively with one
faculty member for modern technique and another for
ballet technique throughout the six weeks. Nowhere
did students have access to faculty at other levels. Thi'
caused some frustration for those who had come ex
pressly to study with specific teachers.

CHOR _OGRAPHY LACKING
I heard one question everywhere: "Where have all the
young choreographers gone?" Indeed, each festival
had included a choreography component in its curric-
ulum, but in every case these classes were severely
underenrolled. In one time slot at ADF, for example,
the only choreography class offered had seven stu-
dents, while the three technique classes opposite it
averaged thirty-five students each. I have addressed
this issue elsewhere, and would like to offer only a few
observations here. Fir st, it seems clear that today, lack
of student interest in choreography is basically the
reverse side of the curritnt demand for technique clas-
ses. This jusaaposition rests largely, I believe, on an
economic base; the yonng dancer whose main concern
is to start earning a living in the field quickly realizes
that most beginning jobs involve membership in a
performance company. The requirement for member-
ship in turn traoslat,:v rather narrowly into mastery of
a technique. I suspect the economic reality of the
situation is reinforced by a somewhat unpleasant pcy-
chological verity, that for most of us it is easier to
adapt to the demands of another's ision than to tap
into the sources of our own creativi .y. Unless a stu-
dent can be encouraged or coerv.ed into the slow and
often painful business of exploring the creative side of
his/her nature, today's dancer will value only the
physical dexterity required to get a job.

Second, summer dance programs are in a particu-
larly weak pos:tion to provide the encouragement or
coercion required to attract students to choreography
classes. Because they are almost entirely dependent on
studcnt fees for their existence, they have virtually no
leeway to offer courses that will not pay for themselves
and no leverage to enroll students in courses that are
not immediately attractive to them. College and uni-
versity programs in which students must fulfill pre-
scribed requirements toward degrees have a clear ad-
vantage here.

Third, the practice of substituting repertory classes
for the traditional improvisation-composition-history
approach to teaching choreography was widespread
last summer, and represents a sidesteppirg of the issue
to my mind. Wolking with a professional choreogra-
pher in the creation or reconstruction of a piece can
be a valuable experience for the student dancer, but it
certainly does not replace a course that takes the
development of choreographic skills as its subject.

FESTIVAL PRODUCTIONS VARY
These repertory classes do serve the valuable function
of allow ing summer faculty to get their worl pro
duced, and the material generated in this way proride
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some of the festivals with the heart of their produc-
tion season. The festivals I visited varied more widely
in their approaches to production than in any other
aspect of programming, since they are influenced by
differences in location, availability of resources, and
funding. Nevertheless, all are heavily committed to
production by using their own students and faculty, by
producing concerts by outside companies, or by some
combination of the two. All of the festivals satisfy the
requirement that a dance community involve its mem-
bers as participants in and obervers of the perform-
ance.

A shared characteristic which ran counter to my
expectations, though parallel to the experience of my
own Institute, is the common tendency of the festival
administrations to perpetuate two myths about their
prograins which I found to be manifestly untrue. The
first myth is that the festivals draw mainly "advanced"
students. My own estimate would be that fully 90% of
the students I saw, exclusive of a small but significant
minority on scholarship, were in the "beginning" to
"intermediate" range. Admittedly the judgment is to-
tally subjective. One teacher's "intermediate" student
might be another's "advanced" or "beginning."
Nonetheless, I would judge that the achievement level
displayed in the festivals' studios was far inferior to
what their reputations had led me to expect.

This myth created a number of tense situations
within all thc festivals. Essentially, the administraticn
was plafcti in a dthnsive position with students who
"had come tc be with the best," and demanded to be
moved to a higher !eve because they "expected to be
challenged more." As always, these complaints owed
a great deal to cgo pique, yet false expectation also
played a significant role. This seem.;d especially un
fortunate as the process of auditioning for classes and
being assigned by an experienced, objective facuky
can be one of the greatest benefits of a festival sum
mer Many students are seeing themselves for the first
time in the company of a sizable group of unknown
peers.

Faculty members, too, were often forced to scale
down their expectations once they saw the actual tal-
ent at hand. Indeed, because the nember of beginning
dancers was far greater at every festival than the
faculty hired specifically to teach at that level could
accommodate, many faculty found themselves teach
ing beginners for the first time in many years. This
circumstance resulted occasionally in dissatisfaction,
impatience, anc: a lack of appropriate nurturing by
products of the unfortunate elitism fostered by hiring
faculty with the understanding that they would teach
only "advanced" classes. It may also have contributed
to the surprisingly high incidence of injury at all of
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the festivals, as teachers who were accustomed to
dealing only with advanced students may have been
insufficiently attentive to underdeveloped body align-
ment and poor work habits.

The second myth which I found at all of the festi-
vlls was that these programs drew students from a
wide geographical cross-section of the country. This
claim is not totally without substancescholarsnips
and allegiances with particular teachers and dance
departments help to diversify the clienteie, yet the
records indicate th..t app uximately 71% of the stu-
dents at each festival were either at school or lived in
the general area. When I asked students, "Why did
you choose to attend this program?" they often
pointed to geographical zonvenience. Many added
comments about tight money and the nonfeasibility of
adding travel expenses to rising room, board, and
tuition costs.

FESTIVALS FACE RISK OF EXTINCTION

These misconceptions about the composition of the
student body at the summer festivals are "myths"
because even those who are closest to the programs
the able admirlistrators who put them together year
after yearare functioning under the influence of an
image which owes more to a noble past than to the
present realities. By virtue of tremendous energy and
cocrage, these administrators are preserving an insti-
tuton which served the formerly small but well-
tmined student populace. It is less appropilate to to-
day's students. Students at all levels of competence
can benefit from the festival program, but in truth,
most students could have benefited equally from far
less elaborate training. These programs are geared up
to deal with 'lance in a particularly high-powered way.
to promote the art form by providing young people of
proven ability with a crash course that will bring them
quickly to full potential. When put to less than their
intended purpose, the festivals run the risk of becom-
ing mere white elephants.

This I take as a comment not on the fesCvals
themselves, but on the ever-enlarging dance world of
which they are a part. The uncontrolled proliferation
of summer dance programs has created a competition
ft,r enrollments well beyond what can be considered
healthy in a limited market. Unlike the established
festivals, many new programs are being created pri-
marily to provide an additional source of income for
the host i:istitution, summer jobs for members of local
faculties, or ego boosts for their administrators. An-
other problem lies with the teacher who refuses CO

give the talented student the needed shove to get at
of the nt st, allowing him/her to luxuriate in what is
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close at hand and well known. Such self-sen ice drains
off needed itsources. Unless we are willing to put .he
good of the art form above personal ambition, we run
the risk of doing irreparable harm. In particular, the
excellent summer dance festivals may sink under the
burden of trying to maintain myths which no longer
reflect reality.

One solution to these problems is some form of
cooperation among festival organizers. We need to
use summer resources to meet the needs of dancers at
all levels (including professionals), while minimizing
wasteful and confusing overlap. This seems most fea-
sible on a regional basis. As a possible first step, the
established festivals might be used as geographical,
administrative, and philosophical centers around
which to organize. If we acknowledge that the festi-
vals serve the function described abovethat they are
elaborate dance communities dedicated to providing
preprofessional training for advanced studentsthen
we might expect dance teachers and institutions in
close physkal proximity to plan their own summer
activities to complement rather than duplicate that

fimction. As the festival. ave untouched numerous
dance genres and an e, wider range of student
proficiency and commitment, everyone should still
find an appropriate niche for his or her program.

Just as it is important to understand the role of the
festivals, so eac atellite program must clearly define
its intr-tions. F _m the planning stages onward, every
effort should be made to build on existing resources,
so that ultimately each program does what k is best
equipped to do. It should be possible, then, to de-
scribe each program as a distinct entity. If these de-
scriptions could be correlated in a publication that
might be helpful. If the programs within a given area
could agree to share resources through joint sponsor
ship of outside productions, or by touring their own
productions the region, this would be mutually
beneficial. If such forms of cooperation could be for-
malized in a L.,-se association, that might be best of
all. At any rate, some coordination of effort seems
necessary if the field of summer dance is to avoid the
pitfalls of overextension and achieve its full potential.

Gus Solomoni, Jr., Long Beach Summer School of Dance, 1981.
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36. DANCE TEACHER EVALUATION: CURRENT METHODS AND CRITERIA

Louanne Norwood
Terry Worthy

Two hundred forty-two American colleges and uni-
versities now offer undergraduate degree programs in
dance, with 25 percent offering both undergraduate
and graduate degrees. To ensure program excellence
and continued growth, methods of retaining and pro-
moting dance faculty need to be clarified.

Evaluating dance faculty with respect to retention,
promotion, and tenure has always been difficult be-
cause the dance faculty's contributions are often crea-
tive and require assessing artistic merit. Evaluating the
quality of contributions such as choreography,
performance, artistic direction, and production design
is a major task even for trained personnel and, in the
academic 4etting, is often the responsibility of faculty
or leiministrators who mav not have experience or
interest in dance. Moreover, dance is a relathely new
addition to the academic community, and evaluating
dance faculty has few precedents.

Fortunately, most institutions recognize artistic en-
deavors as analogous to the scholarly works of more
established academic disciplines. However, exact par-
allels between the weight and importance of creative
endeavors and the trad.tional contributions such as
publication have not been established, and this is an-
other obstacle to effectively evaluate dance teachers.

CURRENT PRACTICES IN FACULTY
EVALUATION

To discover and describe the criteria and methods of
afplication currently used in promoting and retaining
dance faculty, we developed and sent a questionnaire
to every American college or university offering both
graduate and undergraduate degrees in dance. The
questionnaire, returned by 47 out of 60 institutions,
contained 25 items pertaining to the following areas.
administrative structure of the program, evaluative
criteria and procedures, and respondents' opinions
concerning the fairness and appropriateness of the
evaluation process.
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Promotion and tenure of dance faculty are based on
teaching, service, and researLh at virtually all the insti-
tutions surveyed. In 51 percent of the institutions
reporting established criteria, the Lriteria used in eval-
uating dance faculty were general and applied to all
academic rrsonnel. vine percent of the respondents
stated that dance faculty were evaluated only on crite-
ria specific to dance, whik 30 percent combined
teria specific to dance and general criteria.

Although criteria specific to dance may be used,
the evaluating personnel are often outside dance.
Forty-eight percent of the respondents replied that
none of the people whu bore the final evaluation
responsibility were themsehes dance faculty members.
In 43 percent of the institutions, the evaluatkn was
done by both dance and non-dance faculty and ad-
ministrators. In nine percent of the institutions, only
those within dance evaluated their peers.

EVALUATING TEACHING EXCELLENCE

Evaluating teachiag presents fewer difficulties than
the other Lwo criterion areas, probably because dance
faculty and students judge teaching excellence more
than the other criterion areas. For example, dance
faculty, administrators, and students evaluated teach-
ing excellence at 83 percent of the institutions sur-
veyed.

EVALUATING SERVICE ACTIVITIES

Though iess emphasized than teaching or research,
service activities are considered important and are
used in the evaluation process at all institutions sur-
veyed. Activities which relate to teaching, such as
guest lectLres, master classes, and workshops meet the
service criterion and are acceptable in all the institu-
tions. Professional activities (membership and leader-
ship in professional organizations, committee worK,
and stJent advising) are acceptable in 74 perLent of
the institutions surveyed.
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Though :9 percent of the institutions include artis
tic activities in the service category, some do not,
because the, consider activities such as choreography,
performance, artistic direction, and production design
to be research rather than service. At 85 percent of
the institutions, these activities fall under Loth re-
search and service, resulting in ambiguous evaluations
of dance faculty members' work.

RESEARCH CRITERIA AND THEIR
APPLICATION

In evaluating dance faculty, research is as importai..
(58 percent) as, and ir some instances more important
(22 percent) than, teach'ng. However, research crite
ria appear to be the most difficult to apply. The major
problem is, for a faculty member in a performing arts
area such as dance, there are two possible kinds of
productivity which may be evaluated. traditional re
search, generally written and published, and creative
research resulting in artistic production. Eighty-seven
percent of the respondents stated that the following
artistic acti,ities were considered equivalent to publi
cation at their institutions. choreography (93 per
cent), performance (72 percert), artistic direLtion (68
percent), aiid production design (48 percent).

Creative :esearch should be acknowledged as fully
equivaler to traditional research so the enerb -3 of
dance faculty can be di: _ted toward productive goals
whiLh enh.nce the continued dynamic development
of dance programs in academic settings. While most
institutions do profess to recognize this equivalence,
unsolicited comments by respondents revealed that
actual evaluation piocedures do not always refleLt its
complete acceptance.

Nearly one-third of the institutions surveyed require
all dance faculty members to publish, even though
they may 'oe deeply involved in creative research as
Lhoreographers, performers, directors, or designers,
and 15 percent or° these institutions have detailed
specifications concerning the type of journal in which
the work is published. Even at those institutions not
reporting such specifications, some respondents added
that a candidate is more likely to be promoted and
receive tenure if the specifications are met.

These findings suggest that creativ yrd traditional
research are often not equated in actu.. practice. The
mere ncistence of a requirement for publication, even
for ,:aLulty member who continuously and rigorously
produces a:tistic works, indicates that the equivalenLe
r creative and traditional research is not acknowl

edged.
At a minority of institutions (20 percent), each

dance faculty member may choose to produce either

creative or traditional researLh (or both) depending
upon his or her research interests, indicating a genu
ine equivalency of Lreative and traditional researLh.

EVALUATING CREATIVE RESEARCH

Assuming that the equivalence or Lreative and tradi
tional research is %cognized and upheld, the value
and significance of the creative research still must be
judged. Either it must be evaluated directly by those
responsible for making promotion and tenure deci-
sions at the institution, or indirectly through aesthetic
judgments by those outside thc academic community.

The problems inherent in direct evaluation are oh
vious when one considers that at nearly half the insti-
tutions surveyed, none of the .:valuators are within
dance. To encourage high-quality research and to
assist administrators who laLk dance expertise in eval
uating artistic merit, some institutions (32 percent)
have established more specific Lriteria. These inLlude
regional, national, or international visiblik) of thc
artistic work, reviews by professional dance critiLs,
and involvement with professional danLers outside the
academic community. While such criteria can reduce
the responsibility of those not fully qualified to judge
the value of a dance work . they are not always practi-
cal. Most dance fprulties do not h.._ ready access to
large-scale performance opportunities, competent
professional dance critics are not always available to
review, and professional danLe Lompanies are nut a:
ways near academic communities.

Assuming that creative research Lan be fairly and
Lonsistently evaluated by outside experts, the Lollege,
sLhool, or university committee still must weigh the
value of the extramural performance, the critical opin-
ion, or the prestige of the nonuniversity danLe Loin
pany invohed. Someone within the institution must
make a value judgment eithei on the Lreative researLh
itself or on the value of reLognition outside the aLa
demic community.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study revealed that of thc three areas Lommonly
used in the evaluation of dance faculty, the research
criterion needs further delineation to aLLommodate
the speci2! research endeavors of dance faculty. The
.eadling criterion does not seem to be Lontentious in
most cases, possibly beLause the danLe faLulty and
administration are invohed in evaluation proLedures.
Likewise, the service criterion provokes little dissatis
faction, except where no clear delineation is made
oetween activiti-s which comprise serviLz and those
which comprise iesearch.



The problems and ambiguities regarding the appli
cation of research criteria indicate that administrators
at some institutions need to adjust their research ma:
uation policies, and especially to clarify research ex
pectations. Though these expectations may be rigor
ous, they need not be uniform within an institution,
but should accommodate the dan_t facu: y's varied
interesv

When specific requirements arc necessary, thcy
should be developed realistically according to the size,

lot.ation, and resources of the institution. Cicativc and
traditional research should be regarded as equivakrit
in both theory and practice. Si.cLific guidelines may
bc established for a comparative evaluation of the
sLopc and significance of traditional or ...reative re-
search. Finally, greater partkip :on by dam.c faculty,
administrators in evaluating rcbeart.h would promote
greater evaluative expertise, particularly whcn expert
opinions outside the academic community arc not
available.

Creative research in dance (including choreography and artistic direction) should be acknowledged as fuqy
equivalent to traditional research so the enazies of dance faculty can be devoted to these aaivities that enhance

dynamic dance programs in academic settings.
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37. AN AGENDA FOR DANCE

Aileene S. Lockhart

What has happcncd to dancc is amazing, undrcamcd
oi, cxccpt perhaps by Isadora Dencan when shc said,
"I see Amcrica dancing." Dance may be a means of
communication which docs not dcpcnd upon words,
but the National Dance Association has good rcason
not to bc silcnt. It has been my privilcgc through a
numbcr of years to sec dance bccomc aforce.

My most satisfying ar happiest cxpericnccs havc
come through dance began with private classes
as a little girl in music, ballet, charactcr, and then
social dance. My per -tive is pretty long. I was first
turncd on by "natur Jance" in the manncr of Mary
P O'Donnell and Gertrude Colby, who cmphasizcd
improvisation and tic-dycd scarves waving in thc air
rather than any conccpt of artistic form.

"Crcativc dance" with Marge H'Doubler, complctc
with thrcc levels of hand-shouldcr hip-and-foot rolls
followcd, with thc ncccssity of knowing through thc
skeleton ..xactly what thc body can do and how mo.c
mcnt evolves in scqucntial patterns. Bcing a member
of Orchcsis providcd many exciting hours.

I havc sccn almost all of thc profcssional danccrs in
t' 'r country from Miss Ruth, Tcd Shawn, Kurt Joos,
Mary Wigman, Harold Kreutzberg and Yvonne Ge-
orgi to our celebrated danccrs of the prcscnt day.
Twcnticth ccntury dancc, probably thc most innova-
tive forcc in thc theater, is alivc and completely mcan-
ingful and real to me. I was a part -f thosc early
master classcs of Weidman, Hanya Holm, and Josc
Limon, mastcr classcs which were given in thc cen
tral/midwesteresouthern colleges and univcrsitics,
not in Ncw York City.

In thosc days artists w.:re half solving and dance in
educadon was misundcrstood and struggling. In 1933
there was only one major ballet company in America
and it had a short Ncw York run and onc bricf tour.
Sol Hurok lost $100,000 on his 1933 efforts. Dancc
master datses and perfoimances in our colleges spon-
sored by physical education dcpartmcnts h ro-
fessional artists to cat. I am stunncd now with 46..
cannot pay for companics to comc to my campus, but

smilc too bccausc I have bccn a part of having artists
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come, teach, and perform for whatever we could pay.
D.-nce was condoncd but neither intellectually rc-
spcctablc nor undcrstood in our universities. I was
so-ongly advised not to consider so risky and question-
able a career. Nevertheless dance was alrcady charac-
terized by thc vigor that pervades thc livcs of dancers
today.

Of all the forms of art, dancewhich dcpcnds on
the body alone as its instrument and mediumis the
most immediate znd gcncrally accessible. Dancc has
flourished in education with a phcnomcnal impact c
higher education during thc past 15 ycars. Its educa-
tional bcncfits arc listcd in tcrms of thc development
of attitudcs, tastc, and aesthetic judgment, of physical
accomplishment, of striving for the perfcction
through disciplinc, of self-awareness, of bringing to-
gcthcr thc mind, thc spirit, and thc body in one joyful
cxpericncc. n dancc thc person becomes whole.
Dancc demands self-awareness, and develops commit-
ment and dcdication. It is unalterably opposed to all
that dehumanizes thc individual.

But timcs arc gctting hardcr, and inflation is ram-
pant. When time., gct tough, there arc always thosc
ready to .hrow out art in favor of arithmetic only.
Thus thcrc Arc somc things we'd bcttcr consider.

Dancc as a major subjcct has movcd out, or in
many cascs is trying to move out, of physical educa-
tion dcpartmcnts. I fully undcrstand thc reasons for
dancc wanting to bc valucd for morc than good exer-
cise, developed endurance, social competence, poise,
gracc of motion, and good carriage. Physical educa-
tors still want us; they valuc us; thcy rightfully belicve
dance t. Lc a part of "thc art and sciencc of human
movement."

In fine arts departments dance, often Al the bottom
uf thc totem polc, can bc thc first to go. Wc should
quit worrying about the department or school in
which dancc should bc placed. It ought to be housed
wh -re it will gct thc bcst dcal, wherever that is. But
let's not forget in our affluence who befriended us,
who supported us, and helped us grow for 50 ycars.
Evcn if we think we weren't understood, we were



appreciated. Physical cducators have always believed
in us. Understanding is a two-way strcct, and wc
havcn't spcnt much time trying to undcrstand them
eithcr. We'l take pains not to forgct our long-time
friends and supporters. Wcrc it not for thc many so
called "scrvicc" classes which our danccrs tcach in
physical cducation dcpartmcnts, many danccrs would
be uncmploycd.

Whcn recognition camc to dancc, it camc fast. In
1953 thcrc wcrc several succcssful companies, and we
arc told that Hurok managcd to gross four million
dollars from his dance prcscntations. Thc audience fur
professional companics has since, of coursc, soarcd
and bccomc nationwide. However, even in the 1960s,
68 perccnt of all dancc attcndancc was conccntratcd
in New York City. Now, well ovcr 80 perccnt of all
dancc spcctators are rcportcd'y outnde that maropo
lis. Dance in cducation has grown tremendouslp Pro-
grams with a major in dancc bcgan to appcar at other
than thc University of Wisconsin, an institution which
initiated the first &lice m:.jor in 1926. Sincc then
professional and cducational dancc have helped each
othcr. Whilc wc want to continuc this marriagc, wc
must always remcmbcr that the purposc of dance on
stagc and in education arc not identical.

Today dancc ridcs the cr st of a wave and nonc of
us arc quict about it. Wc are grinning all over! Wc
havc managcd to movc dancc and thc othcr arts into
thc "conscience" of this country. This is attributable
partly to our ()v. --, efforts and partly to changcs in thc
social scene.

As has been pointed out by Hodgkinson,' art has
evolved in Amcrican educeion from its original aris-
to .ratic limitation of the few (1860-1920), through a
rneritocratic period (1930-1960) in which great num-
bers of persons uscd cducation as a stcpping-stonc, to
thc present egalitarian period in which grants givc all
persons cqual acccss to those avenues which develop
and cnrich human personality and cultivate creativity.
Thc prcscnt social cgalitarian condition has made
possiblc thc popularity of dance as an art form at all
levels of society.

Sincc World War II and cspccially since Kennedy's
presidency, the arts in American society have become
rich and fruitful. Now thc state is considcrcd to owe
art to all its citizens. With the backing of thc Amcri
can Council for Arts in Education, thc National En-
dowmcnt for thc Arts, the OfEce of Education, and
many private and corporate enterprises, the now
widcly available "arts experience" is considered by

thoughtful persons to bc a necessary part of human
cducation. Developed taste is no longcr considered to
be the luxury of a few. Persons arc no longer thought
to livc on intellect alonc, cut off from commualcative
expression. Many zonsider art to be thc pear experi-
ence of mankind, and artistic cxprcssion thc most
important singlc ingredie, of lifc. Certainly we ap-
plaud such words. Wc agrcc.

I havc obscrvcd something in recent years that dis-
turbs mc. Dancc demands both craft and creativity.
I" undamental to both is good technique. Thc body
instrument must bc prcparcd to rcspond with casc, to
bccomc controlled, flcxiblc, atrong, and capablc of
using an cxtcndcd vocabulary of movement before a
-an become cow.pletely articulatc. Thc more techni-
cally sccurc thc danccrs, the more chorcographcrs
havc to wt rk with. But thosc involved with dance in
education must rcmcmbcr that ,.ituosity for its own
sake is not an artistically valid goal, nor is preoccupa-
tion with technique alonc educationally defensible.
Some of us arc bccoming obsess-d with thc mechanics
of dance. Too many service classcs contain nothing
but technique, they lac- iic "motivational pulse," thc
rcason for bcing.

Part of our former success resulted from thc quality
and purposc of the beginr , dancc class: tcchnical
attainmcnt was not thc or, aiue for bcginncrs. To a
largc cxtcnt, thc vast dance audience wc enjoy today
was built in our college beginning classes, which pro-
vided many people with thcir only formal dancc cxpc-
ricncc. Evel, at this level our objcctivcs uscd to bc
broad cnough to inJude improvisation, simplc com-
position, and technique. Wc uscd tu provide opportu-
nities to awaken creakivity and help viewers to become
morc knowledgeable tic: i.,st about the technique, but
about thc largcr purposcs ot art.

No doubt thc growth of dancc in United Statcs
high schools and colleges from thc 1950s to the
19705 stimulated the overwhelming growth in koncert
dance attendance responsible for the number of stu-
dents in our currcnt classcs. We must remain careful
not to cxpend all ol cfforts on dance majors alone.
The vital importance of a stimulating, satisfy ing, and
creative beginning dance class fur nondance majors
cannot bc overestimated. It is an educator's job tu see
that all education is libcral, not just technically and
carccr oriented. Real education has to du with values,
consequences, significances, truth and conscience,
with the r oherent integration of all realms of mean-
ing. If we want to stay in the university, we hate tu be

'Hodgkinson, Harold L. "Arts in the Future. A Pragmatic Analysis." In "Irt, and ,lerthczus 'in ,igenda for the Future, Sut..ey S
Madep, ed. Cemerel, Inc., St. Louis, MO, 1977.



more than mere technicians. We have to pay attention
the large group of students we have educated to

want dance, and not cater only to those who would
like to make. dame a career.

When aske....cout the future, Louis Horst is said to
have replied, "When Petipa was called to Russia [to
the Maryinski neater], when Diaghilev asked
Fokine to choreograph for him, did they know where
they were going? Did we know [what we were doings
in the late twenties when we felt we had to find new
ways of expressing ourselves? What difference does it
make where dance is going, as long as it is going?"

What Horst said is true to a point. It does
matter where we are going. Lance must be kept open
to innovation, and now is tilt time for dancers in
education to take st.)ck and plan directions for the
future. "What do w.; believe?" "Where do we want to
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go?" "What is our goal for the next ten years?" Hav
ing decided, then let us plan our strategies so we will
not just go, but we will go where we choose.

It is my belief th it we will evaluate ourselves ten
years hence on :he same basis that we should evaluate
ourselves now. in terms of enrichment of personality,
development of creativil, the quality of the aesthetic
education we provide, the extent to which we help
dance pervade the everyday lives of both students and
the members of our communiti( I ask that we re
member thc stated purr. e of .c Natioral Dance
Assoc;afion. "To promote continuous del elopment of
sound ph:losophies and policies in an forms of dance
edu.tion. To provide leaderthip which will stimul. te
improvement in programs, materials, and methods in
dance." And remember Edna St. Vincent Millay's
line: "The soul can split the sky in two."
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30 years, she was an active leader, serving as president
of the National Dance Association (1978-1979). She
wzs a teaching fellow at the International Christian
Unr. ersity in Tokyo, Japan from 1985-1986. Her
publicPtions include Exercise: The Bottom Line, and
editing "Discover Dance: Dance Production as an
Educational Experience," JOPEA November/Decem-
ber, 1982. In 1078, she was a tnernber of the Sub-
committee on ..,Aucation in Arts and Humanitic..
Federal IilLeragency Committee on Education, i

Washington, DC.

KAThLEEN KERR is an associate professor at the
University of i rthern I iv a. She wa vice president
for dance, Northwest District of AAHPERD
(' 01-1982) and president of the Oregon Dance
Asssociation (1979-1980). Hr.: publications include
"Cross Cultural Analysis of DanLe Styles," ICHPER
dnference Proceedings, 1985, with J. Duke, "Ameri-
can Folklore DanceHistorical Melting 'lot of
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Styles," International Folklore Proceedings, Sofia, Bul-
garia; and "Experiences in the Balkans," Viltis, 1977.

DR. STEVEN R. KRAVITZ is an assistant professor,
Department of Orthopedics, Pennsylvania College of
Podiatric Medicine. He is a Diplomate, American
Board of Podiatric Surgery,kmerican Board of
Podiatrk Orthopedics, National Board of Podiatry
Examiners, and a Fellow of the American College of
Foot Orthopedists, American College of Foot Sur-
geons, and the American Academy of Podiatric
Sports Medicine. He is a consultant to the Penn-
sylvania Ballet :Ind is chair of the Sports Medicine
Committee, Pennsylvania Podiatric Medical Associa-
tion. He wrote "Pronation as a Predisposing Factor in
Overuse Injuries," in R. Solomon, S. Minton, and J.
Solomon (Eds.), Preventing Dance Injuries: An Inter
disciplinary Perspective, AAHPERD, 1990.

SANDRA KAY LAUFFENBURGER is a certified
movement analyst and proprietor of Fitness Move-
ment Traii.ing in Houston, TX. She serves on the
Boaid of Directors of the Laban Institute of Move-
ment Studies, and on the Houston Community Col-
lege Fitness Technology Advisory Board. She contrib-
uted to R. Solomon, S. Minton, and J. Solomon
(Eds.), Preventing Dance Injuries. An Interdisciplinary
Perspective, AAHPERD, 1990, and wrote "Aiding
Dynamic Pelvic Alignment," Dance Exercise Today,
September, 1986; "Eccentric Contractions for Exer-
cise Technique," Dance Exercise Today, July, 1987;
"Deep Breathing," Dance Exercise Today, May, 1988,
and "Movement Analyst Discusses Proper Knee
Alignment," Houston Health and Fitness, August,
1987.

DR. AILEENE S. LOCKHART is professor emerita
and former chair of the Department of Dance, Texas
Woman's University, Denton. She is a consulting edi
tor for Wm. C. Brown Company, Publisheis. From
1979-1981, she was president of the American Acad-
emy of Physical Education. In 1986, she was thk:
National Dance Association Scholar, having received
the NDA Heritage Award in 1985. She has also
received the AAHPERD Gulick Award in 1980,
AAHPERD Honor Fellow in 1963; the State of
Texas Minnie Stevens riper Professorship in 1983,
the Medal of Merit, Taiwan, in 1981, and the Medal
of Honor from the Ministry of Education and Cul-
ture, Brazil, in 1977. Among her many publications
arL "Current Periodicals in Dance, JOPERD, 1986,
and Modern Dance: Teaching Lessons (6th ed.), Wm.
C. Brown Publishers, 1986.
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ELLA MAGRUDER was formerly an Instructor at
Ripon College, Ripon, WI. No current information is
available.

REBECCA MALM is a Feldenkrais practitiones and
was a teacher in the Detroit area from 1966 to 1,(37.
She founded Dance Alive, a s^mi-professional per-
forming company, 1972-1982. She revievved dance
for the Detroit Dance Sews, and served as education
director of the Michigan Dam.- Association.

LOA MANGELSON-CLAWSON is a professor at
t:ve University of Utah in Salt Lake City, where she
directs the Performing Danscompany. She was vice
president of NDA's Performance Division, and was
on the Board of Directors, American College Dance
Festival Assosaation. Her research includes "Ladies of
the Dance, A Half Century Tradition at the Univer-
sity of Utah," Utah Historical Society Review, Novem-
ber, 1989.

SHARON LEE McCOLL is an artist-in-residence for
the Stati; Arts Council of Oklahoma. From
1979-1982, she was chair of the National Dance
Association's Commission on Children's Dance. Re-
cent writings include serving as dance consultant for
the Oklahoma State Department of Education's Cur-
riculum Review Handbook: The Arts, 1985, and Con-
nections. Linking the Arts and Basic Curriculum,
1980.

JOSIE METAL-CORBIN is an associate professor at
the University of Nebraska at Omaha. She served ls a
member of the Commission on Dance for Special
Services for the National Dance Association. Her
awards include Nebraska AHPERD's Honor Award,
1988, and Alumna of the Year Award fiorn Slippery
Rock University, 1988. A prolific writer, her recent
publications i:.clude, with D.E. Corbin, Reach for It.
A Handbook of Health, Exercise, and Dance for Older
Adults, Eddie Bowers Publications, 1990, with D.E.
Corbin and G. Barker, "Age Doesn't Matter. Weav-
ing Dance into a 5th Grade Curriculum,- in R.K.
Beal and S. Berrymann-Miller (Eds.), Dance for the
Older Adult: Focus on Dance XI, AAHPERD, 1988,
and with D.E. Corbin and D. Kagan, "A Content
Analysis of an Intergenerational Unit on Aging in a
Sixth Grade," in Educational Gerontology: An
national Bimonthly Journal, 1987.

DR. SANDRA CERNY MINTON is coordinator of
the dance program at the University of Northern Col-
orado. She served as publications director for NDA



from 1985-1987. In 1989, she was named Distin-
guished Scholar of the College of Human Perform-
ance and Leisure Studies at UNC. Her recent publica-
tions include co-editor with Ruth and John Solomon,
Preventing Dance Injuries: An Interdisciplinary, Ap-
proach, AAHPERD, 1990; Body and Self: Partners in
Movement, Human Kinetics, 1989: editirr feature
on dance injuries for JOPERD, 1987; editing a feature
on educational dance for JOPERD, 198 i Chore-
ograt hy: A Bask Approach Ussng Improl isation,
Human Kinetics, 1986.

RUTH LOVEL MURRAY is a pioneer in dance edu-
cation, having a career spanning SS years, for 46 of
which she was a member of the faculty at Wayne State
University, Detroit, MI. In 1964, the Ruth L. Murray
Tuition Award was established at Wayne State Uni-
versity to honor her inspirational work with young
people. Beginning in 1931, as a member of the Com-
mittee on Dancing in the Elementary Schools, until
the 1970s, she held a variety of substantive positions
within AAHPERD, including initiation of the first
National Section on Dance in 1932. She edited De-
signs for Dance and wrote the definitive text, Dance in
Elementary Education (3rd ed.), 1974. Her service has
included membership on the President's Council on
Physical Fitness and the National Council on the
Arts. She has been cited in Who's Who of American
Women, 1959; was elected to membership in the
American Academy of Physical Education in 1959;
receiv -1 NDA's Heritage Award in 1969; and was
awarded the Luther Halsey Gulick Award by
AAHPERD in 1979. In 1982, she received the
Hetherington Award, the highest award of the Amer-
ican Academy of Physical Educatirm, for her lifetime
of contributions and achievements.

DR. MARTHA MYERS is dean of the American
Dance Festival and Henry B. Plant Professor of Dance
at Connecticut College. She has a wide range of cred-
its as a teacher, dancer, choreographer, television per-
former, writer, and dance movement consultant.
These experiences have brought her across this coun-
try and to Europe, Japan, South America, and Austra.
lia as a lecturer and teacher. Her speech at the 1984
Olympic Scientific Congress was reprinted in The
Dancer as Athlete, 1986. Her articles on body thera-
pies, dance injury prevention, and their role in dance
training have appeared in numorous dance public-
dons, including JOPERD, Dance Magazine, and most
recently, the 1989 Biennial Conferen_ e Proceedings of
the Australian Association for Dance Educ4tion. She
was recipient of the AAHPERD Award from the
Eastern District Association for "Outstanding Contri-
butions to Dance Education," 1988.
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DR. NELSON NEAL is an associate professor in the
Department of HPER at Longwood College,
Farmville, VA. He has been active in the National
Dance Association since 1980, editing Southern Lmks
(1981-1982), and serving as chair of the Southern
District AAHPERD Dance Council (1977-1978).
His recent pul ions are "Lasten asenteet tanssia
kohtaan eri maiba," A.iikuntakarvatus, 1 /87; "Amer-
ikkalaisten ja suomalaisten peruskoululaisten tan-
ssiasenteista," Liikunta ja Tieda, 1987; ' Attitude Re-
search," AISEP World Congress, Heidelberg, West
Germany; and "Changing Art Forms Can Bc Taught
But Not Creativity," Creative Child and Adult Quar-
terly, 1983.

DR. LOUANNE NORWOOD is a re- iger at Mat-
son Blanche in New Orleans, LA. He1 past publica-
tions include, "Italian Renaissance Dance: Dances
from the Graces of Love," Louisiana Journal of
HPERD, Spring, 1986; with T. Worthy, "Criteria for
Promotion and Retention of Dance Faculty at Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities," AAHPERD Southern
District Convention, 1984; "Descriptive Research in
Dance: Cine-dance," at AAHPERD Convention,
1983; and "Planning and Presenting a Program ot
Renaissance Music and Dance," Louisiana Journal of
HPERD, February, 1Q82.

KATE O'NEILL, who edited the article on the Mich-
igan Dancers In Schools program, was at the time a
freelance writer and dance and drama critic foi the
&ate Journal, Lansing, MI.

JAMES PENROD is a professor at the University of
California at Irvine, where he is the artistic director of
the C....fornia Theatre Ballet. He serves or: the Board
of Directors for the Congress for Research on Dana.
and the Orange County Performing Arts Center, and
on the ?rofessional Dance Advisory Board for the
Dance Notation Bureau. His recent writings include,
with J. Plastino, The Dancer Prepares (3rd ed.), May-
field Press, 1990.

DR. ARLETIT COHEN PERRY is an associate
profess,- ',.t the University of Miami, Coral Gables,
where she choreographs for the Miami Dance Ensem-
ble and directs the Human Performance Laboratoiy.
A prolific writer, her recent work includes, with M.H.
Campbell and T. Kaplan, "A Comparison of the
Plasma Lipid Profile Among Pre-Menopausal Long
Distance Runners, Aerobic Dance Teachers, and Rec-
reational Joggers and Age-Matched Controls,"
Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise, March,
1989; with P. Mosher, A. Laperriere, and P. Ostrov-
sky, "A Comparison of Training Responses to Inter-
val vs. Continuous Aerobic Dance," The Journal of
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Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness, March, 1988,
and Nk P. Mosher, A. Laperriere, and P. Ostrovsky,
"A Comparison of Training Responses to Interval vs.
C ntinuous Dance," Medicine and Science in Sports
and Exercise, April, 1987.

DR. DIANE MILHAN PRUETT was formerly assis-
tant professor in the Department of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation at the University of Miami
in Coral Gabh ;, FL. She also directed the Publica-
tions Unit for the National Dance Association.

DR. SUSAN L. PURETZ is an associate professor at
the State University of New York at New Paltz.
Among her many writings are, "Dance-Movement
Therapy. A Review and Analysis of the Literature,"
in L. Olerby and J. Humphrey (Eds.), Dance: Curren:
Selected Research, Vol. II, AM3 Press, 1990; "The
Psychology of Dance: A Research Review," in L.
Overby and J. Humphrey (Eds.), Dance: Current Se-
lected Research, AMS Press, 1989; "Dance in Nepal:
Dance to a Different Drummer," Journal of ICHPER,
Spring, 1989; "Psychomotor Research and the Dance
Teacher," in P. Clarkson and M. Skrinar (Eds.), The
Science of Dance Training, Human Kinetics Press,
1988; "Reflections on Choreography: Back Seating
on the Aisle," Philosophy and the Arts, 1988; and
"Movement Retrieval from Long Term Memory:
Physical versus Mental Rehearsal," Perceptual and
Motor Skills, 1987.

SUZANNE SHELTON was formerly an assistant pro-
fesr,or at the University of Texas, Austin. No current
information is available.

DR. NANCY SMITh (See Fichter, Nancy Smith)

RUTH SOLOMON directs the dance program at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, which she began
in 1970. Her articles on dance have appeared in such
periodicals as Dance Magazine, Dance Teacher Nov,
The Physician and Sports Medicine, and The Journal of
Bone and Joint Surgery. Her speech at the Olympic
Scientific Congress in 1984 was reprinted in The
Dancer as Athlete, 1986; she recently co-edited
Preventing Dance Injuries: An Interdisciplinary Ap-

ach, AAHPERD, 1990, with S. Minton and J.
womon. Her video, "Anatomy as a Master Image in

Training Dancers," 1988, captures her successful
teaching technique which began when she was a .olo-
ist with the Jean Erdman Dance Theater.

DR. SUSAN W. STINSON is an associate professor
at the University of North Carolina at GI tensboro.
She received the UNC Alumnae Teaching Excellence
Award in 1988, and the James B. Mac Award
in 1984. A longtime advocate of childrei ,nce, she

chairs the NDA Curriculum Guidelines for Dance for
Young Children (3-8) Committee, and formerly
chaired the Committee on K 12 Curriculum Guide
lines and the Commktee on Pre-school Dance. Her
writings include, "Dance as Curriculum, Curriculum
as Dance," in G. Willis and WH. Schubert (Eds.),
The Arts as a Basis for Curriculum Inauity, SUNY
Press; with D. Blumenfield-jones and J. Van Dyke,
"Voices of Adolescent Dancers: An Interpretive Study
of Meaning in Dance," Pmeedings 9 ie Fourth Con-
ference of Dance and the Child; "Research as Arts:
New Directions for Dance Educators," in Dance The
New Zealand Experience, Papers and Proceedings,
Auckland, NZ, and "Piaget for Dance Educators. A
Theoretical Study," Dance Research Journal, Spring.'
Summer, 1985. She also wrote Dance for Young Chil
dren: Finding the M4gic in Movement, AAHPERD,
1988.
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DR. CAROL TEITZ is an associate professor at the
University of Washington. She has served on the
NCAA's Committee on Competitive Safeguards and
Medical Aspects of Sports; is a member of the Sports
Medicine Committee for the American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons; and is on the Editorial Board
of the Dance Medicine Health Newsletter. Her recent
writings include: "Knee Problems in Dancers,"
JOPERD (in press); "rzrforming Arts Medicine," in
Encyclopedia of Science and Technolv, McGraw-Hill
(in press); editing Sciengfic Foundations of Sports
Medicine, B.C. Decker, 1989, "First Aid, Immediate
Care and Rehabilitation of Knee and Ankle Injuries
in Dancers and AthleNs," in C. Shell (Ed.), The
Dancer as Athlete, Human Kinetics, 1986; with R.M.
Harrington and H. Wiley, "Pressures on the Foot in
Pointe Shoe.; Foot and Ankle, 1985, "Sports
Medicine Concerns in Dance and Gymnastics," Pedi-
atric Clinics of North America, 1982, and "Knee
Problems in Dancers," in R. Solomon, S. Minton,
and J. Solomon, Preventing Dance Injuries. An Inter-
disciplinary Approach, AAHPERD, 1590.

DR. LEROY WALKER is a retired professor, coach,
and later president of North Carolina Ccntral Univer
;ty. He is currently treasurer of the U.S. Olympic

Committee, and a vice president of The Athletic
Congress. He was the first black track and field
Olympic Games coach. He served a term as president
of the 1Ntional Association for Sport and Physical
Educa (NASPE) and was president of AAHPERD
from 1977-1978.

DR. CYNTHIA E. WIESE is an absouate profcs...or
of health :cience and physical education at Eastern
College, St. Davids, PA.



JUDITH WOODRUFF is an adjunct professor at
East Tennessee State University. She is executive co-
ordinator of the Tennessee Association of Dance and
directs Mountain Movers Dance Co. In 1987, she
edited the Tennessee Association of Dance Newsletter.
Her publications include, with E. Gerace, "Dance
Counts: A Curriculum Guide to Facilitate Math
Comprehension," Through Creative Movement, EX-
CEL, 1986, "Is There Really a `13' in TAHPERD?"

Tennessee .10HPERD, Spring, 1986, and "Plies
Some Food for Thought," Kinesiology for Dance
Itrewsletter, October, 1984.

DR. TERRY WORTHY is an associate professor in
the Departments of Theatre and Kinesiology at Loui-
siana State University, Baton Rouge. Currently, she is
conducting pedagogical research in teacher socializa-
tion and in the development of teacher role identity.
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Note to the Reader:

This bibliography includes the complete collection of writings during this period that were not selected for
reprinting. Although a number cf" them could have been indexed under more than one topical heading, they only
appear under the dominant subject category. All th.: articles appeared in JOPERD unless Research Quarterly is
specified.

AESTHETICS AND CRITICISM

"Attending a Ballet." October, 1985, 50.
Burton, Anne. "The Spectacle of the Body: As Balkt."

May, 1978, 38.
Davis, Jacqueline. "Learning to See: Training in Observa-

tion of Movement." January, 1980, 89, 91.
Faulkner, T. Ray. "Instant DanceA Quick Taste of Cho-

reographed Movement." April, 1979, 73-74.
Howe, Dianne. "Dance Aesthetics and Criticism: Analysis

of the Choreographic Process and Product." (Introduc-
tion to Dance Thmamics section.) Maich, 1987, 59.

Koch, Judy. "The Spectacle of the Body: As Sacred
Dance." May, 1978, 36.

Stinson, Sue. "Aesthetic Erperience in Children's Dance."
April, 1982, 72-74.

Thomas, Shirley. "The Spectacle of the Body: As Exotic
Dance." May, 1978, 39.

CHOREOGRAPHIC PROCESS

Brennan, Mary Alice. "Dance Creativity Masures: A Reli-
ability Study." Research Quarterly, 54, September, 1983,
293-295.

Docherty, David. "Organizing and Developing Movement
Ideas." March, 1982, 51-54.

Kahlich, Luke. "Critical Thinking." March, 1983, 73.
Lunt, Joanne M. "Something Old, Something New, Some-

thing Borrowed, Something for Your May, 1978, 47.
Minton, Sandra. "Improvisation." September, 1981, 74.
Neal, Nehon D. "Sports Movement in Dance Composi-

tion." May, 1981, 42, 49.
Sandback, Patricia R. "Structuring Beginning Choreo-

graphic Experiences, A Method to Ensure SUCCeSs." No-
vember/December, 1986, 38-40.

COLLOQUIAL FORMS: FOLK, SQUARE,
AND BALLROOM DANCE

Anderson, Kaye. "What's So Hard About the Salty Dog
Rag?" February, 1930, 86-87.

Burton, Diane. "Square Dance Calling." November/De
cember, 1980, 25-28.

Czompo, Ann. "Disco Dancing." April, 1980, 79, 81.
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Bennett, John. "Our HeritageAmerican Folk and Coun-
try Dance." (Introduction to Dance Dynamic3 section.)
September, 1984, 33.

Duke, Jerry. "Appalachian Clog DancingExciting and
Challenging." November/December, 1978, 73-75.

Ericson, Jane H. & Fosmire, Monica. "Innovative Dance
Games." May, 1979, 79.

Ericson, Jane H. & Velasco, Yvonne. "Innovative Dance
Games." February, 1979, 71-72.

Figley, Grace. "A Movement Approach to Teaching Folk
Dance." June, 1981, 54-57.

Kocinski, Marilyn. "The Folk Dance Institute . Yugosla-
via." April, 1978, 60.

Napier, Patrick E. "Square DancingKentucky Mountain
Style." September, 1984, 39-42.

Ramsey, John. "Folk Dancing Is for Everyone." Septem-
ber, 1984; 37-38.

Strobel, Katherine. "Dancing Feet in Tenwnsee." April,
1987, 57.

Withers, Alma E "Teaching Clogging in the Elementary
Physical Education Program." September, 1984, 43-45.

DANCE FOR CHILDREN

Allison, Pamela C. & Collins, Kim. "Movement Education:
From Cliche to Myth to Meaning." September, 1982,
76-77, 90.

Arnow, Mike. "Teaching Dance Through Sports." May,
1981, 39-41.

Blackwell, Connie A. "Providing Every Child Opportunity
to Dance." September, 1979, 35.

Boucher, Andrea. "Dance: Its Interdisciplinary Potential in
the Elementary School." November/December, 1979,
55-57.

Brown, C. Andrca. "Elementary School Dance: Teaching
Rhythms and Educational Forms." February, 1986,
39-45.

Carlisle, Cynthia. "Dance Curriculum for Elementary Chil-
dren: Using a Scientific Approach." May/June, 1986,
31, 54.

Cox, Carole & Burroughs, Jon. "Ethnic Dance in the Ele-
mentary School." November/ December, 1979, 28-30.

Fauman, Lilo. "Dance for Preschool Children." June,
1983, 56-58.

Graham, George. "Turning Children on to Creative
Dance: Ideas for the Nondancer." May, 1978, 45-46.
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Halsted, Carol. "Creative Dance and the Gifted." January,
1983, 85-87.

Huskey, Sybil. "Facilitating Creative Growth of Children
Through Dance." October, 1979, 71-72.

Jensen, Mary. "Composing and Cuiding Creative Move
ment." January, 1983, 85-87.

Joyce, Mary. "Community Dance: Program for Chil-
dren." May/June, 1986, 29-30, 54.

National Dance Association. "Annotated Bibliography for
Children's Dance." November/December, 1979, 61-62.

Poll, Toni. "Dance, Self Esteem, and Motor Acquisition."
January, 1979, 64-65.

Powell, Catherine. "Using Katherine Dunham Isolations
with Elementary School Children." March, 1978,
65-66.

Ritson, Robert. "Creative Dance: A Systematic Approach
to Teaching Children." March, 1986, 67-72, 78.

Schwartz, Tudith. "Report from the Dance and the Child
Conference." May, 1979, 69-70.

Stinson, Susan. "Preschool Dance Curriculum: The Pro-
cess." May/June, 1986, 27-28.

Trammell, Pegga,. "Poetry and Dance for Children." Octo-
ber, 1982, 7.5-76.

Wiseman, Evelyn. "ProcessNot Product: Guidelines for
Adding Creative Dance to the Elementary School Cur-
riculum." September, 1979, 47-49.

Young, Jane. "A Problem-solving Approach." September,
1979, 52.

Zirulnik, Ann & Young, Jane F. "Help Them 'Jump for
Joy." September, 1979, 43.

DANCE IN EDUCATION: ENVIRONMENTS
AND PROGRAMS

Campbell, Linn. "Weaving Dance Through a Rural Com-
munity." May, 1982, 271

Cheney., Gay. "Dance in PrcgressReport of a Confer-
ence." (Introduction to Dance Dynamics section.) May,
1978, 34.

Curran, Gwen. "Weaving Dance Through a Magnet
School." May, 1982, 25-26.

Daley, Mary C. "Weaving Dance Through a School Dis-
trict." May, 1982, 23-24, 28.

Ebenstein, Barbara J. "A Ph.D. in What? A Survey of
Doctoral Programs in Dance." October, 1986, 18-21

Halsted, Carol. "Creative Dance and the Gifted." January,
1978, 73.

Hankin, Toby. "Laban Movement Analysis in Dance Edu-
cation." November/December, 1984, 65-66.

Heath, Sue. "Weaving Dance Through a School Cadre."
May, 1982, 21-22.

Kassing, Gayle. "Positioning Ballet." (Introduction to
Dance Dynamics section.) October, 1981, 17-18.

Kramer, Donna. "Dance Is Physical Education Too." Au-
gust, 1984, 30-31, 52.

Lloyd, Marcia. "Summer Workshops in Dance, 1978."
April, 1978, 61.

Lockhart, Aileene S. "Current Periodicals in Dance."
January, 1986, 65-67.

McColl, Sharon L. "Weaving Dance into Public Educa-
tion." (Introduction to Dance Dynamics section.) May,
1982, 15-16.

Minton. Sandra. "Educating for the Dance of Life: Class-
room, Studio and Clinic-Perspectives." (Introduction to
Dance Dynamics section.) May/June, 1986, 24.
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Rae, Carole. "From Scratch. A Dance Program Emerges."
May/June, 198 37 55.

Short, Althea E. "As. .ing Dance in Physical Education."
April, 1981, 74.

Walker, Diane B. "The Idaho Model for Certification."
November/December, 1981, 64-65.

Wheeler, Mark. E "The Spectacle of the Body. As Educa-
tion." May, 1978, 37.

DANCE IN FITNESS AND SPORT

Carleton, Nancy L. & Marsh, Maijory J. "Lifetime Fitness
Through Dance. Consumer Awareness and Education."
September, 1986, 30-32.

Chiles, Barbara Ann & Moore, Siranne. "Aerobic Dance
in Public Schools." February, 1981, 52-53.

Labrecque, Beverly. "Art in Sport and Dance Photogra-
phy." February, 1982, 33-34, 84.

Lance, James. "Pracecing for Touchdowns." May, 1981,
38.

Lopez, Richard. "Flexibility for Dancers and Athletes."
ay, 1981, 29-31.

Neal, Nelson. "Men and Sports in Dance." January, 1978,
72.

Pruett, Diane Milhan. "Athletes and Dancers, Training
and Moving Together." (Introduction to Dance Dynam-
ics section.) May, 1981, 27-28.

Simpsor,, James. "Dance and the Athlete: An Interview."
June, 1978, 20-21.

Tillman, Kenneth & Feinman, Jane. "Fitness for the Nurse
and the Dancer." lune, 1983, 65-66.

Valverde, Carmen g. "Darce as Fitness." November/De-
cember, 1978, 69.

DANCE IN PERFORMANCE

Chiles, Barbara Ann & Moore, Suzanne. "The Tour Group
Technique." November/December, 1979, 68-69.

Duree, Richard. "The Dance Company That Was." No-
vember/December, 1982, 39, 41.

Glazer, Susan. "Performing Opportunities in Regional
Dance Companies." May/June, 1984, 78-81.

Kassing, Gayle & Wolff, Bernard M. "A Guide to Univer-
sity Dance Company Touring." November/December,
1982, 35-36, 41.

Nunn, Melissa & Sandback, Patricia. "Design for an RDT:
A Working Model at San Diep State University." No-
vember/December, 1982, 32-34, 41.

Plastino, Janice. "Dance Dynamics." (Introduction.) No-
vember/December, 1982, 31.

Pruett, Diane M. "Interactions: Elementary Schools with a
University Dance Company." November/December,
1982, 40-41.

Straits, Sue Ann. "Sustaining Professional Dance Compa-
nies in Higher Education." November/December, 1982,
37-38.

DANCE SCIENCE

Baitch, Stephen P. "Aerobic Dance Injuries. A Biomechan-
ical Approach." May/June, 1987, 57-58.

Carroll, Joan E "Shinsplints: Unraveling the Mystery." No-
vember/December, 1986, 30-35.

Chambers, Blaine. "Fitness of Dan..ers and Varsity Ath-
letes." May, 1981, 46, 49.
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Clippinger-Robertson, Karen. "Kinesiology and Injury
Preventiou, Every Dancer's Guide." May/June, 1986,
50-53.

appinger-Robertson, Karen. "A Unique Challenge. Bi-
omechanical Considerations in Turnout." May/June,
1987, 37-40.

De Guzman, Joseph A. "Dance as a Contributor to Cardio-
vascular Fitness and Alteration of Body Composition."
April, 1979, 88, 90-91.

Fitt, Sally S. "Corrective Exercises for Two Muscular Im-
balances: Tight Hip Flexors and Pectoralis Minor Syn-
drome." May/June, 1987, 45-48.

Hays, Joan. "Back to Basics in Physical Education and
Dance." May, 1979, 33-35.

Kelly, Ellen. "The Dancer's Back." May/June, 1987,
41-44.

Lesio, Laurel. "Toward Efficient Alignment: Dance
Teachers Can Help." April, 1986, 73-76.

Minton, Sandra. "Avoiding Dance Injuries: Effective and
Efficient Use of the 13ody." (Introduction to Dance Dy-
namics section.) May/June, 1987, 30.

Plastino, Janice G. "The University Dancer: Physical
Screening." May/June, 1987, 49-50.

Pruett, D!ane Milhan and Lopez, Richard. "Preventing
Injuries in Young Adult Ballet Dancers." October, 1981,
26-28.

EMPIRICALLY RESEARCHED STUDIES
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Association for the Athancement of Health Education (AAHE) is to achance

health by encouraging, supporting, and assisting health professionals LonLerned ith health promotion
through education and other systematic strategies.

PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES
The basic purpose of AAHE shall be to promote the athancement of health eduLation by proiding a

focal structure for the encouragement, support and assistance of persons interested in conLentrating their
professional efforts on the improvement of health through the do elopment and LonduLt of effeLtie
health education programs in educational institutions and other community settings.

Li fulfilling the above stated purposes, AAHE seeks to:
1. Provide information, resources, and sen ices regarding health education to professionals and the lay

public.
2. Enhance public awareness of the nature and purposes of health education.
3. Enlist support in the deelopment, implementation, and ealuation of health eduLation programs.
4. Foster the deelopment and program implementation of the philosophiLal basis of health eduLation

practices.
5. Promote and interpret research relating to school and community health education.
6. Promulgate criteria, guidelines, and ealuation procedures for assessing the effeLtieness of pre-

service, inservice, and continuing professional education of health education personnel.
7. Deteimine curriculum needs and a.ssist in the deelopment and mobilization of resourLes for effeL-

five health education at all levels of education.
8. Facilitate communication between sehool and Lommunity personnel, and between professionals and

the lay public, with respect to current health education principles, problems, and practices.
9. Provide leadership in establishing program poliLies Lriteria and ealuatie procedures that w ill pro-

mote effective health education programs.
10. Inform the membership of current and pending legislation related to AAHE interests and, upon

request, proide professional and teLhni...al assistanLe in drafting pertinent legislation and related guide-
lines.

11. Maintain effective liaison with other national health education organizations.
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INTRODUCTION

THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

HIV infection and AIDS are major health and social issues for the world's population. Issues suLli as
these touch all of our liNes, inLluding the liNes of Lhildren. The drama of the HIV epidernk is displayed
on television, radio, and in the newspapers. As children hear about AIDS, they na:urally haNe questions
and concerns. In dealing with the health issues surrounding HIV infeLtion, students deserNe information
that is correct, straightforward, and appropriate. Su Lh informauon is best presented within a Lomprehen
siNe school health eduLation program LonduLted by teaLhers who are adequately trained in the subjeLt
area. ComprehensiN e sLhool health eduLation is a planned, sequential instruLtiJnal program for grades K
through 12 that includes a N ariet y of health topics relnant to the health needs of the students. SuLh pro
grams establish a foundation for understanding the link between personal actions and health.

At present, there is no effectke medkal solution to HW infection. PreNention is the only effectiNe
HIV control strategy. Therefore, reaLhing Lhildren before risky health habits are adopted is essential to
prevention efforts. This curriLulum can lead to the preNention of "at risk" behaNiors b proiding Lur
rent, appropriate information about HIV infeLtion in framework designed to maximize student inNok e
ment. The curriculum is appropriate for children in grades 5 through 7 and is Lulturally sensitke as
evidenced by illustrations, language, and scenarios that reflect a diNe;sity of ethnk groups.

GJRRICULUM DESCRIPTION

The introductory seLtion of the In.snuetul'., Guide proNides information that describes and assists in
teaching the currkulum. This section inLludes an introduLtion, an oNerNiew of the LurriLulum, a re% iew
of teaching strategies, tcaLhing tips, a sample letter to parents, and answers to questions solkited from
students in grades 5 through 7. Section I Lontains a six-session lesson plan that Loordinates with infor
mation and w orksheets from the Student Guide. The iessons are presented in a suggested sequenLe that
Lan be used for grades 5, 6, or 7. When the LurriLulum is taught at more than one grade in the same
.Lhool system, teaLhers should Lommunkate whiLh lessons are offered at eaLh leNel. A suggested plan
foltows:

Grade 5 - Lessons 1, 2, 4, 5
Use the first five scenarios about HIV for evaluation in Lesson #2

Grade 6 - Lessons 2, 3, 5
Us: the second five scenarios about HIV for evaluation in Lesson #2
Use Option 1 for evaluation in Lesson #3

Grade 7 - Lessons 3, 4, 6
Use Option 2 for evaluation in Lesson #3

1



Section II of the Instiuttot's Guide corkains different types of questions that Lan be used for inalua-
tion. An appendix contains a list of additional resources and a glossary from the Student Guide.

The Instructor's Gu;de accompanies the Student Guide. The first section af thL Student Glade con-
sists of student worksheets that Lomplernent the six lessons found in ''te In.stiuchn'A Guide. The seLond
section contains information about HIV infection and AIDS in language written for students in upper
elementary or middk school grades. A glossary comprises the third seLtion of the Student Gindt. The
last page of the Student Guide is a resource list for HIV infection and AIDS information.

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

The students leam about infeLtious disease by reading a poem, "Melissa MLSiLk's Cold." and by dia-
gramming how the Lold was passed from one person to anothi r. Glitter is used to denionstrate the ways
germs can be spread. In the seLond lesson, students beLonle familiar with HIV infeLtion and demon-
strate their knowledge through explaining answers to sLenarios about HIV Lesson three Lontains role
play of an inter iew wita HIV experts that helps Audent: distinguish faLts about HIV infeLtion from
myths. The "Fact or Fiction" game reinforces accurate information in a group :ctiity. Lesson four
enhanLes student awareness of the emotional and sodal impaLt of illness, inLluuing AIDS, by exploring
feelings siLk people experienLe. A role-play situation personalizes the emotions imoked in being a
friend to someone who has AIDS. Methods for proteLtion against infeLtious disease arc the foLus of les
sons fie and six. Students praLtiLe refusal skills in Lonfronting risky behaiors by writing their own
captions for "ways to say no."

TEACHING STRATEGY REVIEW

A ariet, of instruLtional methods hac been dincioped to inohe students. The following seLtion
contains a description of the teaching strategies found in the curriculum.

BRAINSTORMING: Brainstornting Lan be used to initiate disLussion or generate a a,iety of ideas.
Students are asked to gie their ideas or a topiL vitt1out disLussion or passing judgment. The goal is to
get as many ideas as pmsible in front of the group. Brainstorming Lan take plaLe during an allotted
time or until all ideas ha,e been exhausted. The teaLher's role is to list all ;deas on the Lhalkboard or
butcher paper.

CLASS DISCUSSION: Class disLussion Lan be used to begin a lesson, for reiew. or to Llarify infor
illation. The teacher's role is to guide the discussion and to keep the participants "on task."

GROUP DISCUSSION: Group disLussion uses small groups to proide information or anal) ze ideas
while enLouraging student interaLtion. In general, group size should range from two to six members.
Group disLussion works more smoothly if Lertain rules are followed. k 1 ) all members hae a responsibil
ity (for example, leader, reLorder, timer, obseRer, and reporter). (2) eaLh group is assigned a speLifiL
task, (3) time allotments are gien for the group task (using an egg timer Lan be helpful). The teaLher's
role is to rn: from group to group to answer questions and to handle any problems that might arise.



OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES: Overhead transparenLies are used as a visual reinforLement to
present or review information. The teaLher's role is to beLome familiar w ith the information before dis
playing the transparency.

ROLE-PLAY: Role-plays actively involve students in learning LonLepts or praLiking behav iurs in a
nonthreatening situation. Sometimes students are given a speLifk part to play. Other times they are
asked to improvise. Provide time for the students to deLide the action of the rule-playts well as hov,
the role-play . end. Props can make the role-play more realistiL and fun. Make time limits for the
role-play clear to the players (three to five minutes is usually suffiLient). The teaLher should struLture
the role-play situation for the players and dehrief the activity with the class.

WORKSHEETS: Worksheets ma) be used to present, reinforce, or rev iew information. The
teachei's role is to Llarify instructions (Ind serve as a resource person while students Lomplete the work
sheets.

TIPS FOR TEACHING A DISEASE CALLED AIDS

THE CLASSROOM ATMOSPHERE: The teaLher should Lreate a Laing" atmosphere in whILh
students feel free to disLuss individual Loncerns. Ground rules Lan be eswblishL,1 to pros ide a positive
and secure clasroom env ironment. SuLh guidelines may inLlude the following. (I) listen Larefull) to
other students. (2) treat other students with respeLt nd Lourtesy, (3) ah Llassmate to speak w ithouf
interruption, (4) all questions are aLLeptable. no question is dumb or wrong. (5) ev c;)one has the right
to "pass" on personal questions he or she does no: wish to answer. TcaLhers ma) enLourage students to
set their own guidelines for the Llassroom. In addition, a bulletin board or poster display of the guide
lines can help to reinforce these ground rules.

MULTICULTURAL ISSUES: Although the bask fax..al information about HIV infeLtion and AIDS
is the same, regardless of the audienLe. HIV eduLators should use presentation teLhniques that are apply
priate for the multkultural range of all students rs.presented. ConduLtin needs assessments m.ith other
educators, members of the Lonununity, nd the students Lan help to prepare for the diversity that exists

ithin a Lommunity. HIV and AIDS eduLation messagt..s ill nut have maximum impaLt unless the)
take into Lonsideration the eduLational needs brought about by differenLes among stadents, soLial envI
ronments, family life, personal lifestyles, attitudes, and beliefs.

POLICIES: Tead ers who plan to prJv ide HIV eduLation for students must beLome informed about
district policies and state mandates related to teaLhing about AIDS. These polkies var) and will have
an impact on lesson Lontent and how that Lument is presented. Efforts shocld be nude to involve the
students' family members th.ough prey iew nights. open house, and homework assignments. Information
presented in the Llassroom be more meaningful when it k lso disLussed in the home. A sample let
ter is proided to help involve parents. When teaching bout sensitive issues, it is ofwn adv isable to
obtain parents' permission before instruction begins.
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Sample Letter to Parents

Dear Parent/Guafdian,
Your child's class will soon begin to study about AIDS (acqu:red immunodeficiency syndrome). The

curriculum con:ains lessons in which students will lean. about infectious diseases, the ,ause of AIDS,
how HIV (human immunodeficiency irus) is spread, the symptoms, and ways in which AIDS can be
prevented.

We would like to invite you to attend a preview night on . At this
time we will be sharing the curriculum materiak will be usize, and discussing ;.-lies regarding
HIV prevemion education.

We believe that information en 1-1:V infection and AIDS is most meaningful when discussed at home
whert students hae the opportunity to share what they haw learned. We inite you to become a part
of this educl... i process. Please call if you haw questions or desire additional information.

Sincerely,

(Signature (f individuals h ho h ill he imolted in rhe de( ision to pot ide IIl edm anon. Fot cumple.
the teachen the curriculum coordinator, and the principal could sign.)
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ANSWERS TO STUDENTS' QUESTIONS ABOUT HIV
AND AIDS

(Solicited from Students in Grade 5-7)

WHAT IS AIDS?

What is AIDS?
AIDS is the end result of the infection caused by HIV (human immunodeliciemy virus).

What is the difference between HIV infection and AIDS?
I-HV infection and AIDS are serious health probluns. AIDS is the rult of a long provess that bcgins

with HIV infection. A person will not develop AIDS unless he or she has been infeued with 1-IIV. B)
preventing HIV infection, we can prevent future cases of AIDS.

Where did A!DS come from?
No one knows exactly how or where HIV started. Some scientists think that HIV is a mutation of a

similar virus that is found in humans and other primates. There is disagreement among experts about
where the virus began. Some believe that HIV infedions first appeared in Lentral Afrit...i in the 1960s or
1970s. Many theories exist. though. and scientists may never discover the true origin of HIV.

When was AIDS discovered?
The disease called AIDS was not known about until 1981 when dot.:ors began seeing unusual dis-

eases in normally healthy individuals.

Why don't we know -1,9rything about AIDS?
AIDS is a relatively ne u.s.:ase, and. because it is still new. we do not know the answers to all

questions about HIV infection yet. However. we do know most of the important information about
AIDS and HIV. We know the following:

HIV causes .^ IDS
ways HIV is spread
ways HIV is not spread
how persons can protect themselves
AIDS is a life-threatening condition

Is AIDS many diseases or one big disease?
HIV can cause many different symptoms. Because the v irus attaLks the immune system. the body

becomes unable to defend itself from a vaii,ly of diseases. Some people may develop a type of skin
cancer, some may get pneumonia. and others may suffer brain disorders. Even though the virus affeas
people in different ways. all persons who are infected w ith HIV and dt.elop an illness as the result of
the bicakdown of the immune system have AIDS.
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WHO GETS AIDS?

Do more children or older people have AIDS?
At present few children are infected with HIV (about 1 percent of AIDS cases). Most of the children

who are infected vtith HIV acquired the irus from an infected mother during pregnancy or birth. Some
children became infected with the irus from blood transfusions or blood products befthe 1985. Now
blood is screened so that the blood supply is virtually safe.

What kind of people have AIDS?
All people, regardless of race, sex, or socioeconomic status. can become infected vtith HIV if they

engage in behaviors that allow the virus to enter their bodies.

How many people have HIV infection?
The World Health Organization estimates that fie to ten million persons in the vtorld are infected

with HIV. The U.S. Public Health Sen ice estimates that one to one-and-one-half million people in the
United States haNe HIV iai,ction. Of these people. only a small percentage (about 100.000 people b)
August, 1989) have actually developed AIDS.

Will everyone in the world die of AIDS?
No. HIV can be spread from one person to another only through certain behaiors. Persons who do

not engage in behaiors that may transmit the infection do not need to be afraid of becoming infected
with HIV.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A PERSON BECOMES INFECTED WITH HIV?

How can you tell if someone is infected with HIV?
You cannot tell from a person's appearance that he or she is infected with HIV. Some persons with

HIV infection appear healthy and feel vt ell. The only way to determine HIV infection is through the
results of blood tests that detect antibodies to HIV.

What part of the body does HIV damage?
HIV infects and destroys the T-telper cells of the immune sy stem. T-helper cells are special white

blood cells that protect a person from disease. When enough of thcse t ells are destroyed. the immune
system can no longer pro% ide protection from disease. When the immune system is impaired. many
other parts of the body are then affected by the opportunistic diseases.

What effect does H;V infection have on the body?
Many people who are infected ih ith HIV may. at first, hae no symptoms. As their disease pro-

gresses, they may deelop symptoms such as extreme fatigue. feer. sv,ollen lymph glands, loss of appe-
tite, diarrhea, night sweats, and weight loss. If a person who has engaged in risky behaior has these

vi!z'irh,'N,NiAt%*N-;:=Z-"S&
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symptoms for more than two weeks, he or she may be infeLted with HIV. Only a ph), siLian Lan dug-
nose the disease.

As the infection progresses, HIV continues to damage the immune system and the infeLted person
becomes susceptible to many diseases.

How long can a person with AIDS live?
Most people with AIDS die within two years after they are diagnosed as hav ing AIDS, few survive

longer than three years.

Can anyone survive with AIDS?
AIDS :s considered a fatal disease, but scientists all over the world are working to find a Lure for

AIDS or a vaccine to prevent HIV infeLtion. Even now better treatments are helping people with AIDS
and HIV infection live longer.

HOW IS HIV INFECTION SPREAD?

How do you become infected with HIV?
HIV is spread in three ways. (I) during sexual intercourse, (2) from blood-to-blood LontaLt (mLluding

sharing intravenous drug equipment), and (3) from an infeLteu woman to her unborn or newborn Lhild.

Is it easy to become infected with HIV?
No. HIV can survive outside the human body, but only for a short period of time. The N irus Lannot

be spread through normal, daily contact. Therefore, a person Lan live with someone who is infeLted
with HIV and not become infected. No one has beLonle infeLted with the v irus from touLhing, hugging,
or even di.nking from the same glass after someone who is infected with HIV.

Can a person become infected with HIV from kissing?
HIV is not transmitted through dry kissing. While it is theoretically possible to transmit the v irus

through "French kissing," there have Z,een no documented cases of transmissioa through saliNa. The
on!), body fluids known to infect another person are semen, blood, and vaginal seLretions. If both peo-
ple kissing have open sores or cuts in their mouths, it is theoretically possible for one to infeLt the
other with various germs. However, passing HIV this way has not been reporte,: and is Lonsidered a
remote possibility, No cases of family members becoming infected by kissing, hugging, or sharing eat-
ing utensils when caring for persons infected with HIV have been reported.

Does AIDS run in families?
HIV infection is not oassed genetically from one generation to the next, however, the N irus Lan be

passed from an infected mother to her baby during pregnanLy, birth, and possibly through breast-feeding.
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Should people with AIDS stay away from other people?
No. There is no risk of bx:coming infected with HIV horn casual contact. However, a person with

HIV infection :an traasmit the irus to others through ,naring intravenous drug equipment and sexual
iittercourse.

My parent is a health care professional. Can he or she get HIV?
Only a ,ew health care workers have contracted HIV infection on the job. Because HIV cannot be

spread through casual contact, health care workers are ;lot in danger, except fa:in "needle sticks- or
when handling infected blood. Health care wor:.ers caa protect themselves from .afection by following
the standard precautions such as wearing gloves when handling blood atid othei bud> fluids, and dispos-
ing of infectious nrterial properly.

HOW CAN AIDS BE PREVENTED?

How can I keep from becoming infected with HIV?
A person can almost completely eliminate his or her risk of becoming infeLted with HIV by not hav-

ing sexual intercourse and not using intravenous drugs. In a .narriage, ing sexual interLourse with a
mutually faithful, uninfected spouse is a "safe- behavior.

What is being done to prevent the spread of HIV?
Major efforts are under way to develop treatments and a vaccine. However, at this time effeLtive edu-

cation about HIV is a primary way to prevent the spread of the virus.

HOW CAN PEOPLE WITH AIDS BE HELPED?

How can we help people with AIDS?
Persons who have AIDS need emotional support and understanding from the Lommunny. They also

need access to medical care, social services, employment, educational opportunities, and housing.

How could AIDS affect a friendship?
Persons with AIDS are like anyone who is seriously ill. They must confront many fears anu prob-

lems. People who are sick with AIDS need the emotional support and comfort that friemis Lan give dur-
ing times of crisis.
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SECTION I

LESSON #1

TITLE: How Infectious Diseases Spread

PURPOSE: To assist students in understanding infectious diseases and 1.ow these disee.ses are spread
from one person to another.

OBIT TINT: Tae student will diagram the spread of an infectious diseaae and describe waya in which
infectious diseases are transmitted.

MATERIALS: One bottle of glittt-r
One copy of the Student Guide for each student
Chalkboard and chalk
(Optional) - (1) overhead projector aad screen and (2) transparency of "Melissa Mc Sick's
Cold" (from the master provided)

TIME: 30 - 40 minutes

BEFORE THE CLASS BEGINS:
Assign tvw students to serve as "infectious agents" at the beginning of the class. Choose atudents

whc enjo) being the center of attention and who don't become easily embarrassed. "Dust" the hands of
the infectiJus agents with glitter and instruct each of them to shake hands w ith to other Ltuilents
before the leason begins. Tell the two students to refrain from discussing the glitter and handshaking
with others until they are identified in class.

CONDUCTING THE LESSON:

Ask students to think about the last time they had a cold. Have the students indicate, by a shov, of
hands, if any of theni think they passed the cold on to a family member or a friend. Call on a few indi-
vidual students to share information about who caught "their" cold.

Write the following sentence on the chalkboard: "A dirty bandage can infect a cut." Define the
word "infect" for the students ("to cause disease by allowing germs to enter). Explain that diseases
cauaed by germs can be spread from one person to another. These diseases are called infectious dis-
eases. Write the word "infectious" on the chalkboard. Tell the students that the common cold, chicken
pox, and flu are examples of infectious diseases. Explain that in today's class they will learn bout how
infectious diseases spread.

9
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Read the poem that follows, entitled "Melissa MeSi:k's Cold,- aloud to the Cass. Distribute a So.-
dent Guide to eaLh student and instruLt the Llass to Libel the diagram that shows how Melissa MLSiLk's
cold spread. Walk around the Llassroom as the students complete th, diagram and give help to those
who need it.

"Melissa Mc Sick's Cold"

Melissa Mc Sick was ill and in bed
With sore throat, and chills, and a pain in her head.

Mother Mc Sick came and gave her a hug.
One sneeze and Melissa had passed on the "bug"!

Now J. T. Mc Sick was next in the room;
One cough from his sis and the germ was his doom!

Sneezing at work, Mom Mc Sick gave away
The cold germ to April and Joseph that day.
The next day at school brother sat in class.

He coughed twenty times and the germ he did pass
To Shari and Jim and poor Nate nearby-

He shared this cold germ without even a try!
And so, a cold can be easily spread.

A sum of eight people wound up in the bed.

betty m. hubbard

(Optional) Have the students draw a faLe on thL baLk of their worksheet to show how they felt the
last time they were sick. Allow students to share their drawings or display them around the room.

(Optional) After the students have Lompleted their indiv idual diagrams, display the overhead trans-
parency, Melissa MeSick's Cold, so each student Lan LheLk his or her own diagram. Use the transpar-
ency to briecly disLuss the spread of Melissa's infectious di.sease. Begin with Melissa and follow the
spread of the Lold to her mother (Mother MLSiLlo through hugging and sneezing and her brother J.T.
McSick) through coughing. Trace the cold from Mother McSiLk to April and Joseph who work w ith
her. Continue the spread of the cold from J.T. McSick to Shari, Jim, and Nate at school.

Write the follow.nP sentence on the board: "A cold is caused by a very small germ called a
liras." Explain that the , ild virus Lan live outside the body. Tell the students that there are two people
who are spreading the Lold virus in the class! Point out the two students who have the "cold- and
explain ti A the v irus is being represented by glitter that was sprinkled onto the students' hands.

I. Ask the students how the virus would get on a person's hands. (Saliva droplets from Loughing,
sneezing, or touching the inside of the mouth or nose would contain the virus.)

2. Have all students check their own hands, clothing, desks, books, etL. to determine how many of
the students have come into contact with the glitter.

3. Ask the students what has happened if they found glitter on their hands, Llothing, or belongings.
(You have come into contact with the "glitter- virus and could get sick.)

-/4.
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4. Ask them how they think the glitter LamL to be in these places. (It was spread from the two students'
hands to other students hands in handshaking. The glitter was then spread to objeLts that their hands
touched.)

5. Ask the students how the glitter is like the germs that Lause infeLtious diseases. (The) are both
spread from one person to another.)

Have the students brainstorm ways, other than shaking hands, in whiLh the Lold virus Lan be spread
from one person to another. (For example. kissing, hugging, sneezing, Loughing, talking, drinkirm after
someone who is siLk). After brainstorming, briefly discuss the ways in which the students have indi-
cated the cold virus can be spread. Point out that a cold is etz .v. to get because the v irus can live out-
side the body and is spread in many different ways.

Ask the students how the cold v irus gets into the body to Lause the cold when the virus is spread
by shaking hands. (The v irus enters the person's body through the nose, mouth, or a break in the skin.)
Point out that it is the iu-us that causes the cold, NOT the way in which it is spread (e.g., the virus, not
the hand shaking, causes the cold).

EVALUATION OF LESSON #1:
Have the class turn to the worksheet entitled "Infectious Disease How Much Do You Know?" in

the Student Glade. Instnict each student to work with a partner to answer as many questions as they
can in a five-minute period. Ask groups to volunteer to write the answers to the questions on the Lhalk
board. Debrief by discussing the information provided on the teacher key.
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TEACHER REFERENCE

INFECTIOUS DISEASE: HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOAf :
Let's see what you know about infectious diseases...

1. Some diseases (like the cold and chicken pox) can be spread from one person to another. These dis-
eases are called infectious.

2.1 learned that these 'nfectiou.s di.seases are caused by genns. Listed below are some of the ways
germs are spread:

a. coughing
b. sneezing
c. hugging

Let's see what some of these germs look like under the microscope.

Bacteria Fungi

3. Circle the picture that shows the group of germs that causes Lolds. Did y ou know there are more
than 206 different kinds of germs in this group?

FOR INQUIRING MINDS: Do all germs cause disease?
N1(- Some bacteria are helpful like the bacteria that live in our intestines and help us digest our

food. We usually call the microorganisms that cause disease "germs."

13
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TITLE:

PURPOSE:

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

LESSON #2

HIV: An Infectious Disease

To provide information to students about HIV infection and AIDS.

The student will discuss the cause. symptoms, transmission, and ywys to prey ent HIV
infection.

Butcher paper or poster board (one piece per group)
One felt-tip marker for each gr. up
Masking tape for posting student work
One copy of the Student Guide for each student
One "question" box covered with wiapping paper with a slot cut into the top
One index card per student

(Optional) - video about HIV infection

TIME: 40 - 50 minutes

BEFORE YOU BEGIN:
Familiarize yolrself with the Teacher Information at the end of the lesson and the information on

HIV infection and AIDS in tl.,.-. Student Guide.

CONDUCTING THE LESSON:
Review the meaning of "infectious" disease with the students. Explain that you are going to div ide

the dash into groups of approximately five students per group, give eat.h group ,t sheet of butt.her paper
or poster board and a felt-tip marker, and allow a fev( minutes for eat.h group to make a list of infet.-
tious diseases. Tell the students they may w ant to think of diseasc :. they hav e had during their Ikes or
diseases they have heard or read about. (It is not important that the students hav e an extensive list.) If
there are no questions, organize the students into groups and let them begin the task. (Make sure that
AIDS gets on at least one of the lists even if you fume to suggest it. A list of infedious diseases for
teacher reference follows.)

the common cold
chicken pox
pneumonia
head lice
mumps
diphtheria
hepatitis

influenza (flu)
measles
mononucleosis (mono)
scarlet fever
whooping cough
strep throat
polio

sexually transmitted disease (STD)
AIDS
syphilis
chlamydia

gonorrhea
herpes

1-1PV (genital warts)
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Have the groups post their 1. s and briefly review the diseases to (a) Lonfirm that they are infeL-
tious (b) identify some diseases the student, have contracted, and (c) name the "newest" disease
(AIDS). Reinforce the fact that AIDS is idectious, but is UNLIKE many Lommon Lhildhood diseases
because it is NOT easily spread. Explain that the students will be learning about AIDS and how to
avoid becoming infected with the virus that causes AIDS.

Gibe a lecture or use a k ide r filmstrip to present bask HIV information. Be sure that the leLture
or video answers each of the following questions:

- What is AIDS?
- Who has become infected with HIV?
- What does HIV do to the body?
- What are the symptoms of HIV infer'ion?
- How 's HIV infection spread?
- How can HIV infection be prevented?

Have the students turn to the woiksheet in the Student Guide entitled "Learning About HIV."
Assign each student a partner to work with and allow a few minutes for the students to Lomplete the
worksheet. Have the students refer to the "HIV Infection and AIDS" section in the Student Guide.
Explain that the answers to the questions on the worksheet Lan be found -in these pages. Give the stu-
dents time to check and correct their answers.

Review the information presented by disLussing Ihe "Learning About HIV" worksheet. Emphasize
that people who are not infected with the AIDS virus now, never bye to be.

Distribute one index Lard to each student. Tell the Llass that they will be learning bout infeLtious
diseases including AIDS, during the next few days. InstruLt eaLh student to write one question he or
she would like to have ansv ered about AIDS or other infeLtioas diseases. Pass the question box around
the class so eaLh student Lontributes a question. Explain that the question box will bc sitting out in the
classroom for the next few days so that st, ,ents can add their questions wheneva they .ome to mind.
Read the questions from the box before Llass and use them throughout the Llass period bk here they
"fit." Doing so reinforces the importance and function of the question box.

(Note: Place the question box in a location that is easily aLLessible to stud,mts. Remind students daily
that any questions about any disease Lan be plaLed in the box. Before ans%kering the questions. look
through the questions and formulate the answers in ) our own mind. Be sensitive to the issues that
underlie the questions. You may want to "stuff the box with some questions about important issues
you feel need to be
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EVALUATION OF LESSON #2:
Div ide the Llass into groups of four to r e students per g.oup. Distribute one of the following sLenar-

ios tc each group. Allow a few minutes foi group members to read the sLenario. answer the question.
and discuss the rationale for their answer. Have a spokesperson for caLh group read the sLenano aloud
and explain the group's answer.

SCENARIOS ABOUT HIV

I. Mr. Green had a blood test and found out he is infeLted with HIV. Mr. Green doesn't feel siLk. Does
this mean that the doctor who told him he is infected w ith HIV is wrong?

2. Rusty heard his mother say that one of his friends has AIDS. Rust) remembers that he shaed Land)
bar with this friend last week. Should Rusty be worried about getting AIDS?

3. Joe Cool thinks he knows everything. tic told everyone there was HIV in the w atei fountains at sLhool.
Would you use the water fountains if you were a student ai Joe Cool's school?

4. Marissa just heard that her best friend's ii.om is infeLted with HIV. Marissa has always spent Friday
nights at her 6st friend's house. Can Marissa beLome infeLted with HIV by spending the night with
her friend?

S. Elizabeth says that Lhildren with AIDS should not be allowed to Lome to sLhool heLause everyone
will become infected? Is Elizabeth right?

6. Rakrat learned that WV is spread through blood-to-blood LontaLt. He knows that mosquitoes feed on
blood and plans to buy lots of mos, uito spray this summer. Will Raoul avoid beLoming infeLted with
HIV by using mosquito spray?

7. Aaron jast moved to tow n and has made friends with a group of boys. These boys want 11.m to join
their Llub by beLoming their blood brother. Could Am-on beLome InfeLted with 111V by beLoining blood
brothers with these boys?

8. Eric always enjoys summer beLause there is no sLhool .ind he loses to swim. ErIL's best friend says
HIV lives in liquids and there is p;enty of liquid in swimming pools. Should Erk give up swimming
for the summer?

9. Kylie is Mods best friend. On Friday night they are planning to spend the night together and pierLe
each oter's cars. Is there a danger of becomin, infected with HIV from car piercing?

10. Joanna's neighbor. Mr. Masterson. has AIDS. Her other neighbor. Ms. Fry. says th..1 he got siLk from
being served :jod by someone who had AIDS. Should Joanna refuse to go out to eat with her lama)?
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TEACHER REFERENCE

TEACHER'S KEY TO SCENARIOS ABOUT HIV

I. Mr. Green had a blood test and found out he is infected with HIV. Mr. Green doesn't feel sick. Does
this mean that the doctor who told him he is infected with HIV is wrong?

No. Many people ulio are iiifected ttith HR feel tt eli and hate no symptoms. Only a spec aI blood
test can indicate whether or not a person has 11X infection.

2. Rus.y heard his mother say that one of his friends has AIDS. Rusty remembers that he shared a Landy
bar with this friend last week. Should Rusty be worried about getting AIDS?

No. HIV cannot be spread by shoring food or any other every Ih:y contact.

3. Joe Cool thinks he knows ecry thing. He told eeryone there was HIV in du; 0.ater fountains at sLhool.
Would you us,' the water fountains if you were a student at Joe Coors school?

Yes. A person umno: get HIV by drinking from ttwei fountaim. HIV is cuily spread dinnigh se.tual
intercourse, blood-to-blood contact. or film an infected mother to her baby.

4. Marissa just heard that her best friend's morn is infeLted v ith HIV Marissa has always spent Friday
rights at her best friend's house. Can Marissa be...ome infeLted with HIV by spending the night with
her friend?

No. HIV is imt .spread through eteiy day «mtact. Et en the family membeis of nei sons 010 hate HIV
iufection have not be«nne infected by taking care of people ttlio are sick nith 111V Infection.

5. Elizabeth says that children with AIDS should not Oe allowed to Lome to sLhool beLause ineryone
will become infected? Is Elizabeth right?

No. No mie can become infected ttith II1V by going to school ttith somemw It ho has AIDE Eten
touchhig. hugging. or sharing food cannot spread WI:

6. Raoul learned that HIV is spread through blood to-blood Lontaa lie knows that mosquitoes feed on
blood and plans to buy lots of mosquito spray this summer. Will Raoul aoid beoming infected with
HIV by using mosquito spray?

No Mosquuoes cannot spread HIV Raoul can piotect himself fiom becoming infected nith Mt by
avoiding sexual intercourse and refusing to use drug needles.

7. Aaron just moved to town and has made friends %.ith a group of boys. These boys want him to join
thei- club by becoming their blood brother. Could Aaron beLome infeLted witit 111V beLoming
blood brothers with these boys?

Yes. HIV can be spread through blood-to-blood contact. If one Id the boys in the club neie infec ted
tvith HIV. Aaron could become infect(d if he alhnts tlw Wetted boy's blood to comc into contact null
his own blood.
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8. Er; always enjoys summer because there is no sawl and he loves to swim. Erk's best friend says
F.i.V lives in liquids and lucre plenty of liquid in swimming pools. Should Erk give up swimming
for the summer?

No. HIV lives in liquids INSIDE the human bod.% HIV cannot sunke outside c)f the bud).

9. Kylic is Tara's best friend. On Friday night they arc planning to spend the night together and pieree
each other's cars. Is there a danger of becoming infected with HIV hom ;ar piercing?

Ye.s , if there is blood-to-blood contact. If one of :he girls has HIV infection. the tun.% «m be spina
to the othei gul fwm needles 01 °the, insu lanCiltA that al C USCd PIM On6 .1t( lilt (qui/mum
should be used for piercing ears.

10. Joanna's neighbor. Mr. Masterson. has AIDS. Her other neigkbor. Ms. A). says that he got skk from
being served food by someone who had AID: snould Joanna refuse to go out to cat with her fanuly?

No. A peison cannot become mi.( ted thwugh et et.% da.% «mtact. HIV 1.c not Apical thiough tow lung.
hugging. Or even kissing.

1)
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TEACHER REFERENCE

LEARNING ABOUT HIV
INSTRUCTIONS: Answer the following questions about HIV.

1. AIDS stands for:
A Acquired

Immuno

deficiency

Syndrome

2. AIDS is caused by a virus called human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

3. HIV kills cells that are part of the immune system. (This system proteus us from diseases.)

4. Name three ways HIV can be spread.

I. Sexual intercourse*

2. Blood-to-blood contact

3. From an infected mother to her baby before, during, or shortly after birth

5. Name two ways you can avoid getting HIV infection.

1. Not engaging in sexual intercourse (until able to ha% e a faithfill relationship w ith
an uninfected person)

2. Not using drug needles and syringes

*Sexual intercourse is defined as a type ot sexual t,ontact irnolving one of the followihg h nserting a man's penis into a
woman's vagina. called "1.aginal intercourse". (2) placing the mouth on the genitals of another person. called oral inter
course"; or (3) inserting a man's penis into the anus of another person. called "anal intercourse"
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TITLE:

PURPOSE:

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

LESSON #3

HIV: Fact or Fiction

To clarify factual information and identify common myths related to HIV infeLtion.

The student will differentiate between facts and myth. related to HIV infection.

One sign to identify eaLh of the following LharaLters (make signs to hang around students'
necks):

Dr. Truth Ms. Right
Dr. Fact Mr. Scoop
Ms. Correct Mr. Story

Six copies of the F2ct or Fiction script
One chart or transparency of the "Four Questions" (see teacher reference)
(Option I) - (a) A deck of Fact or Fiction Cards for each team of students and
(b) a prize for the winning team
(C. ,n 2) - One Student Guide for each student

TIME: 30 - 40 minutes

BEFORE THE CLASS BEGINS:
Select six volunteers to read the ro.-play script between the four news correspondents and the two

HIV experts. Assign the roles in akhanLe so the role-players Lan practice reading the sLript. Position the
role-players so they can be seen and heard by the students in the classroom.

Familiarize yourself with the teacher background information at the end of the lesson.

CONDUCTING THE LESSON:
Introduce the role-play by telling the students that today's lesson will examine important faLts

about HIV infection. Reveal the chart or overhead and point out the "Four Questions" students should
listen for during the role-play. Have the players take their places and begin the role-play by sen, ing as
the moderator.

Following the role-play, refer to the chart or overhead to conduct a class discussion of the -Four
Questions."

Direct the students attention to the phone numbers on the last page of the Student Guidc. Tell the
students that anyone can call these numbers and get information about HIV infeLtion and AIDS.
Remi..d the students that you are also available to answer questions.
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EVALUATION OF LESSON #3:
option I Tell the students that they will play a game. Fact or Fiction, that will test their knowl-

edge about HIV infection. Explain that you will div ide the class into teams and distribute a deck ji
Fact or Fiction cards to each team. Explain that some of the cards have a fact printed on them and
other cards contain a falsehood (fict:on). Each team leader is to read each Lard aloud su, the team Lan
determine if the statement is a fact or fiction. The object of the game is to separate "fact" cards from
"ficticr" cards.

Dis' 'lute a deck of Fact or Fiction cards to each teani and have the teams begin. When the ;earns
have con.pleted the task, have the team recorder check the team's stacks for aucurauy as you review the
"fact" and "fiction" statements. In re.iewing the statements, address any uonuerns or questions that are
generated by the students.

(Note: You may want to time this game and reward the first team to correctly identify the "facts"
and "fictions" with a special privilege or other "prize.")

Option 2 Explain to the students that they will now have an opportunity to test their knowledge
of HIV "facts." Have the students turn io the Fact or Fiction worksheet in the Student Guide and com-
plete the worksheet. Review the correct answers for the statements and address any uoncems or ques-
tions that the students generate.
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FACT OR FICTION ROLE-PLAY SCRIPT

MODERATOR. Welcome today's interview being broadcast live from television station KIIIV. First, I
would like to welcome our two experts on HIV infection. The experts' names are Dr. Truth and Dr. Fat._
Also, I would like to introduLe the news correspondents. They will be questioning the experts. Ms. Right,
Ms. Correct, Mr. Scoop, and Mr. Story, welcome to our broadcast and thank you for being here. Ms.
Correct, I understand that you have the first question.

MS. CORRECT: Thank you. Dr. Truth, can you tell me why there is so much fear about AIDS?

DR. TRUTH: Well, people are afraid of AIDS for several reasons. First, people know that AIDS is deadly
and see nian3 ne w. reports in newspapers and on TV. Also, there are many false beliefs about hovv HIV
infection is spread.

MS. RIGHT: Dr. Truth, can you give some examples of these false beliefs?

DR. TRUTH: Of course. Some people think a person Lan become infected with HIV by using dubliL
bathrooms, swimming pools, or standing in a Lrowded elevator with someone who is infeLted. Wv. know
that HIV is not spread in these ways.

DR. FACT: Yes, studies have shown that HIV cannot be spread by day-to-day LontaLt In faLt, no Lases
have been found where the InfeLtion has been spread by touLhing family members vvho live v.ith or Litre
for people who are infected with HIV.

MR. SCOOP: Dr. Fact, what about Lhildren who go to st.hool with Lhildren who are infeLted with HIV

DR. FACT: No. They should not worry. Remember. HIV is not spread by being ne,tr or touLhing someone
who is infected.

MR. STORY: I understand that HIV has been found in saliva and tears. Does this finding mean that kissing
could spread the infection?

DR. TRUTH: It is true that HIV has been found in the saliva and tears of some people with HIV infeLtion.
However, the amount of virus found is very small. There have been no reported Lases where thP ir'''
was passed through kissing.

MS. RIGHT: Some people are worried that inseLts, suLh as mosquitoes, Lan spread HIV. Wo...d you
comment on this idea, Dr. Fact.

DR. FACT: Certainly. Thzre is no evidence that any insect is able to ,pread the virus. A person Lannot
become infected with HIV from bed bugs, flies, tiLks, or ht.e. Remember, HIV Lannoi live outside the
body. It can only be passed in three ways. through sexual interLourse with an infeLted person. by blood-
to-blood contact with souk, ne who is infeLted with HIV, and from an infeLted vvoman to her baby
before, during, or shortly after birth.

MR. SCOOP: Thank you, Dr. Fact. Can you explain why doLtors, dentistsimbulanLe driv ers, and tilefighteiN
now wear gloves and masks to protect themselves from HIV?
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DR. TRUTH: Well, Mr. SLoup, health care viorkels often Lome intu LontaLt with blood that contains the
HIV. They are simply being Larefla to proteLt themsehes frum infeLtion. A fevi health Lare workers hace
become infected with HIV. Most of thosc, that hace become infected were nut following the "rule.- fur
safe health care.

MS. CORRECT: Dr. Fact, can you help tu clear something up fur me.' Will eceryone who is InfeLteu
with HIV die?

DR. FACT: That is a difficult question. Scientists don't know for sure. They du know that people viho
hme AIDS usually die within a few years. Howecer, nevi treatments are helping people with AIDS to
Be longer. We don't know if citoone who is infected with HIV will de% clop AIDS. We do know that
a large number of peisons who are infeLted will probably get sick and mill ill decelop AIDS.

MR. STORY: V..., doctor, aren't HIV infection and AIDS the same thing?

DR. FACT: No. Anyone who has HIV in b..s o: her body is infeLted. Most persons who are infeLted appear
healthy and feel well in the beginning. As the immune system is weakened, they begin to hace symptoms
some of the time. It may take years before symptoms begin. Persons with AIDS hace secere darn ,e to
their immune systems and develop diseases that are deadly.

MS. RIGHT: Dr, Fact, you just said that ome people who are infeLted with HIV appear healthy and feel
well. Do you mean that they ma not . now they are infected?

DR. FACT: That is correct. It may be eight to ten yeal:, before the person feels siLk. In faLt, people who
are infected with HIV can spread it to othei people and not even know it.

MODERATOR: I would like to ask Dr. Truth when a cure will be discovered.

DR. TRUTH: Scientists are trying to deelop a cure fur HIV infeLtion. This work is ery diffiLult and a
Lure is not expeLted in the near future. Right now, duLtors Lan only treat the diseases that people get
when their immune systems are damaged. I would like to say that, for now, learning hovi tu aold HIV
infcction is the best way, vie haw to dea: with the disease. Learning about HIV infeLtion Lal help us
make choices that will keep us from becoming infected with HIV.

MODERATOR: Thank you all for being a part of our program about HIV infeLtion. This has been a
public service broadcast from station KHIV.
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TRANSPARENCY MASTER

Put the follow ing questions on a transparency or chart. Use these questions to introduce the role-play
and as the basis for class discussion following the role-play.

FOUR QUESTIONS

1. How is HIV not spread?

2. Are HIV infection and AIDS the same?

3. Can people who don't know they have the
HIV infection spread the virus without

knowing it?

4. Is there a cure for HIV infection?
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TEACHER REFERENCE

FACT OR FICTION
(Teacher Information)

Fact Statements:

No one has become infected with HIV by kissing.

HIV can be spread through sexual intercourse.

HIV can be spread by sharing drug needles.

HIV can be spread from an infected mother to her unborn child.

Persons who have AIDS have damaged immune systems.

Some persons with HIV infection appear healthy and feel well.

People who don't know they are infected with HIV can spread the virus without knowing it.

A person can make choices that protect him or her from becoming infected with HIV.

Fiction Statements:

A person can become infected with HIV by using public bathrooms.

A person can become infected with HIV by swimming in pools.

Going to school with someone who is infected with HIV is dangerous.

Mosquitoes can spread HIV.

AIDS and HIV infection are the same thing.

Babies cannot have, AIDS.

You can become infected with HIV from sharing food.

There is a cure for HIV infection.

26
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CARDMASTERS

FACT OR FICTION

No one has become infected HIV can be spread through

with HIV by kissing. sexual intercourse.

HIV is spread by sharing HIV can be spread from an

drug needles. infected mother to her unborn child.

Persons who have AIDS have Some persons with HIV infection
damaged immune systems. appear healthy and feel well.

t-------
i

People who don't know they are
infected with HIV can s, _ad the

virus without knowing it.
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A perso:1 can makf.! choices that

protect him or her from becoming
infected with HIV.
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CARDMASTERS

FACT OR FICTION

There is a -.Ire for
HIV infe In.

A person can become infected with
HIV ;:y using public bathrooms.

AIDS and HIV infection are the
same thing.

A person can become infected
with HIV by swimming in pools.

You can become infected with HIV Babies cannot have AMS
from sharing food.

r

i

!

,

Mosquitoes can spread HIV.
1

1

I

i

i

Going to school with someone who
is infected with HIV is dangerous.
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TEACHER REFERENCE

HIV: FACT OR FICTION?
INSTRUCTIONS: Read each statement. Decide whether it is a FACT or FICTION.

FACT FICTION
1. No one has become infected with HIV by kissing. X

2. HIV can be spread through se;.ual intercourse.

3. A person can become infected with HIV by
using public bathrooms.

4. A person can become infected with HIV by
swimming in pools.

5. Going to school with someone who is infected
with HIV is dangerous.

6. HIV is spread by sharing drug needles.

X

X

7. Mosquitoes can spread HIV. X

8. HIV can be spread from an infected mother to
her unborn child.

9. AIDS and HIV infection are the same thing.

10. Babies cannot have AIDS.

X

11. Persons who have AIDS have damaged immune
systems. X

12. Some persons with HIV infection appeal healthy
aad feel well. X

X

X

13. You can become infected with HIV from
sharing food. X

14. People who don't know they are infected with
HIV can spread the virus without knowing it. X

15. There is a cure for HIV infection. X

16. A person can make choices to avoid becoming
infected with HIV.
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TITLE:

PURPOSE:

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

LESSON #4

The Last Time I Was Sick ...
To enhance student awareness of the emotional and social impact of illness.

The studoit Hill d-sLribe ways to promote the emotional and si ial well being of persons
who arc

A transparency of "Three Important Parts- (from teacher reference)
One transparency marking pen
Three pieces of butcher paper or poster board (print one of the following headings on
each piece)

Physical symptoms
Emotions
Social changes

Three felt-tip markers
Masking tape to display student work
One Suulent Guide for each student
Pictures of people cut from magazines

TIME: 30 - 40 minutes

CONDUCTING THE LESSON:
Begin the lesson by explaining that when a perstm gets sick, his or her health Lhanges in many

ways. Use the transparency. "Three Important Parts,- to illustrate the LonLept of health. Write in the
title (Physical, Emotional. Social) for eitA circle as you describe eich of the three "parts- t the Llass.
Explain that each person has three parts that compose his or he. alth. (I) Tit: physical part is the
body. Eating well, exerLising, and getting enough sleep helps our bodies stay ph)siLally healthy. t2) The
emotional part is our theaghts and feelings. Feeling good about who we are and the thinijs that vv e do
helps us stay emotionally healthy. (3) The soLial part is being with people we like and enjoy doing
things with. Doing things and st,aring ideas with others helps us Nu) social'ay healthy. When a person
gets sick, the physical part of the person's health is not all that is Lhanged. The emotional and soLial
parts arc ako affected.

Tell the students that will divide the cla.s into three groups and vive eaLh group a pieLe of
butcher paper or poster board and a felt-tip marker. Explain that y ou i. ...sign the following tasks to
the groups. Group #1 is to brainstomi some of the physiLal symptoms a siLk pers.in might have k runny
nose, sneezing, coughing, sore throat, fever, rash, itaing. ett..), Group #2 to brainstonn the emotions
a sick person might have (sad, frightened, happy to miss sLhool, disappointed to mbs a ballgame. frus
!rated, bored, etc.), Group #3 is to brainstor the soLial Lhanges a siLk person might have mot being
able to play outside, being unable to see friends, Lan't go plaLes or do things with family, has to stay
home, has to go to the doctor or the hospital, etL .1. Rev iew the rules for brainstorming alit! answer any
questions. Divide the class into groups, distribute materials, and allow several minutes for groups to
complete the tasks.
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Have the groups post their lists and briefly rev iew what eaLli group h.,ts \N rine... Explain that the
next activity will build upon the work they have just done in the groups.

Ask studenb to remembei the last Clue they were sick. Have tl.e students turn to the worksheet,
"The Last Time I Was Sick," in the Student Guide. Have each student writc thc answer to the first
three questions on the worksheet. Explain tha, parents. doLtors. and nurses may be the only ones who
,.an do things to help a person get well physically, but young people Ln du things to hdp a siLk per-
son emotionally and soLially. Conduct a class disLussion about things another person Lan do to improve
emotional and social health when someone is siLk. Use questions #2 and #3 from the worksheet as a
basis for the discussion. Po!! the class to determine "favorite" ways in whiLh students wallt to be
treated when the) arc sick.

Display some piLtures of healthy people. inLluding . young person, Lut from rlagazines. Ask the
students which of these persons could be siLk with AIDS. ,All Lould have AIDS. A person with AIDS
Lannot be identified by how he or she looks.) Point out the picture of the child and ask. (I) How do
you think this person would feel if he or she had AIDS? (scared, angry, sad, etL.) (2) How do you
think this person would want to be treated if he or she had AIDS? (w:th kindness, the same as !ht.).
were always treated, he or she would need a friend. etc.).

Instruct the students to write the word "AIDS" in the blank as you wme to questions /14 and #5 un
.he m,orksheet. KIN C the students Lomplete each question and use the answezs to stimulate class doLus-
sion on ways in whiLh a person Lan show they Lare about someone who is siLk with AIDS (La.1 them
on the phone, make or send a Lard, visit them, send d little present). Ask them if their answei-s would
be any different if asked to fill in the blanks with cancer or appendicitis? Why?

EVALUATION OF LESSON #4:
Assign live volunteers from the Llass to role-play the following situation. Read the situation alt'

to the Llass and start the role play as Ernesto joins the group. Instru...t the observers in the class to look
for ways in which the children in the group show they care for Ernesto.

ERNESTO AND LArANYA

Ernesto is an I l-year-old y who has lived next door to Latanya for several years. They have
always enjoyed being with eaLh other and often walk to sLhool together. Once, when Latanya was play-
ing in a vaLant lot ad Lut her arm. Ernesto ran all the way home to gei help. Latany a feels Ernesto is
nice and 3 good friend.

The children have just heard that Ernesto has AIDS. Wnen the role play begins. Lindll) ' is approah-
ing three friends, Jaci, Kate, and R.J.

LATANYA: (Walking up to Jaci, Rj.. aud Kate) Hi, everyond What's going on?

KATE: Well. . . I guess ) Ott heard about Ernesto. I , An't believe he k sick with AIDS! I ould be so
scared!
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JACI: Hey, I heard about that too. You can bet that I'm not even going to talk to him. Count me out when
it comes to people with AIDS.

LATANYA: Emesto is my friend and I plan to keep it that way. I think he needs friends just as much.
maybe more, than everyone else does.

R.J.: I just don't know what to think. I've only seen Ernesto once since I heard the news. He was playing
baseball at the ballpark and I was riding my bike. i wasn't sure what to do, so I just %saved and kept
on pedaling.

JACI: (Looks up and sees Ernesto.) Uh oh, here comes Emesto.

LATANYA: Hi, Emesto.

ERNESTO: (Joins the group.) What's up Does anyonc want to meet at my house to watdi videos on
Friday night'?

JACI: (Turns away from Ernesto.) Come on everyone. let's get out of here before we get sick.

LATANYA: I'm not going to get sick. (Puts her hand on Emesto's shouldei.) I'm going to talk to my
friend.

R.J.: Yeah, Jaci. Ernesto is our friend. I heard you've been sick. Ernes,o. Were you in the hospital?

ERNESTO: I was in the hospital for a few days. but I'm better now. I found out I have AIDS.

KATE: I heard about that and I'm sorry you're sick. Is there anything I can do?

ERNESTO: Having good friends really helps. Now. is there anyone who wants to watch ideos Friday
night, or not?

JACI: Not me. I don't want to see anything that bad.

LATANYA: Well, I'm going. What time should I be there, Ernesto?

R.J.: I'll ask my mom if I can come.

KATE: I wish you would go with us, Jaci, but it's your choice.

Following the role-play. ask the students to discuss (I) how Jaci treated Emesto, (2) ways in which
some of the young people showed that they cared about Emesto, (3) how they think Emesto felt in
response to the comments that were made, and (4) ways in Mild) Kate and RI supported Latanya's
decision to continue her friendship with Ernesto,

EXTENSION:
Have the students complete the Lrossword punk. "Being Friends With Someone Who Has IIIV Infec-

tion," in the Student Guide
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TRANSPARENCY MASTER

Three Important Parts
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TEACHER REFERENCE

Tiaree Important Parts



TEACHER REFERENCE

THE LAST TIME I WAS SICK. . .

I. My PHYSICAL symptoms I felt the following Ways my SOCIAL
were ... EMOTIONS ... life changed ...

a cough

a runny nose

a sore throat

sad

angry

fmstrated

2. When I am sick, another person can help me feel better by ...
- sending me some flowers or a gift
- coming to visit me (if the illness is not contagious)
- getting my school work assignments

3. When I am sick, my social health can be improved by ...
- talking to my friends on the phone
- getting a note from a friend

4. People who have A I r_ S_ could be LzIped by ...
- letting them know you care about them

being their friend

5. If I had a friend with A I D S , I would ...
- treat him or her like anyone else who is sick
- visq him or her
- listen to him or her
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I couldn't play
with my friends

I couldn't spend
the night with
my friends



TEACHER REFERENCE

BEING FRIENDS WITH SOMEONE WHO
HAS HIV INFECTION

There are many ways to help someone who has HIV infection. To find out more, fill in ca0 blank
below with one of the words from the list. Then fit the words into the crossword puzzle.

I. A person with HIV might feel (2 down)
. I can help by being a (6 across)

'). (4 down) could do things together like going to a (5 across) or
(7 across) (I across)bikes. Sometimes my friend may just want to

I can be a good (8 down)

3. If anyone makes (9 down) about my friend, I can

learned about HIV in (10 down)

4. (3 down) needs friends, just as I do.

E X
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A
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TITLE:

PURPOSE:

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

LESSON #5

Protection Against Disease

To assist students in understanding ways in whiLlt they 4..an proteu themsdv es from infeutous
disease.

The student will identify methods foi- protection against infectious disci

Transparency of "Three Important Parts" (from the previous lesson)
Chalkboard and chalk
One Student Guide for each student
Transparency of "Protecting Myself By Saying No"
Information on local resources for AIDS information

TIME: 30 - 40 minutes

BEFORE YOU BEGIN:
Become familiar V4, i t h the information on the "Protecting Myself By Saying No" transparemy nhtster.

CONDUCTING THE LESSON:
Write the word "protect" on the chalkboard and have the students brainstorm the meaning of the

word. Use the studems' ideas to write a "clas" definition to use as the basis for the lesson (pruteLt - to
shield from injury or danger; to guard against harm).

Draw the follow ing protection continuum on the 4.halkboard and a.dk the students to indkate by a
ahow of hands the number that describes their feeling about the statement above the Lorinhum.

PROTECTION CONTINUUM

I can protect myself against infectious diseases.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Display the transpa:uicy, "Three Important Parts," and rev iew the concept of Lalth that was dis-
cussed in the previous lesson. Tell the students that proteuing oneself from disease means proteuing
oneself emotionally and soLially, as well as physkally. For example, a person who is hav ing emotional
or social problems may bccome r nysically HI. A person who is under a lot of pressure is less likely to
eat properly (emotional health affecting physical health). Or a person who has had a fight with her
friend may get a stomachache (social health affecting physical health).

Have each student :um to the worksheet, "Protecting Myself Against Disease," in the Student Gin&
and complete the worksheet. Ask for volunteers to read aloud the information presented on the work-
sheet as the rest of the class follows along. Conduct a brief ',lass disLussion about ways to proteu
against disease. Offer students the opportunity to sign the pledge of protection.
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Review the three ways in whiuh the HIV infection is spread. (Use the seLtion "How Is HIV InfeL-
lion Spread?" in the Student Guide.) Using this information, ask the studenb to identify the two items
on the worksheet they feel offer the best protection against AIDS. (I) say no to sexual interLourse and
(2) say no to drugs. Have the students draw a star by these two items on their worksheets.

Ask students to volunteer to read aloud the section on HIV prevention (entitled Ihiw Lan HIV
Infection Be Prevented?") from the Student Guide. Explain that every person has the right to proteLt
himself or herself by saying "no" to sexual interLourse and drugs and that young people who imike
healthy choices deserve support from others for their decisions. Pave students disLuss some ways in
which they can support others who are making healthy LhoiLcs isuLh as telling them you think they are
making a good choice, stand up for the person. if you are in a group).

Ask students to think about a situation in whiLh they were pressured to do something they didn't
want to do. Ask several volunteers to desuribe their situations, what was said, support they reLeived,
what they did, and how they felt about it. Explain that eaLh person makes LhoiLes about proteLting his
or her health (for example, eating nutritious foods, talking about feelings w ith friends, and planning fam-
ily activities). Tell students that they are going to praLtiLe some ways to handle situations in whiLh they
are pressured to do things that may risk good health.

Display the transparency, "Protecting Myself By Saing No." Explain eaLh way of saying "no" and
conduct a brief class discussion by asking the follow ing. (I) Give some examples of situations in whia
these ways of saying "no" could be used. (2) WhiLh of these ways to say "no" do you think you would
feel most comfortable using? (3) Could you use a combination of these different ways to say "no"? (4)
How could you show support for someone who was saying "no"?

Tell each student to rind the "Write Your Own Way To Say No" worksheet in the Student Guide.
Have the students brainstorm interpretations for eaLh of the piutures (nu to drugs. no to tobaLLo, no to
alcohoi. ri,) to guns). Tell each class member to write his or her own Laptions ibing the five different
ways to sly "no." Display the finished worksheets so the students can v iew one another's work.

Instruct the stuCznts to write the number from the ProteLtion Continuum that now indmates their
feelings about the statement. Have them Lompare the:r Lurrent !lumber w ith the number from the begin-
ning of the class. Ask the following questions. (I) Did anyone Lhange his or her mind.' (2) Why do
you think your feelings did or did not change?

EVALUATION FOR LESSON #5:
Have the students turn to the "Protecting My self Against Disease" worksheet in the Student Guide

Tell each student to circle the one item from each chuchilst (physival, emotional. and soulal) they fee!
they most need to improve.

EXTENSION:
Have the students complete the "HIV Infection Word Search- in the Student Guide.



TRANSPARENCY MASTER

PROTECTING MYSELF BY
SAYING "NO"

1 Say "no" and nothing else
(it's your right)

2. Say "no" and explain your reason

3. Say "no" and suggest doing something else

4. Say "no" by reversing the situation
(if you were my friend, you wouldn't

ask me to)

5. Say "no" through your actions
(avoid or leave the situation)
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TEACHER REFERENCE

HW INFECTION WORD SEARCH

DIRECTIONS
All the words listed below can be found somewhere in the puzzlehorizontally, vertically,

diagonally, even backwards. Find them and circle the letters.

AIDS

ANTIBODY

DISEASE

EMOTION

GERM

HIV

IMMUNE

INFECTIOUS

PHYSICAL

PROTECT

SEMEN

SOCIAL

SYMPTOM

ViRUS
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,,, NAME

Write Hour own way to saq110

SAYING NO TO DRUGS.*

* 5 A? I N G NO TO ALCOHOL.*

50
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Ac. SAYING NO TO TOBA\ceo. of-

*SAYING NO TO PLAYING WITH GUNS.*
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LESSON #6

TITLE: Saying No

PURPOSE: To help students develop skill in saying no to LhoiLes that may be a risk to good health.

OBJECTIVE: The student will practice saying no to situations that may he risks to good health.

MATERIALS: Transparency of "Protecting Myself By Saying No" (from the prey ious lesson)
One Student Guide for each student

TIME: 30 - 40 minutes

CONDUCT:NG THE LESSON:
Ask the class the meaning of the folloin saying. "practice makes perfeLt" (thc more you praL

lice. the better you will be able to perform). Now ask the class to brainstorm reasons why a person
should practice saying no. (Saying no can be hard. You Lan get better at saying no if you praLtiLe. If
you don't say no when you want to. you may feel bad about yourself.) Tell the Llass that saying no Lan
be hard v ou feel a lot of pressure to say yes. Explain that today's lesson will give praLtiLe in say-
ing no to situations that may be risks to good health.

Expl .hat you will give the students some situations so they can practiLe ways to say . Tell
them that Ale first situation is an example. Read aloud the fo,lowing scenario.

RAE

Rae has gone to the park to meet some other friends from sLhool. She is meeting them at the river.
When Rae gets to the rive,. she sees that her friends have gone swimming even though the sign says
"No Swimming Allowed - Swift Currcnts." Rae doesn't want to swim. hut her friends say. Come on
in. Are you afraidr What would you say or do?

Use the transparenLy. "Protecting Myself By Saying No. and have the students suggest respon,e,
to the scenario following the suggested live ways to say no. .'s you disLuss possible respon,es. ask the
students: (I) Have you ever used this way to say no'? 12) What was the result.' (3) What would you say
or do if someone said no to you in this way?

Explain that the students will now practiLe saying no. Have the students turn to the worksheet. I

Can Say No." in the Studept Guide. Tell the students that they will work in small groups to ,.:,00st tnie
way to say no to eaLh argument. If there are no questions. di,idc the students into truds and give Mott
time to complete the worksheet. When they have likished. have the groups share the ways to say no
with the class. Try to cover as many responses to each argument as possible.

Choosc two of the situations for volunteers to rok pl.., itave them role-play saying no. as well as
the argument. Following Ili:- role-play ask. (I) How did the student say no? (2) Did the student teLcivc
support for his or her choice? (3) Was the role-play realistiL? (4) How did the aLtors feel?
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Ask students how they feel when they do things they don't want to, just because someone else tells
theta to (sad, angry, embarrassed, weak). Remind students that saying no is not always easy. Standing
up for yourseff will help you feel good about yourself. Standing up for others who make healthy
choiccs will also make you feel proud.

EVALUATION FOR LESSON #6:
Have each student write a situation that demands a response. It can be a situation that actually hap

pened or one that could happen. After the students have completed the situations. have them write a
"code- name on the paper so they can be identified later. Shuffle the situations and distribute them so
that no one receives his or hcr own. H..e the students read the situation and write a way to say no.
Whcn the students have completed the task, take the papers up and privately read the responses. Make
any additional remarks or sus;gestions as necessar, before returning the situation, to the authors. Return
the papers by placing them on a t:tble so that the codes are visible.
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SECTION II

TEST QUESTIONS

Test questions are presented here for these teaLhers who want to LonduLt a written ealuation of
students knowledge ,md a!titudes. The selection o: questions should b.; base goon the classroom situa
tion, language skills, and developmental level of the students.

True or False:
T I. AIDS is caused by a virus.

F 2. Al persons who become inkcted with HIV have AIDS.

T 3. There is no cure for AIDS.

T 4. HIV ean be spread by sharing drug needles.

F 5. It is possible to tell if someone is infected iith HIV by looking at him or her.

F 6. A person can become infected with HIV from insect bites.

T 7. A koman Lm beLome infected with HIV from haing sesi interLourse with an infeLted man.

F 8. A person can become infected with HIV from giving blood.

F 9. Sexual intercourse is the only way HIV elm be spread.

T 10. HIV infection can be prevented.

T I I. A person must get a special blood test to find out if he or she is infected with HIV.

12. Very few doctors and nurses have beLome infeLted with HIV by taring for AIDS patients.

T 13. HIV affects the immune sys;em.

F 14. A person Lan beLome infeLted with HIV by playing basketball with someone who has AIDS.

F 15. Everyone who is infected with HIV k is sick.

T 16. Babies can be infected with HIV.
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Multiple Choice:
c I. Which sentence about HIV infection is TRUE?

a. HIV is spread through hugging.
b. Babies cannot have HIV infection.
c. HIV attacks the immune system.

a 2. The best way to prevent HIV infection is to
a. not use intravenous drugs
b. not share lockers
c. have regular checkups

b 3. All people who are infected with HIV have
a. tiredness, weight loss, and swollen glands
b. HIV infection
c. AIDS

a 4. Persons who (1) are infected with HIV. (2) hal..e few T-helper tellstnd (3) deelop diseases a

healthy person would not get
a. may have AIDS
b. can be cured
c. are not able to spread the infection to others

c 5. HIV can be spread to
a. adults only
b. men only
c. people of all races

c 6. HIV infection can NOT be spread by
a. sexual intercourse
b. sharing needles
c. sharing food

c 7. AiDS is caused by
a. mosquitoes
b. blood
c. a virus
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Life Situations:

I. Deanna and Carlos are good friends, but they go to different schools. Deanna knows that Carlo.. h
been studying about HIV and AIDS. She asks Carlos how she can keep from getting AIDS. What shout,'
Carlos tell Deanna?

'. Susan is in a store with some friends who are shoplifting. Her friends dare her to take a candy bar.
They say. "You aren't our friend if you don't take one.- What should Susan say and do?

3. Shane and Joey have been friends since the first grade. They have always played together and Nis. cd
their secrets. Shane tells Joey that his father has AIDS. What can Joey do to help?

4. Clay aild Ben ar ing Nintendo at Todd's house. Todd pulls a beer out of his closet and pops the
top. He takes a u. and hands the beer to Clay. Clay takes a drink and passes tlk beer to Ben. What
would you tell Ben to say?

5. A group of your friends are talking about Eliz..beth. She is absent a lot because she has AIDS. How
should you tell your friends to act around Elizabeth?

6. Gina and Lauren are waiting for their parents to pkk them up after gymnastks practice. They finished
practice early and know it will be at least 15 niinutes before their parents arrive. Gina takes a cigarette
out of her purse and lights it. As Gina lights up she says. "My big sister gave me these. Want to share
it?- What should Lauren do?

This inventory can be used as a SURey of attitudes before or after instruction. Stude.its may enjoy
compaling their pre and postinstruction answers and discussing whkh answers changed and why.



THINKING ABOUT HIV INFECTION AND AIDS

For each idea, circle the word that describes how you feel. This test is not for gade. It is to help
you understand some of your feelings about AIDS and HIV infection.

1. I am worried that I might get AIDS. yes

2. More money should be spent to find a cure for

3.

HIV infection,

Children need to learn about HIV infection and AIDS.

yes

yes

4. Students with AIDS should not be allowed to go to school. yes

5. I would be friends with someone who has AIDS. yes

6. More kindness should be shown to people with the

7.

HIV infection,

I would not want to be in the same room with someone

yes

who had AIDS. yes

8. I can protect myself from getting sick with AIDS. yes

don't know no

don't know no

don't know no

don't know no

don't know no

don't know nu

don't know no

don't know no

If you circled (no) on questions #1, #4, and #7, and cirded (yes) on questions #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, and
#8, you show feelings that help prevent problems from HIV infection and AIDS.
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APPENDIX

RESOURCES

HIV and AIDS Education Resources
There are many national resources available to assist educators in HIV and AIDS education. These

resources can provide current facts about the HIV epidemic, ed cational materials, and teaching strate
A few of the national organizations publish journals or newsletters did often list current materials

and professional preparation opportunities and feature articles about HIV infection.

NATIONAL HOTLINES

National AIDS Information Line
1-800-342-AIDS (English-speaking)
1-800-344-SIDA (Spanish-speaking)
1-800-AIDSTTY (Hearing impaired)

National Institute on Drug Abuse
1-800-662-HELP

NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE

National AIDS Information Clearinghouse
P. 0. Box 6003
Rockville, MD 20850
1-800-458-5231

COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASE

AIDS School Health Education Subfile on the Combined Health Information Database (CHID)
(Contains programs and curricula, health policies, regulations, and guidelines, and materials for schoul.
Managed by the U.S. Public Health Service.)

BRS Information Technologies, Div. of Maxwell Online
8000 Westpark Dr.
McLean, VA 21102
1-800-289-4277
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NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

American Association of School Administrators
1801 North Moore Street
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 528-0700

American College Health r,ssociation
1300 Piccard Drive, Suite 200
Rockville, MD 20855
(301) 963-1100

American Federation of Teachers
555 New Jersey Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 879-4490

American Foundation for AIDS Research (AIGS Information Resources Directory)
1515 Broadway, Suite 3601
New York, NY 10036
(212) 719-0033

American Medical Association
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago. IL 60610
(312) 645-533A

American Red Cross
National Headquarters
17th and E Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 737-8300

American School Health Association
National Office
P. 0. Box 708
Kent, OH 44240
(216) 678-1601
(Jouriial: Journal of School Health)

Association for the Advancement of Health Edation (an assooanon of the Atm.tr. Aiiiant.e for Health.
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance)
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091
(703) 476-3437
(Journal: Hechh Education)
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Lenter for Population Options
1012 14th Street, NW, Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 347-5700

Council of Chief State School Officers
Resource Center on Educational Equity
400 r Capitol Street, NW, Suite 379
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 393-8159

ETR Associates
P. 0. Box 1830
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1830
(800) 321-4407
(Journal: Family Life Educator)
(Catalog on AIDS and family life education materials)

Hispanic AIDS Forum
121 Avenue of the Americas. Suite 505
New York, NY 10013
(212) 966-6336

Minority Task Force on AIDS/National Council of Churches
475 Riverside Drive, Room 572
New York, NY 10115
(212) 870-2385

National Association of People with AIDS
P.O. Box 18345
Washington, DC 20006
(800) 673-8538

National Association of State Boards of Education
1012 Cameron Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 684-4000

National Coalition of Advocates for Students
100 Boylston Street, Suite 737
Boston, MA 02116-4610
(617) 357-8507

National Coalition of Hispanic Health and Human Services Organizations
1030 15th Street, NW, Suite 1053
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 371-2100
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National Commission on Correctional Health Care
2105 N. South Port, Suite 200
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 528-0818

National Education Association
100 Colony Square, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30361
(404) 875-8819

National Network of Runaway and Youth Services, Inc.
1400 I Street, NW, Suite 330
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 682-4114

National Organization of Black County Officials
440 First Street, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 347-6958

The National PTA
700 North Rush Street
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 787-0977

National Rural mmd Small Schools Consortium/National Rural Development Institute
Miller Hall 359, Western Washington University
Bellingham, WA 98225
(206) 676-3576

National School Boards Association
1680 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 838-6765

San Francisco AIDS Foundation
333 Valencia Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 864-4376
(A/DS Educator: A Catalog of AIDS Educational Material)

Sex Information and Education Council of the U.S. (SIECUS Information Sem ke and Library)
New York University
32 Washington Place
New York, NY 10003
(212) 673-3850
(Newsletter: SIECUS Report)
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AIDS Alert
American Health Consultants
67 Peachtree Park Drive, NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 351-4523

The AIDSIHIV Record
BIODATA Publishers
1347 30th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 393-AIDS (2437)

AIDS Targeted Information Newsletter
Williams & Wilkins
428 E. Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
(800) 638-6423

AIDS Literature & News Review
University Publishing Group
107 E. Church Streei
Frederick, MD 2 i701
(800) 654-8188

NEWSLETTERS
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GLOSSAIT

ABUSE - Wrong use.

AIDS (acquired immunodefiLienLy syndrome) A disease Lause:1 by irus that damages the body 's Immune
system.

ANTIBODIES - Substances in the blood that fight disease.

BACTERIA Microorganisms (germs): some are helpful and some can cause disease.

EMOTIONAL - Having to do with feelings.

EMOTIONS - Feelings.

HIV - Human immunodeficiency virus: the virus that causes AIDS.

HIV INFECTION - Having HIV.

IMMUNE SYSTEM The body system that proteas a person from disease. Lonsists of speLial Las III

the blood and body fluids.

IMMUNIZATION - A medicine that protects from disease.

INFECTIOUS - Catching; tending to spread.

KAPOSI'S SARCOMA (KS) A Lamer that is sometimes seen in persons v., ith AIDS. It appears ,th pink
or purple spots on the skin.

PHYSICAL - Having to do with the body.

PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA (PCP) A lung InfeLtion usually Laused by a protozoa. It

is the most common Lause of death for persons %Nith AIDS. but it is rare in people %kith healthy immune
systems.

PROTECT - To shield from injury or harm: to guard.

PROTOZOA - One-cell microscopic organisms; some can cause disease.

RARE - Uncommon. unusual.

SEXUAL INTERCOURSE - Sexual contact between two people.

SOCIAL - Having to do with human beings living together.

STERILE - Free from microorganisms (germs).

SYMPTOMS - Changes in a person's health that can be seen or felt.

T-HELPER CELLS - Cells that are pari of the immune system.

TRANSFUSION - The transfer of blood from one person to another.

VIRUS - The smallest organism that can cause disease.
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WORKSHEETS

MELISSA McSICK'S COLD

INSTRUCTIONS: Show how Melissa's cold spread to others. Use the names from the poem
to label the persons in the pictures.

Melissa Mc Sick was ill and in bed
With sore throat, and chills, and a pain in her head.

Mother Mc Sick came and gave her a hug.
One sneeze and Melissa had passed on the "bug"!

Now J. T. Mc Sick was next in the room:
One cough from his sis and the germ was his doom!

Sneezing at work, Mom Mc Sick gave away
The cold germ to April and Joseph that day.
Th: next day at school brother sat in class.

He coughed twenty times and the germ he did pass
To Shari and Jim and poor Nate nearby

He shared this cold germ without even a try!
And so, a cold can be easily spread.

A sum of eight people wound up in the bed.
betty in. hubbard
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INFECTIOUS DISEASE: HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW?

Let's see what you know about INFECTIOUS diseases ...

I. Some diseases (such as the coid chicken pox) can be spread from one pei-son to
another.

These diseases are called F 0

2. I learned that these F 0 diseases are caused

by G .

Listed below are some of the ways G are spread:

a.

b.

c.

Let's see what some of these G S look like under the micro,cope.

Bacteria

Virus

Fungi j Protozoa

3. Circle the picture that shows the group of germs that cause %.olds. Did you knoNN there are
more than 200 different kinds of germs in this group'?

FOR INQUIRING MINDS: Do al; germs cause disease'?

U



LEARNING ABOUT HIV

INSTRUCTIONS: Answer the following questions about HIV.

I. All' ; stands for:

A

I

D

S

2. AIDS is caused by a called HIV.

3. HIV kills cells that are part of the system. (This system protects
us from diseases.)

4. Name three ways HIV can be spread.

2.

3.

S. Name two ways you can avoid getting HIV infection.

2.

3



HIV: FACT OR FICTION?

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each statement. Decide whether it is a FACT or FICTION.

I. No one has become infected with HIV by kissing.

2. HIV can be spread through sexual intercourse.

3. A person can become infected with HIV by
using public bathrooms.

4. A person can become infected with HIV by
swimming in pools.

5. Going to school with someone who is infected
with HIV is dangerous.

6. HIV is spread by sharing drug needles.

7. Mosquitoes can spread HIV.

8. HIV can be spread from an infected mother to
her unborn child.

9. AIDS and HIV infection are the same thing.

10. Babies cannot have AIDS.

11. Persons who have AIDS have damaged immune
systems.

12. Some persons with HIV infection appear healthy
and feel well.

13. You can become infected with HIV from
sharing food.

14 People who don't know they are infected with
HIV can spread the virus without knowing it.

15. There is a cure for HIV infection.

16. A person can make choices to avoid becoming
infected with HIV.

4
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1. My PHYSICAL

THE LAST TIME I WAS SICK . . .

I felt the following Ways my SOCIAL
symptoms were ... EMOTIONS ... life changed ...

2. When I am sick, another person can help me feel better by ...

3. When I am sick, my social health can be improved by ...

4 PeopJe who have could be helped by ...

5. If I had a friend with , I would ...

5



BEING FRIENDS WITH SOMEONE WHO
HAS HIV INFECTION

There are many ways to help someone who has HIV infection. To find out more. fill in eadi blank
below with one of the words from the list. Then fit the words into the crossword puzzle.

I. A person with HIV might feel (2 down)
. I can help by being a (6 across)

2. (4 down)

(7 across)

I can be a good

3. If anyone makes

could do things tngether like going to a

bikes. Sometimes my friend may just want
(8 down)

(9 down) about my friend, I can
learned about HIV in (10 down) .

4. (3 down) needs friends, just as I do.

9

11 -+

10

r-i-

4 1

r i ,

7 t-------

6

f

6

L _ _

-I-

to

(.5 across) or
(1 across)

( I I across) what I

WORD LIST

EXPLAIN CLASS
MOVIE EVERYONE
FRIEND TALK
RIDING WE
JOKES AFRAID
L ISTENER



GOOF

PROTECTING MYSELF AGAINST DISEASE

Everyone gets sick sometimes. But there are many things we can do to proteLt oursek es
from becoming ill. We can protect ourselves from disease by guarding our phy siLal, emotional,
and social health. When we are healthy in all of these areas, we are at our best. These are
the times we feel terrific!
Listed below are some ways to protect your health. See how many of these you do.

PHYSICAL Checklist
I have had all my immunizations.
I eat a balanced diet every day.
I will say "no" to drugs.
I exercise each day.

get enough sleep to feel rested the next day.
I will say "no" to sexual intercourse.
I wash my hands before eating.
I will not smoke cigarettes.

EMOTIONAL Checklist
I feel good about myself.
I notice my feelings.
I tell friends how I feel.
I respect others.
When I am in a bad mood, I take time to do things I enjoy.
I spend some of my time alone.
I tell family members how I feel.

SOCIAL Checklist
I have at least one good friend.
I do things with others.
I choose good friends.
I do things with my family.
I spend some of my time with friends.
I am a friend to others.

PLEDGE
I pledge to protect my physical, emotional and social health.

(your name)

I am signing this pledge to be a healthier person. I want to protect my body
from getting infections and diseases.
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HIV INFECTION WORD SEARCH

DIRECTIONS
All the words listed below can be tuund somewhere in the puzzlehorizontally, ertically,

diagonally, even backwards. Find them and circle the letters.

AIDS GERM PHYSICAL SYMPTOM

ANTIBODY 9IV PROTECT VIRUS

DISEASE IMMUNE SEMEN

EMOTION INFI l'IOUS SOCIAL

7

A

h---

C N E S A E S I D A

A

Ir-
0 B S 0 C I A

0 0 5 H T V I

T 0

M P D I A V Ii R

M 0 T P M
1
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I CAN SAY NO

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the situation and write how you would say no.

CARLA
Carla is at Shauna's house with two other friends after school. Shauna's mother will not be
home from work for several hours. Shauna takes some beer out of the refrigerator and passes
it to her friends who take a drink. Shaunr) passes the beer to Carla and says, "If you don't
drink some, you'll have to leave."

ROBERT
Robert has been asked to join a group called the Jaguars. The leader of the group tells Robert
that he must become blood brothers with all the other Jaguars if he wants to be a member.
Robert really wants to be a member of the group but knows that HIV and other infectious
diseases can be spread through blood-to-blood contact. The leader says, "What's your problem'?"

TOMOKO
Tomoko and her friends are spending the night together. Tomoko's older sister says she will
pierce the girls' ears. Tomoko doesn't want her ars pierced. Her sister says, "You're such a
big baby, Tomoko!"

CARLOS
Carlos is walking home from school when a neighbor begins to walk with him. The neighbor
pulls some pills out of his pocket and offers them to Carlos. The neighbor says, "Go ahead
and take them, everyone does it."

10



HIV INFECTION AND AIDS
This section of your Student Guide is about HIV infection and AIDS.
You have probably heard about this disease on the radio ol on TV. Or you may have read

about AIDS in the newspaper. You will also learn what you can do to keep from getting sick
with HIV. Some of the words may be new to you. The new words appear io bold letters the
first time they are used. The word in bold letters can be found in the glossary at the end of
the Student Guide.

WHAT IS AIDS?

AIDS stands for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome.
A - Acquired (to get or catch)
I - lmmuno
D - deficiency (unable to fight disease)
S - Syndrome (a group of problems)

AIDS is caused by a virus called human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). When a person
has HIV in his or her body, that person is said to have my infection. HIV infection can
affect people in different ways:

1. Some people with HIV infection seem healthy and feel well even though they have the
virus in their bodies.

2. Other peopk with HIV infection sometimes feel well, but at other times feel sick.
3. Other people with HIV infection get diseases that make them very sick.

People who are infected with HIV and who develop certain sicknesses are said to have
AIDS. So far, no one with AIDS has gotten well.

How is HIV infection like an iceberg?

HIV INFECTION "ICEBERG"

Only a small part of an iceberg can
be seen above the water.

Only a small part of the people with
HIV infection have AIDS.

11



WHO HAS HIV INFECTION?

Persons who have become infected w:th HIV live in every part of the world. They live in
cities, in small towns. and in the country. Some are males and some are females. Teenagers
and children have become infected with HIV as well as adults. People of every race are
infected with HIV. People who have died of AIDS have been male and female, poor and
rich, Native American. Asian, black, white, old, and young.
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WHAT DOES H!V DO TO THE bODY?

When HIV gets inside the body, it changes cells of the immune system Lane,' T-helper
cells. The job of th immune system is to protect a person from disease. T-helper cells
one part of the immune system. They move through the bloodstream like "scouts" !oak__
for germs. When a T-helper finds a germ, it sends a mes. ,ige for speLial substames wiled
antibodies to be made. The antibodies kill any germ that may enter the body. When HIV
gets into a person's body, the yirus enters the T-helper cells. SLientists tell us that HIV may
hide inside the cells for many years. Or HIV may start to multiply. Whcn HIV reproduLes,
the T-helper cell becomes so full of HIV that it bursts.

HIV are released into the body and enter other T-helper cells. This process is Located
many times until many T-helper cells are destroyed. Nov, there are ery few T-helper cells
to signal for antibodies. A person with few T-helper cells will get diseases that are rare for
a person with a healthy immune *ACM. These rare diseases are what makes the person feel
so sick. People who have HIV infe. aor and get certain diseases are said to ac AIDS

13
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WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF HIV INFECTION?

Some persons who become infected with HIV begin to haye symptoms in a few months.
Or symptoms may not appear for many years. Thk.. first symptoms of HIV infection are much
like those of the common cold or flu. The person may haye tiredness, feyer, loss of appetite
and weight. Diarrhea, sweating at night, and sw ollen glands may also be symptoms of HIV
infection.

Some people w ith HIV infection hay e these symptoms all the time. Others ha ,e tly- symptoms
part of the time. As time goes on, the symptoms may come more often and become worse.
People with these symptoms cannot tell if they haye the HIV infection unless they haY e a
blood test.

Many people who are infected with HIV will deyelop AIDS. Peuple ith AIDS often get
a lung infection called pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) or a .ark.er. Kaposi's sarcoma
(KS). Many other diseases may deYelop. And some AIDS patients lose part of their norm...
brain functions.

14



HOW IS HIV INFECTJON SPREAD?

A person does not become in;ected with HIV by everyday contact %ith people. So a person
cannot get the virus from touching, hugging, or sharing food w ith someone who is infected
with HIV. HIV can be spread to another person in only three ways:

I. Sexual intercourse is the most common way HIV is spread. When an infected person
has sexual intercourse w ith an urinfected person, HIV may be passed from the .nfected person
to the uninfected person. Both men and women wilt) are infected w A HIV can spread the
virus to others during sexual intercourse.

2. The second most common way in which HIV is passed is through hlood-to-hlood wntatt.
Some people w ho abuse drugs use needles to put the drugs into their Ndeins. Any kind of
drug use is dangerous unless it is under a doctor's or parent's direction. When people who
are infected with HIV share drug needles, infected bluud is passed from one person to another.
Many drug abusers have become infected in this way.

Before 1985, some people w ho got blood transfusions. or certain products made from
blood, became infected. Today, blood is test...d before if is used. Now our blood supply is
safe. A person cannot become infected from gk ing blood. All needles and eip4ipment used
to collect blood are sterile.

3. The third way in which HIV is spread is from an infected mother to her child. An
infecn. mother can spread HIV to her baby before, during, or shortly after birth. Mo.,t
children who have been infected with HIV were infected in this way. Very few of the AIDS
cases in the United States occur in children.

15



HOW CAN HIV BE PREVENTED?

PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT INFECTED WITH 1-11V NOW, NEVER HAVE TO BE. A
person can avoid getting HIV infection in two ways. Tne first way is by not having sexual
intercourse until he or she is in a lifelong relationship w ith an uninfeLted person. The seLond
way is by not using drugs.

1. Refusing to have sexua! intercourse is one way to keep from getting HIV infection.
Saying "no" to sexual intercourse is a healthy choice for young people. Everyone hi's the
right to say "no" and each person deserves support for that choice. Young people are not
ready for the health risks that come with sexual intercourse.

2. Refusing to use drug needles is the best way to keep from getting 'TV imection through
blond-to-blood contact. Say ing "no" to drugs protects health in many ways. Drugs Lan change
a person's ability to make good choices. For example, a person who would not have sexual
intercourse may do so after using alcohol or other drugs.

Scientists and doctoL, are working very hard to find a way to Lure people who have HIV
infection. Until cure is found, we can all learn about this disease and take steps to proteLt
ourselves and others. In thk way, we can join in the fight against the Tread of HIV infeLtion.
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GLOSSARY
ABUSE - Wrong use.

AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) A disease t. 'used by a ii us that damages
the body's immune system.

ANTIBODIES - Substances in the blood that figb' lisease.

BACTERIA - Microtanisms (germs); some are helpful and some can cause disease.

EMOTIONAL - Having to do with feelings.

EMOTIONS - Feelings.

HIV - Human immunodeficie- -y virus; the virus that causes AIDS.

HIV INFECTION - Having HIV.

IMMUNE SYSTEM - TL. body system that protects a person from diseas_. consists of
spe,:ial cells in the blood and body fluids.

IMMUNIZATION - A medicine that protects from disease.

INFECTIOUS - Catching; tending to spread.

KAPOSI'S SARCOMA (KS) A cancer that is sometimes seen in persons w ith AIDS. It

appears as pink or purple spots on the skin.

PHYSICAL - Having to do with the body.

PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA (PCP) A lung infection usually caused b) a
protozoa. ft is the mest common cause of death for person, w ith AIDS. but it is rare in
people with healthy immune systems.

PROTECT - To shield from injury or harm; to guard.

PROTOZOA - One-cell microscopic organisms; some can cause disease.

RARE - Uncommon; unusual.

MORE
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SEXUAL INTERCOURSE - Sexual contact between two people.

SOCIAL - Having to do with human beings living together.

STERILE - Free from microorganisms (germs).

SYMPTOMS - Changes in a person's health that can be seen or felt.

T-HELPER CELLS - Cells that are part of the immune system.

TRANSFUSION - The transfer of blood from one person to another.

VIRUS - The smallest organism that can ( .ause disease.

18
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PHONE NUMBERS

If I need information about HIV Infection and AIDS. I can call:

National AIDS Hotline

1-800-342-AIDS (English)

1-800.342-SIDA (Spanish)

1-800-AIDSTTY (Hearing Impaired)

(in Alaska and Hawaii call the local health department)

OR

National AIDS Information Clearinghouse
1-800-458-5231

19
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